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THE EPIPHYSEAL COMPLEX IN A TRACHYSAURUS RUGOSUS

byD.A. Simpson

Summary

Gladstone and Wakeley (1940), quoting earlier workers (Spencer 1886 and Legge 1897), describe

the epiphyseal complex of two skinks, Cyclodus gigas and Gengylus ocellatus. In these lizards the

parietal eye appears to be a degenerate structure. Cyclodus gigas has a long, well-developed pineal

organ, and a parietal foramen, but no parietal eye. In Gengylus ocellatus, a parietal eye was found in

the embryo only ; in the adult there was a large pineal organ, but again no parietal eye. A drawing

of the parietal eye of Sincus officinalis, from Calvet (1934), is reprinted ; the nerve, lens and retina

seem well developed, but the epidermal scale covering the eye is densely pigmented and quite

opaque. Gladstone and Wakeley therefore conclude that in the Scincidae, the parietal eye is

atrophied and purely vestigial.
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INTRODUCTION
t and Wakeley (1940), quoting earlier workers (Spencer 1886 and

describe the' epiphyseal complex of two skinks, Cyclodus gigos

ocellatus. In these lizards the parietal eye appears to be. a degenerate
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A. Dorsal nspect of liead of Traritysaurit* rugosus shoeing parietal

fleck any foramen (xi).
E. Dorsal aspect of skull showing parietal foramen (af£j»

The epiphyseal complex in its fullest development, as seen in Sphenodov,

comprises the following structures:

I. The pineal organ proper, a sac-like ependymal diverticulum, with an

enlarged end-vesicle probably representing an eye which has failed to emerge

from the cranial cavity. The organ sends nerve fibres to the hahenular ganglia

(right nucleus in Sphcnodon).

II. Tht parietal eye* a simple vesicular organ lying in the parietal foramen.

It shows

:

(i) a retina of three layers: an inner layer of cylindrical neurosensory cells,

a middle of plexifonn nerve fibres, and an outer layer of ganglion cells;

(ii) a lens, of translucent columnar cells

;

(Hi) a parietal nerve, ending in the left habcnular ganglion in Sphenadon, but

in the right in the Lacertilia.

The parietal eye lies anterior to the pineal organ ; it is suggested that in the

earliest vertebrates, both lay side by side as dorsal paired eyes (Dendy, 1911),

It is of some interest, therefore, to find that all these structures noted in

Sphenodon can be found in the skink Trachysaunis rugosus. Moreover, they

arc quite as well differentiated.

* Department of Anatomy, University of Adelaide.
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MATERIAL AND METHODS
The material comprised four adult lizards, and one 60 mm, foetus. These

were investigated by gross dissection, and also microscopically, Both trans verse

and longitudinal sections were employed and they were stained with haematoxylin

and eosin, picro-indigo-canninc, Weigert-Pah or De Castro's silver stain, accord-

ing to requirements.

FINDINGS

1. The dorsum of the skull shows a parietal foramen, less than { mm. In

diameter on the surface, but expanding to a cup-like recess on the inner aspect

(fig- !)•

2. In the parietal scale over this foramen there is a depression, in some

lizards markedly paler than in the rest of the scale. E. R. Waite's (1929) descrip-

tion of the "pineal area'* as a group of nine small scales may prove a little mis-

leading, since the actual scale covering the parietal eye is single, constant and

relatively large.

3. -Sagittal sections show a parietal eye
t a vesicle of columnar cells lying

in the inner part of the foramen, in loose and extremely vascular connective tissue

(fig.2). The vesicle shows regional differentiation. The superior quadrant

consists mainly of very tall columnar cells, with a few interspersed sphenoidal

cells not attached to cither basement membrane. This arrangement provides a

biconvex lens entirely free from pigment. The remainder of the vesicle forms

a retina, sharply defined from the icns and heavily pigmented. Three rather

indistinct layers,' comparable with those described in Sphcnodon, can be identified;

an inner, of' heavily pigmented columnar cells, sending irregular processes towards

the centre of the eye; a middle of langemial fibres, and an ill-defined outer layer

of ganglion cells, with strands of pigment. The hyaline external limiting mem-

brane is very well developed. Whether the black pigment of the retina was intra-

cellular could not be determined, Some debris in the centre of the vesicle may
represent a vitreous body.

The epidermis over the foramen is less pigmented than elsewhere (in the

section, fig. 2. the epidermis Has slipped to the left where the unpigmented area

is clearly visible at *). The connective tissue filling the foramen between eye

and skin is devoid of pigment. This tissue has a strongly lamellar structure in

fixed material and seems comparable with the more massive parietal plug seen

in Sphenodon.

Connective tissue immediately around the eye is condensed to form an ill-

defined capsule arid in the region of the foramen contains many melanophore*.

In the foetal specimen, the eye is represented by only a simple diverticulum

from the roof of the third ventricle, extending up to the parietal region (fig. 4).

4. The pineal organ proper, as distinct from the parietal eye, lies more

posteriorly. It is a twisted cylindrical diverticulum, arising from the caudal end

of the roof of the third ventricle, The cells arc apparently ependymal, being

clear and columnar, and they rest on a very clear basement membrane (rig. 3*).

The sac is continuous with a spherical terminal vesicle, very closely resemb-

ling the parietal eye; there is even a lens-like thickening of the superior wall.

However, the rest of the vesicle is almost devoid of pigment and, unlike the

parietal eye contains no true gang'iou cells. There is no gap in ihe skull over

this pineal vesicle.



The stalk of the pineal sac is related anteriorly to the dorsal sac, which

reaches almost to the terminal vesicle; it is a thin walled diverticulum, adherent

in its turn to the paraphysis. The paraphysis is lined with cuboidal cells and is

in continuity with the choroidal plexus of the lateral ventricles. In the foetal

specimen the paraphysis was extremely well developed.

5. The nervous connections were not satisfactorily established. A nerve

was seen to leave the parietal eye from its postero-ventral quadrant, but could

not be traced to the habenular region, where presumably it arose. No nerves

attached to the pineal sac could be found.

The epithalamic structures, habenular nuclei and commissures are, however,

well developed, with a large median habenular nucleus. Nerve fibres ascend

from these n-iclei in the direction of the parietal eye; but their destination could

not be determined.

The -whole complex is embedded in a loose connective tissue which is enclosed

within a tubular meningeal sheath (fi^. 5).
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Fig. 5

Compcsite figure to illustrate most of the features of the epiphyseal complex

(x25 Hpprox.).

DISCUSSION
Trachysaurus rugo.ms has thus a well-developed parietal eye, with no obvious

signs of degeneration, and at least the equal of that in Sphenodon. Like other

vertebrate parietal eyes, it is very primitive, with no equipment for focussing.

It has been much disputed whether the pineal sac and the parietal eye are

developed from two bilateral eyes—later becoming median (Dendy, 1911), or



from primarily median diverticula (Tilney and Warren, 1919). Both theories

are equally compatible with the observations made in Trachysaurus, and this

investigation does nothing- to settle the controversy.

It is impossible in a discussion of form to avoid speculation on function.

Anatomically, the parietal eye of these lizards seems well adapted to act as a

simple light receptor, though most Avriters deny such function in living reptiles.

The pineal sac may conceivably have a glandular function; the paraphysis is so

evidently part of the choroidal system that it may be presumed to secrete cerebro-

spinal fluid.

No physiological proof of a pineal glandular activity in reptiles is available;

the only real evidence for a photo-receptive function comes from the work of

Clausen and Mofshin (1939). These aulhors studied the oxygen consumption of

lizards (Anolis carolhiensis) in the light and in the dark, before and after

pinealectorny, and found that pineal "vision*' makes a significant difference.

TtttMlNAC
Pa&'ctal Evt

Parietal nerve(?)

posterior
CoMNussoue

E.PCNOVMA
OS
AQUEDUCT

DOCSAL SAC

PAQT of pahapmysis

FOKEBRAlW

tlABEUUl-AR

Fig. 6

Diagratimuaic reconstruction of the epiphyseal complex.

The course ot the parietal nerve and the relations of the dorsal sac
and paraphysis are partly hypothetical- (Not drawn to scale.)

From an anatomical view, one may say for Trachyscmrns what Dendy (1911)
said for Sphenodon :

"I think we must admit that the pineal eye of Sphenodon is no longer at the

summit of its career as a light percipient organ, but the evidences of degeneration
are very slight. , . . It is impossible for me to believe that an organ which retains

such a complex histological structure . . . can be entirely functionless."
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Fig. 2

Photomicrograph of parietal eye. Note overlying

parietal foramen, pigmentation in retina and com-
mencement of nerve (N). Ilaeinatoxylin and

cosin, x 55.

N.B.— During preparation of this section unpig-

meirtcd epidermis over parietal foramen has slipped

to the left (*).,— *

•X
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t "i***" *v.'..|-.> (a)

(W
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Pi- 3

:!oparietal eye" or terminal vesicle of pineal

organ (II. and E 5 , x32).

eye-like structure except for pigmentation

and nervous connexion;

attached, saccular, pineal organ (*).

that the magnification is less than in fig. 2

in order to show the ahscuce of a foramen

in the overlying hone.

P£. —
Fig. 4

Sagittal section of the region in a 60 mm. foetus

to show the dorsal diverticulum from the root of

the third ventricle from the terminal portion of

which the parietal eve (P.E.) appears to

differentiate (ll. & E„ x52).



SUMMARY

1. The cerebro-epiphyseal complex in the lizard, Tmckysaurus rugosus, is

described.

2. Contrary to all previous opinion on this system in skinks, the complex in

Trachysaums equals in development the classical example found in Sphenodon.
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ADDITIONS TO THE FLORA OF SOUTH AUSTRALIA

by J. M. Black

Summary

EPACRIDACEAE Conostephium halmaturinum, nov. sp. - Frutex erectus tenuis ramosus fere

glaber; folia rigida, erecta, subimbricata, linear-lanceolata circa 5 mm. Longa supra concava, infra

3-nervia; flores parvi penduli axillares; sepala pallida, 3 mm. Longa 2 mm. Lata ciliolata; bracteolis

dimidio brevioribus quam sepala; corolla conica sepala vix-superans intus villosa; antherae Wi mm.
Longae cum filamentis prope basin corollae affixis; ovarium oblongum glabrum in disco annulari

situm; fructus non visus.
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Epackidaceae

Conostephium halmaturinum, nov. sp.—Frutex erectus tenuis ramosus fere

glaber; folia rigida, erect a, subimbricata, linear-lanceolata circa 5 mm. lotiga supra
concava, infra 3-nervia; flores parvi penduli axillares ; sepala pallida, 3 mm. longa
2 mm. lata ciliolata; bracteolis dimidio brevioribus quam sepala; corolla conica
sepala vix-superans intus villosa; antherae 1-|- mm. longae cum filamentis propc
basin corollae afrixis; ovarium oblongum glabrum in disco annulari silum; fructus
non visus.

Hundred of Heddon, Kangaroo Island—The only species hitherto found in

South Australia. Appears nearest to the West Australian C. planifolium, F. v. M.,
but has much smaller leaves and flowers, bracteoles scarcely half as long as the
sepals, a glabrous ovary and a prominent annular disk (C. plamfolium has no
disk). Collector, J. B. Cleland.

Legumtnosae

Acacia quornensis sp. nova.—Frutex gracilis circiter 2 m. alius
;
phyllodia

plana, lauceolata, pallide viridula, 2-5 cm. longa, 4-5 mm. lata, uninervia, supernc
in mucronem inferne in petiolum brevem angustata; capitula numerosa, in racemis
quam phyllodia brevioribus disposita; flores 8-15 in quoque capitulo; calyx cyathi-
formis 4-5 lobis, petala 4-5, glabra; legumen planiusculum, super semina turgidum

r

5-10 cm. Iongum, 8-10 mm, latum; semina ovara, nigra, 6-7 mm. Ionga, funiculo
duplicato cincta, in arillum parvulum desinentia.

Hills near Quorn (Flinders Range). Nearest to A. retinodes, but has
smaller phyllodes, fewer flowers in head and glabrous calyx. Collector, M. E.
Groves.

Trans. Roy. Soc. S. Aust., 73, (1), 16 December 1949



AUSTRALITES, PART V

TEKTITES IN THE SOUTH AUSTRALIAN MUSEUM, WITH SOME NOTES
ON THEORIES OF ORIGIN

by Charles Fenner

Summary

Tektites are small glassy objects, averaging about 10 to 40 grams in weight, but ranging down to

0.15 grams and very rarely up to hundreds of grams, found widespread and in considerable numbers

in nine known localities in the world. The group in which occurs the specimens of largest size is the

Indochinite collection; one of these, in the Paris Museum of Natural History, is broken, but

originally weighed four kilograms. Nothing comparable to this is known from any other group. The

source and mode of origin of tektites has puzzled the minds of a multitude of workers. Australites

have, for the past century, attracted particular attention, perhaps because they are so abundant and

widespread and because they are able to be classified within a small number of regular forms.

Moreover, as will be shown later, the australite forms show distinct evidence of two phases in their

development, as was recognised by some of the earliest investigators (Walcott, ref 1, 1898).
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PRELIMINARY NOTE
Tektites are small glass? objects, averaging about 10 to 40 grams in weight,

but ringing down to 0'15 grams and very rarely up to hundreds of grams, found

widespread and in considerable numbers m nine known localities in the world.

The group in which occurs the specimens of largest size is the Indochmite cohec-

tion; one of these, in the Paris Museum of Natural History, is broken, but

originally weighed four kilograms. Nothing comparable to this is known from

any other troup. The source and mode of origin of tcktites has puzzled the

minds of a multitude of workers. Australites have t
for the past century, attracted

particular attention, perhaps because they are so abundant and widespread and

because the/ are able to he classified within a small number of regular forms.

Moreover. ms will be shown later, the australitc forms show distinct evidence of

two phases in their development, as was recognised by some of the earliest

investigator; (Walcott, ret 1, 1898),

Barnes (1940) records that the first, printed word regarding tcktites

(Moldavites) was a note by Joseph Mayer, 1787, and in the subsequent; 160

years over 250 scientific papers have been written on these objects, most of the

papers being published in the past 40 or 50 years. Charles Darwin (1844) was

the first scientist to theorize on the origin of Australites; his theory, like m;my

others, has long been discarded.

The present writer was attracted by the australitc problem about 40 years

ago (1907), a time when research on these objects to Australia was very active

and when the majority of Australian workers considered these glass blobs as

being originated by a vast shower of glass meteorites Since then the study of

australites has been linked up with analogous swarms of glassy blobs found else-

where, and many fascinating facts have been collected and much interesting con-

jecture put forward.

The "accepted" tcktitc groups or swarms referred to in this paper are, in

Ihe general order of their discovery: Moldavites (Moldavia), BtlUtt)UttC6 (Billi-

ton, etc., East Indies), Australites (Southern Australia and Tasmania), Jnjfa-

rhinites (Indo-China), Rizalites (Philippine Islands), JavHiiites (Java), South

American teklites (Colombia), Ivory Coast tcktites (Africa), and Keduisites

(Texas, U.S.A.). Thus each continent has its share, and though there arc

distinct differences between each group, the possibility of some overlap in south-

eastern Asia and the adjacent islands mu?t not be ovei looked, in the "Rocks

and Minerals Magazine," September-October 1949. there is reference to green

and blue objects found in North Queensland by H. IT. Batchelor, of Hu^hcnden,

Queensland, and referred to by him as "Australian fc<ta$te&
t
' Mr. Batchelor

has kindly presented to me two ot" these so-called tcktites On examination 1

classify tfnrn as jasperoid fragments., such as arc found in many places on the

gibber' plains of Australia, particularly on those formed on the Cretaceous rocks.

They reveal no signs of their being melted glass, as true tektites are. and there is

no indication whatever of the internal flow-line structure that is one of the most

striking characteristics of tektites.

* South Australian Museum.
Trans. Roy, Soe, S, Anst.

t
T3, <1>. 16 December 194S>



Largely through the interest of Sir Douglas Mawson, a special effort has

been made by the Board of the South Australian Museum to build up as com-
prehensive a collection as possible of australites and other tektites in that institu-

tion. Tiie collection now numbers over 18,000 (March 1949), including 17,323

australites, 430 foreign tektites, and 364 other silica glass objects, and it was
considered worth while to describe the collection as a whole. One of the dangers

that besets public and private collections of these curious objects is that they

tend to be dissipated by gifts, loans and exchanges. For instance, the very tine

Shaw collection, purchased by the South Australian Museum (Fenner, 1934),

consisted originally of 3,920 pieces; h now consists of only 3,370 pieces. The
larger and more recently purchased Kennett collection (Fenner, 1940) as

originally described contained 7,184 pieces, is now reduced to 7,135. It is

probable that less than 10 per cent, of collected specimens are in registered

collections, and many of the latter are ahraded, flaked or fragmentary.

The total number of australites that fell oti Southern Australia has been
estimated as at least one million, and at most ten millions, spread over 2,000,000

square miles (Fenner. 1935, pp. 128-129).

GKNKRAL DETAILS OF THE SPECIMENS DEALT WITH
IN THIS PAPER

1 Australites, General Collection, 919 specimens. —-This general collection

includes smaller collections by Mrs. Leggitt, J. E. Johnson, J. II. Johnston,
A. II. Warren, J. 1L Nicholls, C. Fenner and other persons named in the

register of the tektite collections.

2. Australites, Florieton (Perm) Collection, 339 specimens.— These were
collected in an area north of Morgan, S. Aust., under the supervision of
Sir Douglas Mawson,

3. Australites, Shaw Collection, 3,370 specimens, — These are from the

NuHarbor Plains and southern Western Australia. They have been described

in detail (Fenner, 1934).

4. Australites, Kennett Collection, 7,135 specimens— These are from a vast

area of Central Australia, centred around Charlotte Waters. They have
been described in detail (C Fenner, 1940).

5. Auctraut.es, Cook Collection, 5,186 specimens.— These are from the Gold-
fields area of Western Australia, centred around Kalgoorlic, W. Aust,

p. Australites, Warren Collection, 368 specimens.— These are from the area
surrounding Al arret and Oodnadatla, South Australia.

ToTAt. Austkalitks: 17,323 specimens.

7. Other tektites, Moldavite Collection, from Bohemia, etc., 89 specimens,
mainly from Prof. Slavik, Prague.

8. Other tektites, Billitonitc Collection. Billiron Island, 1 specimen from
Dr. Shenton, RMS,

9. Other tektites, Javan tektites, Java, 47 specimens, from Dr. G. von Koenigs-
wald, Java.

10. Other tektites, indo-chinite collection, ludo-china, 42 specimens, from Prof.
A. Lacroix, Paris.

11. Other tektites, Rizalites, etc., collection, Philippine Islands, 212 specimens,
mainly from Prot. Otley Beyer, T.l.

12. Other tektites, Bediasite Collection, Texas, U.S.A., 39 specimens, from Prof.
Virgil Barnes, Texas, and F. W- Cassirer, Paris.

Total Other TEKTm*:s; 430 specimens



13. Other natural .silica glasses, Darwin Glass Collection, Tasmania, 29 speci-

mens (from Launceston Museum).

14. Other natural silica glasses, Libyan Glass Collection, Libya, 2 pieces (from

Dr. L. J. Spencer).

15. Other natural silica glasses, Inrpacthe Collection, Arabia and Australia.

4 pieces, from various sources.

Total Oraru. Natural Silica Glasses: 35.

16. General related material, Straw Silica Glass, South Australia, 11 pieces,

collected by the author. Trinityite (atom-homb silica glass).

17. General -elated material, Sand-tube fulgurites, 115 piece?, separately de-

scribed (Fenner, 1949).

18. General -elated material Fscudo-tektitcs, smoke bombs from steam trains

and steam-boats, etc. (reL 8) (Fenner, 19.18), 200 pieces.

]*}. General related material, plaster casts of auslralites from the Walter Howchin

collection. 103 pieces.

Total Gl^e&al Rllatko Material- 429 pieces.

Grand Totai or Pieces Rltkrrld to tn this Paver: 18,217.

PROPORTION OF VARIOUS AUSTRAL1TE SHAPES

Australia's have been classified according to Uieir various forms by the

writer (Fcunrr, 1934 and 1940) (reis. 4 and 6), and this classification has been

found io fit in with the various collections subsequently described. Nevertheless,

it must be remembered that only a small proportion of aust rallies found are quhc

complete. There are three outstanding reasons lor this

:

(a) All uustralites have passed through two phases; in the first phase the

glass apparently cooled slowly, and that part is stable; the anterior portion, which

was melted a second time, appears to have cooled rapidly and is very liable to

break or crack; in all forms except the medium and small lenses this portion flakes

off (see Fcnuer, 1935, p. 13L and 1938. pp. 200-204). This double melting does

not apply to any other tektir.es, as tar as is known.

(h) In the wetter areas of ihc strewn Citid, many specimens were swept by

rain into recent streams and have accordingly become somewhat waterworn;

many of these were recovered from gold-bearing and thvbcaring gravels.

(c) In the sand-dune areas of the strewn field sand-blasting has played a

part in the abrasion. Insolation and consequent fraclure and flaking must also

be considered.

Round forms (flanged buttons and lenses) have been found to be the most

abundant in all collections hitherto described. Elongate forms are second in

i mrnber, and there is a third group of unusual forms, mostly of small size.

Of 17,000 specimens taken at random in the South Australian Museum
collection, the following gives an idea of the proportion of the various best

known types; apart from a number of broken chips, anyone familiar with large

numbers' of australites can readily detect the group to which a flaked or abraded

form belongs. Tbose called "indicators'
7 were originally larger lenses or ovals,

with rims, the equatorial and anterior parts of which have flaked away, leaving

just enough of the original rim to "indicate'* the shape of the form when it finally

cooled (Fenner, 1935, vide ret. 5). In the South Australian Museum collection

there are many specimens in which this flaking has proceeded far but has not

been completed, one in particular is a fine large flanged dumbbell,, No. T. 512.
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An analysis of these 17,000 selected forms is given in the following

Table A

Round forms - Flanged buttons, whole -

Flanged buttons, chipped -

Flanged button fragments -

Lenses, complete -

Lenses, slightly chipped or abraded

Lens cores, front and margins flaked off

Other round forms, partly broken -

Percent

108

age of

round
forms
1-1

968 9-9

397 4-1

1914 19-5

744 7-6

4147 42-4

1505 15-4

j table:

Percent-
age of

total

collection

0-64

5-7

2-34

11-2

4-38

24-4

8-9

Total common round forms : 9783 100-0 57-56

Elongate forms Ovals, broad ------ 573

Ovals, narrow ------ 674

Ovals, general ------ 339

Boats - - _ - - - 600

Canoes ----- 146

Elongates, general - - 1514

Dumbbells, complete ----- 264

Dumbbells, broken 499

Ladles, and other unusual elongate forms - 115

Total common elongate forms: 4724

12-2 3-38

14-3 3-97

7-2 2-0

12-7 3-52

3-1 0-86

32-0 8-9

5-5 1-55

10-6 2-94

2-4 0-68

100-0 -?7-R

Teardrops Teardrops, typical

Teardrops, unusual

331

5

336

98-6

1-4

100-0

1-95

0-03

1-9S

Rare forms * Pitted discs -

"Spheres", probably deep lens cores -

Crinkly tops -

Helmets, trays and other small forms

Pear-shape, an asymmetrical dumbbell

Flat-tops (special type of lenses)

"Indicators" as elsewhere described

Air-bombs -

s 2-14 0-03

9 3-85 0-05

23 9-83 0-14

50 21-42 O-30

1 0-4 —
53 22-64 0-31

74 31 -62 0-4^

19 8-1 0-11

234 100-0 1-37

Unclassified

fragments

Auslralite fragments - 1923

Grand Total: 17000

11-3

100-0
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An interesting comparison may be drawn from the three largest collections

that have been classified according lo shape, namely, the Shaw Collection

(Fenner 1934, ret. 4), the Kennett Collection (Tenner 1940, ref. 6), and the

South Australian Museum Collection, which includes the Shaw and Kennett

Collections, plus more than 7,000 additional specimens. The conclusion may be

drawn that the various types shown in the following lable occur throughout the

strewu-field in about the same proportions. The absence of "rare and unusual

forms" from the Shaw Collection may be due to the inexperience of the writer

at that time, for many of the. figured Shaw specimens (Fenner, 1934, ref. 4) would

otherwise have been included in (hat group:

TAin.rc B

Shaw Tyennett S.A. Museum

1. Houud forms * 1369 3935 97S3

2. Elongate farms _. — 490 1140 4724

3. teardrops - 134 62 336

4. *3are forms - not classified 102 234

5. Unclassified fragments -

Total forms considered

1927

3921)

1943

7182

1923

17000

There is another group of collectors about which little has been written.

Thesc are the native birds that wander over the tektite-sprmkled area, particularly

emus and "plain turkeys". So many australites were found ill rhc crops and
gizzards of emus that in earlier years the popular name given to australites by
the people of the Outback was "'emu-stones", a name which still persists here

and there. The Australian Bustard or Plain Turkey (Eupodolis auslralis) was
also a collector. Somewhere about 1940 or earlier one of these birds was shot and
dressed by Mr, M T Kirkham, as seen and attested to hy Mr. H. McDonald, of

Port Augusta, South Australia. There were 49 australites and two other black

stones in the crop of the bird. The author has one specimen from this collection

and a photograph of 4 1 others. Seven were retained as souvenirs by members
of the party. The total weight of the specimens was 44 ounces. Of these 42,

round forms were in the majority, as follows: 31 rounds, 6 elongates, 1 probable

teardrop, 1 unusual form, and 3 fragments. This collection was, of course, a
hpecially selected one, but it indicates the abundance of australites among the rock-

fragments of the salt-bush and mulg-a plains, and the predominance of round
forms.

The largest and least abundant of the round forms are those called

"bungs*', 2*1 o 4*2 cm. major diameter, T6 to 3\j cm. minor diameter. Next in

size and abundance are the ''small cores", originally lenses as were the bungs,
1*6 cm. to 2 3 cm, major diameter, 1*1 cm. lo \'7 cm. minor diameter. The
beautiful and interesting group called "flanged buttons" cluster in the small range
of 1*3 cm. to 1*9 cm. major diameter, *7 cm. to IT cm. minor diameter. The
most abundant in numbers, and those which most commonly retain an unbroken
shape, are the lenses, which are also the smallest of the round forms, '6 cm. to

1*6 cm. major diameter, *3 cm. to 1*0 cm. minor diameter. In weight, the

smallest lenses arc less than •/> grams, and the largest bung is over 100 grams.
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The measurement* and weights shown m Uie foregoing paragraph and fn

the eraph (Fewier 1938. ref. 8, pp. 199-202) were done in 1938- on a selected re-

mesentalivc scries of it>> unbroken shapes. An application of these conclusions to

the" whole Of the round specimens, over 9,000. in the South AustralianM
Collection confirms the .sizes and relative abundance nt these types m a large

and comprehensive collection. A careful examination, without mdmdua

measurements, or the ovals, boats. fetwe*i flanged buttons, canoes, dumbheds and

teardrops in the South Australian Museum collection also suggests strongly lhat

rhe variations in .size and weight of the elongate types are m a practically similar

proportion. There are very iarge, very small, and intermediate types or lenses.

J.vals. boats, dumbbell*, and teardrops, though there appear to he fewer very large

rxmoes. and fewer very small teardrops.

It wdl he understood tint \\v observations made and the conclusions reached

in ibis paper are specially based pa tins IS&tf specimens in the South Australian

Museum, but not vithoru coiihidciation oi the collections m Other Australian,

European, British and American Museums,

OTHER NATURAL SILICA GLASSES

rising reference should be made to the other natural silica glasses in the

South Australian Museum Collection.

Darwin Glass—This has commonly been accepted as a Lektitc, hut it presents

peculiar differences of composition, form and distribution. It occurs within the

Australia r.trewnrkld, but is limited to Mount Darwin, in North-west Tasmania.

It consists of light-green, shapeless, small masses of ikmg glass. There is T-n

evidence that it is an impact ite and it occurs much more abundantly than impac-

tites do, and there is no sign of a crater, ll lias distinct differences from tdctrteS

(Fetinei 1940, ref. fi), atid though it may be of cosmic origin it presents many

difficulties of inclusion among the teklites so far as our present knowledge goes.

Libvan Glass—This has: been fully described by Dr. L. J. Spencer, who

visited the area and collected much material Dr. Spencer does not consider ?t a

tektitt\ It appears indeed to present a more puzzling problem than the accepted

tektites. Its composition is much more siliceous and its shapes quite different

from those of tektites. Its distribution suggests a cosmic origin, but there appears

to be no other fellowship with the tektites.

Impactites—These are usually fused country rock found in or m cL-se

association with meteorite craters. Some microscopic forms figured by Spencer

have the shapes of some tekiites. There is no doubt of ibeir origin cither at

Water, tleiibury. or elsewhere. But their numbers and distribution show them

to have no bearing on the origin of the vast tektire swarms found in olher parts

of the world.

Straw Silica Glass—This is found where haystacks or strawstacks have

been burnt. The silica of the straw accumulates in shapeless masses. Analyses

shows a high soda-potash content. There is no doubt of their origin (Tenner 1940,

ref. 6): and they arc mentioned only because they are included in the collection.

Sandtube Fulgurites—Associated with these are rock-face fulgurites, They

are due to lightning and occur where sands or rocks are struck by lightning.

Their forms are interesting, and their compositions are those of the rocks or

sands alTected. There is no evidence of their relation to tektites (Fenner 194^),

Smoke Bombs—These arc small siliceous forms, mostly spherical, but also

vyitb manv clumhbell and teardrop forms. They are "coughed" up from the

uuihols of steamtrains or steamships and may be found by careful looking pit

railway tarpaulins and along beaches wherever steamships or sleuintrains ply
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Tbey arc the product of the silica content of steam ma! and are of microscopic

size. There is no doubt of their origin, and they have been adequately decibel

and figured ( Rentier 193^ ref, 8 )

.

Pseudo-Tektites —In every collection examined by the author there has been

a number of specimens which look like tektitcs but which are waterworn pieces

of tydianUe or iroustone, or other curiously shaped geological or miiicralogical

specimens. T'licir origin is undoubted, and they are ot no special interest except

that they persistently occur, even when the collectors have been as keen and

observant as ne. the aboriginal folk of Australia.

Trinityite This is the name given to the silica glass fmined on the desert

surface from the melt produced by the firing of the ftrsl test atom bomb near

Alamogordo, New Mexico. Several small specimens were presented byLincoln

La Paz, Director of the Institute of Meteorites, Albuquerque, New Mexico. To

bring tiie col cction up to date, the Director of the South Australian Museum.

Mr. H. M. Hale, has received from the Officer Commanding the British Com-

monwealth Occupational Forces in Japan samples o[ silica glass that resulted

from the fusion of tiles and building stones by the atom-bomb at. Hiroshima,

Plaster casts—The casts of the Uowchni collection prove to be qmte

typical,, excep; that one specimen has a very l.trye central burst g&g bubb'e The

original Ho\v:hin collection, with a large number of other tine specimens, is in

the Tate Miueum of the University of Adelaide.

DISTRIBUTION OF AUSTRAL1TES
E_ J. Du.m published a map in 1912, showing 70 spots where one or man;,

australites had been found. Dr. Thorp, in 1914, showed 85 locality spots,

Csing these two mnps and much subsequent information (Fennct 1935,

ref. 5, pp. 134. etc.) the WTiter published a map showing about 300 spot? or

lucaJities, but with many spaces where il would appear that none had been found.

Since then, from an exanrination of thousands more specimens, and from informa-

tion received, it would appear that there are few, if any. spaces south of. the line

drawn on the 1935 map where no auslralites have been found. This limitation

is of special interest.

With some hesitation the idea is put forward that there are many areas

where australites are more abundant, such as Kalgoorlie; Charlotte Waters,

Nullarbor Plains, Lake Eyre and district. Yorke Peninsula, Florictou, South

Australia ;
Western Victoria ; Northern Tasmania ; Port Campbell ( Victoria ) ; and

the gotdfields of eastern New South Wales. On the other hand, collecimg may

have been easier or more carefully carried out in these areas.

It is curious that the large collection made by Sergeant Kennett

should consist of specimens so much larger than the average ( x 7 in some groups)

of those collected by W. H. C. Cook mostly on the soul hern Nullarbor Plains-

Yet large specimens, as well as very small, are found everywhere within the

stxewnlield. From the South Australian Museum collection otic gels the idea

that the very largest are found in the north and north-west areas, hnt this cannot

be proven, for the very large ones of other more populated localities may have

been retained as souvenirs or curiosities by the finders.

CHEMICAL COMPOSITION OF TEKTITES

A large number of chemical compositions is available, as set out in Sum-
mers (Summers 1908; Barnes 1940) and several others, such as Suess, Lacroix

and Michel. Summers, earlier, and Barnca, later, have graphed these various

analyses in a number of informative ways. The definite fads ihat emerge from
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these analyses is that the recognised tektitc swarms are very similar to each other

within that swatm, and that differences occur between the characters of one

swann and those of another. There may be discerned considerable differences

between the accepted tektites and such glasses as Libyan Glass and Darwin Glass.

Also there may be some overlap within the four groups that occur iu South-east

Asia, the Billitonites. indo-chimtes, Philippine Island tektites, and the Java tek-

tites; this has never been suggested or proved. Specific gravity and refractive

index comparisons do not contradict these findings. Summers held a belief,

founded on a small number of analyses, that australites increased in density

towards the west, aud Baker and Forster suggested (1943) "that the extra-

terrestrial body from which the australites were shed travelled from north of west

to the south o\ east across the Australian continent, since the specific gravity

values of australites decrease from north of west to south of east." That means,

and it is a point of importance, the australite swarm travelled with the rotation

of the earth. The writer has nothing to add to the excellent and comprehensive

work done by Barnes (1940) and others concerning the chemical composition of

tektites and related bodies,

RADIOACTIVITY OF TEKTITES
In 1933, V. S. Dubey (Nature,, 28 October 1933, p. 678) determined the

radioactivity of several silica glasses, mostly tektites, He concluded that, apart

from Darwin Glass, there was a significant correspondence in radioactivity,

measured in radinm and thorium per gram. His results were:
t?3 X J0-U Th xlO-s

(jer gram X>er gram

1. Moldavitc - 1-07 1-0S

2. Moldavia (tiabri) 1-02 1-60

3. Moldavite (Probsch) 0-78 1-60

4. Moldavite (Radomolice) 0-99 1-86

5. Billitonite € - 0-96 0-96

6. Australite (Lake Eyre) 0-96 0-50

7. Australite (Victoria) 0-85 1-84

8. Darwin Glass (Tasmnnia) 0>50 1*13

9. Glass (old head?) ~ 0-48 —
Facilities were not available to carry out a radioactive comparison in

the terms of this table, but excellent instruments were at hand to make a

comparison in terms of beta particles, using* whole specimens, and the result

is set out in the following report. The results cover a wider range than

those of Dubey, and are somewhat similar except so far as Darwin Glass is

concerned. Though the radioactivity in terms of beta particles is in general

low, Libyan Glass is practically nun-radioactive. The report by \\\ G. Fen-
uer is as follows;

"The examinations were carried out using a beta-particle counting tube,

totally enclosed, plus specimen, in a lead-chamber. The background count

was obtained in three separate runs of ten minutes each, distributed through-

out the examinations, and was consistently within the expected random
distribution.

"Because of limited time, and as it was not permissible to break or

crush the specimens, several major causes exist for discrepancies and for

some lack of consistency, and make it impossible to lake the figures at

their face value. These causes arc:

*Ui) Differences in geometry of the various tektites with respect to

the Geiger-JVlullcr tube
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Reg. Ko. Locality

T.806 Libya, Africa

t.m Texas, U.S.A.

T. 424 N.W Tasmania

T. 264 Cential Australia

T. 266

T.2S3 Cential Australia

1\ 692 Judo- China

T. 685 Indo- China

T.708 Philippine

islands

T.K57 Philippine

T. 860 Islands

T.885 Lhantce

llohemia

T.821 Te Wairoa,

New Zealand

1 2 3 4

— 7-9 30 0-0

15-0 9-2 10 1-3

-18-6 10-0 10 2-1

10-7 11-0 10 3-1

62*5 10*7 10 2 -8

10 4-4

,(

(ii) Possible variation in distribution of the radio-active material

through the different specimens,

"(hi) Varying densities between specimens and within each specimen.

IsO allowance has been made for absorption.

'The different weights of the specimens used is of little importance

compared with the above irregularities.

"Despite these drawbacks, however, it seems reasonable, on the actual

results, to assign a general order of degree of radioactivity. More specimens,

and proper control, are required to confirm this.

Table C
"Column 1 gives the weight in grams; column 2 gives the count per

minute; column 3 gives the duration of the test in minutes; column 4 gives

the excess co-int per minute for each specimen or group of specimens.

Background

Out: piece of sand - polished 15*0

Libyan Glass

Two Bcdiasites

Four pieces of Darwin Glass

Two medium lens core Aus-

tral!tes

Two lar^e narrow oval Aus- 73 5

tralites

Large fragment of Indochiuite 72'2

Large fragment of Indoclunite

Three medium Ktzalites

Two large regular Rizalites

Three Moldavites

Large piece of volcanic obsidian

Table D
"Extracting- certain of the above and combining them we get the follow-

ing results' the numbers at the heads of the columns have the same signifi-

cance as in the preceding table.

2 3 4

Darwin Glass count

Australite mean count

Indochiuite mean count

Rizalite mean count

72-2 10-8 10 2-9

30-4 12*3 K) 4-4

21-2 11-5 10 3-6

78-5 12-0 10 4-1

17-2 13-2 20 5-3

56-4 15-7 30 7-8

2 3 4

T. 424

>
Nth.-VVest Darwin Glass 11-0 10 3-1

Tasmania
T. 264

1
Central Australites 11-5 20 3-6

T. 266 Australia

T.283
J

T. 685 1 Irido-China Indochmitcs n-6 20 3-7

T.692 F

T. 70S
)

Pailippine Rizalites 11-8 20 3-9

T. S57
\

Islands

T. 860 )

"Conclusions— From these results there would appear to be a radio-

active similarity between Darwin Glass, Anstralites. Indochinites, and Riza-
lites. Jt would be of interest to compare their overall chemical compositions,
particularly the rarer elements.
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Libyan Glass is lacking in any positive radioactivity while the volcanh

obsidian is positively radioactive to the greatest degree of the specimens

tested; all others lie between these extremes. It must be remembered Fiuw-

ever that even the volcanic obsidian has bul a minute trace oi radioactive

material present ; it must also he remembered that in each cafie the material

in a portion of the surface layer of about 1 mm. thick only has hceu subject

to examination, due to the softness of the beta particles. Assuming U to he

uranium in equilibrium, that present in the obsidian is certainly let's than

0'W3% U. Ow . Many igneous rocks of the earth's surface hflLVC the same

and irreater order? of radioactivity."

No spectroscopies! analyses were available for inclusion, but my attcrthun

has been drawn to a separately published paper hy Ekkehard Preuss, ot Jena.

'Vlthou'd] not mentioned at the bibliographies quoted, this is a thorough and

valuable contrilmlion to the tektite problem. Incidentally, Preuss mentions Hoineo

tektites, which were to be expected hut had not previously been repotted

SHAPES AND STRUCTURES OF AUSTRAI .ITKS

Australites have the most regular shapes of all the tektites. aid a- most

of these shapes have been dealt with and figured fairly abundantlv hy various

authors, little comment is necessary except to say that the greater the mini

_

her of specimens examined, the more remarkable appears the regularity oi

the tonus. Professor Skcats wrote about two unusual types, tin. Mi.sc' and

flic "pine seed'' and George Baker (ref. 1946) figured several special forms.

Tuo of these (13 and M) are abraded elongate indicators, and several of the

others are variants of the teacdrop form; there is always a good deal oi

variety in this gtOtip. The most interesting ire figures 3A and 313. In the

larger S.A. Museum collection there are about 50 such forms. They ore

all very small and verv complete. The writer has called them helmets, trav-.

scoops etc. Mr. Baker calls the ones he figures "bowls." which \i a very ap-

propriate name for wind have elsewhere been called "helmets: in Kmlicr

1940, plate XIX ? several of these small forms are figured.

Before passing on to a brief comment concerning the shapes and ;strue-

tures of other tektites, mention should be made of a very beautiful and in-

formative series of photographs of sections, especially of fbmj>ed buttons

published by George Raker (Baker 1944. plates I, II, III). In a plunge i»t6

the theoiv of the evolution of round forms (ref. &) Ihe author drew^a dia-

gram (fig
:
. 2) and graphs (lips. 1 and 3), to illustrate his ideas. IL is of much

interest to J-nd the verv definite (T.eeke line effect) inlernal Hew structure

just as would have been expected on the basis of the two phase (twi.rc-

rnelted) theory of origin. Other tektite forms show equally definite internal

flow lines, but no signs of two meltings.

Apart from flanges, which mostly occur on buttons ot the tiixes already

stated. buL which also occasionally but rarely occur on ovals, dumbbells,

ladles,* and so on, tfiere is little notable or characteristic external markings.

Abrasion is common, but erosion grooves are rare; the most notable of these

erosion grooves which resemble arable writing", and in some ca*es cuneiform

markings, which arc generally considered to be evidence of long burial in

moist earth, are seen on those from the moistcr parts of the strewnfield.

The curious and obviously incorrect belief that australites are still falling

is held hy a few people, who are unfamiliar with well-known facts about tek-

tite strevvnfietds ( Fenner 1935, pp- 138-139).

• n.hcr interesting exterior features are the Mow lines visible on the an-

terior surfaces of many forms, the pitting of the posterior surfaces mainly
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due to small burst gas bubbles, and the spiral or concentric flow-ridges that

occur on the anterior surfaces of flanges, lenses, ovals, etc- Such markings

are absent from flaked lenses or oval coves.

Baker infers that aiutralites with anterior concentric flow ridges did not

rotate in ilight.; if this is true, the whole question of form ;ts evidence of ori-

gin must be reconsidered. Practically every australite. except very small

forms has. or had f
anterior flow ridges. There is a remarkable and convincing

example of a fairly large flanged dumbbell indicator (No. T.5I2) in the South

Australian Museum collection, as already mentioned.

SHAPES AND EXTERIOR SURFACES OF OTHER TEKTITES

MoldaviLcs have structures and beauty of colour found in no other tck-

tites. A striking shape is a tlaltish, disc-like, radially ridged rosette. Many-

are vesicular, some appear to be considerably corroded, the greater number
are practical^ shapeless, many are sharply broken across at right angles to

the axis, some are tear-drops of a Jong and special type. The general charac-

ter of the surfaces, with their wrinkles, groove*, and pits, is very charac-

teristic. Jn a large collection, as in that at Prague, one may detect groups

or types, bur not in any way comparable with the regularity and symmetry
of australites. Moldavites are possibly the oldest, as well as the first known
uf the tektitcs.

Indo-chinites are extremely abundant, and in Professor Farroix' museum
in Paris there may he seen the greatest part of the largest known irktitc,

as welt as a remarkably fine collection of indochinites generally. The surface

is usually rough and vesicular. Beautifully round flat ovals occur, also large

teardrop forms. The surface structure is of great variety, as figured by 1 .ar-

roix (19.^5). Surface corrosion is of much importance on the indochinites,

as it is on the Moldavites, hut it is not nearly so general nor so important

on the Ausrralites and the other tcktitc groups.

The Billitonites, of which the writer has examined only the British

Museum collection -and one specimen in Adelaide, do not reveal so much
character as other groups. The Adelaide specimen is a flat oval, with bubble

juts and possible corrosion marks. Although there may be some overlap

between the BiUitonites, Javan tektites, indochinites, and Rizalites (P.I.), yet

in the well formed specimens they can be detected one from the ollirr. All

arc shiny and pitchblaek, with many forms approximating to spheres, orate,

lenses and an occasional dumbbell. But t lie surface markings described and
figured by Facroix, Barnes, Beyer, Hodge-Smith, and von Koenigswald and
thrxsc in the S-A. Museum collection show distinct differences.

The writer has handled specimens from the Ivory Coast and from
Colombia, but has nor considered them closely enough to justify comment.
They are black, glassy blobs, quite foreign to the places where they were
found. On chemical and physical characters they have been accepted by
3cveral leading European authorities. On this evidence we also may tenta-

tively accept them as tektites until such time as material is available for com-
parison and enquiry.

The latest group of tektitcs, the Bediasites, has been well described and
figured by Virgil Barnes (1940). They are black, like all other tektil.es except
Moldaviies, and while many of the shapes approximate to flat rounds, ovals,

rounded cylinders, and teardrops, many are shapeless and fragmentary.. Many
also have very deep CT-shaped and V-shaped grooves. Though black, they

have a. light purple tinge, but are green in transmitted light Both externally

D
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and in section, as well as in chemical composition and in distribution, they

may well be accepted as true teklites. Barnes did not regard them as cosmic
objects, but suggested a possible lightning: origin. This, wrote .Barnes, was
an effort "to create enough interest to cause the investigation of all the ter-

restrial possibilities before accepting the meteoritic origin with all its un-

proven and unprovable postulates." In response to this the writer has pub-
lished 3 paper (Fenner 1949) on lightning-formed silica glass tubes. The
nnproven and unprovable postulates to a terrestrial origin. Bar tektites have
been closely considered and rejected by many high and competent au-
thorises.

Two groups, Libyan Glass and Darwin Glass, are so different in many
way.s from accepted tcktiles that they are not considered in this paper. If

the origin ot tektites constitutes an enigma, as has so often been stated, there

are foots associated with Danvin Glass and Libyan Class that are even more
puz/Jing. Tmpactites arc not considered, also, but for the very definite rea-

sons that their origins and distribution are so clear and indisputable; they

are not tekiues.

The first people to collect and name austraUtes were the Australian

aborigines. By these folk they were carried as curiosities, and also as objects

of mystery and magic, as shown by the collection that had been thus Used,

now displayed in the British Museum at Bloomsbury, The aborigines called

them by various names meaning "staring eyes" or "emu eyes."

N. B. Tindale, ethnologist of the South Australian Museum, has pointed

otu tlii'tl in some eases aborigines made small implements from ihis obsidian
material, but so far as is known none was made from the larger specimens.

It is significant that all such implements as are known, from the Broken
Hill anil Yorke Peninsula areas, first appear in the Mudukian culture. This
is the latest but one of the aboriginal culture sequences and lends support

to the fact, indicated by all other available evidence, that the fall of the aus-
tralite swarm was a comparatively recent occurrence.

DilTerent tektite swarms are of different ages, but the australite*. appear
to have been one of the last to occur.

Concerning the age of the austral ite fall, all the evidence is that this was a
•quite recent occurrence, though before the coming of the white men and probably

also before the coming of the aborigines. Practically all forms are lying on the

surface of the rocks,, or it buried they are under blown sand or shallow recent

alluvium. Early in 1949, Mounted-constable Homes, (hen stationed at Marree,
picked up a "pickle-bottle full" of typical australites on the dry flat surface of

castes u l.ake Eyre. This area is a salt-pan or playa, covered by shallow water only

at times of exceptional floods. Constable Homes r
s find thus provides additional

evidence of the recent origin of the australite swarm.

In "Nature/' 50, 1894, pp. f£4 and 206, Dr. (later Sir) Edward .Stirling

described in detail the finding of skeletons of the giant extinct bird Genyurnis
ttrwtotti, at Lake Callabonna, South Australia. Associated with the skeletons,

which were practically on the surface of the "lake.'* were numerous "gizzard
stones,'* totalling in weight 14 ounces. All these stones were of materials com-
mon to the desert plains of the interior; but, though carefully examined and
recorded, include nothing resembling obsidian or australite marerial.

The area where Genyomis lived was well within the australite strewn-field,

and living birds (emus, plain turkeys, etc.) are well known for their selection of
ausiralres as gizzard atones. Geuyorwh was of very late Plcistoceue to R^etfit
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age, so that wc have here another item oC evidence suggesting; that the m Pi the

australitcs was post-Genvorms; thnt h\ as has been concluded I'roni njicr avail-

able evidence, "geologically recent but historically remote,"

FINAL CONSIDERATIONS

There is. no need to include a bibliography, except where special rc-

fcience has been made in this paper, as excellent lists have been included

in the publications referred to, the best and latest being that of Virgil BaAMt
(1940) where he. lists about 250 references. Through all this literature the

"problem" remains, as it does in subsequent publications. The theories put

forward may be classified ay terrestrial volcanic, meteorite impact, lunar

volcanic, electrical, and meteoritie.

The exponents of terrestrial origin have shown masterly ingenuity in their

theories. Every conceivable possibility lias been explored in ihe effort to avoid

acceptance ot a cosmic theory. But three tacts might be noted in this matter;

(1) Robert Hookc (1665) quoted by Spencer (1937) discredited the fall of

iron meteorites from the' sky. Fourcroy (and Biol?) in 1803, quoted by Paneth

(19-10). found difficulty in persuading their French colleagues ot the authen-

ticity of stone meteorites.

(2) Most modern authorities who are familiar with the numbers and

conditions of distribution of tektites (snch as Lacroix, Suess, Michel, Paneth,

Heyer, von Konigswald, as well as all Australian workers for the past 30

years) have accepted tektites as "glass meteorites." Virgil Barnes is ap-

parently an exception.

(3J Lightning, meteoritic impact, and lunar theories (except that of

H, H. Ninmger) would not account for distribution. Lightning and dust

storms occur all over the world, but tektites occur only in fpecial areas and

with definitely distinct form and distribution. Meteoritic impact is too weak
an agent to have done the work, except for the few small impact ites re-

corded from Wabar and Henhury.

Tcktilcs, like meteorites, have not been found in ancient geological sys-

tems. Doubtless they fell, and possibly they have dcvitrified, just as the

ancienr iron-nickel and stony meteorites have less slowly rusted away.

The bibliography of tektites shows several interesting variations of the

cosmic theory, A most interesting paper by J-Jardeastle (1926) should not

be overlooked; his paper embodies his theory in its sub-title: "Plastic sweep-

ings of a meteorite/' Forty years or so ago most Australian workers thought

of tektites as a swarm of glass blobs, part of the solar system, arriving upon

the earth. Michel, Suess, Lacroix, and others brought in the idea of a lighl-

rnctal meteorite, shedding its silica content as it Mazed across the sky: tins

is a modification n£ Hardcastle's theory, who thought only of stony meteo-

rites, all of which have siliceous "skins/' and soinc of which may have shed

siliceous blobs.

Now, FI, H Ninin&er, in a booklet entitled "Chips from the Moon,"

(1940) puts forward the idea that the tektitc swarms were formed by the

impact of huge meteorites on the loose "lunite" chips of the moon, sending

off showers, some of which reached the earth. Dr. Nininger docs the writer

rhe honour of saying that the cosmic theory advocated by this author would.,

if true, explain the presence of the australites, witb similar occurrences ex-

plaining ibe presence o.f lektites in other parts of the world. The writer

can do no less than admit that Dr Niuittger's complicated and ingenious

theory would, if true, also explain the same puzzling facts.
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But Lincoln La Pa?, writes of the "Chips from the Moon" theory (Popu
lar Astronomy, No. 5, Way, 1941, p. 267), as follows: '7/ the lunar craters

were known to be due to the impact of meteorites, and if such impacts on
the surface of our satellite were known to produce molten masses, from
which bodies with the chemical composition of the tektites could be derived,

and to imparl to these masses velocities sufficient to enable them to escape

from the attraction of the Moon, and // certain other essential conditions

were known to be fulfilled, then Nininger's conjecture, in his own words,
"might indeed afford a very handy solution to many baffling problems. ?'

On the other hand, La Paz himself (Abstracts Geological Society ol

America, 194CI p. 1 919) leans definitely to The. lightning hypothesis. To the

writer, who has written on lightning-fused rocks and sands as well as un
tektites. this appears as a theory which is not only unsupported by evidence,

but is quite beyoud belief. Consider the austratitcs alone, which occur almost
everywhere over 2,000,000 square miles of southern Australia, south of a

line going from S.E. to N.W., in a land where heavy duststorms and electri-

cal storms occur with at least equal frequency over the northern areas. Why
should such storms always form one kind of object, in form and composition
in the south, and never produce any such forms in the north?

The writer falls back on Faneths comprehensive paper on "The Origin
of Meteorites" and retains the theory of the Cosmic Origin of Tektites., re-

calling the sapient words of de Fourcroy (1940, p. 6) : "By eliminating the

absurd or impossible, one finds oneself compelled to adopt what would pre-

viously have appeared to he almost incredible," Paneth's authoritative paper
is especially recommended to sceptics of the cosmic theory.

One may be pardoned, perhaps, for quoting oneself (C.F. 1940, p. 324).
"The present job before students (of tektites), it seems to me, is tentatively

to accept tektites on the (well-known and accepted) evidence of distribution,

form, composition, etc., as being glass meteorites, and to devote attention

to a study of the details of Lheir possible derivation (within the solar system),

so far as this may be revealed by physical examination and facts of distri-

bution. In this way may be added something to "the complete story of the
origin of meteorites/' and to a wider knowledge of the solar system itseli,

Harrison Brown (1948) suggests that "in meteorites scientists possess
a Kosetta stone that may well prove to be a major key in answering'' some
of the problems of the solar system, and perhaps of the Universe itself.

Brown makes no mention of tektites. but indicates that the earth's compo-
sition is probably equivalent to the mean composition of meteoritie or plane-
tary matter. In this, the highly siliceous lektitc swarms may well find their

place.

Careful consideration of the South Australian Museum collection of

tektites Has strengthened the cosmic theory of the origin of tektites. All the

available evidence tends to confirm the opinion that tektites are of extra-terrestrial

origin.
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LARVAL TREMATODES FROM AUSTRALIAN FRESHWATER
MOLLUSCS PART III

byT. HarveyJohnstonand L. Madeline angel

Summary

Cercaria beckwithae n. sp. On 27 October 1948, 6 of 49 Planorbis isingis collected from a small

artificial rock pool in the garden of Mr. G. Jaensch, Tailem Bend, were found to be giving off stylet

cercariae of a type of not previously encountered by us. This pool is fed with water pumped from

the neighbouring swamps, being filled up approximately once per fortnight during the summer

months. It is several years since snails were introduced into the pool by Mr. Jaensch, and as the life

span of Panorbis isingi appears to be under two years, it follows that infection of the snails must

have occurred in the pond itself.
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LARVAL TREMATODES FROM AUSTRALIAN FRESHWATER MOLLUSCS
PART XIII

By T. Harvey Joh.nstok and L. Mauu.tnk Angll*

[Read 12 May 1^>|

Cercaria beckwithae n. sp.

On 27 October 1948, Q of 49 Planorbis ishic/i collected from a small artificial

rock pool in the garden of Mr. G, Jaen^ch, Taik'm Mend, were found to be giving
off stylet ccrcariae of a type not previously encountered by us. Tm> pool is fed
with water pumped from the neighbouring swampy, being filled up approximately
once per fortnight during the summer monibs. It is several years since snail*

were introduced into the pool by Mr. Jaensch, and as the lifespan of Pinwrbis
iwu'fi appears to be under two years, St follows that infection of the snails must
have occurred in the pond itself.

b'rom 27 October 1948 to 24 January 1949 C\ beckzinthae has been identified
from 16 of 403 snails—approximately a 4% infection. It was not present in any
of 431 Planorbis collected from the same, pond at the end of February 1949. Jt is

of interest that the only other land of ga.srropod present in the pond, Amcriamia
sp., is evidently not a suitable host for this cercaria since none of Lhese snails
was found infected with h. This cercaria has not been found m Planorbis
collected from the swamps along- the lower River Murray. As will be discussed
later, \ye expect to find thai the adult is a frog lung fluke and experiments to
ascertain the life history will be continued. That the infection was not an
isolated case is indicated by the following facts:—(1) that of 69 Planorbis col-
lected on 30 November 1948 and apparently negative when tested then, and again
a week later, one was found to be giving C. beckwithae. when next tested on
23 December; (2) that the one Planorbis which was positive from among 180
collected on 24 January 1949

?
was not quite half-grown. This Jailer must cer-

tainly have been extremely small when the original infection found by us hatl
taken place, and would have been unlikely Lo survive nil infection at that fifagt:.

The Ckrcaria
The cercaria is small, an average of 20 specimens fixed hi boiling 10% forma-

lin in the standard manner bc-mg 165,* by IQQp wide. The range (105/1 by 105/.
to 240/<, by 86//) is considerable, because some cercariae are fixed in greath
exlended position, while odiers are completely contracted. The tail averaged
i62/.t by 32//; range 112^ by 30/6 to 202/* by 3'/>. The oral sucker averaged 47/4
long by 4'V wide, while the acetabulum was 29/t by 32r , giving ftti approximate
sucker ratio of 5:3. The acetabulum lies in the posterior half u\ the body. The
stylet is rather delicate in appearance; length 32,i; widfh at base 5\V; width at
nm, formed approximately at the end of ihc anterior third, 4^.,. ( " The tail is
inserted on the ventral surface of tfip body and is provided with t\ transparent hn-
fold tlorso-ventrally ptaced and extending a very little distance around the tip on
the dorsal side, but for about a third of the length of the tad on the ventral

University of Adelaide,
" ~"—

<?) In this regard we may slate that observations on xiphitliuccrcari j- nvamiti.-d ill

this department corroborate lUo observation of Brooks (1943) that br. has \^ n "imnr-vwtl
with the umtomiily of the •ciimeit.siuu* of the stylets of various .sriecicH" ami bdi-wVs tha*
'greater obc can he made both of the nlfape am! lenirtli of the el vie t hi (h-cCrihj,K, Pn ,|

HJentdvuitj rfrcariae of this R(otil> " Fnrtlifcr, the size of the stvle* r, not nlu-er* hv
prolonged lumiersicm in ujrnmllu, us we have verifier! with at le;^t l\yo fciwls of

V/Mti R"*- *•»-.. S. Aom u 7J, 01. )ft DereinUcr re4fl
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(fin- 5) When the tail is at rest, the flange is fluted. Under coverslip pressure,

the" tail tends to keel over to give the appearance of a laterally placed flange. The

tail stains blue with title blue sulphate but is uncoloured with neutral reel.

The bodv is fairly clear; there are no coloured retractile granules as are seen

in many xiphidiocereariae. The surface is beset with minute spines, though these

are so small as to be indicated only under oil immersion magnification and under

favourable conditions of intra-vitam staining. Ordinary methods recommended

to show spines, e.a.. the use of picric acid and menthol, were ineffective. There

was no indication" of the hue protoplasmic hairs described by some writers for

related cercariae. Caudal pockets are not present.

»*

Fig. 1: body of rercaria, outlines from earn era lucida drawing—entails of

excretory system n'om living spc^imcnis. Vig. Z: sporocyst. £*i& 3: cercaria,

gland ceilu and alimentary system. Figs. 4, 5, 6: sketches. 4, stylet.

5, tail m (lorso-ventral view. 6, excretory cormui in more extended position.

Reference to letterin; rp ^ excretory pore

On either side of the body there is a group of gland ceils extending from

the bifurcation of the oesophagus almost to the level of the posterior border of

the acetabulum. It is impossible to determine the number accurately, but there

are from 3 to 5 (perhaps more) pairs. Specimens stained with nile blue sulphate

following neutral red show two pairs anteriorly and medially which arc finely

granular but uncoloured, while the remaining gland cells take on a dirty purple
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colour; these and their ducts, however, tend to contract into an indeterminate mas?;.

In unstained specimens the nuclei of the glands appear clear and are slightly

tinged with pink. Throughout the body there are a number ot other cells, which
arc presumably cystogenous, and tinder extreme covcrslip pressure when the
nuclei become evident it is not possible to distinguish such nuclei from those of
ihc gland cells in the same region.

There is a short pre-pharytix, a quite circular pharynx and a very narrow
oesophagus which bifurcates some disluuce anteriorly to the acetabulum. The
atlgle of bifurcation is characteristically acute (figs.'l, 3); the crura arc very
narrow, and in living specimens are not seen beyond the level of the posterior
border ot the acetabulum, and rarely as tar as its anterior border. Staining
rendered them slightly more obvious, and in a few of the bust preparations they
could lie seen to extend almost to the end of the body, ending level with the. inser-
tion of tl»e tail. Krull (J.9a3) when describing the cercarfa of Hafuvitolot'chu.s
co)itpU'.vus t indicated very narrow intestinal crura and noted that they wetc very
difficult to sec

:
even in the most favourable specimens.

The excretory bladder is Y-shaped;, the arms of the Y terminating normally
below the level of the anterior border of the acetabulum, but in some specimens
(notably in those which had been swimming in a solution of basic fuchsin in
normal saline) the arms were well above this region. There is, of course, a con-
siderable margin of difference between the levels reached in the expuuded and
contracted positions of the bladder. The main excretory tubes are attached at
the anterior tips of the anus. The flame cell formula is apparently
2

[ (-H 3 y 3) + (3 + 3-; - 3) J, Tin's Is. extremely difficult to determine, and
for a long- time we thought that there were only two groups each of three flanw
cells, attached to the anterior collecting tubule. When the third group from the
anterior cud was seen its point of origin from the collecting tuhuics could not be
determined, and we are assuming that it is aitached to the anterior tubule, as
.seems most likely. Again, the point of bifurcation of the anterior and posterior
collecting tubules has not been seen definitely, though we feel satisfied that it is

on a level just behind the antetior border of the acetabulum in a position where
the convolutions of the main excretory tubule rendered any closer elucidation
impossible. In the posterior groups not all the flame cells have been seen; the
last two groups however are clearly indicated by the capillaries. In the first of
the posterior groups only two of the elements have been seen, but we liave no
doubt that a third is present Ihc excretory pore opens at the base nf the tail
by a crcscentic slit on the ventral surface. There is no caudal excretory cube as
shown by Sewell for several xiphidiocercariae. In stained, fixed specimens the
genital rudiment shows a.s an irregular undiiTereutiated mass dorsal to the
acetabulum, and of about the same size.

Kxpeki A! K.vr\L Intections

We have not been able to obtain the cyst stage, though a number of different
animals have been used for experimental infectious. .Negative results were
obtained with Daphnia sp.

j
Dyhseid beetle larvae; dragon -d.V larvae, Acschm

hrcvislyla and Anstrolcstes (inaJis; the yabbie, Chcrax destructor; mosquito
larvae, leeches (olmsipfwnia spp. ) ; the molluscs, Amcrianna spp. and the host
species, Planorbi.s tslngi; as well as with tadpoles and the fish. Cambusia affmis.

Ccrcaria of all frogr i Ung flukes of which the life-history is known encyst
in larval insects, the majority in dragon-fly larvae. In some species there is a
considerable degree of specificity for the second intermediate host. Krull (1931^
found that cercariae of Hacmatolorchus mcrfioplcxits and H. pwrviphrxus encysted
m two tpecies of Sympetnnn but did not infect closely related dragon-flies. On
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the other hand, he (1933) thought it probable that many species of dragon-flics,

could serve as hosts for H. compJc.xus, Ingles (1933) suggested that the presence

Of the infection of OsHulttm oxyorchis in frogs collected from ponds and its

absence from frogs of the same species collected from small streams was due to

the habits of the intermediate host since most of the. natural infections of

O. oxyorcfiis occurred in the pond-inhabiting dragon-fly, Sytn-pe-trum Ulofunt.

Such a specificity may well explain the fact that C. bcekwiihae has been found

only in a po id and nor in the swamps, and also our failure to obtain its rocia-

cercaria in Hie only two species of dragon-fly larvae which were available to us

for experiment, and which had been obtained from the swamps. Kruii (1932)

reported that the rne-tacercaria of Pneu mohites longiplexus whose adult ->tagc

occurs in Rana ftp., was found in cysts or free in the body cavity of damsel Hies,

Lvstcs sp. We have not found metaeercuriae in numerous dragon-fly larvae

{Aeschna bi-'visfyla) collected from swamps along the Lower Murray.

Thk Sporocyst

The sporoeysts are inconspicuous, and cannot be discerned as finite bodies

when the snail is dissected after death. Numbers of cercariae are found in die

liver; these apparently migrate from the sporocyst soon after the death of the

host, leaving the sporocyst as an empty sac. Staining of some of the dissected

liver material gave one good preparation of a sporocyst, a small body containing

(and more or less filled by) three or four cercariae (fig. 2). If avc had had suffi-

cient material to sacrifice a living snail, the sporocysls would probably have been

more obvious.

AFFINITIES

C. beckw'thae belongs to the Cercariae Omatae, a group defined by Lube

(1909) as "disJome cercariae with a stylet, in which the slender tail is furnished

with a tin fold." Since 1914, when Curt descrihed C. hcmilophiira and included

it provisionally in the "Omatae/- workers have stressed the fact that the group

is probably an unnatural one.

Sevvell (1922) created the "Prima" subgroup, and Faust (1924, table Tt) in

his "synoptic flame-cell formulary for digenetic trcmatodes" placed C hemi-

lophitra Con 1914 and C, trifunala together in the "Hemilophura group," as

having a flame cell formula of 2[ (3 + *) + (3 + 3 + 53 I-
ll may '>c noted

thai Faust (1924) included Cercaria prima with C. indica LIU Sewell in the

"Dnswan" group, and thus denied the importance of the fin fold in the classifica-

tion of cercariae, since C. indica LJH has -not this, feature.

hi, 1929 McCoy, who did further work on the excretory system of C. hemi-

hphitxa and ascertained the formula to be 2
[ (3 -|- 3 + 3) + ( 3 + 3 -f-3) |,

tound it necessary to remove this cercaria from the group, though he did not

create one to contain it.

In 1936, E. L. Miller divided the Cercariae Omatae into four subgroups,

using the flame cell formula as the dideientiatiug feature i

—

!I. Scweirs Trima group, with ao excretory formula 2x6x1 (i.e.,

2[(3) + (3) ]).

IT. Hemilnphuxa (sic) group, containing only C. trifurcata Faust 1919;

formula 2 [ ( 3 -|- 3 ) + (3 + 3 + 3) ].

TTT. A third subgroup (formula 2 [ ( 3 -|- 3 -f 3 ) -f ( 3 -f 3 + 3 ) | ) con-

taining C. hcmilopkura- Cort 1914 and C". mesotyphla E. L. Miller 1935.

To this can now be added Cercaria wrrchanti Rankin 1939 (the larva

of Hwmaioloechus sp.), C. hcrhcri McMulleu 1938 (quoted in Zool-

Rer. 1938 Vermes, p. 94, as Ci hMwri) and C. becktmthar.
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IV. Subgroup {our

—

Ccrcaria racemosa Faust 1917, the excretory formula

of which was not worked out, but was "obviously quile different from
other forms of this group" (Miller).

McCoy stated that "the exact location of the flame cells in C. kcimlophura

varied greatly in different individuals, probably depending upon the way in which

the animal was compressed. The second Flume cell group from the anterior end

was the most difficult to locate, and without careful study of abundant material

might be entirely overlooked/' These remarks apply also to t~- bickwithae,

Excepting lhat it was the third group from the anterior end which might have

been overlooked. One wonders whether further study of C. irifnrcata might

not. disclose another group of flame ceils, and thus place the ccrcaria in Miller's

subgroup Hi. McMullen in 1937 discussed the taxonomy of the family Plagi-

orcbiidae Liihc and related trematode.-, and $¥*& knowledge of the larval and

developmental stages to supplement classification of the adults, stating that the

exclusive use of adult characters for identification left much to be desired. On
the other hand, classification of ccrcariae on their larval characters^ without, a

knowledge of the life histories, could he only tentative. As to the importance of

a fui fold on the rail, he cited the genera AHuglossidimn and Mac?odoroides
"which arc evidently closely related." yet while the ccrcaria of Macrodcroides

t\pic its has a fin fold, that of Alioglossldhun cortl has none (the only two life

histories which were known for these genera) ; again, all ccrcariae of frog lung

flukes and related trcmatodes with the exception of that of llapUnut'lra cylin-

dracea have a fin fold on the tail. He concluded, therefore, that the possession

of a fin fold on the tail (and other such larval modifications ) were of little more

than specific value in the Xipbidiocercariae. This confirmed the opinion held by

most previous workers that the group Cercariae Oniatue was an unnatural one.

From the pnint of view of description of eercarrae, however, the lin fold

does provide a valuable means of separation from, or comparison with, previously

described forms,

It is evident that C. beckwUlun* resembles most closely the cercariae. of

Harmalolaechus spp., as indicated by McMullen {1967) in his composite diagram

of fluemalo/oechHS and Ostiolmu species. (Os'.iolum is now give:: by Dawes.

1946, as a synonym of HaewalolQcchus). Among the characteristics of these

cercariae of the frog lung flukes McMullen cites *'a large oral sucker, four pair*

of siyiet glands*' (though in the figure hvn pairs are shown, and C. hcrbcri which

McMullen described in 1938. has six pairs), "and a Y-shaped e.ccretory bladder

which goes through extensive development in the maturation of the adult" ; and

(as mentioned previously) "all have a fin fold on the tail with the exception of

Hupfotu-ctra cylindra<-e<i.'' It would seem that to this description shoulfl be added

"'main excretory tubes attached to the tips of the arms of the bladder/' though

this feature has not been indicated clearly in all of I he descriptions. "For

C. hvrbcyi, McMullen stated that the origin of the main collecting tubule did not

zgn-? with that given by Ingles (for (Jstiolum o.cyorchis), i,c , laletal to the arms

of the bladder, and that though it was povuWe lhat I he. tubules did arise laterally

in O. axyorchis, the same wTas at first believed tu be true of <_*. Herbert, because

the loop of the main tubule crossed the arm of the bladder and the rest of the

tubule was difficult to see. As is shown in otir figure, tins is also the condition

hi Cm beckivitiias* Ingles' figure of the excretory system in the metacercaria id

somewhat unconvincing in that the anterior and posterior collecting tubules appear

to arise independently from the arms of the bladder,, and wv suggest that the

origin of the main tubules should be similar to that in C. hcrbcri and our cercaria.

Although the life histories of several frog lung flukes have been described

(Ingles, 1933; KrtiH, 1931, 103.Y), in rfbnfe of those has the anatomy of lhc cer-
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cariac been dealt with in complete detail. So far as the descriptions go we can

only say that none of them resembles C. beckwiilme as closely as do C\ merchant*

and C. hcrberi. It is of interest that the sporocysts of our species appear to con-

form to the type found in HaBmotaloechits spp-

—

i.e., they are small and contain

few cercariae, whilst in C, he-milophura and (,\ mesQly[?hlB. the. sporocysts arc

elongated.

Ccrcaria merchants was shown by Rankin (1939) to be the larval stage of a

species of Hacnuiloloechus, but pending further study he deferred the specific

description. The genera) appearance of the alimentary canal, excretory system,

arrangement ni gland cells, and fin told of Ihc tail in C. mcrchanti is similar to

these structures in C- beckwithae, but the stylet of C. mcrchanti measures 40jt,

the sucker ratio ot the two forms is different, and C, mcrchanti has "fine proto-

plasmic hairs"
1

on the body, a feature which is lacking in our ccrcaria. Com-
parison of C. oecknrithae with C. hcrberi shows that the length of the stylets* is

the same, the general sizes of body and tail seem to be comparable (although one
is diffident aboul placing too much stress on measurements of cercariae made by

different workers and under different conditions) and the general appearance of

the alirneniary systems is similar. ] Jowever. the two cercariae differ in the ratio

of the suckers, probably m the extent of the fin fold oi the- rail (said to start at

about the midole tif the ventral surface for C. herbcrt, and at the distal third for

C bvckwiih.ae) and the cuticular spines of C. hcrberi arc evidently more obvious.

McMullen stated that C. herbcri. was similar to cercariae of genera belonging
to tbe Haplonritridae McMullen 1937, This family included the Haplometrinae
Pratt and the rrosthogoniminae Luhe, the genera of which, as far as known, were
parasitic in. the lungs of Amphibia and the reproductive tracts of birds respec-

tively. Dawes, however, included the genus Macrodera (from lung sacs of
snakes) in the Haplometrinae* and placed both subfamilies in the Flagiorchii-

dar-. The only life historv of a member of the Prosthosfonimiuae to which we
have a relerence is that of Proythorjonimus macrorchis Macy 1934.

Maey did not describe the ccrcaria in detail, but stated that there was no
fin fold on tbe tail and that the excretory formula of the metacercaria wa*s

2 [
(2-|-2-)- 2) -f- (2 + 2)2)]- If this formula is correct, then it seems

that the Prostbogouiminac can scarcely he included in the J-'Iagtorchiidae.

We regard Cercaria beckzvithae us the larval stage of Hacmalalacchus, a
parasite of the. lungs of frogs. Only one species, //. ausiralis (S, j. Johnston
1912), described originally as Pncmnonocces ausiralis, is known to occur in

Australian frogs, llyla and Limnodynasles, and has been identified by us iti

material belonging to these genera From New South Wales, Victoria and South
Australia.

Cercaria tetradenoidea norm nov.

In 1945 Johnston and Beckvvith describe! a iiireoccrcaria, C. tciradrntu A*
the name had previously been given by Miller (T&35. 252) for a. member of the

Cercariae Armatac group, we surest the renaming of our cercaria as C\ MITa-
denoidca.

Sl?JV1 MARY
1 A new >:i jhidiocercaria, C. hcclncithae, with a fin fold on the tail is

described f'om Plannrhis isinrji.

2, This was found at Tailcm Bend, South Australia, in a rock pool in a privait
srardon. Over a period of three months it was found in 16 of 403 snails, but
has not been obtained from natural sites oti the UivCr Mnriav,

3, The cyst stage has not been frnuHl,



4. The cercaria is considered to be the larval form of a frog lung fluke, Haema-
toloeclms (Plagiorchiidae, Haplometrinae).

5. A discussion is given of the classification of the group "Cercariae Ornatae"

defined by Liihe, and later divided into sub-groups by several workers, the

latest being Miller (1936),

6. Brooks'" observation (1943) regarding the uniformity of dimensions of stylets

of various species is supported. Such measurements are unaltered by

formalin.

7. An addition to McMullen's list of characteristics of cercariae of frog lung

flukes is suggested; namely, that the main excretory tubes enter the arms of

the bladder at the tips,

8. C. tetradeuoirfea nom. nov. for C. tctradena Johnston and Beckwith 1945 nee

Miller 1935.

We desire to acknowledge our indebtedness to Messrs. G. G,, Fred, and

Bryce [aensch of Taileni Bend. The work was financed through the Common-
wealth Research Grant to the University of Adelaide. The species is named for

a former colleague in our work, Miss A. C. Beckwith, now Mrs. J. Hardy. Type

material has been deposited in the South Australian Museum.
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THE PETROLOGICAL NATURE OF SOME ROCKS FROM THE MANN
TOMPKINSON AND AYRES RANGES OF CENTRAL AUSTRALIA

byE. G.Robinson

Summary

The rocks herein described were collected by Herbert Basedow, when a member of the Government

Far North-West Prospecting Expedition of 1903. He first published an account of the geology of the

country traversed (Basedow, 1905) and late (Basedow, 1915) the daily journal of the Expedition. In

his geological report the rocks collected were dealt with on general lines only and many deserved

fuller treatment.
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THE PETROLOGICAL NATURE OF SOME ROCKS FROM THE MANN,

TOMPKINSON AND AYRES RANGES OF CENTRAL AUSTRALIA

By E. G. Robinson +

[Read 21 July 1949]

The rocks herein described were collected by Herbert Kasedow, when a

member of the Government Far North-West Prospecting Expedition of 1903.

He first published an account of the geology of the country traversed (Base-

dow, 1905) and later (Basedow, 1915) the daily journal of the Expedition.

In his geological report the rocks collected were dealt with on general lines

only and many deserved fuller treatment.

Basedow's specimens, what remained of them when he died, are now
housed in the Geological Museum of the University of Adelaide, and because

of the unusual nature of some of them, their further investigation by present-

day penological methods was suggested by Professor Mawson. Accordingly,

the more sigi ificant of them, but not including any from the Musgrave and
Everard Ranges, were selected and are dealt with herein. The omission of

any examples from the Musgrave and Everard Ranges is consequent on
Allan Wilson's (1947) recent detailed work in that area sxtpersedmg earlier

investigations.

Rocks from the Tomvkixson Raxces
Page

Nature of the terrain .... »fJ -*- - ..-.. 29

Olivinc-augite-hyperstlifiie-^abbro (1540) , 31

Hypersthenic (1548) 32

Crushed chanioclche (1542) „ , ., *« 32

Garnet-Tnagnetitc-omphaeitc-graiiulite (6178) 33

Porphyrohlastic hornbleiide-Karnet-iinca-oligoclase-quartz -schist (1544) .... 34

Rocks fkow titk Makx Ranges
Nature of the terrain 34

Sheared leuco-granite (6181) ,.,, .... t 34

Sheared garnetlfemtis. gneissic, hornblende granite (6187) 35

Stressed and crushed granite (1543) ... 55

Mylonized granite gneiss (6182) u 35

Diopside peridotite (6199) 36

Diopsidite (6197) 36

Sheared garnet -andcsinc-amphiboHte (6179) 37

Charnnrkitir tonalitc (1541) 37

Rocks from Ayres Ranges
Nature of the terrain .... ( ... a 38

Apbtic granodiontc (1347) .... .- 38

Tlornblende-granodiorite (1546) _„ .... f ul( „,, 38

ROCKS FROM THE TOMPKINSON IMNGKS
Referring to the Tompkinson Ranges, Basedow (1905, page 73) states

—

"Generally speaking, their dominant features are .... igneous intrusions

within crystalline gneisses. In the case of the Tompkinson Ranges, the In-

trusive rock consists largely of gabbro, accompanied by diorite dykes. The
Mount Davies chain includes, among others, a large intrusion of granular
olivine-gabbro, varying in colour from dirty green, through shades of green

* University of Adelaide.

Trans. Roy. Soc, S, Aust, 73, (1), 16 December 3949
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m faint blue. In the last case the predominance of plagioclase feldspar, and
the presence of only a small amount of olivine have produced the bluish tint.

The intrusion trends cast and west as a massive, rugged chain, flanked by

less conspicuous diotitc dykes. The latter, though individually smaller, are

very numerous."

"North oi Mount Davies, outcrops of hypersthene-bearing granulite which
trend slightly east of north, present splendid examples of spherulitic weather-

ing, The rock is compact and granular, with little or no evidence of foliation

on freshly fractured surface, though it is apparent on weathered faces. The
rock has a peculiar olive-green, waxy appearance/'

Red garnet (alrnandine) schists are a feature of the north-eastern area

about Gosses Pile and Prominent Hill.

Skirting the foot of Mt. Davies on the north side is a mineralised outcrop

striking W. 20°S. and extending westerly for some miles. This ferruginous

arid gossaneous outcrop includes chalccdonic and scmi-opalinc varieties of

quartz, some of which are bright green due to chromium staiuing.

Ouvjnjs Augttk-Bytownite-Gabbro (1540). Collected from Mount Davies

adjacent to Camp 28, Tompkinson Ivange_

In the hand specimen this rock is dark grey and of an even-grained,

saccharoidal texture. It consists or highly weathered olivine, grey-green

pyroxene am. light grey feldspar, the latter being the most plentiful.

Microscopically examined it exhibits a holocrysmlline, allot riornorphie,

granular texture. The avcnigc size of the grains in section is of the order of

1-25 mm. to 1*5 mm.
Bytnwnitc is by far the nnost abundant mineral present, comprising about

two-thirds of the rock* It is clear and usually cracked. The grains exhibit albitc,

Carlsbad and pericline twinning. It is biaxial negative, with 2V about 83°,

extinction angle in the symmetrical zone is 52°. These properties confirm the

mineral as bytownite with about &Q% of the anorthite molecule.

Augite is the next in order of abundance. It is light grey-brown, only faintly

pleochroic and occurs as anhedral grains averaging about 1 mm. in length. It

has the following optical characters: biaxial positive, 2V = 46°, Z Ac = 5i°.

R.I. in sodium light is y ~ 1 v'02. These characters indicate an approximate
composiiion of Wo35 En55 Fel5 corresponding to a typical augitc. To a very

limited extent the diallagic 100 cleavage is shown, Many of these munuclinic

pyroxene individuals have a selvage of hypersthene, which is generally of darker
colour than the augite.

Next to augite in abundance is olivine, which occurs as greatly cracked, very
pale pink individuals. Alteration especially along the cracks has developed iion

staining and some tiny grains of iron oxide. In many instances marginal altera-

tion lias given rise to antigorite. It is biaxial-positive with 2V = #9°, correspond-
ing to a magnesium-rich chrysolite. In some cases the olivine has borders of
hypersthene.

llypcrsfjicm? occurs to a limited degree as separate individuals hut more so

associated, at* already mentioned, with the augite and to a lesser degree with I he
olivine. It is faintly pleochroic; X — pale gr^y\ Y — Z— pale grey-brown

;

biaxial negative, 2V is 88° and c= X, These properties suggest an enstatitc-rich

hypersthene with about 20fo oE the fcrrosilite molecule.

Accessory minerals are rare consisting of a few grains of magnetite and
some apatite.
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Hyfersthenlte (1548): from the west side of Mount Davies, Tompkinson
Range.

This is a dark grey-brown, holocrystalline, even, granular rock.

]ti microscope slide the texture is observed to be noncrystalline, allotrio-

morphie granular with a grain-size ranging from 2 to 5 mm. It consists entirely

of hypersthene except tor a lew small grains of magnetite.

The hypersthene occurs as pale greyish-brown cracked,, anhedral grains, it

is weakly pleocbroic ; X — faint pink, Y — pale greyish-brown, Z ^= pale

greenish-brown. Other optical properties mav be summarized as follows:

2V = 88°, R.I, (sodium light) a = 1-673, y= 1*682. According to Larsen and

Herman these optical characters correspond to a hypersthene which has an Mg:
Fe ratio of approximately 6: 1,

The two prismatic cleavages are well developed. The orientation is length

slow. While generally straight, strain has in some cases developed an undulose

extinction, in some areas the larger hypersthene individuals are roughly rounded

and set in fine granular interstitial hypersthene, apparently the result of crushing-

Black iron-ore in tiny grains is distributed mainly around the borders of the

hypersthene: some, translucent in brown colours, are evidently chromite. Others

appear to he magnetite. Aiialysis of this rock was made with the result as stated

on page — .

Chemical Analyses Nor MS

Rock N umber .... .... 1548 6199 Rock Ntunber .... .... 1S48 6199

SiO, .... 54-35 47-77 OrtUoclase
, .. 0-556 nil

TiO- ,..; ,:.. .„. 0-22 0-12 Albitc 6 '288 1-31

Al3Oa ..,, ... 3-S5 4-87 AnortiiiLe .. 6-950 11-68

Vc_,O s ..., t*»i .... 1-85 1-42 rCepheJiue .... 0-99

¥v.Q .... ..., .... 7-08 3-21 Diopside „ 4-168 55-10

MnO _... 0*22 0-66 Hypersthene . 73-468 —

_

MgO .... .... ... 28-23 23-27 Olivine ,... 4-25-2 2f>-4<>

CaO .... 2*48 16-50 Ma^iietittt .. 2-784 2-09

NasO .... .... .... 0'73 0-37 lliuenite. 0-456 0-30

K*0 .... .... .... <M4 0-02 Clitoinite n 0-896 1-12

Hd£H- .... l-M ..., 0-32 0-58 Water -f .. 0-320 0-5K

H*0- .... 0-15 0-21 Water — .. 0-150 0-21

0*01

0-79„,, .... 0-68 Total .... 100*298 99 '80

Total .... 100-30 99-80

CRUsriED Citarnocktte (1542) from north of the Mount Davies Camp (31),
which was located 3 miles north of Mount Davies, Tompkinson Ranges.

An even, fine-grained, dark brownish-grey rock which in the field is reported

to exhibit splendid spheroidal weathering. Feldspar and quartz arc the more
obvious minerals.

it is holocrystalline, allotrromorphic granular, with slightly uneven grain-

size. In the microslide can he observed larger grains of microperthite and quartz
which average about 1*6 mm. in diameter with a maximum of about 3 -5 mm,,
are distributed through an even-grained granular association of feldspar, quartz
and hypersthene with an average grainsize of about 0*5 mm.
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Microcline microperthite is by far the most abundant mineral, constituting

approximately two-thirds of the rock. It occurs as both large and small indi-

viduals. The microcline base and the cxsohition albite, which is developed on

a fairly coarse scale, are usually clear and unaltered hut exhibit undulose

extinction.

Oligodase is present in very small amount in the form of small clear grains

most of which exhibit albite twinning.

Quartz is much less abundant than feldspar. It occurs as anhedral indi-

viduals often cracked and exhibiting undulose extinction, sometimes to a marked
degree,

Hypenthcne is nearly as abundant as the quartz. It occurs as very irregular

grains which tend to form aggregations, frequently associated with magnetite and

apatite. The colour is pale brown. Ple.ochroi^m noticeable with X— pinkish-

brown. Y — yellow-brown, Z— green. TSiaxial negative with a fairly high 2V.

A very small amount of non-pleochvoic, pale green diapsulc is present.

Magnetite is plentiful, generally associated with the hypersthene.

Apatite ft very common, both associated with the magnetite and hypersthene

as well as in :hc form of anhedral and subhedra] grains dispersed throughout the

rock. A few grains of zircon appear in the slide.

GARNET-MA<;\KTrTE-OMiiHAcrrt'-CKANuuTE (6178). Collected on 20 May 1903

near camp 30, adjacent to Prominent Hill, North Tompkinson Ranges.

A heavy, dark rock of an even, granular texture. The obvious constituents

are a dark ferro-magnesian mineral, red brown garnet, magnetite and a little

greyish white feldspar. The light-coloured streaks of granular feldspar travers-

ing the dark body of the rock appear to have developed under directed stress.

In thin section it is observed to be granoblastic and noticeably even-grained

for a rock of this type.

The predominant mineral is a d-iallogic pyroxene which occurs in grano-

blastic individuals with an average grain size of 1*3 mm.
f
and a maximum ranging

to 3*5 ram.; Schiller structure is strikingly developed. Colour, very pale green,

weakly pleochroie from a faint flesh colour to faint green. A Few basal sections

show cleavages at 90°, also an additional rough parting parallel to the 1 00. Its

optical characrer is negative, with a moderate to high 2V. A few individuals exhibit

faint polysynthetie twinning. These characters suggest a diallagic pyroxene close

to omphacite.

Gramtlar pink garnet is the next most abundant mineral, occuring as indi-

viduals similar in size to those of the pyroxene,

Afagnetite is abundant and plays an importani role in the make up of this

rock. Hercynite, a green spinel, occurs to a notable degree included in some of

the larger magnetites. Some of these spinels measure up to 0^4 mm. in length;

they are a bright clear green. Another noticeable feature associated with the

magnetite is the presence of clear yellow pleochroie anthophyllite which occurs

only as a peripheral band on some of the grains of magnetite. Apatite^ usually

in association with magnetite is present as an accessory mineral.

Feldspar, which plays a minor role, exhibits undulose extinction indicating

the effects of stress. Optical measurements determine it to be andesine of com-
position about Ab64 Anao .

c
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PoRPHYROBLASTIC HORNBLENDE - GakNET - MiCA-OuOOCLASE - QtJARTZ - SCHTST,

(1544). Collected near Prominent Hill, Camp 30, North-Eastern TompJdnson
Ranges.

Id the hand-specimen this rock is a dark grey-brown schist, for the most
part finely granular bul with larger porphyritic crystals of hornblende and red-

brown garnet. The hornblende porphyroblasts reach 10 mm. in length and the
garnet to 8 mm. diameter. Banding and schistosity arc notable features.

Jn thin-section the rock is seen to be schistose, with large porphyroblasts of
green hornblende, pink garnet and zircon set in a fine even-grained base with
average .grain-size 0T mm., composed mainly of quartz and ohgoclasc.

Orientated flakes of bioltte, pleochroic yellow to green are distributed through
8 granular base, of clear quarts and olujoclase (An30 ). Yellowish-green horn-
blende and pink gamut; are well represented both as porphyroblasts and fine flakes

through rhe quurtzo-feldspathic base.

FainlJy pleochroic sphene is in notable quantity both in fine grains and as

larger individuals. Other minor accessories are apatite, zircon and tiny magnetite
arid a yellow mineral conforming to alhnite, faintly pleochroic in pale yellow to

pule brown.
ROCKS FROM THE MANN RANGES

Basedow (1905, p. 65) states, these Ranges "extend as a more or less com-
pact chain in a westerly direction a distance of some eighty miles ....
The western portion of the Mann Ranges, of no great width at this end, consists

alinoit wholly of igneous rock exposures. In the centre, the core of the igneous
intrusion is Hanked on either side, namely the northern and southern boundaries,

by complexes of green schist and gncissic quartzite; whereas on the eastern limits

of the Ranges, by far the widest portion, the main intrusion lies hidden beneath
the meUimorphic series, into which it was injected, to appear once more at the

surface to the eastward hi the Musgrave Ranges"

Of igneous rocks "An intrusion of granite has been by far the greatest, it

continuing uninterruptedly as a backbone of the whole Range, to disappear under
superincumbent gneisses on the east, and occurring as isolated outliers For a con-
siderable distance to the west. The character of the rock varies, from a true
granite (in portion porphyritic) to various metapyrigen gneisses."

At the western extremity of the Range, where there is a salt pan depression
in the surface ot the gneisses, erosion has developed yarrlangs on a notable scale
along the outcrop.

Crushed Lehco-Grakite (6181). Collected 4 June 1903 from the main intru-
sion at -Meridian Hill, Western Mann Range.

This rock is noncrystalline incquigranular. The larger individuals are grey
feldspars usually seen to be embedded in finer material consisting essentially of
granular feldspar and quartz.

Micrpperthiie is the most abundant mineral, occurring as large individuals.
The orthoclase host fe generally clear but cracked, displaying undulose extinction.
Apart from normal exsolution spindles which characterise the perthite, inclusions
of oligoclase are numerous.

Qliyoclase (25% An) occurs usually as aggregations of small grains but
larger individuals are not uncommon.

Quartz is plentiful usually in granular aggregates, apparently the crushed
remains of former large individuals.

Garnet as tiny rounded grains, usually in aggregations, occur sparingly in
the crush mosaics. In such locations also, hornblende'in very small quantity and
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occasional flakes of bioiite are met with. Magnetite, though small in quantity but

in comparatively large grains, at times with encrusting sphene, is a feature of this

rock- Suiall grains of pircoyi-Axc to he noted.

In thin section it exhibits many similarities in both texture and mineral com-

position to specimen (1543), and so may bo assumed to be a leucocratic phase

of it. However, the effects of stress are more marked in this rock, while the

quantity o£ ferromagnesian minerals present is appreciably less.

Stte-arf-d HaRNmENmc Gaknetiferous Gneissic Granitic (6187). Collected

6 June 1903, just north-east oi Camp 41; about 10 miles south-east by north of

Mount Gosse, Mann Ranges.

This is a coarse holocrystallino rock with a mottled appearance, due to the

ramifications of finer grained, darker aggregates ramifying through it. The most
obvious constituent is greyish-white feldspar in large individuals up to 3 cms. m
diameter.

Microscopically examined the rock is observed to be holocrystallme and
dominantly constituted oi closely packed large feldspars embedded in tracts of

fine, granular aggregates of feldspar, quartz and ferromagne^ians.

Orthoclasc forms large phenocrysts and perthitic intergrowths are common.
It is also present as a constituent with quartz and plagioclase nE the fine granular

aggregates surrounding the larger feldspars. The large feldspars are bent and
otherwise distorted by stress.

Basic Oligoclase (about An30 ) is present both as large individuals somewhat
less id size than the orthoclase and as constituents of finer-grained (O'l mm.)
granoblasttc aggregates.

One of the most interesting features of this rock is the presence of aggrega-
tions of garnet, hornblende, magnetite, sphene, apatite and biotite, in association
with greater or Ifesa quantities of granular quartz and plagioclase. These aggre-
gates result from granulation and recrystalliization under stress.

The garnets arc small rounded ligbr pink grains,, present as tightly packed
aggregations or strung out like tiny heads. Associated therewith is green horn-
blende and some clinv-pyroxene.

Brown hiotite occurs in very small amount. Zircon, sphene, magnetite and
apatite are also present as accessories.

Stkessko and Crushed Grakitk (1543). From the Mann Ranges ai about
2 miles east of Camp 41 and 11 miles south-east by north from Mount Gosse.
Collected 6 June 1903.

A coarse textured, somewhat crushed and recrystalliscd granitoid rock,
composed mainly of large grey feldspars up to 2 cms. in length and smaller quartz
grains.

In micro-slide the large feldspars are seen to he greatly cracked and slightly
cloudy with marked undulose extinction, They are ^mkrocline as they give att

off-centred obtuse bisectric figure on sections parallel tn the 010 face; contained
in ihem arc perthitic intergrowths of acid plagioclase. Irregular borders with
embayment are very prevalent, with fillings of crushed and rccrystallized quartz
and feldspar.

f)f the smaller dimensioned constituents, quartz showing marked strain
effects is dominant. A small amount of basic oligoclase can be recognised. Still

less abundant is hornblende pleochroic in green and yellow. Occasional granular
aggregates vi garnet usually strung out in linear arrangement is a feature of
special note, hmally. there are present occasional flakes of bioiile and grains of
apatite and sjrcotu
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Mylonizhd Granitic Gneiss (6182), Described by Basedow as a compact,
gneissie band m granite about 2 miles west of Hector's Pass, Mann Ranges.

A very fine, and even grained, compact, light-coloured rock with sheer

laraeJIalions clearly marked.
hi thin section the rock is seen to be an excellent example of unionization,

crushing having been very regular and complete, resulting in granular lamellae,

ranging from OT to 1-0 mm. thick, lamellae, constituted essentially of quarts
grains, alternate fairly regularly with others domiruuitly ot feldspar.

The feldspathic bands, which on the average exceed the quartz bands in

thickness, are chiefly urthoclase but are usually so fine-grained and show the effects

ot crushing to such a high degree that their exact composition is in doubt. Cloud-
ing of the orthnclase appears to be due to the development of sericite. Larger
augen with associated mortar structure occur in the feldspathic bands, These
are usually pcrthitie. Jn these cracked and highly strained lentictes there is

present, in addition to oilhoclasc, some oliyocfase (26% An), showing albite and
periebne Iwinning,

The bands constituted of qnartz grains art* readily distinguished, for the

granules, though strained, are always quite clear.

The lamellar structure of the ruck is further emphasised by strings of tiny

garnets and some grains of magnrtUe and sphene, also grains and elongated

crystals of sircon; these arc usually associated with the feldspathic bands and

tenticlcs. A little biolite as very tiny flakes is met with in certain of the garnet i-

ferous strings. The average .size of the grains of garnet is about 0*03 mm.
This rock has evidently resulted from the mylothsation and apparently repre-

sents a sheer zone in the granite.

DxorsiOH Pkriootitk (6199). Collected near Camp 27\ about 6 miles south of

Mount Whinham, Mann Ranges. A holocrystalline. granular rock of fairly

coarse grain ; the latter about 4 nun. diameter.

In microscope slide it is seen to be noncrystalline. allntrioniDrphic granular,

and is composed essentially of two minerals. The more prevalent ot these is

diopsidc which occurs as anhedral, clear to pale grey-brown individuals showing
cleavages (86* ) and cracking to a marked degree. Some sections are so

oriented as to show- a faint pleuehroism from a faint flesh colour to very light

green. Both normal and polysynthctic twinning are exhibited. Sume of its

optical properties are: D.K. fairly high, biaxial positive, 2V = 58°( R,I. in

sodium light is a = 1*676 and y = 1702. These, characters indicate a diopside

with about 10% of the hedenbergitc molecule.

The other abundant mineral, olk'ine, contrasts strongly with the diopside,

as it is more extensively cracked and is clearer, though it has a much higher

degree of secondary irun staining, ft occurs in anhedra! individuals which are
barelv half as abundant as the dfnpside. Its optical properties, are as follows:

biaxial positive, 2V — 88°, R.I. in sodium light is a = 1*651 and y= 1-688. Ir

is thus indicated that it has a composition of Mg.Fe = 88;12 approximately.

Grains of magnelire and chrornite arc 10 be observable in the slides but are
rare.

So this is a Peridotite consisting of diopside ( 10% hedenbergitc) and olivine

(Mg: Fe = 88; 12) in the ratio of about 2: 1. This rather striking rock was
subjected to chemical analysis with the result tabulated on page 32.

DiOPRfDiTK (6197). An even-grained, green holocrystalline rock almost mono-
mineralie, for in the hand specimen onlv diopside is visible. There are slightly

pkochroic biaxial positive, 2V — 58% RX (sodium light) a= 1677, y= T703.
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Labradoriie distributed interstitial ly occurs in very small amount. Grains

of magnetite are very rare.

This rock appears to be related to (6199) from the vicinity of Cart? (27).

but is labelled "Camp 28, Maun Ranges/' this is immediately southeast OF

Mount F.dwm.

Sheared GvRNEr-ANDP.siNE-AMTOTnnuTic (61/9). Collected 11 June 1903

near Camp 51, Mount Cockburu. Mann Ranges. This would appear to be from

the ''Diorite Dyke" reported by Basedow (1915), half-a-mile from the Camp.

It is a dark, dense, toe-grained rock which under the microscope exhibits

:\ roughly banded structure, richer and poorer in araphiboie, and seen to have

suffered considerable chloritization and retrograde changes.

Amphihole, pleochroic in light brown to green is the most abun clan mineral.

Cornet in cracked and rounded" grains is next, but andesine (33% An) closely

approaches it in quantity. Magnetite is present both as tiny grains in aggregations

and strung out along shear lines.

Througi the rock run bands, sometimes well detined, sometimes tenuous,

which have~ihc appearance and character oi pseudo-tachylite.

CiiARKOCKinc 1'onalite (1541). Collected 16 June 1903 near Camp §6 to the

south-east of Mount Berry, Mann Ranges.

In the hand specimen this rock presents a greasy appearance and is observed

to be noncrystalline, coarse, granular, with feldspar as the dominant mineral.

In microscope slide the texture k noncrystalline, rillotriomorphic granular.

Andesine is by far the most abundant mineral, and with it is associated a lithe

microcline, quarry., hypersthene, etc.

This rock consists chiefly of andesine which has the following optical pro-

perties- biaxial positive, 2V ^ S6'\ maximum extinction angle in the symmetrical

zone oC 20°, R.I. (sodium light) tt == 1-552, y= 1-560* These characters

indicate an andesine of composition about ^0% An. It occurs as anhedral indi-

viduals showing marked uudulosc extinction Auv to strain. Crushed areas are

to be observed* along the borders of many individuals, and here occur some

myrmekitic quartz intergrmvJhs. The albiie twin lammelae are usually tine and

pericline twinning is often superimposed resulting in a superficial resemblance

to microdine. However, a little micr»d;ne is recognisable. Orthodase is present

tu very sm-Jl amount, some of it is antiperthite in the plagioclase,

Qiuirlz, clear and cracked with nndulose extinction, is present in small

rmumnls, mainly playing an almost interstitial role. It also occurs as inclusions

in fre feldspar and as recrystallised mosaics.

Next in abundance to andesine is hypersthene, which usually appears as

rounded grains whose colour is frequently masked by change products and schilter

inclusions. The clearer individuals are grey and pleochroic in faint green and

pink. Cloudy grey -green alteration products, possibly untigorite are associated

with ' il. Ibis hypersthenic is biaxial negative, with 2V of about 82°, pointing

to the possibility of nboul 20% ot the ferrusilitc molecule in its composition,

A green diopsidic pyroxena is present in very small quantity; biaxial posi-

tive, 2V— 60". Notable amounts of granular magnetite are usually associated

with the hjperstliene. Apatite is present in rounded grains.

A fuller examination with chemical analysis may show this rock better

classified as a chaniockitic trondhjemite.



ROCKS FROM AYRES RANGES
A group of hills more or less disconnected. The highest poinl, though

2,200 feet above sea-level, stands only 300 feet above the surrounding sea of
scrubby, red sand plains.

Basedow (1905, p. 77) states, referring to the higher hills of the Ranges:
"Ail these prominences have been determined by igneous intrusions. The more
northerly ones consist of granite and the southern ridge of diorite dykes, Lying
between these masses, disconnected rounded hills of metamorphic rocks appear."

Apijrrc Graxodiosite (1547): Mount Sir Henry, Ayres Range. This rock is

probably a phase of (1546).

This rock is light grey-brown with an even-grained granitic texture. It is

composed largely of buff-coloured feldspars and grey opalescent quartz. The lack

of ferrpmagnesian minerals is noticeable. In some respects it appears to be not
a normal igneous rock. The silica percentage is too high to be considered as an
aplitic tonalite.

In tin's section the texture is holocrysialline inequigranular consisting essen-
tially of jmhedral individuals of feldspar and quartz. The average grainsize if

about 1*5 mm., whilst some feldspars reach 4 mm. and quartz over 5 mm. in
length. Quartz and plagioclase are present in approximately equal amounts.

The Quarts h generally clear with inclusions arranged in strings. Cracking
and undulose extinction are evidenced, The larger individuals have highly
irregular shapes. Vermicular quartz, frequently associated with the plagioclase in

the form oi myrmekite is plentiful.

Andeshie in anhcdral individuals is generally cracked but clear. Untwinnerl
individuals are frequent hut are easily distinguished from the potash feldspars
by their optically positive character and their R.l. in the untwinned individuals
the maximum extinction angle measured in the symmetrical zone is 20°, corre-
sponding to a composition of 40% An. Some of these twinned members arc
optically negative, corresponding to a more albitic plagioclase.

Several examples of antipcrthUc were noted; these have audesine as the host
and exsolution spiudles of clear orthoclase,

Mkrodhie is present in the form of small anhedrat individuals which are
generally dearer and less cracked than the andesine. The microcline generally
occurs in those area.s of the rock which show the greatest strain effects and in
such places it tends toAvards an interstitial role: with it is associated some
myrmekite.

Occasional grains of magnetite are present, and associated with it are a few
small Hakes of highly altered biocite.

The effects of strain are evident throughout in cracking and undulosc
extinction, a?, well as small areas that appear to have experienced a minor degree
of crushing.

IJoRxVP.i.ENDU-GRAXObio.iiTu (1546): Mount Sir Henry, Ayres Range.
A light brown, even-grained, granular granitic rock. It is composed of

quartz, huiT-coloured feldspar and dark green to black ferromagnesian granules
dispersed evenly throughout the rock.

In thin section the texture is noncrystalline, granular with boundaries highly
irregular. The average grain-size is in die order nf 3 mm., although in extreme
cases individuals reach 9 mm. in length.
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Andesine (about AnS2 ) in cracked and cloudy individuals, is by far the most
abundant mineral present and constitutes the major portion of the rock. Plagio-

clase also occurs in myrmckitic intergrowths with quartz.

Microcline with perthitic intergrowths is a lesser feature, Antiperthite is

also present.

Quartz is next mineral in order of abundance but plays only a minor role,

tending to become interstitial.

Hornblende appears in notable amount as irregular grains. It is plcochroic:
X = light brown; Y = green-brown ; Z= grass-green. Biaxial negative, with
moderate optical axial angle, Z Ac= 20°.

Magnetite is plentiful and with it often embedded or adhering to it are grains
of zircon and apatite. Crusts of sphene adhere to some of the magnetite. Apatite
is also met with plentifully elsewhere in the slide.
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THRUST STRUCTURES OF THE WITCHELINA AREA, SOUTH
AUSTRALIA

byReg C. Sprigg

Summary

Upper Precambrian (Adelaide System) sediments near the north-western margins of the Flinders

geosyncline have been deformed very differently from the rest of the folded geosyncline. The tens

of thousands of feet of sediments concerned locally are dominantly slates and limestones, but they

include a massive quartzite, 6,000 feet thick, which has exerted a major influence in the local

tectonics.
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THRUST STRUCTURES OF THE WITCHELINA AREA, SOUTH AUSTRALIA

By Reg. C. Sfrigg

[Read 21 July 1949
J

ABSTRACT

Upper Prccambrian (Adelaide System) sediments near the north-western

margin of the Flinders geosyncline have been deformed very differently from
the rest of the folded geosyncline. The tens of thousands of feet of sediments

concerned locally are dominantly slates and limestones, but they include a massive

quartzite, 6,000 feet thick, which has exerted a major influence in the local

tectonics.

Great faulted sheets of the quartzite with overlying sediments have moved
differentially to the south-east, resulting- jn large scale high- and low-angle thrust

faulting. The major faults have followed obvious zones of weakness such as

steep regional fold axes, or the junctions of the massive quartzite with its enclos-

ing relatively incompetent sediments; tit one case horizontal translation is

measured in miles. There are no signs of 'lubrication" horizons along any of

the thrusts and generally the faults are loci of intense brecciation. One fault

zant^. is intruded by doleritic plugs.

ft is suggested that the thrusts constitute an example of tectonic sliding on

the old continental platform induced by a rapidly rising continental foreland at

the time of geosynclinal collapse.

INTRODUCTION
A group of remarkable regional thrust structures was recently discovered

near Witchelina Station in the north-western Flinders Ranges of South Australia

in younger Prccambrian or Adelaide System sediments (fig. 1), These sediments

constitute the lower portion of the Flinders geosyncline and locally they have
been folded in a manner which dilTers greatly from that oE the main body of the

sediments to the south and east. Instead oT the simple folding along east-west

or north-south axes with complementary cross-warping and normal faulting,

typical of the centra! portion of the gcoswidine, there has been a great develop-

rtpent of thrust faults, frequently with large horizontal displacement.

Before discussing some of these aberrant structures, the broader geotectonic

pattern of the whole of the Flinders geosyncline will be outlined briefly.

THE GEOSYNCLINAL SETTING

The Flinders geosyncline which exceeds 500 miles in length (longitudinally)

aud 200 miles in width, borders the eastern margin of the older Precambrian
shield of Australia (fig. 1). During its growth it probably had direct connec-

tions with the MacDonnell geocynclitic of Central Australia, although its rle\relop-

ments in that direction are now obscured by younger deposits. The central

deeper portion of the Flinders geosyncline now constitutes the so-called "shatter

belt" of South Australia.

* Geological Survey of South Australia.

Trans. Roy Soc. 73, (J)
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During gcosynclinal evolution, sedimentation was practically continuous

throughout the Upper Preeambrian and most or all of the Cambrian period.

Significant sedimentary overlap occurred to the east of the basin during the

deposition of the Sturtian tillites, and subsequently to the west, with the ouset

of Cambrian time. Altogether a maximum of more than 40,000 feet of sediments

was deposited^ including two stratigiaph really widely separated quart zites each

of winch in the. north attained 6.000 Feet or more in thickness.

Classification of the Flmders Geosyncline within the systems of either

Kay (1947) or of Dapples, Krumbein and Sloss (1948) is difficult, in many
respects it has much in common with the Miogeosyncline of Kay. For example,

sinking progressed extremely regularly with continued deposition, and volcanic

activity was generally very restricted. Sedimentary facies typical of the rapidly

sinking linear gcosyndines ( eugeosynclinal or island arc types) were notably

absent. Lithologically the sediments indicate unusually prolonged environmental

stability during the period of deposition, Quartzites arc remarkably well sorted

and reworked in spite of occasional abnormal thickness; grcywacks, or even sub-

greywacks, occur infrequently or arc absent. Shales grade from true claystones

to sill stones ; limestones are frequently thick. Reddish and greenish colours

reflect oscillating shoreline conditions over wide areas.

Geosynclinal sedimentation closed in post-Cambrian times (? Early Cale-

donian), following the "collapse" of the vast accumulation of sediments.

Within the central meridional portiou of the geosyncline, folding developed

with major axes essentially north-south or east-west, and while the longitudinal

set were most strongly developed in the south, the latitudinal set dominated in

the north. In the neighbourhood of Wilpena Station the two-fold influences had

approximately equal intensity with the result that large ccntripital fold structures

were produced. Particularly fine examples of these are the Wilpena Pound (or

basin) and the P>ibliando dome, which have been described by Sir Douglas

Mawson (1940).
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Away from the central region the cross folding becomes less strongly

developed, so that towards the north or south the major (almost isoclinal) folds

show only gentle reverse of pitch along their major axes. In this way, in plan,

a particular formation may outcrop as a narrow elongated ellipse perhaps 20 miles

long., but only 2 or 3 miles wide.

Faults occur sparingly through the sediments and Lhey are generally of the

steep normal or reverse type with variable vertical throw, but without significant

horizontal displacement One normal fault in the Copley (or north) district has

a stratigrapbical throw of about 40,000 feet. In the south the faults usually

trend rneridionally in sympathy with the major axes of folding, but in the norlh

while the local fold influence is still important, the pattern of faulting is le^s

regular.

The Adelaide System sediments are relatively unaltered except along the

eastern extensions of the geosyncline where intense metaiuorphUm accompanied

granitization and/or granite intrusion. This igneous activity modified pt

accentuated folding locally in most instances. In the more northerly areas

(loleritic plugs are intruded along a numher of the larger fault zones.

In relation to the foregoing generalised geotectonic pattern,, the thru-st

structures of the Witehelina province (which forms the north-western extension

of the geosyncline) can only be described as erratic.

THRUST STRUCTURES OP THE WITCHELiXA AKEA
The fold and fault structures of this province arc still inadequately known,

but sufficient evidence is available to indicate that they arc largely the outcome

of regional thrusting. The local patterns of deformation have obviously been

strongly influenced by a massive thick quarlzite enclosed in relaiively very incom-

petent slates and limestones (folded map), The quaruiie belongs near the b(M
of the Adelaide System, but here it is undcrlam by some thousands of feet of

slate carrying minor horizons of sandstone quart2ite.

Where thrtlSl faulting can be recognised, the main criteria indicating

horizontal movement are the enormous drag structures evident in plan in sedi-

ments which arc steeply dipping. Tn cases where the thrust faults cross the stnke

of sediments, stratigraphical evidence also supports this interpretation, In

general, translation was to the south-east.

Brecciation is extensive along the thrust planes, and there is no evidence

of significant subaqueous slumping within the area. Hence it is thought that the

development of the thrusts was late or post-geosynctinal, which is borne out by

the absence, so far as is known, of unconformities within the overlying portions

of the sedimentary system.

In view of this, the- great- horizontal translation inFerred may be an example
of tectonic sliding. On this interpretation, during the foundering of the Flinders

geosyncline, the rising foreland to the west would have tilted marginal sediments

appreciably towards the deeper portions of the basin, and under locally favourable
circumstances sliding would have commenced Tf the sediments had been water-
soaked and unconsolidated, slumping would have dominated but this was not so,

the sediments behaved as if they were consolidated. Consequently in the sliding

mass, where variations in sedimentary competencies were great, excessive stresses

accumulated locally, eventually to cause failure along zones of weakness produc-

ing thrust nappes along large faults with vertical shears If this is correct, the

Witchelina quartntc provided a local control while the assumed zones of weak-
ness included fa) axes of developing or pre-existing regional folds, and
(b) contacts between competent and incompetent beds. Pre-existing normal
faults may also have aided failure locally.
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The thrusting was generally to the. south-east, hut there are several additional

regional faults of undetermined significance. These are usually accompanied by
wide crush zones and some drag folding.

Minor fold structures of the region can usually be correlated closely with
thrust movements and are therefore probably contemporaneous. The Mount
-Nor-west regional fold on the other hand was in existence or developing at the
time of thrust faulting.

TJrlK WITCHELINA THRUST STRUCTURE
(Fig. 2, and pi. h\ fifo |)

The massive Witchclma quartzko outcrops extensively to the north of
vVitchclma Station homestead. From a point approximately 17 miles north of
die homestead where it is truncated abruptly by a cross fault, the formation strikes
uniformly south and displays conformable relations with its enveloping states
and limestones. The sediments dip east at a consistently high angle.

FlK The WitchelitiH Overthrust.

Within four miles nf the homestead the quartzitc fattens and spreads in

outcrop and at the same rime swings eastward and then back on itself until almost
paralleling its original strike, fn being deflected in tlris manner, the formation
thins out rapi(,ly, and unduly sharply for normal sedimctitarv lensing, until it

cuts out in a mass of larj^e white quartz reefs in a highly shattered zone, in

shearing out, the quartzitc apparently preserved its coarser bedding structure, so
that on aerial photographs particular horizons within the formation can be traced
almost to the point of cut-out. At the nose of the induced fold,, the quaxtzite
resumes its steep dip even though underlying beds have been faulted, broken and
brcectated in a manner suggesting- low ansjle nverihrust faulting to the south
south -cast.
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The crush zone in the sole of this assumed thrust includes "erratic" blocks,

some of them quite extensive, of dolomites, shales and quartzites, and extends for

at least two or three miles transversely to the assumed direction of movement.

The zone abounds with crush breccias, minor drag- folds and quartz reefs, and from

the angular nature of the brecciation there can be little doubt that the rock was

consolidated at the time of movement The zone of maximum disturbance is

usually less than half of one mile in width, but faults and crush zones extending

into the sole of the thrust are probably complementary

THE MOUNT NOR-WEST SINISTRAL TEAR FAULT
(Fig. 3, rirul i>l. in, &g. 1 and 2)

Sediments in the vicinity of Mount Nor-west have been deformed into a

steep regional anticline with a north-west and south-east-trending axis. The

lowest formation exposed alnog the axis is the Witchelma quartzite which is

overlain by the dolomite and magnesite. series of the lower Adelaide system.
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Fig. 3 The Mt. Newest Sinistral Fa*ilt

This regional fold axis became the locus of large-scale regional faulting, and

whereas the south-west limb of the fold is relatively undisturbed and stands

vertically, the quartzite in the complementary Hmb evidences tremendous thrusting

with relative movement to the south-east, Directly north of the Mount the northern

limb of the quartziie was caught up on the great shear movement, and as it

appears in plan, the. quartzite standing on edge was "overfoldcd," and secondarily

thrust-faulted.

Where these various faults have been studied in the field they are obviously

very steep, and in support of this, the regional "axial" fault strikes almost per-
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tectly straigh' for 30 miles even though topographic relief frequently varies

several hundred feel quite rapidly, The fault instead of being "overthrust" in

type is therefore more correctly labelled "sinstral."

Adjacent to Mount Nor-west. the quartziie in ibe north limb of the fold is

missing- over a distance of several utiles and at first tfgN has the appearance of

having been, sheared or faulted out locally, flowrver, this is not so, and the

discontinuity is caused by a considerable degree of "dragging under" in the "'over-

fold
t?

structure whicb is not reflected very markedly in the overlying finer-grained

sediments. S'.ich selective overfolding of the quaruitc has resulted in a great

mashing of sediments bordering ils upper Tace
(

particularly "'overlying" the

advancing aspect of the "lower" quartziie nappe.

Along the major regional fault, crushing and brecciation has been most severe

where opposing limbs of quartzitc arc in contact. Large masses ot quartzite have

been "quarried" into the broken zone, and in one locality the fault has become a

locus of dolente intrusion. A cluster of four plugs occurs to the north of Mount
Nor-west, the largest measuring some hundreds nf yards in diameter.

Fig. 4 The South Hill Dextta! Fault am! OrD^ Structures.

'fHE SOUTH TTTU. DFXTRAL TKA"R FAULT AKD J>RAG STRUCTURE
(Fig. 4, and pL ii, Tig. 2)

Several miles south-west of "Witchelina Station, in a zone «f tremendous

crushing, the Mount Nor-west sinistral fault splits off another steep shear to the

north-east. Unlike the foregoing fault, this South Hill shear is dextral. On its

western side a relatively incompetent magnesiie series, which dips steeply in the

north, is preserved in its entirety, while the massive Witchelina quartzite lies on
its eastern aspect.

From the west, the magnesite series is almo.st undlsturhed in its strike until

within about half-a-mile of the fault, from where the bed* become dragged and

severely attenuated. The drag has been consistently to the north and the various

formations have been successively sheared oft" in that direction,
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East of the fault, the Witchelina quartzite stands vertically, and in spite of

its relative "competency" has been contorted into a pronounced drag fold. The
quartzite did not fracture into individual blocks, but folded perfectly in parallel

manner with no thinning- on the limbs of folds. As yet the attitude of the

quartzite has not been determined satisfactorily but evidence suggests that "face

up" is away from the shear.

The South Hill fault itself is a narrow zone of very intense mashing, rarely

exceeding a score or more yards in width, which includes a wide range of breccia

types. The shatter zone also extends into the core of the South Hill drag fold

which consists of resistant masses of broken and mineralized slates and dolo-

mites. No igneous bodies Were encountered cutting either of these broken zones,

but silicification was well developed about many centres.

SUMMARY AND TENTATIVE CONCLUSIONS
1 The Witchelina province lies near the margin of the ancient Flinders geo-

syncline adjacent to the older Precambrian shield of Australia.

2 It displays structural features which can be observed nowhere else in this

upper Precambrian and Cambrian geosyncline.

2 The local sediments are lower members of the Adelaide System which locally

instance a remarkable vertical change in competency from slates, through a
massive (6,000 foot) quartzite, into more states with limestones.

4 The relative competencies of the sedimentary members exercised a controlling
influence in the development of local structural patterns.

5 The sediments have been folded and faulted extensively.

6 Regional folding, in part at least, preceded thrust faulting.

7 Thrust faulting is late or post-sediment consolidation, as brecciation pre-
dominates along the fault zones and evidence of significant subaqueous
Humping is absent. The absence of unconformities above the thrusts also
supports this view.

S Thrust faults in some cases followed obvious lines of weakness, such as the
axis of a steep regional anticline and the contact between competent and
incompetent formations.

9 At least three of the regional thrust faults have large horizontal components,
and relative movement has been to the south or south-east, apparently away
from the inferred rising foreland of the old continental shield.

(a) North of Witchelina, the Witchelina quartzite and its associated magne-
sire series have over-ridden lower sedimentary members to the south.

(b) The Mount Nor-west and South Hill faults appear to be complementary,
enclosing a central block moving relatively to rhe south. The two faults
lie almost at right angles and are respectively sinistral and dextral.

10 Additional regional faults are known, but their field relations have not vet
been determined satisfactorily.

11 No ''lubrication" horizons have been met in association with any of the
thrust faults.

12 The thrust structures described may constitute a case of tectonic sliding, and
on present indications two major controls in deformation would appear to be;
(a) Situation near the margin of the old geosyncline. In this position a

rising continental foreland accompanying geosynctinal collapse would
increase sedimentary dip towards ihc centre of the basin and finally
initiate tectonic sliding,
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(b) The presence of a major competent formation, 6,000 feet thick, low in

the sedimentary sequence, which during sliding concentrated stresses

locally, to bring about severe local deformation.
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THE NULLARBOR CAVE SYSTEMS

by J. M. Thomson

Summary

The writer has organised five trips to the Nullarbor Plains (1932, 1934, 1935, 1939 and 1947) in

order to study the vast cave system there.
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THE NUXLARBOR CAVES SYSTEM

By J. M. Thomson

[Read 21 July 1949J

The writer has organised five trips to the Nitllarbor Plains (1932, 1934,

1935, 1939, and 1947) in order to study the vast cave system there

The present paper details some of the results of the last expedition carried

out in February 1947.

Surveys by J. M. Thomson. Master Mariner, and F. E. Ellis (Licensed Surveyor).

Geological Data by D. King.

Caves on the Nullarbor may be classed in two distinct types—Shallow

and Deep.

Shallow caves may be again subdivided into Four distinct classes according

to the nature of the entrances.

(a) Those having a narrow cleft or fissure-like opening. These are usually

only as deep as the upper hard crust, 60 to 70 feet, and consist for the

most part of various short passages, never more than a few feet wide.

They nearly always contain some dead stalagmites and stalactites.

Examples—Plate v, fig. 1: One (unnamed), 4 mile north-west of

White Weils Station. One, S'7 miles north of Disappointment Cave. Mur-
rioodna Cave (pi. v, tig". 2).

(h) Caves and passages leading off from the bottom and sides of Blow Holes.

These are seldom more than 100 feet in length or deeper than 40 to 60 feet.

They nearly always contain some dead stalactites and stalagmites.

Example—ivy Cave (see pi. v, fig. 4). Koomooloobooka Cave.

Bildoolja Cnve. The Catacombs (pi. iv, fig. 1).

(c) Bottleneck Caves (Blow-hole entrance).

These are always found in stony outcrops and invariably have several

stunted quandong trees growing around the entrance and have been named
from the fact that the interior is similar in shape to the interior of a botile.

At the base of the opening is always found the heap of mullock which once
formed the roof at this part. This heap of mullock is never found at the

base of normal blow-holes. I have never found bottleneck caves to con-

tain stalactites 01- stalagmites. They mostly consist of the one chamber
only arid rarely have passages leading oil but often have many small pipes

a few inches in diameter leading into them at varying heights. They are

generally about 40 feet deep.

Examples— Cave; one mile south of No. 3 Murrawadginic Cave.

One; \ mile north-west of No. 1 Diprose Cave.

(d) Small sink-hole entrances, i.e., with sink-holes 60 to 70 feet across and
10 to 30 feet deep, and generally having long passages leading down from
the bottom of the sink hole and usually deepening to between 50 and 60 feet.

Examples—Diprose Caves. Disappointment Caves (pi. iv, fig. 3).

Creek Tank Caves. Murrawidginic Caves.

Trans. Roy Soc. 73, (1)
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DEEP CAVKS
These have large sink-hole entrances, Lc., sink-holes from 200 io 400 feet

across, and as deep as the bard upper crust of the limestone, 60 to SO feet. These

large sink-holes are only found in the sparsely-timbered belt bordering- the

Nullarbor and have never yet been found actually on the Plain itself, probably

because of the greater thickness of the limestone nearer the coast.

These all penetrate the hard surface crust and invariably lead down through

huge passages to the water table, approximately 300 to 340 feet, some containing

large lakes tii water. These, from their enormous size, arc the most spectacular

of the Nullarbor Caves.

Examples—Koonalda i pi. iv. fie. 2), Warbla. Weebubbie (pi. vi,

fig. 2).

-KOONALDA CAVE-

Fig. 1 Plan of Koonalda Cave

A Description" of Koonalda as ax Example op a Deep Cavf.

Main Sink-hole (pi. iv% fig. 2)

210 feet long bv 80 feet wide and 90 feet deep at its deepest part (ph iv,

fig. 2).

This sink-hole A has steep sides with overhanging lips from the north-west

through west to the north-east portions the edge is slightly tilled, allowing reason-

able access with a Jacob's ladder.

At the bottom of the sink-hole and at the north-wrst corner an opening leads

down to the 'ower chambers. After a descent to 200 feet a huge chamber, B (fi, 1),

with domed roof is reached. This cavern is 2S0 feet long and 120 feet wide with

the roof 100 feet high. t-Cftg underground passages lead from the northern and

western ends of this chamber, the northern one 1,650 feet long with the roof an

average height of 50 feet and approximately 60 feet wide.

At 500 feet, C, a small pool of water 5 feet deep and extending 150 feet

blocks the passage; then an ''isthmus'' 110 feet across, followed by a lake 4/5 feet

long and 5 feet deep with an average width of 90 feet.

Analysis of this water shows salinity 372 grains to the gallon total salts. This

corresponds to a good sheep water The relatively good quality of this water is

probably influenced by recent heavy rains.

D
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At the far end of this lake a huge fall again forms an "Isthmus" 210 feet

long in ihe form of a conical island, at its highest peak 85 feet above water level.

This "isthmus" is also a fall from the roof and above it the roof is dome shaped.

rising almost to ground level.

Tast this "isthmus" is a further lake 180 feet long and 40 feet wide (depth

unknown* but it appears to be very deep).

Scattered along the centre and largest lake are huge boulders, fallen from

the root, whose tops jut out above the. water surface and could be very

dangerous to the canoeist.

480 feet along the main northern passage, near C, a passage forks off to

the westward for 370 feet, ending in a lake of water 60 feet by 70 feet and about

10 feet deep at its farthest point. Analysts of this water showed salinity

4(->3 grains per gallon total salts, and the previous remarks may be applied to its

freshness. The average width of this passage is 90 feet and the roof 40 feet

high. Over the lake the roof rises and domes to 110 feet above water level.

The north-west passage commences at the north-west corner of the main

chamber, B
:
at a point near the roof and continues on for 640 feet. It is slightly

undulating, the higliest points being roughly 250 feet, apart. This passage is

roughly 30 feet high and between 40 and 50 feet wide. At the last high peak a

steep slope of 45 degrees drops down to a narrow cat-walk barely a foot high

which proceeds through the Limestone for 20 feet, ending at a narrow ledge

5 feet wide and 20 feet long,

Jn 1935 when we first discovered this passageway our lights would not

illuminate the far side of this further cavern, but on dropping stones we found

they landed in water approximately 100 feet down (E). In January 1947,

when we thoroughly surveyed this cave, we discovered that the north-western

passage ended in the domed roof at the end of the western passage, commencing

at (C), and that it is exactly 90 feet above water level in the end of the western

passage.

This small ledge cannot be seen from ground level at the end of the western

passage.

There is a possibility that further passages lead off from the main chamber,

IS, in a south-westerly direction as this is indicated by the depressions above

ground, but considerable removal of earth and boulders would be necessary before

entrance could be obtained.

Particularly in the western passage and at about 20 feet above floor level

several horisrons of large nodular flints ornament the walls.

A DrcscuipTiON of tfe Catacombs, typical of the Shallow Caves

J-atitude 31 degrees 8' south; longitude 130 degrees 36' east, approximately

-

JJfscovered by Jones in 1880 and only partly explored.

Entrance to the Catacombs is in a stony outcrop (pi. iv, fig. 1) scattered with

small quandong trees, the actual entrance being a blow -hole about 3 feet in diameter

and 25 feet deep. The sink-hole or depression surrounding this blow hole is

70 feel long by 35 feet wide but only 10 feet deep.

After descending the blow hole a main north-west south-east passage

240 fecc long by 50 feet wide is reached. The roof of this chamber is supported

by a pillar 30 feet by 20 feet (it is not a Great Mite), This was described by

Jones, but it appears that a very recent and quite heavy fall from the roof has

blocked a considerable part of rhis passage which Jones penetrated.
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85 feet from the entrance hole and in an easterly direction a cross passage

is reached; position C, fig. 2, running norlh-east and south-west. From Q we
penetrated to D, a total distance of 150 feet. This passage is 10 feet wide with

the roof 5 to 6 feet high and reaches a point 60 feet below ground level and

continues on. Branching off from this main passage, as is also the case from the

centre chamber B, are innumerable passages and cat-walks leading off in all

directions,

\

-THE CATACOMBS-

A"!

xumi« nunmt

/ *

/ i

t -I M CATACMJM

IQCftUTT PIA?-

T ^_ -2.' w=. J

-FLAN S SKTION-

Fig. 2 Plan of the Catacombs

Time would not permit further exploration in this cave, but we found slight

evidence of drip stones, etc., and I believe a thorough exploration of this cave

might well be warranted.

If miles north-east of the Catacombs is Kudna Rock-hole (see pi. v, fig. 2).

It is really two holes capable of holding about 70 gallons of water. This was
found and named by Delisser in 1876. Jones also watered here in 1880.

^ mile south-west of the Catacombs we discovered and named Knowles Cave,

which is a kidney-shaped sink-hole 1,000 feet long running north-west and south-

east. It is 100 feet deep at the north-western end and 80 feet deep at the south-

eastern end. There are no branch passages from these deeper caverns.



GEOLOGICAL NOTES ON THE NULLARBOR CAVERNOUS LIMESTONE

byD. King

Summary

In the first portion of this paper the nature and environment of the Nullarbor caverns are discussed

and theories put forward to explain their formation. The immense deep-seated chambers are

attributed to solution of the the limestone in the zone of rock saturation below the surface of the

water table, i.e., Phreatic conditions. The more numerous shallow caves, blow holes and minor

sinks are related to the dual effects of solution and corrosion by precipitated surface waters making

their way down to the water table - Vadose conditions. It is suggested that the caverns were for the

greater part formed during the pluvial Pleistocene when the water table stood at a higher level.
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GEOLOGICAL NOTES ON THE NULLARBOR CAVERNOUS
LIMESTONE

Hy D, King*

ABSTRACT

In the first portion of this paper the nature and environment of the

Nullarbor caverns are discussed and theories put forward to explain their

formation. The immense deep-seated chambers are attributed to solution

of the limestone in the zone of rock saturation below the surface of the -water

table, i\e.. Phreatic conditions. The more numerous shallow eaves, blow
holes and minor sinks are related to the dual effects of solution and corrosion

by precipitated surface waters making" their way down to the water table

—

Vadose conditions. It is suggested that the caverns were for the greater

part formed during the pluvial Pleistocene when the water table stood at

a higher level.

In the stratigraphical portion of the paper, a considerable thickness nf

Upper Cretaceous bryozoal limestone is reported.

THE ORIGIN OF THE NULLARBOR CAVES

The fact that not one creek or watercourse of any consequence is met
within the whole 30,000 square miles of the Nullarbor Plain proper, reveals

that the drainage of the meagre rainfall of the area is completely restricted

to underground waterways. The abundance and large dimensions of the caves

suggest that they were developed during a highly pluvial period, and
although no direct evidence of their age was found, it is. considered that they
were for the greater part hollowed out during the Pleistocene, when Aust-

ralia experienced a notably wet climate. Relics of an ancient river system,

in the form of a string of saline lagoons linked by partially sand-drifted de-

pressions, occur in the Pidinga region on the eastern fringe of the plain,

and present evidence of former riigh rainfall conditions.

Precipitated surface waters, making their way downward through the

limestone as vadose streams, created both erosional and solutional pasisages

in the rock, ornamented with dripstones. At the water table, and below,

solution alone was responsible for the formation of immense horizontal

caverns devoid of dripstones.

The discussion of the origin of the caves thus resolves, itself into two
categories^

Caverns of Phr&atic Origin

The large deep-seated caverns such as Koonalda. Weebabhie, Abra-
kurrie and Warbla, are confined to near the coast where the limestone is

of greater thickness. The sinkholes of these range in depth from 60 to 100
feet. At the base of these sinks there are commonly found lateral passages,
firstly with a down gradient and of cramped dimensions, but which gradu-
ally open out into immense rounded chambers, with little or no gradient,

and continue as such for many hundreds of yards. The chambers meander,
with gently rounded bends, but have a dominant north-south trend. In
some cases there are off shoots from the main caverns. The caverns end
abruptly as an enlarged rounded amphitheatre.

* Department of Mines, South Australia.
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At a depth of 300 feet the water table is reached and below this "under-

ground lakes'" of perfectly clear water extend for great distances, interrupted

by islands of material fallen from the roof.

The lower chalk horizon of the limestone (see stratigraphic notes) is

extensively eaten out into such chambers. The possibility of access to them

is only exceptional, necessitating the collapse of the overlymg sdicihed

"hard crust", and incomplete blocking ol the chambers. The writer s inter-

pretation, of the structure of this type of cavern is illustrated in the accom-

panying sketch. (Fig. 3).

LOWER PLIOCENE

&**xr<T *s//c/S>e*f //*?*sSc*>f t /ajye &ss// f±f£s.

UPPER MIDDLE MIOCENE

UPPER CRETACEOUS

tj/.*- sfJwvn*! _ — — — — —**J"

m

Fig .3 Sketch section showing a typical sinkhole entrance to

a Nullarbor cavern, and the slratigraphical Succession.

From evidence outlined below, the writer contends that these caverns

were produced and enlarged under completely phreatic conditions by solu-

tion effects along major joint planes, the underground water being supple-

mented by vadose streams. The periodic addition of carbonated ram water

from above would greatly enhance the susceptibility of the limestone to

solution, the. carbon "dioxide bringing about the formation of the much more

soluble calcium bi-carbonate. Assuming an anutial rainfall of 20 inches at

the time of formation of the caves, the amount of water which fell in the

course of a year on one square mile of the plain would alone be. capable of

dissolving spme 350 cubic feet or more of rock as calcium carbonate, or

even more as bi carbonate.
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The concentration of the solvent activity in localised places, such as
along joint planes, made possible the formation of the very large caverns.

As circulation in the phreatic zone is confined to lateral drainage,

which does not extend far below the water table, it may be assumed that
solutional effects on S(uch a great scale as observed would only be possible
just below the water table. A. C. Swinnerton (3) has demonstrated thai
solution in the upper part of the water tabic is quantitatively adequate to

perform the task demanded.

The data on which the phreatic origin of the caves is based may he
summarised as follow:

—

(a) Tlie cavern floors show little or no gradient. This is well illustrated

in the section of Koonalda cave. (fig. 1), neglecting the material that
has fallen from the roof,

(b) The caverns have rounded cross-sections 3nd, in general, there 5s no
line of demarcation of roof and wall. The smooth ami undulating
surfaces of both roof and walls are diagnostic of solution effects.
(See pi. vi, fig. 2.)

(c) The occurrence of caldte crystals and calcite encrustations on the
'.vails and ceilings, in contrast to the absence of dripstones, has an im-
portant significance. Under wholly phreatic conditions, the absence of

air would eliminate the possibility of the formation of dripstones.
-.vhereas the saturated condition of the water which must occur in deep-

seated more or less stagnant "circulation", would bring about precipi

tation of crystalline mineral matter while the rock material was actu-
ally being dissolved.

(d) The general direction of the caverns (north-south) corresponds wnh
the direction of water table drainage.

(c) The ends of the caverns are as sudden at their commencement as sink-

holes (pi. vi, fig. 1). and arc rounded out perfectly in continuity with the
roofs and walls. Such a phenomenon is not in accordance with the

habits of vadose streams.

The porosity of the chalky cavernous limestone, calculated to be 26fc,
and the fall of material from the roof, would aid solutional effects in enlarging
the caverns by exposing a larger surface area to attack.

At this stage a quotation from the thesis of W, M. Davis (2) would not
be out of place. He says, M

It is proposed . , . that large caverns are ordin-
arily excavated by ground water solution during an epoch when the body of
limestone in which they occur lies below the water table of its district, and
the change from this epoch of solutional excavation to the following epoch
of depositinnal replenishment takes place when the water table sinks below
the cavern level in consequence of regional elevation or other effective

cause . .
.".

The question, arises, "What then has caused the draining of the Nullar-
bor caves?". There is no definite evidence that the plain is, rising or ha*
risen although there are indications in this direction. Inhabitants of Encla
say that the sea has receded gradually during the last generation but no
scientific work has been done to verify this. The explanation uf the drying
out of the caves is more likely to be connected with the relative levels of
the water table under changing climatic conditions. In consequence of a
change from the pluvial Pleistocene to the arid present, it follows that the
water table would stand at a much lower level today. The simultaneous
draining of the caves and the change to arid conditions would also account
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for the absence of dripstones in these deep chambers. The collapse of the

roofs with the production of sink-holes (Tig 3) may have been prompted by
the draining off of the water, which previously would have acted as a means

of support.

The common occurrence in the ceilings of perfectly developed domes
by a partial collapse of the rock material seems to be a natural means of

resisting further collapse. Most domes are smooth and merge gently into

the roof proper. This suggests that the rock fell during or at the decline

of the phreatic phase of the cavern's history. Enlargement of the caverns

is probably going on to a minor degree at the present time, the bottom of

some being below the water table, where water accumulates as undergrotmd
lakes. The extent of solution under present conditions is discussed in a

later section.

Cavkkns of Vadose Origin

The origin of the numerous shallow underground passages, caves, swallow-

holes and blowholes, in contrast to the large deep-seated caverns, appears to have

been dependent on corrosional and solutional effects of surface waters making

their way down to the water table. The erosive action of the water would

be enhanced by suspended silty material carried in from the surface. The
walls and roofs are angular and irregular and, in general, they have a

fairly steep gradient. The blowholes are often vertical. The occurrence of

dripstones in these shallower caves is evidence that they were formed by

vadose waters. The writer contends that the dripstones are mainly relics

of the high rainfall period (Pleistocene?) existing when the caverns were
formed. In some localised parts of the passages, at the intersection of joints

and along planes of weakness afforded by the bedding, more active erosion

has taken place and larger openings have been developed. This is well

illustrated in the narrow passageways of the Catacombs which occasionally

open up into large chambers (fig 2.).

WATER ANALYSES

Samples of water from the surface of pools in Koonalda Cave, forwarded

to the S.A.G. Department of Mines, were analysed by T. W. Dalwood of

the School of Mines Assay Department. The results are recorded below.

Koonalda Koonalda ,, , ,

_ -, Muddaugana
Locality Cave Cave

jibsz
Western Northern Water Cut
Passage Passage 198 h-

lons and Radicles (grains per pall.)

Chlorine, CI - - 264-95 201 -60 749-43

Sulphuric acid, S0
4
----- 46-54 30-70 145-31

Carbonic acid, CO„ - - 3*15 4-20 4-50

Nitric acid, NO ------ trace trace
—

Sodium, Na \ - - - 145-70 110-80 414-21

Potassium, K J- ------ - —
Calcium, Ca - - - - 16-74 12-37 46 -9S

Magnesium, Mg ----- 16-72 12-52 47-15

Silica, ffltjL ---,--- . - 1-90

Total saline matter (grains per gall,)

Total saline matter (ounces per gall.)

493-80 372- 19 1,409-45

1-13 0«85 3-22
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Assumed Composition of Salts (grains per gall.)

Calcium carbonate - - 5-25 7-00 7-50

Calcium sulphate 49-66 32-51 149-43

Calcium chloride ------- * —
Magnesium carbonate ------ _ —
Magnesium sulphate ----- 14-41 9-73 49-79

Magnesium chloride ----- 54-16 41-32 147-21

Sodium carbonate ____-. . —
Sodium sulphate ------- . —
Sodium chloride - 370-32 281-63 1,053*62

Sodium nitrate .-__.. trace trace —
Silica ------ . . 1 -90

The low lime content may be partly explained by the fact that the

samples were taken after local heavy rains, and sufficient time may not
have elapsed for appreciuhle solution of the limestone to have taken place.

Nevertheless, samples from bores on the Nullarbor Plain have shown, a
similar low figure lor lime. The analysis of water from the chalk horizon in

Muddaugana Bore quoted by Ward (4) has been listed for comparison.

The conclusion is reached that tinder ihe existing arid conditions, a sufficient

influx of carbonated surface waters essential for the large scale solution of

the limestone is lacking, and consequently, the excavation of the caverns
at the present time is restricted to almost negligible proportions.

CAVE KAimrs
The floury oi the caves arc covered with a thick layer of red-brown

clayey soil, partly residual, and parti}' washed in from the plain, as well

as large heaps of fragmentary limestone fallen from the roof. Other mineral

matter is uucotnuion and the following only occur locally.

Glauber's Salts;—Efflorescent crusts of Glauber's Salts occur on the
floor of certain passages of Koonalda Cave. The deposits are several feet

thick. The lower portions are crystalline but promptly fall into powder on
exposure to air.

Bat Guano—A small sinkhole about one mile south east of Koonalda
Cave contains abundant bat guano oozing out of fissures in the walls. The
material is almost black in colour, moist and sticky where broken, and of

an unpleasant odour. The outside surface of the guano is smooth and
polished. On drying, it becomes much harder and brittle. The occurrence-
suggests that it oozed along the fissures and down the walls of the depres-
sion at reduced viscosity* in the presence of abundant water. There are
considerable amounts of ligneous matter, mainly twigs, included in the
guano. A qualitative chemical test showed the presence of phosphate.

Gypsum—Long fibrous crystals of gypsum commonly radiate from the flint

nodules in the walls of most of the deeper caves. The mineral was- restricted
to this occurrence

.

Ochrc—Nodules of soft powdery red-brown hydrated iron oxide occur in

some parts of the limestones. They may represent a leached residual. There
are only a few isolated occurrences, of the ochre, best seen at Warbla Cave,

Carphosiderite—Minute vellovv stains of this mineral are present in the
lower horizon of Weebabbie Cave. The carphosiderite was determined by
chemical spot tests. (The tesjt was carried out because of its resemblance
to carnotite stains).
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STRATIGRAPHY

The horizontal undisturbed limestones of the Nullarbor Plain cover

more than eighteen thousand (18,000) square miles of South Australian

territory, and extend into W.A., north of the Great Australian Bight, The
thickness as observed from water boring varies from live hundred to seven

hundred feet, the basin becoming shallower inland. They overlie lacustrine sedi-

ments, including lignite, and Preeambrian granites and gneisses.

An upper "hard crust " of silicified limestone from 40 to 60 feet thick,

with abundant casts of fossil shells (pi. vi, fig. 4) abruptly passes down into

a soft white chalky horizon which continues, down to a depth of a I least

J00 feet. In the upper horizons (100 to ISO feet) the chalk contains abun-

dant cchinoids {Cassiduhts sp.). At a depth of 150 to 200 feet Notoslrea are

common. Below this there are no large fossils. Thin horizons of nodular

flints, elongated horizontally,, and with longer axes measuring up to several

feet, occur fa the chalk at depths of 105, 140, 190 and 220 feet. The chalk

has been the mos,t susceptible to solution effects and the collapse of the

overlying "hard crust'
1

under gravity has given rise to sink holes,

Samples of the limestones were collected at regular depth intervals.

Twenty-six thin sections were prepared by the writer and forwatded to Miss

I . Crespin, Commonwealth Palaeontologist, for determination erf age rela-

tions. Detailed work on zonal foraminifcra carried out by Miss Ciespin

provided most interesting result a. Of particular importance is the discov-

ery that the lower chalk is of Upper Cretaceous age.O) Previously the lime-

stone had been referred to Tertiary times only.

The surface limestones apparently belong to two series, the Lower
Pliocene and the Upper Middle Miocene, and can be correlated with parts

of the sections of the Adelaide Plains, Miss Crespin believes that the Lower
Pliocene limestones represent a deeper water fades of the "Adelaidcan"

which she is now convinced is Lower Pliocene, (hut not Kallmann) and

which extends as far north as North West Cape in Western Australia. 'Che

chalky limestones from the caves are Upper Cretaceous, several well-known

zonal foraminifera being noted in Ihern. The nearest known Upper Creta-

ceous deposits are at Gin Gin in Western Australia.

Miss Cre9pin's correlation is outlined as under: (Report No. 1947/68).

The limestones came from three caves on the Nullarbor Plains, the

Koonalda, the Abrakurrie a-nd the Weebabbie, and from the surface curst

in the vicinity of the caves, The surface samples arc labelled 5)d S2 and S3,

and were collected from the surface down to a depth of 10 feet.

1. Lower Pliocene ("Adelaidean"}- 0-10 ft. in thickness.
,'

. . .

SI and S3 arc hard, dense, pink tn cream-coloured limestones containing

foraminifera. Mart/inopora vcrlebrali.s is common and is associated wilh Sorites

margmatis, I'ahuUna sp., I'lintina triquctra, Triloculhia tricatinata and Discorbis

cycloclypcus, all of which arc typical of the Lower Pliocene ("Adclaidean") of

South "Australia. The common ("Adelaidean") gaslropod Nirodiastonia provisi

is also present in 33.

I Upper Mrrmi.K Miocene—50-90 ft. in thickness.

Sample S2 is a hard, dense, dark cream-coloured limestone with numerous

lighter patches of the calcareous alga Jjthothmnnium rmnassisinvim. Numerous
hirainiuiiera are present in the rock* the commonest forms being Opetculina

vicloriensis and Calcarina vcrcibulata. Rarer forms are Cypsina hawchim and

to Later field investigations by the present ivriier. however, suggest that the chalky

limestone us o; Middle Miocene age.



Crespinella umbonifera. This assemblage is typically Miocene and has recently
been found at the top of the Miocene and immediately underlying the Lower
Pliocene in bores in the Adelaide Plains. Present information suggests that this
assemblage represents the uppermost portion of the Middle Miocene.

3 Upper Cretaceous—at least 200 ft. in thickness.

The samples from the Koonalda Cave (C5-C9, Cll, C13, C16-C19) were
collected from the depth of 60 feet down to 300 feet, those from the Abrakurrie
Cave (MS, M6, M8) from 150 feet down to 240 feet, and from the Weebabbie
Cave (W10, W16) from 100 feet down to 290 feet. Except for C5 from the

Koonalda Cave, which is a crystalline limestone of indeterminate age, all samples
from the three caves consist of chalky white bryozoal limestones of Upper
Cretaceous age. The limestones contain foraminifera and radiolaria, an associa-

tion which is frequently found in rocks of Cretaceous age in Australia. The
Zonal foraminifera recognised are Spiroplectoides clotho

} Marssonclla oxycona
and Globotrnncana sp. Other typical species arc Guemkelina globulosa and
Globigeriyia cretacea. Small rotalines are common but are difficult to determine
in thin section. The radiolaria all belong to the Spumellarian group.
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AN OLD MANGROVE MUD-FLAT EXPOSED BY WAVE SCOURING AT
GLENELG, SOUTH AUSTRALIA

byBernard C. Cotton

Summary

On 17 June 1949 Mr H. M. Cooper drew my attention to an old mangrove mud-flat recently

exposed by wave scouring. The site is situated between Broadway and Weewanda Street, Glenelg,

and extends for a distance of about a quarter of a mile. At low tide the mangrove flat is exposed

from almost the water's edge for a distance of some twenty yards up the beach, and then follows an

old quartzite pebble beach some three yards in average width, and then fine sand of the present

beach.
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AN OLD MANQROVE MUD-FLAT EXPOSED BY WAVE SCOURING
AT GLENELG, SOUTH AUSTRALIA

By Bernard G Cotton*

[Read 11 August 1949]

On 17 June 1949 Mr. H. M. Cooper drew my attention to an old mangrove

mud-rlat recently exposed by wave scouring. The site is situated between Broad-

way and Weewauda Street, Glenelg. and extends for a distance of about a quarter

of a mile. At low tide the mangrove flat is exposed from almost the water's

edge for a distance of some twenty yards up the beach, and then follows an old

quartecite pebble beach some three yards in average width, and then fine sand of

the present beach.

Dead trunks, roots and pneumatophorcs of the mangrove, Avicennia

officinals are to be seen in numbers planed off level with the mud surface by

gentle tidal action, leaving sections exposed. Numerous dead shells are embedded
in the mud in their living position. They are species similar to those found at

the Port River mangrove Hats today. The bivalves arc Mttcotm delioidalis,

Macoma modest ina, l
j 'euernpis crebrclametlafa, Vencrupis crcnata, Solctcllina

biradiata, Eumarcia fumitjata, Notospisnia parva, Photos austrolasioe and Nolo-

teredo edax. Gastropods are Bentbiciitni imbrhatnm, Zeacwmrnius diemenetms,

Ausirocochlca zebra, Salinalor fragilis, Uber conicnm
}

fhasianella australis.

In addition to these there are reef shells such as Clcidothcerus alhidus, Ostrea

sinuate, Brachyodontes erosits, Cominella rbufnea, Tricliomya hirsuta and

Melauerita melanotragus. The reef shells apparently attached to or lived upon

;he hard sandstone capping, two or three inches thick, found in patches on top

of the black murL Odd samples of the sandstone are covered with young dead
i!
Port Lincoln" oysters of the species mentioned above. Dead specimens of the

"shipworm" Nototcredo edax are found in practically every mangrove stump
examined.

Certain species of moilusca found in situ are larger than present-day living

specimens. Beinbriciitm inihricaium averages over twice the bulk of living

examples. Austrorochlea schra is taller and the mussel Brachyodontes is consistently

slightly larger. Mangrove fiats throughout Australia have a similar fauna and

show "little alteration in different fauna! regions, except chat produced by lower

temperatures. The result is that the large species of the North are missing in

(he South, and even the species common to all mangrove areas become smaller

in cooler waters. Therefore it is logical to expect that the mangrove mud-flat

here exposed enjoyed a slightly warmer climate ill its day. Mangroves are.

gradually retreating north in Gulf St. Vincent. Whereas there is every indication

fiom faunal studies that the mangrove lived until a comparatively short time ago

on both sides of the present beach sand dune as far somh as Port Noarlunga, it

has now retreated north to the region of the Ouler Harbour mud-rlar.s. Here

within the last twenty years silting has killed them over most of the large area

which is shortly to be reclaimed for harbour works.

The recently exposed site was rapidly desiccated by tidal action. It was

first examined on 17 June. On 19 June it was partly covered by weed (Pnsi-

danid). By 24 June the pebble reef was mostly covrred with sand over it* full

length, and ihc sand has already thinly covered a large portion of the man-

grove flat.

Softt!| Australian Museum.
Trans. Kuy Sac. 73, !JJ
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JJy August 15th the scoured area was almost entirely covered with a smooth

layer uf fine sand like that so typical of Adelaide beaches.

It was ascertained hy digging on 3 February iy50 that a nuVimum average

(M twenty inches of sand covered this site.

The shells could not remain in si1u very long when exposed for a week alter

L7 June. They were already being washed" otit of the soft black mud. A fisher-

man* Mr. $?'. Page, says that a small portion of mangrove flat, about SO yards.

inns atfii 20 yards wide, was exposed in front of Weewanda Street in January

1949.

Behind the present sand-dunes, in the area known as New Glcnelg, fresh

water is struck at about 12 feet in a quamite pebble hed, which is situated at

about the same level as the quartzitc bed of the beach. This pebble bed evidently

continues almost to the foot of the old red sandhills, which stretch from Somerton

to Glenclg in an almost uninterrupted sequence and arc exposed near Brighton

Road, Sacred Heart College, and at the corner of the College playing fields near

Walker's Road. The western edge oT the red sand-dunes runs north and south

and a little west of Moseley Sired. They were merely low ridges about 15 feet

in maximum height, but buildings roads atid other influences have now obliterated

traces in most areas. In June 1948 scouring took place at Brighton, and the surface

sand was. removed to a depth of four ieet, exposing in places the top of the black

mud. The vertebrae and ribs or a whale skeleton were revealed in situ. The dis-

covery was reported b> Mrs. E. M, Nairn of Brighton, The Director of the

Soiuli Australian Museum, Mr. H. M. Hale, identified the skeleton, which is in

a poor state of preservation, as a whale-bone whale, probably a hump-back, it

is possible that the skeleton is contemporary with the mangrove flat. tt

is suggested that the mangrove flat and qiiart/.ite reef may be con-

temporary with the old red 'sandhills. Ti is difficult to decide whether the

pebbles are of coastal origin or indicate an old opening of the Stmt Kiver. The

occurrence of cross-bedded red sandstone typical of the Adelaide system favours

an origin consistent with sea-shore transportation as rocks of this group outcrop

in the "sea-cliff regions from Marino South. Such rocks do not outcrop in the

vatk-y of the River Sturt.

It is interesting to note thai a sketch of this area by Colonel Light in about

1836 depicts the beach pretty well as at present, the coastal dunes probably^ bound

with trne spinifex (Spi)iifrx Idrsultis). Qtearia and other dune vegetation, as

they are toda>. The dimes are 250 yards wide and up to 30 to 50 feet in height,

-loping to tfgli water level towards sea. Streets and buildings now cover portion

of the inner edge of what is really Tin unbroken dune ridge.

A test bore shows mangrove mud to be about two feet in thickness followed

by glauroiiitic clay, then sand, but no rock. This suggests that the mangroves

flourished for only a comparatively short period.

It may be that the unusual scouring of the beach in this area first commenced

when the artificial projection of the Broadway sea-wall was built in 192S. The

bottom of this sea-wall is just below high-tide mark. The scouring was strongly

accentuated during a heavy sea in April 1948 when II.M.A.S. "Bareoo," survey

frigate, was driven ashore at Glenelg North. From then on the scouring con-

tinued for about twelve months, exposing the first small portion of mangrove flat

in Jauiiary 1949, mentioned by F. Page-

Mr, A. G. Edunist kindly directed my attention to the sequence of strata

exposed in a recently excavated drainage well Situated on a property in Farrcll

Street at about 200 >an:k from high tide mark, the excavation has reached a depth

of six feet. The uppermost layer is of black swamp silt which may have been
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originally dune sand and vegetation, and is about twelve inches in thickness. Next

follows a limestone band, six inches thick, apparently contemporary with that of

the oyster bed in the mangrove flat.

Beneath this is two feet of yellow sand, Under the sand is about six inches

of light coloured mud and sand in which is an abundance of Coxiella shells

similar to those found in such quantity in the Coorong and around inland salt

lakes.

Beneath is the black mud of the mangrove swamp with the cockle Katelysia

and other marine shells of the mangrove suite.

This sequence, situated in the swale behind the present beach-dunes, presents

an interesting contrast to the wave-scoured site on the beach front.

Some years ago a fresh water swamp existed here which accounts for the

black swamp-silt resting above the limestone. The fine yellow sand beneath the

limestone may be beach dune-sand. The Coxiella mud suggests a salt-lake with

changing salinity as these molluscs flourish in changing salt concentrations, from

water salter than the sea to almost fresh. Beneath this is the mangrove mud-flat.

On 9 February 1950 a similar though smaller site at Henley Beach, just north

of the River Torrens outlet, was brought to my notice by Mr. C V. Fischer. He
states that the scouring was first observed about April 1948, with which date the

heavy scouring at Glenelg corresponds.

H. M. Cooper intends to describe later some of the native stone implements

and other material discovered by him on the site.

Conclusion"

The mangrove mud-flat recently exposed by wave-scouring flourished for a

short period from, say, one thousand to three thousand years ago when the climate

was a little warmer, and may have been contemporary with the old red sand-

hills. The mangroves were comparatively quickly exterminated by sand-silting.

This process is now proceeding at the Outer Harbour, and has previously killed

the mangroves which once grew as far south as Port Noarlunga.



FOSSIL OYSTERS USED FOR ROAD METAL

byBernard C. Cotton

Summary

Deposits of fossil oysters occur in certain areas near the River Murray. The photograph on pi. viii,

fig. 2, shows oysters from an excavation made near the Swan Reach - Loxton road about two miles

north of Swan Reach. The area so far dug out is about 50 feet in diameter and the sides display a

compact mass of oysters, Ostrea sturtiana Tate (? = O. arenicola Tate), 15 feet in thickness and

extending to within twelve inches of the surface which is of travertine limestone. The matrix

becomes harder at the base, so that excavations have not beeen continued deeper than 15 feet. The

oyster bed apparently continues further down. From a superficial examination it seems probable that

the deposit may extend for at least three miles inland from the Murray River, the present site being

within a hundred yards of the Murray cliffs. It was not observed on the face of the cliffs at this point

as they are difficult of access and the normal section may have been covered by earth or sand falls.



FOSSIL OYSTERS USED FOR ROAD METAL

By Bernakd C. Cotton *

Deposits of fossil oysters occur in certain areas near the River Murray.

The photograph on ph viii, fig. 2, shows oysters from an excavation made
near the Swan Reach - Loxton road about two miles north of Swan Reach, The
area so far dug out is about 50 feet in diameter and the sides display a compact

mass of oysters r
Ostrea sturtiana Tate (?= O. aremcola Tate), 15 feet in thick-

ness and extending to within twelve inches of the surface which is of travertine

limestone. The matrix becomes harder at the base, so that excavations have not

been continued deeper than 15 feet. The oyster bed apparently continues further

down. From a superficial examination it seems probable that the deposit may
extend for at least three miles inland from the Murray River, the present site

being within a hundred yards of the Murray cliffs. It was not observed on the

face of the cliffs at this point as they are difficult of access and the normal section

may have been covered by earth or sand falls.

Among the millions of oysters exposed only a few other Pliocene Molluscs

were noted. There were two impressions of Proxichione cognata- Pritchard, a
Mimachlamys antiaustraits Tate and what may have been a Milthoidea hora

Cotton. The common Gastropod of the Lower Pliocene (Adelaidean) Neodi-a-

stoma proznsi Tate was not seen during the brief examination. The oysters are

being dug out in order to surface about ten miles of the adjacent Swan Reach -

Loxton Road and specimens spread on the road directly from the deposit are

shown on pi. viii, fig. 2. It will be noticed that the shells vary from the

narrow shape of 0. sturtiana which occurs in "the upper part of the River Mur-
ray cliffs from Overland Corner to beyond Blanchetown" (Tate), to the rounder
O. arenicola Tate described from the "Upper Beds at Aidinga" regarded as

Lower Pliocene. A similar variation may be seen in the living Ostrea sinuata

Lamarck or Port Lincoln Oyster. Another oyster bed of the same age is to be
seen at Loxton at and below river level, exposed in the Murray cliffs in the new
Engineering and Water Supply pumping station cutting. In this exposure occur
Ostrea sturtiana Tate, Plebidonax depressa Tate, both originally described from
the "oyster beds at Nor'-wcst Bend, River Murray," Tylospira marmicki Finlay

and Glycymeris (Tucetilla) rota Cotton from the "Adelaidean" and Uber
balteaielhmi Tate, and Anapella variabilis Tate, both described from the Upper
Beds at Halletts Cove and all common species of the Adelaidean and also

Leiopyrga quadricingulata Tate and Cucullaea praelonga Singleton from the
Upper Beds of Muddy Creek, all belonging to the Lower Pliocene. There is

a large vertebra of a whale amongst the material examined from the Loxton site.

* Palaeontologist, E'epartment of Mines.
Trans. Roy. Soc. S. Aust, 73, (1), 16 December 1949
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Fig. 1

Mangrove-flat looking north, showing tlie sea-wall projection
at Broadway (top right), the sea, mangrove-flat, quartzitc

pebbles and present sand.
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Fig. 2

Mangrove stumps and sliells embedded in mud.
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Fig. 1

Suite of shells from mangrove fiat.

Fig. 2

Oysters from excavation, spread on road near Swan Reach,



SOME NEMATODES FROM AUSTRALIAN HOSTS, TOGETHER WITH A
NOTE ON RHABDITIS ALLGENI

by T. HarveyJohnstonand Patricia M. Mawson

Summary

The nematodes examined for this report are recent additions to the helminth collection in the

Zoology School of the University of Adelaide. They were, unless otherwise acknowledged,

collected by the senior author. Included in the paper are references to some genera and species of

Australian nematodes discussed recently by C. C. Kung (1948).
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SOME NEMATODES FROM AUSTRALIAN HOSTS,
TOGETHER WITH A NOTE ON RHABDITIS ALLGENI

By T, Harvey Johnstox and Patricia M. Mawson*

[Read 11 August 1949]

The nematodes examined for this report are recent additions to the helminth

collection in the Zoology School of the University of Adelaide. They were,

unless otherwise acknowledged, collected by the senior author. Included in the

paper 3re references to some genera and species of Australian nematodes dis-

cussed recently by C. C. Kung (1948).

Types of the new specks are being deposited in the South Australian

Museum, We desire to acknowledge assistance in regard to material from
Messrs, V- Haggard. Director of the Adelaide Zoological Gardens; G. G. Jaensch

and L. Ellis of Tailem Bend; H. M. Cooper of the South Australian Museum;
Bruce Shipway of the CS.TJR..O., Western Australia; M. Blackburn, Fisheries

Division* C.S.I.R.O.; as well as Dr, P, O. Flecker and Mr. J. Wyer of the North
Queensland Naturalists' Club, Cairns.

The work was carried out in connection with the Commonwealth Research

Grant to the University of Adelaide.

LIST OF HOSTS AND PARASITES
Fish

Aracana plavicaster (Gray), Capillaria sp., Glenelg, S. Aust.

Pagrosomus auratus Bloch. Cucullandlus shedrdi J. and M., Outer Harbour,

S. Anst.

Ophtiialmolepis lineolatus C. and V. Cuciillanellus sheardi J. and M., Kan-
garoo Island, S. Aust.

Lovettia sealii (Johnston). Stomachus marinus L., Tasmania.

Amphibia
Hyxa peroni (Bibron) Tschudi. Oswaldocruzia limnodynasies Johnston and

Simpson, Strathalbyn, S. Aust. Physaloptera confusa J. and M. (larval

stage), Tailem Bend, S. Aust.

Limnodynastes tasmaniensis Gunther. Physaloptera confusa J. and M., larval

stage, Tailem Bend, S. Aust.

Birds

Potjiceps cristatus Linn. Capillaria sp. ; and Contracaecum podicipitis n. sp.,

Tailem Bend, S. Aust.

Anas supekciliosa Gmelin. Tetrameres fissispina ( Dies.) , Tailem Bend,
S. Aust.

Mammals
Potorous tridactylus (apicalis) Kerr. Austrostrongylus potoroo n. sp. ; and

Labiostrongylus eugenii J. and M„ King Island, Bass Strait, Tasmania.
Macropus tasmaniensis Le Souef. Labiostrongylus longispkularis Wood, Tas-

mania.

Macropus ocvdromus Gould. Dipetalonema roemeri (Linst), South-western
Australia.

Macropus agilts Gould. Labiostrongylus insularis (J. and M.) ; Cloacina digi-

lata J. and M.; and Dipetalonema roemeri (Linst.), all collected by Dr. P.

Flecker from Brooklyn Station, Cairns district. North Queensland.

* University of Adelaide.

Trans. Roy. Soc. S. Aust., 73
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Bos Taurus L. Onchocerca gibsoni Clel, and Jnstn., North-eastern S. Aust.

Rattus norvegicus Erxl. Trkhosomoides crassicauda Bellingham; Capillaria

hepaiico. ( Bauer. ) ; Protospirura muris Gmclin ; and Syphacia obvelata

(Rud.), Adelaide, S, Aust.

Rattus rattus Linn. Capillaria hepatica (Bancr.): Protospirura maris and
Syphacia obvelata (Rud.), Adelaide, S. Aust.

Mus musculus Linn. Aspicularis tctraptera (Nitzsch); Protospirura muris

(Gmel.) ; and Captilaria hepatica Bancr., Adelaide, S. Aust.

Lepus cuniculus Linn. Trichostrongylus retortaeformis (Zed.); Graphidium
strigosum (Duj.); and Passalurus ambigutts (Rud.), from various South
Australian localities.

Capillaria spp.

Collections of Capillaria spp. were, made from two hosts. In both cases the

data available were not sufficient to identify the species. As both are new host

records lor the genus, the available morphological points are noted below:

(1) Capillaria sp. from Podiceps cristatus, Tailem Bend, One male present,

10" 1 mm, in length. Ratio between oesophageal and intestinal regions

1:1-12. Spicule 11 mm. long, sheath not spinose, but spirally striated.

Sheath is extruded in the only specimen, and the bursa, if present, was
not observed.

(2) Capillaria sp. from the cow fish, Aracana flavigaster, from Glenelg, S. Aust.

Material consists of one whole male and one part, the length of the whole

specimen being 6'1 mm., and the ratio of the anterior and posterior parts

of the body being 1 : 0*85. The "bursa** consists of two small lobes

posterior to the cloaca. The spicule is "13 mm. long>

Capillaria hepatica (Bancroft)

The characteristic lesions caused by this species, together with its eggs, have

been found in Rattus rattus, R. norvegicus, and Mus musculus in the Adelaide

district. The parasite had not been recorded previously as occurring in South

Australia.

Trichosomoides crassicauda (Bell)

This parasite was found in the bladder of laboratory-bred white rats, Rattus

norvegicus var. in Adelaide, It has already been recorded by one of us from
Eastern Australia.

Austrostrongylus potoroo n. sp. (fig. 1-5)

Numerous coiled reddish to colourless Trichoslrongyle worms were taken

from the intestine of a rat-kangaroo, Potorous tridactytus (apicalis) t from King
Island, Bass Strait. The animal was sent to us by the Adelaide Zoological Gar-
dens. Both male and female worms are 3 to 3 '4 mm. in length. The cervical

cuticle is dilated and marked with annular striations, the rest of the body cuticle

being smooth except for two narrow (lateral) and two wide (dorsal and ventral)

longitudinal bands which are transversely striated. These bands become narrower

and tend to disappear towards the end in both sexes. The buccal capsule is

distinct, the eversiblc dorsal tooth occupying most of the cavity. Two very small

ventral teeth are present. The oesophagus is about "28 mm. long.

The spicules of the male are '21-*25 mm. long. The gubernaculum is poorly

chitiuised. As it proved impossible to obtain a view of the bursa with the lobes

spread open, the symmetry of this structure has not been established, but in

lateral views right and left lobes appear similar. The form of the rays is shown
in fig. 5



The vulva of the female is *24 mm. anterior to the tip of the tail. Behind

this the body narrows rapidly to a finely pointed tail, "15 mm, in length. The

eggs in the vagina are 4<V by 70ft.

The species apparently differs from others of the genus in the form of the

dorsal ray, which was constant in all the specimens examined, and in the more

backward position of the vulva. The specific name proposed is the native name

for this small marsupial.

FiK - 1-10

Fig. 1-5, Austrosirangylus potnroo—l, anterior end; 2, anterior end with dorsal tooth

protruding; 3, posterior end showing expanded cuticle j 4, lateral view of bursa;

5, dorsal ray. Fig. 6-7, Oswuldocruzia HmnodyHasUs—6, anterior end ^7, dorsal ray.

Fig. 8-10, Contracaecum podicipitis—ti
t
and 9, sublatcral and dorsal views of head;

10, male tail. Fig. 1 and 2 and 5 drawn to scale beside 2 ; fig. 4- and 6 to scale beside 6.

Oswaldoceuzia umnodynastes Johnston and Simpson (fig. 6-7)

This species, originally recorded from Linmodyastes dorsalis from Adelaide,

has now been recognised from Hyla pcroni from Strathalbyn, collected by Miss

L. M. Angel. The material consists of one female, one whole male and one

broken male. These agree in general features with the original description, but
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two minor variations have been noted ; firstly the shape of the dorsal ray in which
the terminal bifurcation occurs nearer the root, and secondly, chitinisation

in the cephalic region. This latter is in the form of a dorsal and a ventral
"porose'* plate, lying in the inflated cuticle. The structure was seen only in the
male specimen; the anterior end of the female is greatly contracted so that observa-
tion is in any case difficult. No mention of such chitinisation has been met with
in the literature available, although it is probably a development of the 'Vesicular
structure" noted by Morishita (1926. 14) in the inflated cervical cuticle of mem-
bers of the genus. These two differences occurring as they do in only one
specimen, are not considered sufficient evidence to indicate another species.

Figures 6 and 7 illustrate these points.

Trichostrongylus retortaeformis (Zeder)

Not uncommon in rabbits collected in the vicinity of Adelaide.

Graphiditjm strigosum: (Duj.)

Found occasionally in the stomach of South Australian rabbits.

The genus Labiostrongvlus Yorke and Maplestone
It has been suggested by Kung (1948, 105) that the genus Labiostrongylus

Y. and M. f 1926, was erroneously synonymised with Zoniolamius Cobb by us
(1939, 123). On re-examination of the evidence, we are in agreement with
Kungr's view.

Labiostrongylus eugenii (J. and M.)
From Poiorous tridactylus, King Island. Numerous worms were found in

the stomach of a rat-kangaroo which reached us by courtesy of the Director of
the Adelaide Zoological Gardens. They agree generally with L. eugenii, differing
slightly in the more forward position of the accessory lobes on the submedian
lips.

Labiostrongylus insularis (J. and M.)
From the stomachs of the northern wallabies, Ma-cropas (IFallabia) agilis

from the Cairns district, North Queensland, collected by Dr. P. Flecker. Pre-
viously known only from M. wrtsbyi from Stradbrokc Island, Southern Queens-
land.

Cloactna digttata J- and M.
From the stomach of Macropus agilis, Cairns district, North Queensland,

collected by Dr. P. Flecker. Previously known from M. dorsalis, Burnett River,
Queensland.

The genus Zontolaimus Cobb 1S98
In a recent paper Kung (1948) suggested that three species placed by us

under the genus Buccostrongylus J. and M. (1939, 140; 139a, 526-7) should be
referred more correctly to Zoniolmmus Cobb. These species are S. austratis
B. buccalis, and B. tabiahts, of which the first was cited by lis as the type species
of Buccostrongylus, We agree with Kung that the latter genus is therefore
synonymous with Zoniolmmus Cobb. Buccostrongylus setifcr, subsequently
described by us (1939a,, 527), from Macropus ruficollis becomes Zoniolmmus
set'fer (J. and M.), but as this name is preoccupied by Z. setifera Cobb 1898
(with which it is not conspecific) a new name, Z. chactaphorus is proposed for it.

ZONTOLAIMUS JL0NGISPICUUVRIS (Wood)
This stout nematode has been identified from material collected from the

Forester kangaroo, Macropus tasmanienus
r near Ross, Tasmania, and sent to

Us m 1947 by the Tasmanian Museum. We had previously reported it as
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occurring in thai Slate (J. and M., 1940, 469) but no locality was mentioned.

The parasite, is known to occur in wallabies or kangaroos in Queensland, New
South Wales, Victoria, South Australia, Central Australia, North-western Aus-

tralia and Tasmania (Johnston and Mawson 1938, 268-9),

Contracaecum podicipitis n. sp. (fig. 8-10)

A small collection of worms from a crested grebe, Podkeps cristatus, taken

at Tailein Bend, was found to be referable to this large genus of nematodes.

Males and females up to 25 mm. in length were present. The head is shorter

than wide, Each lip bears two lateral flanges; in die midlcngth of each flange

is a well-defined indentation (fig. %, 9). There are no denticles. The interlabia

are very short. The oesophagus is 1:4*8 of the body length; the oesophageal

appendix and intestinal caecum are 1 : 3 and 1 :
1*3 respectively of the length ok

the oesophagus.

In the male, the spicules are 3*1 mm. long, 1 : CvS of the body length. There

are at least 34 pairs of preanal papillae, but only two small postanal pairs were

seen (fig. 10).

The presence of very short interlabia is somewhat unusual in the genus

Contmcaecnm* In the literature available to us the bird-parasitic species described

as having this character are C. ovale (Linst.) from Podkeps cristahis^ C, prae-

siriatum Monnig from Podkeps capensis, and C. torquatum Yamaguii from

Larus canus. The present specimens differ from C. torquatum in the absence of

labial denticles, and from C. ovale and C. pracstriatum in the shape of the lips

and in the greater length of the spicules.

CuCCU.ANELLUS SHEARDI J. and M.

This species appears to be common in fish Ln Australian waters (J. and M.
1944 ( 54 j 1945, 116). It is now recorded from Ophthalmolepis tineolatus from

Kangaroo Island and Pagrosomus auralus from Outer Harbour, both caught by

H. M. Cooper.

Tetrameres fissispika (Diesing) (fig. 11-19)

Adult males and females and young worms, agreeing in most features with

Tetrameres fissispina, were taken From the black duck, Anas superciliosa, at

Tailem Bend. As this widely spread parasite has not previously been recorded

from a native bird in Australia, a description of the present specimens is given

here.

There arc, as indicated in the more recent descriptions of the species, two
trilobed lateral lips, not three lips as in older accounts. The buccal capsule is

barrel-shaped in the female, more cylindrical in the male.

The females are from 1"7 mm. to 2-0 mm. In length, and from *4 to 1*4 mm.
in widthj according to the number of eggs present. On the female there are no
spines except the cervical papillae, which are *22 mm. from the anterior cad and
lie just in front of the nerve ring in a specimen 2 mm. long. The buccal capsule

is 30//, long, and 23/a in internal diameter at its midlength. The tail, *1 mm. long

in a female 1 '7 mm. in length, ends in a simple point. The vulva is *2 mm. iti

front of the anus. Most of the smaller specimens have been damaged during

collection, so the form of the reproductive organs has not been studied. The
eggs measure 2(V by 30/a.

The males are from 2*8 to 4*2 mm. in length. Anteriorly the lateral alae

may give the appearance of cordons as noted by Wehr (1933). The ^'long bifid

spines" on each side mentioned by some authors (Seurat; Caravan) appear to be>
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at stated by Wehr (1933) and Hsu (1935), modifications of the lateral alae

which in this region are supported by rod-like cuticular thickenings (fig. 11).

The cervical papillae, 1'2 mm. behind the anterior end, are small but dis-

tinctly tricuspid, an observation not as far as we know recorded for T. fissispina.

Fig. 11-19

Fig. 11-19, Tetrameres fissispina—11 and 12, lateral and ventral views of male;

13, male tail; 14, mature female; 15, tail of young adult female; 16, posterior end of

fourth stage larva; ly, anterior end of young fifth stage; 18, posterior end of young
fifth stage; 19, lateral ala of young fifth stage worm showing one of the asymmetrical

"larval" papillae. Fig. 13, 16. 17, 18 and 19 drawn to scale beside 18.

Fig. 11-19



The body spines commence al the level of the posterior end of the vestibule and

are arranged in four sublateral rows. These continue past the m.dlength of the

body and then become smaller and more sparse. The dorsolateral spines dis-

appear in the hinder part of the body hut the ventrolaterals become larger and

more numerous, forming two rows of preanal papillae. Poslanally there are five

pairs of submedian and three pairs of lateral papillae (fig. 13). The tail ends in

a small highly cuticdarised point. The spicules are -11 to -15 mm. and

•3-'45 mm. in length respectively.

Several very young worms, in the early fifth stage, are present. They are

from -95 to 1-4 mm, ifl length, The cuticle is without simulations or spmes

except for the large, trilid cervical papillae -1 mm. from die head. The lateral

sdae are present, though very narrow, and extend from the head to the arras-

The tail is -12 mm. long, and a pair of elongate, caudal papillae lie 7<V behind

the anus. The tail ends irt a pyriform "tail piece" (fig. 18). an exaggerated form

of the caudal tip of the adult male. The vestibule is cylindrical, 1% Jong and

Bit wide The excretory pore is about 5<V behind the cervical papillae. As some-

times occurs in young worms, a pair of lateral papillae are present at about a

third of the body length from the tail (fig. 19). Three fourth stage larvae are

also present, these arc easily distinguished from the fifth stage by the ton,,

of the caudal extremity which ends bluntly about 8<V behmd the anus, the

extremity being surrounded by about twelve large spines. The body length is

1-2-1 -A mm the cervical papillae arc hardly distinguishable, and the lateral alae

scarcely developed. There is a pair of large caudal papillae, 7(y t™m th
f

posterior end of the body, that is, in a similar position to those m the young fifth

stage but very much larger. We have referred to these two stages as fifth and

fourth respectively, rather than fourth and third, since they were found m the

intestine of the definitive host.

Onchocerca gibsoki Cleland and Johnston

Mr L Ree«e of Miranda Station in the far north-eastern portion of South

Australia and adjacent to the Queensland border informed the senior author

that lids "nodule worm" parasite occurred in the brisket of locally bred cattle.

This is the first record of the occurrence of the parasite in this State, apart from

infections in Abattoirs cattle from Queensland.

Ptivsaxoptrra confusa J- and M.

The larval stage, enclosed in its typical heavily pigmented black cyst »»«»**«>

found in Lmmodymsh's tastnaniensis and Hyb, peroni from Ta.lcm Bend, South

Australia.

Pbotospirura muris (Gmeliu)

Prom Rattus norveqims, R, rattus and Mus mnsculus in the vicinity of

Adelaide, Already reported by one of us as occurring in these hosts m Eastern

Australia.

DlPETALONEMA ROEMERI (TJnst.)

Mr Bruce Shipway. of the C.S.LR.O. in Perth, forwarded specimens of

this Filariid species from kangaroos, Macropus ocydromiis, from the south-

western region of Western Australia. This grey kangaroo is closely related -o

M major, which lias a very wide distribution in Australia. Mr. Shipway reported

finding it in about 60% of the Western Australian kangaroos examined by him.

We redescribed it in 1938 (1938, 111-112). We now record it a so from

Macropus aoilis. from Brooklyn. Cairns district. North Queensland, collected by

Dr. P. Flecker.
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Syphacia obvelata (Rud.)
From Rattus rattus and R. norvegicus from the vicinity of Adelaide Pre-

viously recorded from these host species elsewhere in Australia.

ASPICULITRTS TETRAPTERA (NitZSch)
Found occasionally in mice in xAdelaide.

Passalukus ambiguus (Rud.)
This oxyurid is seen occasionally in South Australian rabbits It has not

been recorded previously as occurring in this State.

Stomachus marinus (Linn,)
This larval anisakid has been recorded from several Australian marine fishWe now report it from the Tasmanian Whitebait, Lovettia sealii, from the Der-

went River, the material having: been submitted by Mr. Maurice Blackburn of
the Fisheries Division of the C.S.I.R.O.

A Note on Rhabditis allgeni: Johnston
In 1893 Cobb described R. mstralis from grass roots in New South Wales.

Allgen (1932, 192) used the same name for a different nematode from Campbell
Island (Subantarctic). Johnston (1938, 151) renamed the latter R. allgeni,
Allgen, apparently unaware of Johnston's action, has proposed recently (1948)
a new name, R. campbetti, for his species. R t camfhelli is thus a synonym of
R. allgem, of which R. australis Allgen 1938 nee Cobb 1893 is also a synonym.

SUMMARY
1. Known species of nematodes are recorded from additional hosts and localities.

2. Austrostrongyhts potoroo from a marsupial, Potorous tridactyhis, from King
Island, Bass Strait; and Contracaecum podicipitis from the crested grebe,
Podiceps cristatiis, from South Australia, arc described as new.

3. Zoniolaimus setifer (Johnston and Mawson 1940) nee Cobb 1898 is renamed
Z. chaetophorus.

4. Tetrameres fissispina (Dies.) is described from an Australian duck Anas
supercihosa.

5. The free living nematode species, Rhabditis campbeUi Allgen, from Campbell
Island, is a synonym of R, allgeni Johnston.
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EARLY CAMBRIAN "JELLYFISHES" OF EDIACARA, SOUTH
AUSTRALIA AND MOUNT JOHN, KIMBERLEY DISTRICT, WESTERN

AUSTRALIA

byReg C. Sprigg

Summary

The richly fossiliferous horizon within the Pound Sandstone, near the base of the Cambrian in South

Australia, has provided more new material. With the additional specimens it has been possible to

classify several new forms with considerably more reliability. Some very close resemblances with

modern genera have been established and the classification of most forms as coelentrates and even

as members of either the Hydrozoa or Scyphozoa seems beyond question. One specimen is

remarkably similar to the modern Dipleurosoma. A form from an equivalent horizon in the

Kimberley or North-West Division of Western Australia collected by Dr A. Wade is also described

and included within the Hydrozoa. This latter remarkable form buds daughter medusae at its margin

very similarly to the living Niobia dendrotentacula.
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EARLY CAMBRIAN "JELLYFISHES" OF EDIACARA, SOUTH AUSTRALIA
AND MOUNT JOHN, KIMBERLEY DISTRICT, WESTERN AUSTRALIA

By Reg. C. Spkigg *

[Read 8 September 1949]

ABSTRACT
The richly fossil iferous horizon within the Pound Sandstone, near the base

of the Cambrian in South Australia, has provided more new material. With the
additional specimens it has been possible to classify several new forms with con-
siderably more reliability. Some very close resemblances with modern genera have
been established and the classification of most forms as coelenterates and even as
members of either the Hydrozoa or Scyphozoa seems beyond question. One
specimen is remarkably similar to the modern Dipleurosoma. A form from an
equivalent horizon in the Kimberley or North-West Division of Western Aus-
tralia collected by Dr. A. Wade is also described and included within the Hydrozoa.
This latter remarkable form buds daughter medusae at its margin very similarly

to the living Niobia dendrotentacula.

fEDlACA&A

Fig. 1

INTRODUCTION
Since the original discovery and publication of a short report on supposed

jellyfish from Ediacara in South Australia, the locality has been visited by Sir
D. Mawson and a party of students from the Adelaide University, and again by
the writer accompanied by Dr. Curt Teichert Altogether much new material
has been forthcoming, and now nearly 100 fine specimens of (?) pelagic fossils
are available from the locality.

* Senior Geologist, Geological Survey of South Australia.
Trans. Roy. Soc. S. Aust., 73, (1), 16 December 1949
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As far as could be ascertained, all the forms collected by the writer came

from a single stratigraphic horizon or within a few feet of it. Obviously the

particular parting in the fissile quartzites in which the forms occurred is packed

with such impressions, The author collected more than 50 specimens in less than

three hours, indicating the abundance of the forms, The horizon has been traced

Jor about three miles on the western side of an elongated synclinal basin. Several

distinct new forms were discovered, and a form originally described from a single

specimen (Dh'kinsonia costata) has proved particularly common. Professor

Mawson has indicated that he found evidence of two distinct fossiliferous hori-

zons (personal communication) in the northern extensions of the fossil

occurrences.

There can now be no doubt as to the fossils' organic origin, nor can there

be any hesitation in placing many of the forms with either the Hydrozoa or

Scyphozoa of the Coelenterata. Some forms are referable to Algae, but these will

not be described in this paper.

In the previous paper ( 1947) it was postulated that the environmental associa-

tions of the fossils and the local palaeogeography demonstrate tidal flat or at

least coastal conditions. This opinion still holds, and practically all forms yet

discovered appear to be pelagic; some were obviously free swimming. Such a

state of affairs is in keeping with general theories of life at the end of the Pre-

Cambrian. Ii has been suggested that most animals were then pelagic, and pos-

sibly were only just ''discovering" the sea floor preparatory to colonizing it

(Hindc 1939).

Whatever the true facts, it does appear i airly definite that with the exception

of a few lime-sccrcting algae, most animals until this time produced few hard

parts and then usually chitinous. It is little wonder then that the fossil record

below the base of the Cambrian is so devoid of fossils.

The Upper Frecambrian has been termed an age of jellyfishes mainly upon

evolutionary considerations, but also in view of discoveries from the Cambrian

of New Yorkv Sweden, Russia and Bohemia. From consideration of buna!

associations of the Cambrian, such assumptions for the immediate Precambrian

are quite logical.

There is no need to discuss further the question of the stratigraphical situa-

tion of the horizon, as the arguments were summarized in the previous publica-

tion and no evidence has been forthcoming since then. The close association

with Archaeocyathinae (Pleospongia) leaves little doubt concerning their Lower
Cambrian age.

The mode of occurrence and aspects of preservation have also been dis-

cussed previously and little need be added here. It should be remembered that

Agassiz (1862), in his observations of Aurelia fltnnda, noted that after the spawn-
ing period there, was a thickening of the tissues by an increased deposition of

animal substance. The disc of the animal became thin and almost leathery and

more elastic than before. Many marginal appendages of the Umbrella and oral

region dropped off.

Caster (1945) noted that when Aurelia and other medusae were stranded

onshore in midsummer, they quickly dried out on the surface. The dehydration

of the aqueous jelly brought out in surface relief embedded structures, which in

life would be hardly discernible, except by transparency at. the exterior. These

latter observations are extremely important in considering the present fossil forms.

The stranding fif huge numbers of jellyfish high on beaches during strong

winds is frequently observed in many part* of the world at the present day.

Hence \\ b not surprising that once favourable conditions for preservation are
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established large numbers of the forms may become fossilized in a somewhat
restricted area. It should be also borne in mind that in Post-Cambrian times with
increased number and variety of sea-shore scavengers the possibility of preserva-
tion was considerably reduced; sea birds would quickly destroy stranded jellyfish

and the chances o£ fossilization were therefore particularly remote.

P-KOULEMS OF THE CLASSIFICATION OF THE FOSSILS

In view of Agassiz' and Caster's various observations, classification on the

zoological system is obviously hazardous. Where marginal or manubrial appen-
dages are concerned there is need for particular caution, and obviously com-
pletely satisfactory relationships will rarely be possible. However, iu some cases,

mauibrial structures, stomachs, gonads, radial and circular canals, and marginal
notches are reasonably well defined, In two cases, delicate velar membranes arc
exquisitely preserved, and in the fossil from Kimberley there is clear evidence of
marginal budding. For this, reason the modern zoological classification will be
followed wherever possible and the system as outlined by Parker and Hasweil
(1940) will be adhered to with only slight modification. Obviously., detailed

classifications of zoologists will be modified slightly to adrnic even the more com-
pletely preserved forms. In many cases diagnostic characters are not present
which would allow even a broad classification, while in others, close relationships

with other living forms are obvious. The writer has gone so far as to relate one
form closely to a modern genus by erecting the subgenous Protodiplvitrosoma,
and although the wisdom of tins may be questioned, it does serve to illustrate

the remarkably faithful preservation of the fossil. Still another form {Wade*a)
can be related closely to a living genus (Niobia) and another placed fairly con-
fidently in a modern family (e.g., Beltanella in family Trachylinae). Others can
be located with reasonable assurance irt modern orders or classes, while still

another group are of decidedly uncertain affinities.

Another group of fossils which it may be argued should mure correctly he

placed with the problemmatica are those thought to represent the oral regions

of Rhizostomcae. The striking similarity of patternatton of the fossil furrows
with the mouth groove system of animals of that highly specialized group is

thought to warrant such classification.

Additional complexity is brought about by a possible general tendency to

degeneration and simplification over the great geological periods down to the

present. Forms which were large and impressive in Cambrian times may now
be quite insignificant. This appears to have been the case with both Beltanella

gileii and Protodipieurdsoma ivardu Their assumed modern relatives measure
pnly a fraction of an inch (a few mm.) in diameter and would scarcely be noticed
when washed upon a beach. The related fossil forms measured several inches
(50-100 mm.) h\ diameter and were therefore of the order of "modern" scypho-
zoan medusae.

As only to be expected, it appears almost certain that all modern orders oi
"jellyfishes" were represented by the beginning of the Cambrian. There were
probably other orders that have since become extinct or which were intermediate
between and ancestral to two or more modern orders. With such possibilities,

classification of the fossil forms must be tentative to some extent and dependent
Upon the discovery of new and more completely preserved material.

Tentative Classification and Description of the Fdssk.s

All forms described in the present paper appear to be most satisfactorily

placed in the phylum Coelenterata and sub-phylum Cnidaria- The Cnidaria
include all Coclenterates except the Ctenophores (or Comb-jellies).
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The following brief notes which have been extracted from "The Inverte-
brates-Protozoa through Ctenophora" (Lyman, 1940) will serve to summarise
some of the principal features of the subphylum.

The chief feature of the Cniciaria subphylum is the possession of striking
radial symmetry. In one group, the Anthozoa, this is modified into biradial or

radiobilateral symmetry brought about by elongation of the hioutti and other
correlated changes.

There is one principal axis of symmetry, namely, the orai-abnral axis, which
t:xtend5 from the mouth to the base, and the organs are arranged concentrically
about this axis. The. body structures may be definite or indefinite in number,
and when definite the number is four or six or multiples thereof. Tentacles are
very conspicuous, extensible projections that encircle the oral end in one or more
whorls and serve for defence and fceding purposes ; they are absent in very few
members of the subphylum.

Cniciaria are notable for their dimorphism—the polyp and the medusa—each
of which can be derived from the other giving an alternation of generation*. The
potyp is the sessile form, being vase-shaped and fastened at the ahoral end with
mouth and tentacles at the free or oral end. The medusa, or free swimming form,
contrasts with the polyp in the shortening of the oral-aboral axis, radial expan-
sion and in the excessive formation of mesogloea. The resultiug form is a gela-
tinous bell- or saucer-shaped animal with marginal tentacles. Polyp and medusa
occur in several morphological variations, several of which may 'be found in a
single species. In the class hydrozoa, both polypoid and medusoid forms are
present; in the scyphozoa, the medusoid is dominant, while the anthozoa are
exclusively polypoid. Where a species includes both polypoid and medusoid
forms the polyps reproduce exclusively by asexual methods and bud off the
medusae or their equivalents which alone are capable of sexual reproduction. In
this way there is an alternation of generation—an ase.xual polypoid generation
and a sexual medusoid generation. It is thought probable that the poJyp is a per-
sistent form and the medusa the completely evolved coelentcrate.

In the Hydrozoa and Scyphozoa all diameters are apolar, that is, any two
diameters selected at right angles will be alike. In the Anthozoa, however, the
radial symmetry tends to be strongly modified in hiradial or bilateral fashion
chiefly due to the elongation of the mouth and associated structures. In biradial
symmetry the diameters remain apolar. but the long or sagittal axis differs from
the transverse axis at right angles to it. Each divides the animal into like halves,
as there is no dorsal or ventral surface. In many Anthozoa the sagittal axis
is heteropolar with the two ends unlike. Dorsal and ventral surfaces are then
definable.

In the fossil forms to be described irmst ,have characteristic radial symmetry
allying them with the Hydrozoa or Scyphozoa. In a few forms, in particular
Dickinsonia, there is a strong hiradial tendency and the systematic classification
of these is more difficult, the more so as the fossils possess so few features of
diagnostic value. It has heen suggested elsewhere in this paper that the bilateral
tendency may indicate the assumption of creeping habit. It is quite possible that
this fossil may be representative of a class now extinct.

In attempting to place the various fossils systematically within some system
of Zoological classification much must remain tentative. The system given herein
IB essentially a summary of thai of Parker and Haswell (1940) and the placing
of the present fossils is indicated as far as possible keeping in mind that in many
instances the restricting criteria, as indicated in the keys, have uot been observed.
In such cases, classification has been made by making use of certain general
similarities with modern genera and specie*.
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In this manner it has been found possible to place most of the forms reason-

ably satisfactorily; a few forms have had to be relegated to Waicott's genus of

convenience, Medusina. This genus was erected to include all species of fossil

medusae whose generic characters were indeterminable. In making use of this

genus it is realised that there are arguments for also including some of the forms

tentatively placed with the Discomedusae.

Phylum COELENTERATA
Sub-Phylum CN IDARIA

Class HYDROZOA
Order Hydroidea—Hydrozoa in which there is a fixed zoophyte stage.

Sub-order Anthomeditsae. Jr» which the medusae bear the gonads on

the manubrium, a.e., Pratontohia wadca (cf., modern Niolria den-

drotentocula.)

Sub-order Laptomedusae t In which the gonads occur in relation with

the radial canals, e.g., Protodipleurosoma wardi (cf. modern Dip-

leuTosoma)

.

Order Trachylinae—Hydrozoa with no known fixed zoophyte stage.

Suborder Trachymcdusac. Veiled medusae with simple entire bell

margin not cleft into lappets. This is a distinguishing feature from

the Narcomedusae. Tentacles spring from the margin of the

umbrella and the gonads arc developed in connection with the radial

canals, e,g.y Beltanella gilesi (cf., modern Rhopalonema).

Sub-order Narcomedusae—-in which tentacles spring from the exumbrella

some distance from the margin, and the gonads are developed in

connection with the manubrium.

Order Siphonophora—Ilvdrozoa in which the colony usually exhibits

extreme polymorphism of its zooids. There may be strong bilateral

symmetry.

Class SCYPHOZOA
Order Lucermridae (Stauronieditsae), Scyphozoa with a conical or vase-

shaped umbrella mostly attached to external objects by an ex-

umbrella peduncle. No tentaculocysts.

Order Coronata. Scypbnzoa with the umbrella divided by a horizontal

coronary groove. Four to sixteen tentaculocysts.

Order Cubomcdusae. Scyphozoa with a four-sided cup-shaped umbrella.

Four per-radial tentaculocysts.

Order Discomedusae (Semaeostomeae). Scyphozoa with flattened saucer-

shaped umbrella and not fewer than eight tentaculocysts. The

square mouth produced into four long oral arms, e.g., Ediacaria

flindersi, Tateana inflata.

Order Rhisostomeae—Scyphozoa having the mouth obliterated by growths

across it of the oral arms. Stomach is continued into canals which

open by funnel-shaped apertures on the edges of the arms, e.g.,

Pseudorhizostomites and Pseudorhopilema,

Mediisoid Problematical Category Medusina—Medusae whose generic charac-

ters cannot be determined, e.g.: Medusina mawvsoni} M. asteraides,

M. filamentis, Cyciomedusa davidi, C. radiata, C. gigantea, Madi-

gania anmdata, Dickinsonia costata, D, minima.
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Order HYDROIDEA — Sub-order ANTHOMEDUSAE
Genus Protoniobia Sprigg gen. nov.

Genotype Protoniobia wadea Sprigg, gen. eU sp, nov. Lower Cambrian

flags. Mount John, Osmond Range, Western Australia.

Genus monotypic, generic characters include the circular form, the close

association of the six (?) gonads with the stomach, and the development of

medusae by a process ot budding from the margin of the form.

Protoniobia wadea, Sprigg gen. ct sp. nov.

(Plate ix, fig. 1, and text Jig. 2)

Ilolotype: No. 192, Bureau of Mineral Resources, Canberra, F.C.T

Coll. Dr. A. Wade.

Description—Impression circular, with few prominent annular undulations.

Near the centre of the form numerous nodular structures are arranged in a

polygonal pattern about a central depressed zone. The nodular structures occur

nn a slightly wider platform, which in turn is surrounded by a deep circular

groove without conspicuous ornamentation. Beyond the latter are annular ridges

separated by a second deep groove. This lattci groove gives some evidence of

secondary sculpturing which may bear relationships to inferred radial canals.

At the margin of the umbrella impression there form sub-circular Structures

of uneven development which are arranged in an incomplete hexagonal pattern.

The bud-ILke "appendages" have a concentric form within themselves and show

an apparent resemblance with the ^parent" impression. There are no tentacles

present.

Dimension—Maximum diameter of the bell 4*1 mm.; average diameter of

(?) gonadial nodes 2*5 mm.; maximum diameter of largest "bud" 1*4 mm.
Discussion and affinities—The specimen is the impression of a medusa. The

numerous nodular subcentral nodes are probably gonadial structures, in close asso-

ciation with a circular stomach, and ir as just possible that the inner of the two
outer annular ridges may be a velar structure.

The circular marginal structures of the form are peculiar features which at

first sight may suggest coiled tentacles, and probably prompted the original

description of tin's fossil by Dr. Wade (1924) as a "coiled (?) gephyrean or

unsegmemed worm." (The impression is not spiral and is almost certainly

coelenterate, However, closer inspection of the fossil shows that the marginal

structures are essentially circular with annular internal patternation.)

One apparently modern parallel is known to the author, namely the unique

Niobia dendrotentacula (Mayer 1900) of the Tortugas, Florida. Marginal

tentacles of this species develop into medusae by a peculiar process of budding

combined with fortuitous growth, and are set free into the water as independent

animals similar to the parent medusae.

According to Mayer (1910, pp. 187, 188), Niobia dcndrotenacida is slightly

flatter than a hemisphere and about 4 mm. in diameter. 'There are 12 marginal

tentacles, one at the foot of each radia-canal and one intermediate between each

successive pair of radial canals. These 12 tentacles are arranged in a bilaterally

symmetrical manner in accordance with age. The oldest and the youngest

tentacles are situated at the ends of the two simple radial-canals and the remain-

ing ten tentacles arc arranged in bilateral symmetry in accordance with thdr

various ages, the axis being in the diameter of the two simple radial-canals and
the oldest and youngest tentacles. Each half of the margin is thus a reflection

of the other. . . ." The order in age of each tentacle is shown in fig. 2 D, "The
oldest tentacle is the first to develop into a medusa and be set free, and the others

follow in the order trf their age until all at* the tentacles have been cast off. They
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are immediately replaced, however, by new tentacles, but after every one of the
original 12 tentacles has been developed into a new medusa, the process of form-
ing medusae declines and finally ceases, and then the parent medusa becomes
sexually mature. . . /' The gonads occupy four interradial situations in the upper
part of the ectodermal wall of the stomach. After the budding medusae have been
set free the gonads become mature and the ova are large and project from the
interradial surfaces of the stomach. They are finally dehisced into the water."

Fig. 2

A—D, Niobia dendrotmtacula; A, oral view; B, detail of manubrium
bearing the gonads; C, side view; D, budding sequence. E and F,

Protonobia wadea: E, the fossil; F, bud diagram.

In the present fossil there is an obvious unequal development of buds, but

with only the one well preserved specimen it is impossible to determine the com-
plete sequence of the animal. Certainly there is a pseudo-hexagonal arrange-



ment of the buds as in the case of Niabiu, and it is perhaps legitimate to infer

a rather similar life history. The two forms may be linearly related and a good
case for parallel development of the buds can be made out.

In the fossil form the two adjacent buds on the upper margin (fig. 2E)
are of approximately equal development, while the two diametrically opposed buds
are larger and unequally developed. Such an arrangement cannot be matched
exactly however the form is orientated or in whatever stage of development the

fossil was entombed. If, though, the interpretation of the subccntral nodular
structures as gonads is correct, then it may be fairly assumed that the form was
approaching sexual maturity. In this case it is possible that the animal had
reached a stage where the largest bud was in stage 4. the diametrically opposite

one in stage 5, and the two smaller ones in stages 6 and 7. The buds in stages

1. 2 and 3 presumably would have been freed.

A second example of Prolomobia has been discovered amongst material from
Ediacara. The fossil is slightly smaller, its bell being about 20 mm. m diameter.

There is evidence of four daughter buds. The example occurs on the same
<jUart2ite fragment as fossil No 2010. Its discovery supports the view that the
Kimbcrley fossil was approximately contemporaneous with the Ediacara suite.

Sub-order LEPTOMEDUSAE (Haeckel 1866)

The modern Lcptomedusac are thought to be descended from the more simply
organised Anthomcdusac. These medusae are creatures of coasts and arc rarely

found far out to sea, for they cannot maintain themselves in situations unsuited

to the growth ot their hydroids.

Subdivision into families in the modern classification is based on the presence
or absence of lithocysts and the number of radial canals. The placing of the
fossil form in this instance is based on general morphological similarities with
a particular living species.

Genus Protodipleurosoma Sprigg gen. now
Form similar to that of Dtpkurosomo (Axel Boeck 1S66) is observable

features, but much larger. Dlpteiirosoma is characterised by three or more main
radial canals, some of which give rise to nondiehotomous branches. Gonads on
the canals adjacent to the manubrium; monosexual.

Protodipleurosoma wardi Sprigg, sp. nov.

UJ
late ix, He. 2. and text fig. 3)

Holotype: No. 2093, Tsite Museum Coll. Add. Univ. S. Aust. Collected,

TL K, Johns.

Description—Impression (bell) circular, flattened. Stomach subrircular
constricted unevenly, lobate, radial canals developed irregularly, branched non-
dichotornously, only one can be seen reaching the circular canal, but preservation

of the velum impression has obscured complete observation. Prunary canals are

strong and give rise to shorter secondary canals which may not reach the circular

canal. Branching occurs near the bases of the primary canals. Ring canal circular,

3nd about 2 mm. in from the margin of the fossil. There are no signs of marginal
appendages. The velum is wide and well preserved. Gonads are not present
and the example by comparison with related living forms is therefore probably
male.

Dimensions—Major diameter of fossil 59 mm.; length of stomach 16 mm.
Discussion and comparisons—The fossil forms arc remarkably similar to the

living Dipkurosnma heniixphanicmn (Ailmnn), although the latter is usually only



about 10 mm. in diameter. The velum in the fossil species is relatively slightly

wider and the stomach relatively larger. Branching of the radial canals and the

position of the ring canal agree very closely. Allman (1873), in his description,

states that there are three main radial canals with branches ; some of the branches

enter the ring canal and others terminate blindly. It is noted that the sub-family

Bcrenicinae as described by Mayer (1910) present ail radial canals connecting

with the circular canal.

Fig. 3

A—D, details of the living Diphurosoma; E, the fossil Prolodipleurosoma wardi.

There can be little doubt that this fossil form is closely related to the genus

Dipleurosoma. In life the fossil form was probably subhemispherical, free swim-

ming, and considerably larger than its assumed modern descendants. It is also

assumed that the species experienced an alternation of generation although noth-

ing is known of its hydroid stage.
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Order TRACHYLINAE
Suborder TRACHYMEDUSAE (Haecke! 1866)

Family ( ?) TRACHYNEMIDAE Gegenbaur 1856

Trachymedusae with eight or more simple radial canals,

on some or all of which the gonads are developed.

Fig. 4

A. and E, Rhopalonema striatum; C, R. velatum, side view; D—F, Beltanella gilesi;

D, aboral view; E, side view witli section removed; F, section through fossil.

Genus Beltanella Sprigg 1947

Genotype: Beltanella gilesi Sprigg.

Pound Quartzite, Upper Adelaide System (Lower Cambrian), Ediacara, South

Australia.

Being monotypic this genus shares the species traits described below. Generic

characters include the octagonal arrangement of the circular gonads and their

F



( ?) paired relation about the four radial canals; the presence of a well developed
and expanded delicate peripheral umbral structure or velum, and the simple circular

oral aperture.

Beltanella giiesi« Sprigg 1947

(Plate x, fig. 1, aod text fig. 4)

Holotype: No, 2056, Tate Mus. Coll., Add. Univ., S. Aust.

Description—Medusa impression circular. Umbrella flat, but falling away
sharply near its outer margin. ( ?) Velum horizontal, depressed approximately
4 mm. in relation to the flat ex-umbrella surface. Umbrella region subdivided

into two zones by a faint annular groove as follows:

Inner Zone—Surface smooth, broken only by annular grooves, respectively

5 and 12 mm. in diameter at centre, Centremost area depressed very slightly.

The whole zone corresponds with the original stomach.

Outer Zone—Sitrface dominantly flat, but slopes away steeply near the

outer margin of the umbrella. This secondary sloping surface has the form of

a highly truncate cone whose apical angle is approximately SO degrees. Zone is

characterised by the presence of circular (?) gonadia! structures, approximatdy
10 mm. in diameter. These regular structures are arranged on either side of

the major radial canals in an octagonal pattern centrally within the zone. At
least four can be recognised and each has an inner concentric groove 3 to 4 mm.
in diameter. Two paired radial grooves (? canals) are diametrically opposed
and a third set lies radially at right angles. The grooves pass intermediate

between the ( ?) paired gonadial structures, but do not continue into the inner
zone. The ex-umbrella surface is slightly irregular at the edge of the flat raised

portion, but below where the conical surface meets the velum, the margin is smooth.

Velum—Structure marginal, obviously thin, well developed; undulose stir-

face depressed ; undulations annular in plan.

Dimensions—Maximum diameter of fossil 110 mm., minimum 97; widths
along single radii of inner and outer zones and velum respectively 18-20, 21-73
and 10-14 mm.

Discussion—The specimen is the cast of the ex-umbrella surface (ab-oral)

of a jellyfish.

The central zone corresponds with the gastrovascular cavity, At its margin
it gives (paired) grooves which are interpreted as radial canals. There are no
signs of subdivision within the cavity, and no indication of complicated manubrial
structures. The simple circular grooves situated centrally may be oral structures,

or possibly representative of a collapsed truncate gastric cone of the type which
occurs in some jellyfish to aid in the even distribution of food to various parts

of the animal's stomach.

The radial grooves of the outer zone are very probably radial canals,

although it is not known why they should be paired. There is no sign of branch
canals from them, nor is there present any groove suggestive of a circular canal.

The circular ( ?) gonadial structures which are distributed evenl3r around the
centre of this zone may be considered as paired in relation to the supposed radial

canals and the central annular grooves of each gonadial structure may mark H
genital operculum.

The peripheral velum is remarkably well preserved considering its obvious
delicate nature; its contained annular undulations suggest ring muscles. Its

expanded position in rest suggests that it swung to and fro within and without
the bell cavity as the medusa swam.
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Affinities—In the original description this form was placed very tentatively

with the Scyphozoa, although it was recognised that many characters were primi-

tive, and indicative of the Hydrozoa. The simple mouth, the presence of a few

unbranched radial canals were considered to be Trachylinid (Hydrozoan) charac-

ters, while the flattened disc-shaped umbrella, its relatively large size, and the

absence of large tentacles were thought to be more characteristic of the Scophozoa.

It is now considered that the presence or absence of margioa] appendages in

fossil jellyfish can have little significance, and as regards size, diameters of four

inches and more are not unknown amongst Trachylinids. A more convincing

point concerns the resemblance of the species with the modern Rhopalonema,

Gengenbaur 1856 (Family Trachynemidae).

Rhopalonema characteristically possesses S radial canals, and 8 gonads occur

upon restricted portions of these canals. Beltanctta differs in that although it has

8 gonads lying opposite the central portions of radial canals, these gonads do not

appear to be on the canals. Also, evidence of only 4 radial canals can be recog-

nised. Nevertheless, R, vetatum and R. striatum (fig. 4) do show some striking

similarities. R. velahmi possesses rounded gonads situated about half-way

between the stomach and bell margin and associated with circular canals which

give much the concentric appearance of the gonads in the fossil form. R. striatum

in general external form approaches the fossil even more closely and is described

as having the shape of a Chinese hat. Its velum is very wide and muscular andf

swings to and fro within and without the bell cavity as the medusa swims. It

was noted also that the tentacles of R. velutmn arc very brittle and usually break

off very readily. It would appear, therefore, that there is good reason to asso-

ciate this form fairly closely with Rhopalonema, and therefore the order Trachy-

medusae.

Rhopalonema is distributed throughout the tropical and warm oceans of the

world and may live on the surface or at depth.

Order (?) SEMAEOSTOMEAE (Discomedusae)

Genus Ediacaria Sprigg 1947

Genoytpe Ediacatua flindersi Sprigg 1947

Pouud Quartzite, Upper Adelaide Series (Lower Cambrian), Ediacara.. South
Australia.

Generic characters include the circular form, the bell-like manubrium, the

simple circular stomach and association of the ( ?) gonads with the base of the

manubrium. There are 4 and possibly 8 marginal notches.

Ediacaria flindersi Sprigg
(Plate x, %. 2, and text fiff. 5)

Holotype: No. Tl, Tate Mus. Coll., Adel. Univ., S. Aust.

Description—Medusa impression circular, radially symmetrical; surface flat-

tened, but with radial and concentric features of low relief. Three concentric

zones are clearly distinguishable.

Inner zone—Manubrium bell-like, constricted near its junction centrally with

the sub-umbrella surface and expanded distally. It lies over sideways and is

compressed laterally. Length 15 mm., and maximum width (flattened) 14 mm.
At least three pendant lobate pouches extend 9 to 11 mm. centrifugally from the

base of the manubrium. Beyond these pouches the central zone is essentially

5tnooth, although there is an incomplete concentric groove, half-way to the zone

margin.
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Median zone—Surface smooth, somewhat inflated; zone delineated on inner

and outer aspects by concentric grooves—one (or two) on the inner margin, and

one deeper with associated minor and less regular grooves on the outer. Two
well-marked radial grooves are present, while indistinct radial striations are more
numerous.

Fig. 5

Ediacaria flindersi, reconstructions: A, oral view; B, side view; C, cross section.

External zone—Surface flattened or only slightly convex in transverse

section with minor concentric undulations or flutings and numerous radial grooves

or striae. In the annular segment, representing three-fourths of the perimeter,

at least 44 separate radial grooves can be recognised. Although somewhat irregu-

lar in themselves, they are distributed around the zone relatively evenly. Most

diverge centrifugally, but some converge in this direction. The outer margin
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{perimeter of fossil), is fairly regular (circular), with the exception of one or

two doubtful marginal notches. A concentrate groove lies approximately 4 mm.

in from the penmcter of the form, The radial striauons do not extend beyond the

epi-marginal groove.

Dimensions—Largest diameter 114 mm. Respective widths of inner, median

and outer zones along greatest radius: 20 mm., 17 mm., and 25 mm.

Discussions and comparisons—The specimen is considered to be the impres-

sion of the sub-umbrella surface of a "dried out" jellyfish, Organs adjacent the

oral surface of the animal have come to stand out in relief, and the manubrium

is preserved clearly. The central zone corresponds with the gastrovascular cavity

and the gonads at the base of the manubrium are superimposed on it.

The sub-triangular manubrial structure has been so interpreted in view of

its apparent fusion centrally with the sub-umbrella surface, and because no other

comparable structures are "distributed radially about the centre. The flattened

attitude of this manubrium bears a superficial resemblance to the insert lobes of

the central discs of Kirklandia (Caster) and Rhizotomies (Haeckel). How-

ever, the absence of more of these structures radially about the centre disputes

this view. In life the manubrial structure would be suspended vertically from

the central region (fig. 5). The shape of the mouth opening cannot be judged,

although it was probably simple. On this impression the genus has been classified

with the Semaeostomeae and not the Rliiznstomcae.

The three pendant pouches extending radially from the base of the manu-

brium are almost certainly gonads. Judging by their distribution there were pro-

bably eight of them originally,

Various concentric rlutings, with the exception of that adjacent the margin

of the form, are referrablc to'the circular muscles of the sub-umbrella. The epi-

marginal grnovc is the circular canal. The radial canals do not extend beyond at.

The well marked radial grooves of the median zone are probably radial

canals. There is evidence of branching, and although the grooves are sub-parallel

they do increase in number centrifugally. The grooves could be merely shrinkage

creases, but in any case these would tend to follow such lines of weakness as

canal lines.

Two marginal notches can be interpreted; they occur at intervals correspond-

ing with the major radial canals. Tn each case deeper radial grooves continue to

each notch. This would support the view that the notches arc regular marginal

features, possibly originally enclosing sensory structures. On the other hand, It

is noted that in other portions of the fossil where continuous sections of the margin

are preserved, other notches are not apparent, The observed notches could be

accidental marginal invaginations due to deformation upon burial, There ate no

indications of marginal tentacles but they probably had dropped off previously.

Ediacaria is probably Scyphozoan. The form was large and obviously had

a flattened disc-shaped umbrella aiid may be referable to either of the orders

Semaeostomeae or Rhizostomeae. To decide further to which of these orders

the form belongs, a detailed knowledge of the structure of the mouth and oral

arms would be necessary. The incomplete preservation of the specimen precludes

this. However, it is noticeable that the manubrial structure as interpreted is rela-

tively simple suggesting relationship with the Semaeostcmeae.

Comparison with other fossils is exceedingly difficult in view of the absence

of many critical features. Closest resemblance is perhaps with Rlnsostomites and

Semaeostomites (both Haeckel) of the Upper Jurassic of Solnhofen, Bavaria.

In these forms three concentric zones can be inferred but otherwise there is little

similarity in available detail of the central disc regions. King muscles are well



developed in the outer portions of Rhisostomites as they are in Ediacaria. No
obvious ring canal is present in Rhieostomites as in Ediatatia and Semato-
stomites, and whereas the margin of Semaeo.stomites is split into 120-128 marginal
lobes, such a subdivision is not apparent in the other two forms.

Genus Tateana Sprigg gen. nov.

Genotype Tateana inflata Sprigg gen. et sp. nov.

Pound Quartzite, Upper Adelaide Series (Lower Cambrian), Ediacara, South
Australia.

Generic characters—Circular, slightly inflated medusa with very numerous
unbranched radial canals. Well developed submarginal circular canal. Four or
eight marginal notches. The genus is distinguished from Cyclomedusa (see later)
by its more inflated surface and the presence of marginal notches,

Tateana inflata Sprigg, gen. et. sp. nov.

(Plate xt, %. 1 and 2)

Hoiotype: No. 2017, Tate Mus. Coll. Adel. Univ,, S. Aust.
Hypotype: No. 2018,

Description—Medusa circular, radially symmetrical, surface inflated slightly
but with strong narrow radial striations; only very slight annulations can be
distinguished.

The central zone (stomach) is simple and circular, representing one-third
of the diameter of the complete form. The radial striations lead directly from the
central zone to the epimarginal groove or circular canal. They do not appear to
branch and number about 100. There is slight evidence of four or more marginal
notches.

There is no sign of marginal appendages, manubrial structures or gonads.
Dimensions—Greatest diameter 6*4 mm.
Comparisons—The form has much in common with Edwcara, attd may prove

to be generically identical when more material is available for study. However,
in Ediacara a tendency to branching in the radial canals has been noted. This is

definitely not present in Tateana. In its unbranched radial canal system it

approaches Cydomedusa (see later under Medusoid problematica) more closely.

The decision to place this species in Semaeostomcae rested on its similarities
with Ediacaria.

Order RHIZOSTOMAE (Cuvier 1799)

Scyphozoa without marginal tentacles and with numerous mouths which are
borne on adradial fleshy branched arm-like appendages which arise from the
centre of the sub-umbrella. The lips of the numerous mouths are bordered by
minute constantly moving tentacles.

All living species are tropical and few extend far into temperate waters
None are known from polar seas. The animals are usually tough and large aud
therefore are not uncommonly preserved in the fossil state.

Genus Rhizostomttes Haeckel 1866

Genotype Rhizostomites amirandus Haeckel 1866

Solnhofen Slates Eichstadt, Bavaria

Generic characters (as defined by Brandt)—Disc as large as 0'4 metre, with
128 marginal lobes, without marginal tentacles; oral trunk rudimentary usually
in the form of an oral disc, surrounded by eight arms. Genital cavities, four.
Coeleuteric central cavity simple, with spbero-quadratic roof. Mouth opening
late, perhaps never completely obliterated, cruciform with eight branches.
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Pseudorhizostomites howchini, Spngg sp. nov.

(Plate xh\ fig. 1; text fig. 6 F)

Holotype : 2034 Tate Museum, University of Adelaide, South Australia.

Locality : Pound Quartzite, Lower Cambrian, Ediacara, Australia. Coll. by

R. Ayliffe.

Fig. 6

A, Rkopilema verrillii (living) ; B, Rhizostomiies lithographicus (Jurassic) 7

C, R. amirtindus (J.) ; D, Hexarhizites insignis (J.) ; E, Pseudorkopilema

chapmani; F, Pseudorhisostomites; G and H
?
Pseudorhizostomites sp.

Description—Impression convex, with cruciform radial grooves each branch-

ing simply once. The grooves alternatively cut off concave and convex isoscelean

areas. There is a slight suggestion of secondary dichotomous branching at the

end of one or more of the eight subradial grooves.

Dimensions—Total width of form 30 mm.
Discussions and comparisons—The four areas divided off by the secondarily

branched furrows are interpreted to be the basal portion of the four great oral
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arms, or branches of the gastral trunk which hangs down from the centre of the
umbrella cavity of scyphozoans. The grooves are the lines of fusion formed
during the coalescence of lips of the primitive central mouth of the juvenile form.
In this way the primitive central mouth has been obliterated in Rhizostomeae,
but numerous other mouth-openings remain in the gutter-like grooves which
extend down the ventral sides of the mouth arms.

Specimen No. T116 (pi. xii, fig. 3 B; text fig. 6G) may also be referrablc to
this genus, although the number of primary grooves is somewhat excessive, and
the dtchotomous branching is essentially restricted to the immediate mid-field. In
specimen 2043 (pi. xii, tig. 3 A; text fig. 6H), on the other hand, dichotomous
branching is very pronounced. In view of the problemmatic nature of these fossils

there has been no attempt to make specific subdivisions.

Genus Pseudorhopilema Sprigg gen.nov.
Pseudorhopilema chapmani Sprigg, gen, et. sp. nov.

Pound Quattzite, Upper Adelaide Series (Lower Cambrian), Ediacara, South
Australia.

As the form is known only from the very limited detail of its central Held,

generic characters tentatively will be taken to include the inferred presence of
eight oral arms and associated paired ( ?) scapulets,

Pseudorhopilema chapmani Sprigg. gen. et. sp. nav.

(Plate xii, fig. 2; text fig. 6 E)
Ilolotype: No. 2036, Tate Mus. Coll., Adel. Univ., Coll. P. Healy.

Description—Midfield slightly convex with a central groove or furrow giving
rise to a system of dichutomously branched primary, secondary and perhaps ter-
tiary grooves.

Dimensions—Length of median furrow 7 mm. Width of central disc, aa
indicated by extension of scapulets, 50 mm.

Comparisons—The form bears definite relations with the restricted central
portion of the well known Jurassic forms (fig. 6) Rhizostomites amirandus and
R. lithographkiis (both Haekel 1866). Obvious differences concern the strong
development of a central furrow and of the presence of tertiary dichotomously
branched furrows, R t lithographkiis approaches the newly described form more
closely in that it has a small single central groove which imparts a minor tendency
towards bilateral symmetry as against the simple cruciform character of
R. amirandus.

Assuming that the form was typical of modern and fossil Rhizostomae, there
would have been eight oral arms. But the form has 16 tertiarily branched dicho-
tomous grooves, and these are thought to correspond with the canals or ducts o£
scapulets which normally arise from the sides and near the bases of each of the
oral arms.

A more complete comparison in so far as this is possible is with the living
form RhopUema verrilln (Haekel). In this form both the strong central furrow
and the scapulae are present (fig, 6 A), and in a general sense the restricted detail
in the two cases is very similar.

MEDUSOID PROELEMATTCA
Category Medusina Walcott 1898

Walcott erected this Category (calling it a genus) to include all species of
fossil medusae whose generic characters cannot be determined. It is now sug-
gested that the idea of "genus" be dissociated from the term and for Medusina
to be considered as a category of convenience for such medusoid forms. Tills
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would provide for the development of some broader classification within the

category and enable the use of new "generic" names additional to Medusina.

Apparent relationships could be made more obvious in this way.

Medusina mawsoni Sprigg, sp. nov.
(Plate xiti, iig. 4; text fig. 7B)

Holotype: No. T. 39, Tate Mus. Coll., Add. Univ., S, Aust.

Type Locality; Pound Quartzite, Lower Cambrian, Ediacara, S. Aus.

Fig. 7

A, Medusina radiata (L. -Cambrian, Bohemia) ;

Bf M. mawsoni; C, M. asteroides; D, M. filwnentus.

Description—Impression circular, medusoid; central area depressed, circular

and convex, occupying between one-third and one-half the full diameter. The

outer annular zone is inflated centrally and there is a suggestion of radial ridges

within the zone at close intervals. Margin simple, circular. No evidence of

marginal appendates.
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Discussions and comparisons—The form is obviously the fossil of a medusoid
codenterate. The central depressed area may correspond with a collapsed stomach
area, and the indefinite radial structures of the outer zone with radial canals.

The specimen has much in common with Pompeckj's Medusina radiata?
of the Bohemian Lower Cambrian (fig. 7 A). The radii in the present specimen
are faintly and very incompletely preserved and it is impossible to tell whether
they are branched as in Pompeckj *s specimen. The latter had 75 to 80 radii at

the outer margin.

The writer feels that the tentative identification of Pompeckj T

s specimen with
Linnarson's Medusina (= Astylospongia) radiata is unsatisfactory. Pompeckj
(1896) notes that it agrees only in a general way and that some differences forbid

its direct identification with the original Swedish form. "The string-of-pearls

shape of radii, already noted by Linnarsson, cannot be observed, and the number
of radii in the Bohemian specimens is less than in Linnarsson's species." The
intervals between the radii are larger in Pompeckj's specimen. It is felt, therefore,

that M. Mazvsoni may be synonymous with M. radiataf of Pompeckj.

Dimensions—Diameter of complete form 2*7 mm. ; diameter of central

depressed area 1*7 mm.

Medusina astexoides Sprigg 3p. nov.

(Plate xiii, &g. 3; text fig. 7 C)

Holotype: No, 2021, Tate Mus. Coll., Add. Univ., S. Aust.

Type Locality; Pound Quartzite, Lower Cambrian, Ediacara, Flinders

Ranges, South Australia.

Description—Impression circular, slightly inflated, central disc occupying
approximately one-quarter of the diameter of the complete form and surrounded
by a deep groove. The surrounding zone has an epimarginal groove and is

traversed by widely spaced radiating grooves dispersed in an (?) octagonal pat-

tern. Not all radii continue to the epimarginal groove. There are no visible

marginal appendages.

Dimensions—Greatest diameter 24 mm.; diameter of the central disc 10 mm.
Dimensions and comparisons—The depressed central area may represent a

collapsed stomach; the radial grooves are radial canals and the epimarginal groove
corresponds with a circular or ring canal. In view of an absence of restricting

critical features, and simple circular form, it is referred to the genus Medusina.
It differs from Medusina radiata and M. Mawsoni in the possession of fewer
radii and a relatively small central depressed area.

Medusina filamentus, Sprigg spec. nov.

(Plate xiii, fig. 1; text 6g. 7 D)

Holotype; No. T68, Tate Mus. Coll., Add. Univ., S. Aust.

Type Locality ; Pound Quartzite, Lower Cambrian, Edtacara, S. Aust.

Description—Impression ovoid, inflated. Thirty to forty filamentous (?)
tentacles are given off at fairly regular intervals around the (complete) margin.
The tentacles frequently appear to branch at least once half-way along their

respective lengths which are only slightly shorter than the diameter of the fossils.

Affinities—The writer knows of no similar fossil form. Apart from the

inflated medusoid form and marginal ( ?) tentacles restricting features are absent.

Dimensions—Maximum and minimum diameters 22 and 16 mm. respectively.

Average length of tentacular processes 10 mm.
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Genus Cyclomcdusa Sprigg

Genotype Cyclomedusa davidi Sprigg

Generic characters—Ex-umbrella sculptured by fairly prominent concentric

grooves which may or may not extend to the margin, and numerous fine simple,

unbranched radial striations. The radial striatums do not continue into the
circular zone which may or may not contain a central nodular structure. The
margin is simple and an epimarginal groove is present in well-preserved specimens.

Key to Species

C davidi - - prominent annular grooves extend to the margin.

C. rcdiata - - outer zone essentially /fee of annular grooves.

C. gigontea - - large form, inner and outer zones divided by a deep annular

groove. Radial striations extremely numerous.

Cyclomedusa davidi Sprigg
(Plate xiv, fig. 1, 2 and 4; text fig. 8)

Holotype: No. T5, Tate Mus. Coll. Adel. Univ., S. Ausl
Ilypotypes : Nos. 2020, 2040.

Description—Impression circular, flattened, and with concentric undulations.
The form exhibits striking radial symmetry and its surface is subdivided by at
least seven annular groovei. Central portion raised, distinctly nodular.

The original specimen (T5) was known to be incomplete. Three zones
were recognised, the inner being hennispherical and nodular and 5 mm. in

diameter and 1*5 mm. in height. The outer two zones were of lower relief;

annular portions within these were traversed alternately by radial striations

( ? radial canals) or were apparently free of sculpture. The form as preserved
indicated a maximum radius of 50 mm. and there appeared to be about 16 radial

striations per quadrant.

A newer, better preserved specimen considered to be specifically identical

exhibits essentially similar characters, except that it appears that the radial

striations are continuous through the various subdivisions of the outer zone.

They therefore would continue uninterruptedly from the central (?) stomach
region to the margin of the fornv A more critical examination of the holotype

specimen has indicated a degree of agreement in this respect.

Dimensions—Overall diameter of specimen No. 2020 is 52 mm.
Reproduction—Specimen 2040 at first appearance has the suggestion of a

flattened tabulate colonial pleospongian. Dr. Okulitch and others who have seen
photos of this specimen have recorded this impression on first viewing it.

However, the fossil is more or less identical with accepted specimens of C davidi
except for its peculiar constrictions. It is felt that the constriction may be part

of an irregular budding process in which the two daughter medusae each possess

adult characters. If this is a reliable interpretation, it seems to be another unique
method of reproduction amongst jellyfish. It is also remotely possible that the

animal may have been damaged and that the irregular form is completely for-

mitous, Fission has produced three segments in all, and two differ only slightly

in width, while the third is significantly smaller.

A rather parallel but not identical case of reproduction by fission occurs in
Gastroblasta (Keller). Gastroblasta raffadel (Lang), for example, is slightly

elliptical and possesses four manubria. According to Mayer (1910) "the medusa
frequently reproduces by fission and the plane of division is at right angles to the
long axis of the ellipse and passes between the oldest and next oldest Manubrium.
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When about to divide, the oldest lithocyst divides into two and the cleft proceeds

inward at this point until the medusa is completely cut into halves, the one being a

reflection of the other. Each then develops uew radial-canals budding from the ring-

canal and growing inward. When the original form has been restored a new
fission may take place. This is not a constant process, however, but is subject

to much variability, for new radial canals may grow inward from the ring-canal

in the regions of the old tentacles, and these new canals may fuse with the old

canal-system and develop manubria."

Fig. 8

A, Cyclomedusa davidi; E, C. radiata; C, reconstruction of Cyclomedusa;

I), juvenile form; E, C. gigantea; F, C. davidii in process of fission.

The occurrence of irregular transverse fission of this nature elsewhere in the

kingdom of medusae greatly strengthens the view that the restrictions in the

aberrant specimen of Cyclomedusa davidi have generative significance.



Cyclomcdusa tadiata Sprigg sp, nov.

(Plate 13, fig. 2; plate xiv, fig. 3; plate xv, fig. 1; plate xviii. ft*. 1. text fig 8)

Holotype: No, 20*7, Tate Mus. Coll., Adel. Univ., S. Aust

Hypotypes: Nos. 2010, 2032, 2027.

Description—Species similar to C\ damdi, except in that the outer zone is

practically free of annular grooves. Kadtal striations are continuous and pro-

minent in the outer zone.

In specimen 2039 the central (?) stomach zone is relatively narrow, with

a central node surrounded by two or three concentric grooves. In radial relation

the outer zone is three times the width of the inner. It is traversed by numerous

radial striations. and 50 of these can be recognised clearly in one half of the

fossil; the striations do not appear to branch and all appear to join the central

zone separately. They connect with an epimarginal groove or (?) ring canal at

their distal ends. The margin appears to be simple-

Specimens 2032 and 2027 arc essentially similar but differ in that Ihe ratio

of the radial widths of the inner and outer zones is approxemately 1:1. 2032

is apparently a juvenile form of 2027, Neither of these exhibit an obvious

circular canal.

Cyclomedusa gigantea Sprigg sp. nov.

(Plate xv, fig, 2; text fig. HE)

Holotype: No, 2035, Tate Mus. Coll. | Adel. Univ., S. Aust. ; Coll. % Ayliffe.

Descriptions— Form essentially similar En many aspects to C. denndi and

C. radiata. There are two zones, the inner of which is devoid of radial striations,

whereas they occur weakly in the outer one; the complete form possesses numer-

ous concentric groovings.

The central zone is separated from the outer by an unusually deep sulcus

or groove. The margin of the animal is incomplete and ill-defined. In the com-

plete form there would be approximately 200 simple, unbranched radial grooves.

These are much more numerous than in C. davidi (approximately 50) or

C, tadiata (approximately 100).

Dimensions—Overall diameter greater than 65 mm.; (?) stomach 42 mm.
in diameter.

Discussion and comparisons—The foregoing three species have much in

common and separation is rather arbitrary on this account. Nevertheless there

appears to be some regularity in variation in surface sculpture which it is thought

merits specific subdivision.

The anotomical organisation of the animals is unknown except by inference.

The central zone, which is free of radial ornamentation, probably delimits the

stomach. The significance of the radial grooves is open to argument but their

interpretation as radial canals is probably justifiable. If so, these canals were
simple and unbranched and mostly continuous from the stomach to the circular

canal. The form differs from Ediacara in this feature.

The fossils may be discoid Scypho2oans, but such classification is too

optomistic for the present.

Genus Madigania Sprigg gen. nov.

Genotype: Madigania annulata Sprigg gen. et sp. nov,

Tound Quartzite: Upper Adelaide System (Lower Cambrian), Ediacara, S. Aust.

Generic characters—Circular form with numerous conspicuous annular

grooves, ridges or undulations. No radial ornamentation, It may or m&y not

have a central conspicuous papilla or node.
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Madigania annulata Sprigg gen, et sp. nov.

(Plates xvi f fig-. 1 and 2; plate xvii, fig, 1 ati<j 2)

Holotype: No. 2031, Tate Mus. Coll., Univ Adel,, S. Aust
Hypotypes: 2025, and T9 and T14.
Descriptions — Impression circular, with numerous conspicuous annular

undulations. Essentially flat ; margin simple.

Specimen 2031 has a very conspicuous central papilla, but this is suppressed
or poorly developed in the other specimens.

There is no evidence of radial canals, marginal appendages or notches, gonads
or raanubrial structures. The stomach cannot be defined.

T9 is the largest fossil medusa yet found at Ediacara, its greatest radius is

110 mm.
Diameter of holotype, 170 mm.
Comparisons—As the genus is founded solely on rather irregular cyclic sur-

face sculpture useful comparison with other living or fossil forms is practically

impossible. The annular undulations may reflect musculations in the umbrella
of a medusa.

As in the case of Cyclomedusa it is impossible to be certain whether
Madigania is Scyphomedusan or Mydromedusan. It differs from Cyclomedtisa m
that there are no conspicuous radial striations.

Genus Dtckinsonia, Sprigg 1947

The affinities of the fossil group which will now be described are extremely
uncertain. Practically nothing is known of the anatomy of the fossils concerned,
and diagnostic characters are restricted to the possession of a strong bilateral

symmetry, an elliptical form, numerous radial grooves, a submarglnal groove
marking off a flange, and a median furrow.

The fossils may well belong to an extinct order or class, but until more is

known of the group no attempt will be made to erect any such new categories.

Obscure relations with some of the jellyfishes could be argued, as some have a
tendency towards bilateral symmetry, and the possession of radiating ( ?) canals
is a strong feature.

The presence of a well-developed bilateral symmetry may indicate higher
specialisation and organisation, and perhaps the assumption of creeping habits.
Bilateral symmetry is a common characteristic of the Siphonophora and the fossils

in question may eventually be referred to that Order. However, for the present,
even the assumption that they are Coelenterate may be questionable, but consider-
ing their geological age, their mode of occurrence and the few obvious details of
their organisation, the coelenterate category seems the most logical association for
the present.

Genus Dickinsonia, Sprigg 1947

Genotype: Dickinsonia costata Sprigg 1947

The genus was founded on a single ovoid form which possessed a marginal
crenulate flange and a median longitudinal furrow giving off very numerous sub-
radial grooves to the outer crenulate margin. The form was considered to be
inflated aborally in life.

Since describing this form much new material is available from the same
horizon with which to make comparisons and study variation. Variation has been
found to be considerable while still preserving the same general form. The major
differences concern the shape of the fossil and prevalence of radial grooves. It

was felt that shape alone is insufficient evidence of specific variation, especially
in view of the distortion which some forms have suffered and the probability that
organisms in various stages of development are being dealt with.
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To overcome these complications, it was felt by plotting the radial grooves

in either symmetrical half of the individual animals against respective overall

dimensions, that some clearer relations might show up. This has been the case,

and a fairly direct relation is seen to exist between growth stage and the number
of radial grooves. All the specimens form into two series (fig. 9) which it is

30 *0 50 GO 70 SO 90 fOO LIS IJO

length along major axjs
(in mm)

Fig. 9

assumed relate to specific differences. One series indicates less density of costae

per unit length and, without exception, includes the larger specimens. It includes

the genotype specimen Dickinsonia costata. The alternate series has been named
Dickinsonia minima*

Dickinsonia costata—Length 60-120 mm. ; 70-140 costae.

Dickinsonia minima—Length less than 60 mm. ; 60-100 costae.

Dickinsonia costata Sprigg 1947

(Plate xviii, fig. 2; plate xix, fig, 1 and 2; plate xx, fig. 1 and 2, text fig. 9 and 10)

Holotype; No, T5, Tate Museum Coll. Adel. Univ., S, Aust

Hypotypes: 2050, 2012, 2004, 2007, 2009.

Description— Impression ovoid, bilaterally symmetrical, essentially flat

;

median longitudinal furrow approximately 35 mm. long gives off 70-140 radiating

or diverging grooves or costae (?) alternatively to the margin of the fossil.

Margin slightly crenulate when complete, the notches corresponding with the inter-

section of the radiating grooves. There is a definite crowding of costae towards

one end in several specimens. This could be related to a specialisation leading

to the development of an anterior aid, or simply to distortion during burial. The

well developed concentric epi-marginal sulcus in the holotype specimen marks off

a marginal flange. In other specimens the flange is absent or weakly developed.

Variation—The smallest specimen of the series (pi. xix, fig. 2) exhibits

characters not seen in the others. It is (?) deformed with the production of

annular folds, The character is thought not to be of anotomical or morphological

significance.
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Certain of the specimens show considerable variation in their length over
breadth ratios. Specimens 2012 and 2009 for example are exceedingly broad,

whereas 2007 is at first sight much narrower. This apparent important difference

is resolved however upon the closer inspection of specimen 2007. The deeper
costae of the central region cut out relatively sharply away from the central plane

of symmetry, but finer grooves of somewhat different type continue considerably

further. These fainter lines are quite similar to the radial sculpture of 2012. It

Fig. 10

a, B and C, Dickinsonia coxfata; D, reconstruction of Dickinsonia; E. and F, D. minima.

would appear moreover that the latter sculpture is more of a skeletal nature

—

perhaps representing chitinous rods. The coarser sculpture would appear to be

more of surface significance. In this way there is a complete relationship between

the apparently different fossils 2009 and 2012.
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Variation in the importance of the marginal flange of the species is puzzling.

In 2055 it is exceedingly well defined, while in other specimens a complete grada-

tion into insignificance can be observed. It probably has little diagnostic value.

In specimen 2004 the transition can be observed in the one specimen.

Discussion and affinities—The fossils are the impressions of the (?) dorsal

aspects ot bilaterally symmetrical, soft bodied animals of very doubtful affinities.

During burial the animals were flattened and compressed, often slightly obliquely

in a manner which suggests that they were strongly convex dorsally- The animal

was bilaterally symmetrical. Costae may represent superimposed chirinous rods

and surface ornamentation. The cpimarginal groove may represent a form of

circular canal or simply delineate a marginal flange.

The classification of D^'kimonia is still virtually impossible, although the

animal was probably coelenterate. The animal might well belong to an extinct

order or even class. It therefore remains highly problematical.

Dickinaonia minima Sprigg sp. nov,

(Plate xxi, fift 1-4; text £j£ 9 ami 10 E £*nrf I
;
)

Holotype: No. 2000, Tate Mus. Coll., Adel., S. Aust. Coll. by W. Reidl.

Hypotypes: 2001. 2052, 2054, 1005.

Type Locality : Pound Quartzite, Ediacara, S. Aust.

Description—Impression essentially similar to, but smaller than, D. costata*

The longitudinal furrow is well developed in the holotype, but there is only slight

evidence of marginal flange formation. There is a slight notching at one end

but this appears to be fortuitous.

The various specimens can be arranged serially, varying in length from 29 to

57 mm. and with costae ranging in number from about 60 to 100. The number

of the latter increases fairly regularly with elongation,

The continuation of the costae across the central longitudinal furrow is well

shown in specimen 2052, which is apparently the youngest ot the series. The
grooves are not disturbed over their full length, and the last one describes an

arc of almost 180 degrees as it reaches the longitudinal furrow. Its reflected half

almost parallels its counter-part and leaves a narrow zone not traversed by

sculpture.

Dimensions (of holotype)—length 62 mtn. ; width 57 mm.; (of all specimens)

length 29-62 mm.; widths 22-57 mm,
Discussion—The crowding of the subradial grooves towards one end is

noted in D. costata is also apparent in most of the specimens of D. minima. In

specimen 2001 this is particularly noticeable and strengthens the impression that

there is a tendency towards the development or" an anterior extremity. The animal

might have developed a creeping habit.

CONCLUSIONS
Study of the suite of fossils from the basal Cambrian of Ediacara, South

Australia," and the single form from Mount John, Western Australia, has sup-

ported the theory that the immediate late Preeambrian was an age of jellyhshes.

it has also demonstrated that many and probably all the modern orders of jelly-

fishes were in existence by early Cambrian times,

The presence of so many stranded jellyfish within restricted horizons of the

Pound Quartzite at Ediacara suggests at least local conditions of the tidal fiat

type. The nature, of the enclosing sediments supports this view. The widespread

weal distribution of this particular quartzite with littJe variation and thickness

of up to 7,000 feet (Gammon Ranges, South Australia) indicates a great develop-

c
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ment of shallow continental seas. The quartzite in South Australia appears
originally to have covered 30,000 square miles or more. At about the same strati-

graphical horizon similar great sandy beds were deposited over great areas in

Central Australia (MacDonnell geosyncline) and in the Kimberley Region of

Western Australia.

The modern jellyfish with which several of the forms appear closely related

are dominantiy subtropical or temperate water forms. The early Cambrian climate

was therefore probably warm and equable—a fact which is borne out by other

marine fossils of this time,
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GESTURE LANGUAGE OF THE WALPARI TRIBE, CENTRAL
AUSTRALIA

by Charles P. Mountford

Summary

Whilst attached to the 1936 Adelaide University Anthropological Expedition to the Granites,

Central Australia, I was able to photograph a small number of the hand signs used by the members

of the Walpari tribe who inhabit the surrounding country. The accompanying test figures were

traced from the photographs taken at the time.
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GESTURE LANGUAGE OF THE WALPARI TRIBE, CENTRAL AUSTRALIA

By Charles P. Mountford *

[Read 8 September 1949]

Whilst attached to the 1936 Adelaide University Anthropological Expedition
to the Granites, Central Australia, I was able to photograph a small number of
the hand signs used by the members of the Walpari tribe who inhabit the sur-

rounding country, The accompanying text figures were traced from the photo-
graphs taken at the time.

In a previous paper on the subject (1), 1 listed the references m literature

to the gesture language of the Australian aborigines, and recorded, at the same
time, some fifteen hand signs in use in the Ngada tribe of the Warburton
Ranges of Western Australia.

This paper records thirteen hand signs of the Walpari tribe.

Kangaroo (Macropus rufus), fig, 1, a.

The tips of the thumb and the fingers are first bunched together, then flicked

outward.

Dingo (Cams dingo), fig, 1, b.

The hand, with the fingers turned tightly inward, is moved upward and
downward from the wrist,

LrzARD, small, fig. 1, c-

The hand, held with the forefinger in a pointing position, is vibrated side-

ways from the wrist.

Emu (Dromaius novae-hollandiae) , fig. 1, d. and h.

These are alternative gestures for the emu. Tn the former sign, the hand,
turned upward, and lightly clenched, is moved up and down from the wrist In
the latter, the hand is kept stationary, with the hand partly closed and the thumb
placed between the second and third fingers.

Yam, irig, 1, e.

The hand is fully extended, held edgewise, and vibrated sidewise rapidly.

Rabbit (Oryctohgus cuniculus), fig. 1, f.

The arm is extended and the large ears of the rabbit indicated by the first

two fingers of the right hand.

Opossum (Trkhosurus zmlpecula), fig. 1, g.

The hand is partly closed, faced away from the body, then moved upward
and downward from the wrist.

Wattcr, fig. i, i.

The presence of water is indicated by the hand being lightly closed, held
on its edge, vibrated quickly and rotated slightly. The position is not unlike
that used to indicate the dingo (fig. 1, b), except that the hand is closed.

Camel, fig. 1, j.

The hand, fully extended and facing downward, is moved in an undulating
motion in imitation of the movement of the head of a camel.

Snake, fig. 1. k.

The thumb and forefinger are bent sharply at the first joint and vibrated

in a similar manner to that used in the yam sign.

Mountain- Devil (Moloch horridus), fig, 1, m.
The second and third fingers are bent sharply inward while the hand and

arm are held in a stationary position,

* Associate Curator in Ethnology, South Australian Museum.
Trans. Roy. Soc. S. Aust., 73, (1), 16 December 1949
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Plain Turkey (Eupodotis austratis), fig, 1 n.

The hand, fully opened and turned face downwards, is moved from the

wrist, in imitation of the movement of the bird's wing.

This paper records a small number of the interesting and practically un-

known hand signs of gesture language of the Australian aborigines. It was only

the lack of time that prevented me from collecting a much greater number.

REFERENCE
Mountford, C. P. 1938 Oceania, 9, (2)

Fig. 1 Gesture Language of the Walpari Tribe, Central Australia



LARVAL TREMATODES FROM AUSTRALIAN FRESHWATER
MOLLUSCS PART XIV

by T. HarveyJohnstonand Nancy G. Muirhead

Summary

In December 1948 a new echinostome cercaria was found infecting 2 of 77 Planorbis isingi. The

infected snails were collected from a small shallow lagoon beside the River Murray at Wood's Flat

near Blanchetown. In January 1949, 2 out of a total of 236 snails were found infected in the same

locality. In February 1949 the same cersaria was found again, this time at Tailem Bend, where one

snail from a total of 28 was infected. Although Planorbis snails were collected from the swamp at

Wood's Flat in April 1949 and at Tailem Bend in the following June, no infections with this

parasite were found.
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LARVAL TREMATODE3 FROM AUSTRALIAN FRESHWATER MOLLUSCS
PART XIV

By T. Ha&vev JoifNSTON and Nancy G. Muikuicad 4

Cercaria natans ivsp.
(Fig. 1-6)

In December 1948 a new echinostomc cercaria was found infecting 2 of 77
Plan orbis isingi. The infected snails were collected from a small shallow lagoon
beside the "River Murray at Wood's Flat near Blanchetown. In January 1949,

2 out of a total of 236 snails were found infected in the same locality, in
February 1949 the same cercaria was found again, this time at Tailem Rend,
where one snail from a total of 28 was infected. Although Planorbis snails were
collected from the swamp at Wood's Flat in April 1949 and at Tailem Bend
in the following June, no infections with this parasite were found.

Under laboratory conditions the cercariae were observed to emerge from the

host snail at about mid-day, and after about two hours of swimming they
encysted in the host snail. On some occasions one cercaria only was given off
during a day. They swam about or floated in the bottom of the tube with periodic
excursions towards the surface of the water. When at rest on the bottom or
suspended in the water the body was curved and made an obtuse angle with
the tail.

Measurements were made after fixing by the addition of an equal volume
of hot 10% formalin to the quantity of water in which the cercariae were swim-
ming. In fixed specimens the body is flexed. Measurements based on 20 .tuch

specimens are:—body length, 252-269/*; breadth, 184-176/*.

Average length of 10 living specimens in fairly extended condition is 460ft.
Diameter of acetabulum. 100ft; of oral sucker, 66/i.; giving a sucker ratio of 5:3.
The acetabulum has a fringed margin. The tail, 460-482ft in length in fixed
material, is longer than the body, and, like it, is capable of a considerable degree
of extension. There is a dorsal as well as a ventral fin fold on the distal hair of
the tail, but these folds do not extend to the tip. They can be seen best when a
little pressure is exerted nn the cercaria after staining with dilute neutral red,
There arc fin folds at the base of the tail also, but they appear to have no connec-
tion with those situated distally (fig. 2, 3). The tip of the tail which is free of
any fin fold, is capable of contraction and extension, as- well as threshing move-
ments, quite independently of the rest of the tail.

The collar of 35 spines is not readily visible in living specimens but is obvious
in killed material. There are 5 corner spines- on each side ventraJly, about
5 lateral spines on each side in a single row, and the rest are arranged in two
alternating rows dorsally. The spines widen slightly at about the middle of their

length and then taper to a broad point. The corner spines are larger than the
rest. The dorsal alternating spines of the two series are all the same size (rig. 5}.
Average measurements which were made Erom the roetacercaria, are:—corner
spines, 15-5(5* long; lateral, 14/*; dorsal, 13*5/a, Spirmlcs cover both dorsal and
ventral surfaces of the cercaria; they are most abundant anteriorly and ventrally.

There is a prepharynx followed by a spherical pharynx. The oesophagus.
when seen from the ventral aspect, appears to be composed of a single column
of about 8 crescentic cells. It bifurcates just anterior to the acetabulum and the
caeca extend almost to the posterior end of the body.

The details of the excretory system are difficult to determine. A long
descending tube on each side opens into a terminal bladder which at times has

* University of Adelaide.
Tram. Roy. Soc. S. Aust., 73, (J)» 36 December 1*49
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the shape shown in fig. 1. This tube is widest at the level of the acetabulum and

is packed with granules from this point to near the anterior loop where the

granules become smaller.

The ascending tube is narrower than the descending and runs parallel with

it. At a point half-way between the acetabulum and the front of the bladder it

divides into an anterior and a posterior collecting tubule. The anterior one

extends to the level of the pharynx where a group of 3 flame cells is connected

Fig. 1-6

Cercaria natans—l, cercaria showing collar spines and excretory system; 2, cercaria

showing gland cells and fin folds after staining with neutral red ; 3, sketch of dorsal

view of tail, indicating anterior and posterior fin folds; 4, cyst; 5, tnetacercaria ; 6, redia.
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with it Between this point and the acetabulum there are two pairs of flame cells.

Level with the acetabulum are two groups each of i flame cells, and al the point

where the ascending tube divides there is another group of probably 3, though
only 2 flame cells of this group were actually observed. Posterior to this point
there are three groups, each of 3 flame cells, giving a total of 25 on each side.

Ciliary flames are present in the descending and ascending tubes. The arrange-
ment of the groups of flame cells is shown in fig. 1. A caudal excretory pore
opens dorsally at the base of the tail. From the bladder an excretory duct
extends into the tail, and at a point about 7G> from the base of the latter, divides
into two.

On the dorsal lip of the mouth are the openings of eight ducts which can be
traced backwards to about the level of the pharynx, on each side of which are
about 4 pyriform gland cells, which stain only very faintly with neutral red.

On either side of the oral sucker is a group of greenish refractive bodies.

Granular cystogenous cells are densely aggregated beneath the cuticle from about
the level of the pharynx to the posterior end of the body (fig. 1).

Rediac containing living cercariae were dissected from the liver of the snail.

They contained up to five or six ccrcanac. Nearly all the rediae possessed bright

orange pigment spots. Anteriorly the pharynx opens into a short darkly coloured
intestine which occupies only about one-eighth of the body length. The collar is

not obvious but in some specimens a birth pore can be seen opening a short

distance from the anterior end. Foot processes arc short and of equal length and
arc more obvious in young specimens (fig. 6}.

We successfully infected the pond snail, Amerianna sp„ and the tadpole ot

Linmodynastes tasmaniensis with the cercaria. The host snail, Flanorbis isingi,

is a host also for the metacercaria, the cysts occurring mainly in the liver among
the rediae. Generally the host snail bears a large number of cysts. Measure-
ments of 30 cysts from Planarhis ranged from I76p x 176/* to 191/* x 206>*. In
the experimentally infected Avicrimma sp. 10 cysts were found in each snail,

mainly in the tissue of the mantle, and measurements of 20 of these cysts ranged
from 168*1 x 183/* to 191/* x 191/4. Two cysts were dissected from one of the
infected tadpoles (fig. 4) and only one cyst from the other. They were found
in the peritoneum surrounding the kidney and in the kidney tissue. Measure-
ments of two of these cysts were 229//, x 168/* and 168/t x 13%i

The cysts are thick-walled and difficult to break but metacercanae could be
expressed from them in some cases. The spines of the metacercaria are larger

than those of the cercaria and their arrangement is shown in rig. 5 Their
measurements have been given above. The spination of the body of the meta-
cercaria is more pronounced than in the cercaria. The digestive system is similar

and the sucker ratios are the same. The acetabulum lies in the posterior half

of the body.

This cercaria belongs to the Echitwstomum group as the spines of the collar

are in a double row, uninterrupted dorsally, and the spines of the two dorsal rows
are equal in size.

The presence of a fin membrane on the tail, according to Se.well ( 1922)
separated his Cercaria Indica XLVlll from other Echinostomes. He placed it

with others in a specially erected group—the Echinatoides group. Our cercaria

in some respects falls into this group. However, the presence of spines on the
body and the fact that the excretory tubule divides into anterior and posterior

rubules at a point half-way beween the acetabulum and the bladder would,
according to SewcnTs diagnosis, exclude our cercaria from that group.
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Wesenberg-Lund (1934) placed C\ echitiostomi Dubois in the Echinatoidcs

group and stated that at first he determined this species as C. Hmbifera Seifert

1926 (later described by Brown 1931), but that after seeing Brown's description

he decided that the two species were distinct though closely allied. Like our

species the two cercariae just mentioned have 35 spines hut both arc larger;

C. Hmbifera has hairs anteriorly ; and both C. Hmbifera and C. echinostomi have

fin folds extending to the tip of the tail.

Fi£. 7-12

Cercaria letharyica—7
{

sketch, showing usual flexed condition ; 8, ventral view, showing

gland cells, also pigmented cells surrounding acetabulum; 9, excretory system; 10, cyst;

11
f
metacercaria ; 12, sporocyst.
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We might mention having found in Amerianna pyramidafa and Planorbis
isingi from Wood's Flat in February 1949 an echinostome ccrcaria possessing an
anatomy very like that of C. wtans but having 37 spines. It is not the larva of
Echinostomum revolutum because it has dorsal and ventral fin folds like C. natsns.

Its gland cells stain very readily with dilute neutral red whereas those of

C. nutans are very difficult to stain even after prolonged immersion in the. dye.
Its metaeeTcariu has been obtained in the host snails, Ameriamui pyramidala and
Ptanorbis isingi, and in the tadpole of iJnuwdymstes tasmaniensis.

Cercaria lethargica n. sp,

(Fig. 7-12)

Since December 1937 a gymnocephalous cercaria has been found infecting

the gastropod, Plotiopsis taiei, at various places along the lower River Murray.
In April 1939, at Tailem Bend, it was found in 40 out of 200 of these molluscs.

After February 1940 the incidence of the infection decreased until in February
1948. out of 250 Plotwpsis collected near Mannum, only one snail was found
infected with this cercaria. In April 1949 at Wood's Flat, near Blanchetown,
I nut of 30 snails was found infected. The parasite has never been collected

earlier than December but has been found as late as June. It is not an actively

waving cercaria but remains for long periods suspended in the water with the

tailj which is attached ventrally, and the body forming a continuous curve so that

the whole organism is crescent-shaped (fig. 7). When in movement the tail is a
little longer than the body and in this extended condition the cuticle is smooth,
In a contracted state, as in preserved specimens, the cuticle is thrown into folds

which become smaller towards the tip of the tail.

Measurements of the body of 30 specimens after fixation by the method
described above, ranged from 268;t in length by 114// in breadth to 190/* in length

by 130;* l3a breadth. The breadth was measured across the widest part of the

cercaria, just posterior to the acetabulum. The oral sucker and the acetabulum
are approximately equal, with an average diameter of 32/*. The tail varies in

length from 153/* to 268/*. The cuticle of the cercaria bears small spines which
are arranged in rows and are embedded for part of their length in the cuticle.

They are more obvious anteriorly than posteriorly.

Around the acetabulum and to a less extent behind it, the cercaria is

coloured a yellowish-brawn due to the presence of many cells containing yellowish
granules. Beneath these cells are densely granular cystogenous cells which stain

readily with many dyes. These latter cells do not extend much further forward
than the acetabulum.

The oral sucker is ova! in some preserved and extended specimens, round in

living material. The mouth is subterminal. The pharynx can be seen only if*

stamed preparations, The oesophagus is even more difficult to observe but in

one or two stained specimens it could be followed to its bifurcation about midway
between the oral and ventral suckers. Caeca were not observed-

Anterior to the ventral sucker arid extending forwards to a point about mid-
way between the suckers is a conspicuous group of clear gland cells from which
ducts extend forwards to open on the oral sucker in 3 groups, a dorsal and two
ventrolateral.

The bladder in its contracted state is approximately circular. Extended, it

forms a conspicuous Y with a broad stem and with the arms reaching forwards
On each side of the acetabulum. An excretory pore opens into the depression
into which the tail fits. When the bladder is- contracted an excretory duct may
be seen extending from it on each side to the level of the pharynx where it forms
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a loop (fig. 8). When the bladder is in its extruded condition, excretory ducts

can be seen anteriorly but their points of entry into the bladder could tiot be
detected, Several groups of flame cells have been seen (fig. 9). They are in

groups of i, two groups arc anterior to the acetabulum and there are perhaps

3 groups behind it.

A rudimentary cirrus sac lies partly anterior to and partly dorsal to the

acetabulum and terminates in the midline or slightly to one side, at the genital pore.

The liver of the host snail may contain many sporocysts varying in length

from 1*5 to 2 mm. At intervals along their length, between the contained Cer-

cariae, they are constricted and have the appearance of a string of beads. There

are many reTractive globules which in some specimens collect at one end of the

sporocyst (fig, 12).

Successful experimental infections were carried out using the aquarium fish,

Gambttsia. In 1940 when many infected snails were present with the fish, as

many as 56 cysts were found in the muscles and body caviiy of one fish, and
3 others in the liver. In the experimental infections carried out in 1948 cysts

were found in the liver only, in the two fish which were successfully infected-

Thesc cysts measured from 311ju x 311/* to 328$ x 303/a.

The nietacercaria, when cxeysted from the thick-walled cyst (fig. 10), shows
many of the characters of the cercaria. The body has lengthened and measures
from 1*1 mm. -1*2 mm. in length and from 250^,-229^ in breadth. The oral

and ventral suckers which are about equal in sJ2e, measuring 78^-82/*, retain their

positions relative to each other. The spination is more marked than in the

cercaria.

The digestive system is observable in stained specimens. The oesophagus

bifurcates about midway between the suckers and the caeca extend to the posterior

end. A group of gland cells is present as in the cercaria. and their ducts open on

the oral sucker. A few yellowish granular cells which were a feature of the

cercaria, are present near the acetabulum.

The most obvious feature of the mctacercaria is the excretory system which

still retains its Y-shape, However, the arms of the Y extend anteriorly until they

are level with the pharynx and the outline of the Y is not as well defined as in

the cercaria. The excretory system is crowded with refractive material which

makes the mctacercaria appear dark and obscures other features of the living

specimen. When the mctacercaria is fixed and stained other structures can be

seen (fig- 11).

There is a genital pore and cirrus sac in about the midline some distance

anteriorly to the ventral sucker. A fine tube I possihly ihe uterine rudiment)

extends from behind the ventral sucker to the region of the cirrus sac. Postcro
laterally from the acciahulum is a group of cells which may be the ovarian

rudiment.

This cercaria belongs to the Leptocereous group of T.iihe (1909). Sewell

(1922) modified 1 jibe's scheme of classification and included a number of

different groups in the Gymnocephalous cercariae. That classification was

modified by Dubois (1929) 'and We?enberg-Lund (1934). Sewell (1922) has

described a cercaria very like ours

—

C. mdka XIV. He stated that it fell into

no known group or sub-group, it differs from our species however in size,

amount of pigment, and in the arrangement of its excrelory canals and tubules,

although it has the Y-shaped bladder. The excretory system of our carcaria is

more like that of an echinostotne and it is therefore possible that the adult may
belong to the family Psiinsiomaridae in which the life history is similar to that

of Echinnstomes. However, the Psilostome cercariae described by Beaver (1939)
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and by Szidat (1937) arc different in many respects from ours and their develop-

ment occurs in rediae not in sporocysts. The Y-shaped excretory system, packed
with refractive material, of the metacercaria of our species is suggestive of the

Fellodistomatidae.

Summary
A new 35-spined echinostome cercaria, C. natans, is described from Planorbis

isingi from the lower Murray. The metacercaria has been obtained experimentally

from the gastropods, Planorbis isingi and Amerianna sp., and from the tadpole

of IJmnodynastes tasnianiensis.

A closely allied 37-spined cercaria is reported from Amerianna pyramidaia
and Planorbis isingi, its metacercaria having been obtained experimentally from
these two species of snails as well as from the tadpole just named.

Cercaria lethargica n. sp. is described from the gastropod, Phtiopsis tatei,

the metacercaria occurring (experimentally) in a fish, Gambusia. The adult is

perhaps a Psilostome or a Fellodistome.
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A SODA-RICH COMPOSITE INTRUSIVE STOCK LOCATED IN THE
BOOLCOOMATTA HILLS, SOUTH AUSTRALIA

byE.R. Segnit

Summary

Situated about one and a half miles south of the homestead of Old Boolcoomatta sheep station is a

composite stock-like intrusive body of unusual nature. In plan it measures about 200 yards by 100

yards. The intruded formation consists of mica schist and other meta-sediments of middle

Precambrian age. On one side of the intrusion the enveloping schistose rocks are riddled with a

maze of large quartz feldspar pegmatites.
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A SODA-RICH COMPOSITE INTRUSIVE STOCK LOCATED IN THE
BOOLCOOMATTA HILLS, SOUTH AUSTRALIA

By E. R. Segnit *

[Read 10 November t949J

Situated about one and a half miles south of the homestead of Old Bool-

coomatta sheep station is a composite stock-like intrusive body of unusual nature.

In plan it measures about 200 yards by 100 yards. The intruded formation consists

of mica schist and other meta-scdiments of middle Precambrian age. On
one side of the intrusion the enveloping schistose rocks are riddled with a maze
of large quartz feldspar pegmatites,

The metamorphosed intruded formation is of the aureole of the granite

bathylith of the Boolcoomatta Hills. The great outcropping mass of Binberrie

is distant scarcely more than one and a half miles.

The intrusion is approximately oval in shape. The long axis of the ellipse

trends north-east to south-west, which conforms to the directions of schistosity

of the surrounding rocks.

The outcrop itself is rather wanting in topographic relief and soil cover

limits exposures in such critical areas as the mutual contacts of the intrusions

and the encircling Precambrian formation. The area of intrusion is

irregularly occupied by lwo distinct igneous magma types: one is more felds-

pathic and lighter in colour ; the other is darker and obviously more fcmic. The
relative areas occupied by each of these and their relation in the outcrop is plotted

in the plan herewith.

SKETCH PLAN OF INTRUSION

vjnic

LOCALITY PLAN

APPRGX 5CALE O

OLO BOOLCOOMATA
HOMESTEAD'

***

WOMAN .W WHiT£
•MINE

LQCATtQH
OF

INTRUSION

1 MILL

As will be noted from the analysis the lighter rock is syenitic but abnormally
high in soda. Its outcrops are semi-continuous piles of broken rock only a
few feet high at most. The blocks are small and equidimensional, having broken
up along closely spaced joints.

* University of Adelaide.
Trans. Roy. Soc. S. Auat., IB, (1), 16 December 1949
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The more basic rock, which may be described as a soda-rich dolerite,

occupies outcrops only slightly above the ground level and in general has a pro-
nounced schistosity parallel to the long axis of the intrusion.

The main outcrop of aJbite syenite occurs along the north edge of the

intrusion, A feature of it
T
especially in some areas, is that it contains in small

grains a surprising amount of magnetite. In one part of the outcrop coarse mag-
netitic luadstone in lumps up to two inches in diameter has been shed.

Outcrops of the syenite occur all around to the north-west projection

of the intrusion and isolated small outcrops appear at the north-east corner.

Along the eastern side nothing can be seen due to soil cover, but it seems probable

from the little shed material, that the syenitic rock extends right around the

intrusion.

The central, more basic part of the intrusion is essexitic in nature* It is ill

part massive, but has been affected by the local metamorphism. A considerable

part has been changed to epidote-biotite schist. Some unaltered rock occurs uear

to the contact with the syenite (apparently having been protected by the more
massive character of this rock), and tins has been taken as representative of the

original intruded rock. It is characteristically rich in hornblende as compared
with the biotite-rich altered rock.

Epidote is abundant in the central part of the intrusion, It occurs commonly
as large nodules up to 12 inches in diameter, but generally 5 to 6 inches or less.

These are almost pure bright green finely crystalline epidote. The biotite schist

is frequently rich in small green lenticles of epidote about half to one inch in

length. The unaltered essexitic rock contains a small amount of epidote which
appears to be a primary constituent. It would seem that some at least of the

epidote present is primary.

The transition from essexite to syenite is clearly seen on the northern side

of the intrusion. There is no sharp line of demarcation, although the transition

is relatively sudden and takes place over a distance of .3 to 4 feet. The syenite

becomes coarser nearer the transition, while in parts the two rocks seem to be
mixed, In some places magnetite is very abundant-

The outcrops on the southern side are poor or non-existent. Only occasional

small patches are seen near the south-east corner. Shed material as well a$
these few patches of rock indicate that the syenite extends right around the
intrusion- Some of the shed material contains coarse hornblende and cafcite.

The schistosity of the basic centre is roughly parallel to that of the intruded
rock, as would be expected, except where the latter follows the edges of the
intrusion.

A quartz- feldspar pegmatite, generally similar though poorer in tourmaline
and mica to those traversing the rocks of the surrounding hills, penetrates the
intrusion extending right through both constituent rock types. It is up to

20 feet wide in places. A feature of it is a fine-grained border jzone where it

contacts the intrusion.

PETROLOGICAL FEATURES OF THE ROCKS
The Albite-Syenite—A light-coloured medium-grained rock composed chiefly

of elongated albite crystals, with magnetite, quartz and a little apatite, muscovilc,
chlorite and rutile.

The feldspars tend to be elongated but apart from this show no pretence of

crystal outline. They are frequently untwinncd. Other crystals show tine

multiple twinning, commonly discontinuous. The individuals, although elongated.
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are arranged at random and give no directional structure to the rock. Minute

inclusions are common. Patches of small crystals, possibly due to metamorphic

processes, commonly occur along the edges of larger crystals. Extinction angle

measurements proved unsatisfactory, but the chemical analysis of the rock and

low refractive index of the feldspar indicates it to be albite.

Magnetite is plentiful, distributed evenly throughout the rock. It occurs as

aggregates of well-formed crystals, the individuals being of much smaller grain-

size than the feldspar lathes. Minute octahedra included in the feldspar are also

common.
Clear quartz, making up several per cent, o[ the rock, is in grains comparable

in size to the magnetites.

Accessory minerals are muscovite, chlorite, apatite and rutile. The mica

forms small bent flakes; the chlorite is pale green, has low D.R. and is derived

from the mica. The transition can be seen in single crystals. Apatite is a common
accessory, sometimes well crystallized. Rutile forms groups of very small dark-

brown crystals generally associated with the magnetite. They are sometimes dis-

tinctly striated, and the occurrence in clusters suggests a secondary origin. The
magnetite with which it is associated is well crystallized and shows no sign of

alteration.

The chemical composition of the rock is given in the table herewith.

SiO,

TiO,

Al2Q a

Fe*0»

FcO
MgO
CaO

Table op Analyses

I IT

62-18 50-40 H80+
( -79 H20-

16-91
\ 14-91 P2Q 5

8*19 9-21 MtiO
3-29 6-92 BaO
•68 4-70 s

'76 5-94

•10 M6
7-99 5-17

1 II

-25 •47

•01 08
•34 12
— 03
•04 —
nil —

K*0 - - -10 1-16 100-74 99-90

Na3 -

L Albite Syenite (6228) ; Old Boolcoomatta Stn. Anal. E. R. Segnit.

II, Essexite (6226): Old Boolcoomatta Stn. Anal. E. R. Segnit.

Another specimen from another point on the outcrop differs from the syenjric

rock described above in that it contains a notable quantity of actinolitic

amphiholc, some included in the feldspars. In this magnetite is less in evidence,

apatite is unusually abundant.

The Essexite—A dark grey medium-grained rock in which hornblende

crystals 2 to 3 millimetres in diameter are visible in the hand specimen. It is

about 35% mafic minerals, chiefly hornblende.

The feldspar is somewhat clouded owing to incipient alteration. In shape

it tends to be elongated parallel to 010 face, but the crystal boundaries are irregular

and pitted.

Rather fine albite twinning is widespread, although mainly indistinct. The

maximum extinction angle observed in the symmetrical zone was about 11°,

which with R.I. determination and high soda content of the rock indicates a com-

position (Chudoba) of about Ab 3An t
oligoclase.

The dark mineral is chiefly an ordinary green hornblende, strongly pleochroic:

X = dark straw yellow, Y= dark green, Z= blue-green. It is plentiful as large

irregular crystals which often include biotite, feldspar, epidote, sphene and

magnetite.
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The following minerals are present as accessories: Biotite as abundant small
flakes frequently enclosed in the hornblende; minute flakes are frequently to be
seen in the feldspar.

Epidote is distributed patchily. Forms large and small crystals, pleochroic
yellow to colourless. Its mode of occurrence, being quite free from any regular
association with other minerals, suggests that it is here a primary constituent.

Magnetite is a common mineral occurring with the hornblende. Sphene is

colourless, generally associated with magnetite. Apatite appears as occasional

crystals.

The abundant oligoclase and the high alkali, particularly soda, content, place

the rock in the essexite group of alkali gabbros.

Certain portions of the outcrop have suffered considerable metamorphic
change, especially in certain belts where the effects of excessive stress are
evidenced. There the feldspars of the essexite group have been greatly crushed,

epidote and zoisite are plentiful
; quartz appears and biotite, almost opaque in

direction of greatest absorption, is very abundant.

Specimens taken across the contact zone of the syenite and essexite show a
general intermingling of the minerals of the two types and a rather sudden transi-

tion. An interesting and unexpected feature in one of the specimens which is

rather coarser in grain than the normal syenite and is notably rich va magnetite,
is the presence of calcite in the quite fresh and unweathered rock.

ORIGIN
The form of this intrusion is evidently a small composite stock. The albite

syenite was first introduced. When solid, but still hot, the essexite magma was
injected into the centre of the stock. The syenite reacted to a small extent with
the essexite magma, causing the narrow contact zone of mixed rock seen in the
field At a later date the whole intrusion was subjected to the regional meta-
morphism of the area, the more readily alterable essexite being changed largely to

biotite epidote schist.

The later date of intrusion of the essexite is further supported by the small
patch of the basic rock on the northern corner of the intrusion. This was evi-

dently forced at a later stage between the cool syenite and the country rock. The
syenite contact here is rather sharper.

The granite pegmatite was of course introduced still later, being one of the
abundant acid pegmatites of the area,

The intrusion is apparently a cupola form introduction, derived from an
early differentiate of the Boolcoomatta granite magma. A sodic differentiate had
been formed probably with the help of volatiles; this further differentiated and
then intruded as a small composite stock.

This occurrence recalls other soda rich intrusions, some described as albitites,

which appear to have somewhat similar relations to major granite masses of other
areas in South Australia.



STUDIES ON THE MARINE ALGAE OF SOUTHERN AUSTRALIA

NO. 3 NOTES ON DICTYOPTERIS LAMOUROUX

byH. B. S. Womersley

Summary

Dictyopteris Lamouroux 1809 has been referred to in Australian algal literature as Haliseris

Targioni - Tozzetti 1819 (Lucas 1936, p. 89, and previous authors) or Neurocarpus Weber and

Mohr 1805 (May 1939, p. 200) but was included in the list of "Nomina Generica Conservanda" of

the 1935 International Botanical Congress.
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STUDIES ON THE MARINE ALGAE OF SOUTHERN AUSTRALIA
No. 3 NOTES ON DICTYOPTERIS LAMOUROUX

by H. B. S. Womkhsus*

]&ead 10 November 1949]

Dktyoptcris Larnouroux 1809 has been referred to in Australian algal

literature as HaUseris Targioni-Tozzetti 1819 (Lucas 1936, p. 89, and previous

authors) or Neurocarpus Weber and Mohr 1805 (May 1939, p. 200) but was
included in the list of "Nomina Generica Conservanda" of the 1935 International

Botanical Congress.

DICTYOPTERIS AUSTRALIS Sender 1852 and

D. PARDALIS (Harvey 1854) May

Dictyopt^ris pardalis is supposed to differ from. /}, australis in the absence

of fine lateral veins running from the midrib to the margin, Sender (1871, p. 47)

first regarded D, pardalis as only a "variety with small thallus" of his D, australis,

and he was followed by Askenasy (1888, p. 30) and Borgesen (1930, p. 173).

Lucas (1936, p. 89) however considered them distinct species.

The type specimen of D* anstratis, collected at Lefevre Peninsula, South
Australia, by F- von Mueller on 16 December 1847, and with Sonder'a ms.

description on the sheet, h In Melbourne National Herbarium. This specimen,

though rather battered, is specifically identical with cotype specimens of Harvey's

of D. pardalis in Melbourne and Sydney National Herbaria, which also show fine

lateral veins from midrib to margin, There is also no significant difference in

thallus width between the specimens, and the spores in both (though almost

denuded in the type of D. australis) arc arranged in recurved arches.

An examination of all the specimens available in Australian Herbaria of

these species shows that the presence, and prominence, of lateral veins is a very

variable character. Some specimens show veins in only some parts, others all over

the thallus; often lateral veins occur on one side of the midrib and not the other

side. All specimen*, however, show some veins, though often extremely fine.

D. pardalis (Harv.) May must therefore be relegated to synonomy of

D t australis Sonder, with the following references:

Dutyopteris australis Sonder herb. Askenasy 1888, p. 30. Borgesen 1930,

p. 173. HaUseris ausiralis Sonder 1852, p, 664; 1871, p, 47, Kiitzing 1859,

pi. 54. De Tom 1895, p. 257, Lucas 1936. p. 89. HaUseris pardalis Har-
vey 1854, p. 535; 1858, pi. 29. Kiitzing 1859, pi 59, IL De Tom 1895,

p. 258, Lucas 1935, p, 209; 1936. p 89. Dictyopteris pardalis (Harvey)
May 1946, p. 274.

Distribution Records—Herbarium abbreviations used below are: Botany

Department, University of Western Australia— W; Botany Department, Uni-

versity of Adelaide— A; Melbourne National Herbarium— M; Sydney National

Herbarium— S.

Western Australia—Dongarra (A. Baird, April 1930; G. Smith, February

1944—

i

n holes on reefs— W.)- Cotteslue (G- Smith, January 1945, 1946—as

bushy tufts on rocks in 10 feet of water— A. k W-). Fremantle (Harvey,

No, 86 A, as H. pardalis, M. and S,)- Point Peron (G. Smith, June 1949, W.),
Bunbury (M.)- Champion Bay (M.).

Department of fiotany, University of Adebside.

Trans. Roy. 'Soc. S. Aust., 73, (1), 16 TJecerober 1949
H
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South Australia— T^efevre Peninsula (F. v. Mueller, December 1847,

M.). Port Noarlunga (E. Mactoin, 1924, A.). Spencers Gulf (A,).

QvtiEMSLANiJ—Caloundra (G. McKeon, August 1948, A.). MoreLon Bay

(Askenasv). Peel Island (J. Marshall, May 1949, A.). Margate (V. May,

December 1943 (as D. pardalis). Rcdcliffc (A. Cribb, July 1949, A; G. McKeon,
September 1943, A.). Port Denison (F. Kilner in Sondcr). Cape Upstart (M.).

Extra Australia—Lord Howe Island (F. Perrin and A. .Lucas, June 1933,

g.— a9 H. crassinervia—see later ; also Lind and Fullagar, M.). India—Dwarka,

Okla Port (Borgesen), Karachi (Harvey).

Most of the Australian specimens, except thusc of Stnith from Dongaira

and Cottesioe, were probably collected from the drift. D. austraUs probably

occurs in deep pools on reefs and the sublittoral,

DiCTYOPTERIS CRASSINERVIA (Zanardini) Schmitz

Schmitz 1937, p, 219. Haliseris crassinervia Zan. 1874, p, 487. De Toni

1895, p. 2SS.
'

[n the Melbourne National Herbarium is a sheet (see pi. xxii, fig. 1) labelled,

in O. W. Sonder's writing, Halyseris Mulleri Sonder

Halyseris crassincrvia Zanard.

The specimens were collected by Fullagar at Lord Howe Island* and probably

received by Sondev from F. von Mueller, then Government Botanist at Melbourne.

Mr. A. W. Jessep, Director of the Melbourne Herbarium, informs me that

"Fullagar and Lind were together on Lord Howe Island for nearly a year, about

1873, and collected extensively tor Baron von Mueller/* He also states that.

Muetlcr apparently submitted the Lord Howe algal collections to Sonder-

Zanardini described a number oi species from Lord Howe Island, and tins

specimen in the Melbourne Herbarium agrees very well with his description of

1L cmssincrviaj and is sterile. It vseems probable that this is an authentic, pro-

bably a cotype specimen of H t crassincrvia. Souder apparently (from the label)

had doubts as to whether it was distinct from his H. muelleri, but although

closely related it differs in the much darker, wider and more robust thallus.

In Melbourne Herbarium is also a specimen of H. ausiralis collected by

Fullagar and Lmd on Lord Howe Island, which was not however recorded by

Zanardini.

Lucas (1935, pp. 209-210, pi. vii, fig. 1) describes and figures what he con-

sidered to be //. crassinervia* Lucas* specimens (in Sydney and his own herbaria)

are clearly II. australix, as is shown also by his description, and are quite distinct

from the authentic specimen of H. crassinervia in Melbourne Herbarium.

Apparently Lucas did not collect true H. crassinervia on Lord Howe Island, but

presumed his specimens must be this species as it was the only one recorded

from the island.

V, crassinerzda hence is still only known from the sterile Fullagar collection,

and Lucas' comments apply to D. austraUs, as do those of May 1946, p. 274.

The other Australian species of Dictyopteris arc as follows;

B. acrostkhoides (J. Agardh) Borgesen from Victoria, Tasmania, Queens-

land, New South Wales.

£). muclleri (Sondcr) Schmitz from Western Australia, South Australia,

Victoria,, Tasmania'

n, woodwardii (Brown) SchmiU from North Queensland.

In addition the following species from Kangaroo Island :s now described.
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Dictyopteris nigricans n. sp.

(Fig. 1, pi. xxii, fig. 2)

Thallus 5-20 an. alius, ramis subdicholomis et parce lateralibus 2-5 mm.
latis, adfixus basi rhizoidibus; apices interdum proliferi; costa prominens infra,

venis nullis; cumulus paraphysium sparsus in una linea ab utroque latere costae;

sporae sparsae in thallo cum angusta et sterili margine; color thalli fuscus.

Fir- 1

Dictyopteris nigricans n. sp. ; a, Habit, showing hair groups and patches of
spores; b, Transverse section of thallus, showing hair groups and spores;

c, Section of thallus on a larger scale; d, Surface view of thallus, with
spores.

Thallus 5-20 cm. high, usually in tufted masses, subdichotomous with some
lateral branches, 2-5 mm. wide, attached at the base by rhizoids; branch tips some-
times proliferous; axils rounded. Midrib conspicuous, lateral veins absent. Hair
groups in a single irregular line on each side of midrib. Spores scattered, not on
midrib and with a narrow sterile margin at edge of thallus. Colour very dark
brown.
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Localities—On Kangaroo Island, South Australia:

Pennington Bay: in deeper pools on reefs, all seasons.

Vivonne Bay: in pools on reefs in the bay, January 1948; drift, January

1949.

West Bay: drift, January 1946.

D. nigricans probably occurs in deeper pools on reefs and in the upper sub-

littoral along the south and west coasts of Kangaroo Island. The type specimen

is A 2296 in the Algal Herbarium of the Botany Department, University of

Adelaide.

D. nigricans resembles D. muelleri in possessing scattered spores, but differs

in the much narrower and darker coloured thallus, with hair groups in a single

irregular series on each side of the midrib It resembles T). acrostichoides in the

spores tending; to be in a band on each side of the midrib, with a narrow sterile

margin; the thallus of D. acrostichoides however is wider and the hair groups

tend to occur in recurved arches.

Only 3 or 4 fertile plants of D. nigricans have been found in several hundred

examined, and the. spores in these may not be fully developed as they consist only

of large cells with much darker, denser contents, scattered among the epidermal

cells, and they do not protrude above the surface (fig. 1, b, c, d).
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THE ELATINA GLACIATION A THIRD RECURRENCE OF GLACIATION
EVIDENCED IN THE ADELAIDE SYSTEM

byD. Mawson

Summary

Early in the year 1938 an apparently unbroken succession of beds directly underlying the

fossiliferous Cambrian was located on Oraparinna Station in the Flinders Ranges. A geological

section was run from near Mount Sunderland to the west, through the Brachina Gorge.
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THE ELATINA GLACIATION

A THIRD RECURRENCE OF GLACIATION EVIDENCED IN

THE ADELAIDE SYSTEM

By D. Mawson

[Read 10 November 1949]

Early in the year 1938 an apparently unbroken succession of beds directly

underlying the fossiliferous Cambrian was located on Oraparinna Station in the

Flinders Ranges. A geological section was run from near Mount Sunderland

to the west, through the Brachina Gorge.

In the description of this succession subsequently published (Mawson 1939),

item (44), outcropping in the vicinity of the locality known as Elatina, is 190 feet

of flaggy argillaceous limestone with some beds of massive limestone. At its

upper limit some sand and tiny pellets up to 6 mm. diameter were observed

embedded in the calcareous strata.

Then follows, in upward succession, (item 45) 75 feet of a pinkish red sandy

formation. At its base it carries some coarser layers composed of mineral

particles distinguishable to the naked eye as feldspar, etc. Towards its tipper

limit the constituent particles are mainly dust-like, with in addition a little sand

and odd very small pellets. When first observed in the year 1938, this formation

was entered as being of a tuffaceous nature.

Above die foregoing is an unstratificd formation, 12 feet in thickness

(item 46) composed mainly of a very fine-grained base of a brownish red colour,

in which are embedded random pebbles and boulders up to 2 feet art length,

though most are but a few inches in diameter. These pebbles are mainly fine-

grained melaphyres, some vesicular, and dolerites with only minor contributions

of other rocks ; several pebbles of coarse tuff and dolomite were met with.

Overlying this unusual formation is massive pink limestone, (hem 47),

10 feet in thickness, which in turn passes upwards into a great thickness of

chocolate shales-

When encountered in 1938, the boulder-bearing formation (item 46) was

rather puzzling. Glacial transportation first suggested itself, but as the rocks

contained in it are overwhelmingly of a basic igneous nature, and further, as the

fine dust-like base is of a reddish chocolate colour, the conclusion reached was

that it must be of a tuffaceous origin. Further investigation at that time could

not to be undertaken owing to a breakdown of our transport unit, necessitating

return south for repairs.

On another visit to Oraparinna during 1938, an examination was made of

the sedimentary succession of the eastern side of the Flinders Ranges in the

locality known
-

as The Bunkers. In the published (Mawson 1938) geological

section, items (43 and 44) include a reddish sandy and pebbly horizon, some

features of which suggest tuffaceous contributions in a fluviatile formation. We
were able to satisfy ourselves that some part of this horizon at The Eunkers is

approximately equivalent in time of deposition with item (46) of the section

through Elatrna. These two outcrops are separated by about 18 miles.

Since publishing the geological sections mentioned above, opportunities have

arisen for further investigation. On passing through Oraparinna with students

in 1944, we visited F.latina to collect boulders shed along the outcrop^ of the

boulder-bearing bed in question with a view to checking the possibility of glacial

Trans. Roy. Soc. S. Atat., 73
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transport On that occasion many faceted pebbles were collected, some 6f which

retain poorly preserved striae- One of the students, A. F. Wilson, tracing

the outcrop further to the north, picked up a really well preserved, smoothed and

striated example which left little doubt that it owed these features to glaciation.

As, however, the formation presents unusual features and is located in the Pro-

terozoic sequence at an horizon far above the well-known Sturtian Tillite, publica-

tion was held in abeyance pending still further investigation.

Since ihen tie Bunkers outcrop has again been visited, and boulders there

shed along the outcrop have again been examined. It was found that the types

of rock illustrated in the pebbles embedded in this formation are notably more

variable than is the case at Elatina: there granitic and metamorphic rocks

are eornraoa Pebbles with facets were found to be not uncommon, but no good

convincing example of glacial striae was met with, though in several cases there

were visible what appeared to be faint traces of striae.

Early this year, efi route with students to the northern extremity of the

Flinders Ranges, a break was again made at Oraparinna to allow of examination

of the Elatina outcrop in its extension further to the north than previously

investigated. On this occasion we proceeded west from Etina, meeting the out-

crop in question at a point one or two miles to the north of where previously

observed along the Elatina Creek. In this locality the glacial formation is thicker,

more than 20 feet. We soon collected numbers of well faceted and striated

specimens. Thus, doubt no longer remains that this is a case of glacial transport.

THE CHARACTER OF THE TILLtTE

It would now appear that much, at least, of the very fine-grained dust-tike

base of the rock is of the nature of glacial ror.k flour. In certain places along the

outcrop, the percentage oi coarser grit and pebbles is locally increased to produce

the physical character of a normal tillite> with the exception that in this case

it is of a reddish to chocolate colour. We have not yet met Sturtian Tillite in

South Australia of this colour. It is usually of a light to dark grey colour, often

of an ashy to bluish-grey tone.

Wc may now regard thin h:ind.< of coarse arenites composed of fresh grains

of feldspar, quartz and other primary minerals appearing in chocolate beds asso-

ciated with and about the horizon of this tillite as water transportations and

concentrations from glacial debris.

The marked predominance of basic volcanic rocks among the erratics in

the Elatina locality suggests that the ice-shed was probably localised as capping*

on high basaltic volcanic piles- One such area can be visualised as having existed

in the neighbourhood of lilinman, some 20 miles to the north of Elatina. Another

possible location for such conditions is an area of basic volcanic rocks appearing

below the heiroglyphic limestones, extending on Oraparinna down the east central

portion of the Ranges. Those igneous effusions appear to have burst through the

dolomites of the lower Adelaide System. The case at Wooltana (Mawson 1948)

well exemplifies this.

1t is presumed that transportation of the boulders wns effected by floating

ice in lakes or the sea surrounding the volcanic highlands. As already mentioned

the physical nature of this formation is in places that of normal tillite, but for

the main part it is of a finer than usual texture. The rock flour may in part have

been transported by water, but where, as in some places, it is wanting in any kind

of lamination it may. in part at least, be loessiot. It is expected that fiue volcanic

ash has contributed to the formation either directly or after reworking by ice.
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Our knowledge of local atmospheric circulation in regions of high ice-caps

leaves no doubt that violent outflowing winds would be a feature of the time,

transporting rock flour and fine ash widely over neighbouring regions. It seems
probable therefore that the chocolate shales of the upper Adelaide System owe
much to such aeolian activity which must have marked the closing stages of the

great Late-Proterozoic glaciation.

Tlie high iron content of the basic volcanic effusions, ground up by over-
riding ioCj would be a notable factor in developing the depth of colour in (he

chocolate shales of that time. That some of the chocolate shales (Mawson and
Segnit, 1948) contain flakes of mica and grains of quartz, microcline, etc.,

suggests that this loess was derived not only from the glaciation of basaltic high-

lands, but from granitic and gneissic terrains elsewhere located and subjected to

ice sheet erosion.

This proved record of glacial activity at the Elatina horizon of the Adelaide
System has not yet been demonstrated to have wide distribution and may indeed
be very local. In this connection there should be considered the report ( Segnzt,

R. W., 1940) of tilltte occurring near Hallett Cove.

POSSIBLE ECHO OF THE ELATINA GLACIATION OUTCROPPING
AT MARINO ROCKS

In his geological map of the Hallett Cove region, R. W. Segnit shows the
occurrence along the coast, from Marino Rocks to the south, of an extensive area
of tillite which he held to be Sturtian. No other geologist has yet been able to

find a convincing tillite in that area (Sprigg, 1942) and it has been demonstrated
(Mawson, 1940) that, if by any chance the chocolate-coloured rock formations
there were tillite, they could not be the equivalent of the Sturtian Tillite horizon
of the nearby Sturt Creek.

There are, however, along that strip of coast* some bands of arkose and pebbly
arkosic grits of an unusual nature, part of the Chocolate Series overlying the
Brighton Limestones. Features unusual for normal sedimentary water-deposited
rocks also occur there in another belt somewhat higher in the chocolate shales.

The late Sir Edgeworth David and I carefully examined that area in the

year 1921 and on account of unusual features again studied it in 1925, We came
to the conclusion that there was there no definite evidence of work of ice. How-
ever, though there is no normal tillite, it would now appear, in the light of our
discovery at Elatina, that in all probability some of the unusual sedimentary pheno-
mena of the coastal strip north of Hallett Cove may be the echo, so to speak, of
distant glaciation This horizon approximates to that of Elatina and it is note-
worthy that similar arkosic bands are met with in the chocolate series at Elatina.

This new record of glaciation, it will be observed, post-dates the Brighton
Limestones and in our Brachina Creek section (Mawsou,, 1939) and its sub-
sequent extension (Mawson, 1942) is shown to be located somewhere in the
neighbourhood of 9.000 feet stratigraphkally above the topmost erratic-bearing

horizons of the Sturtian glaciation of that area of South Australia. For distinction

I propose that this new discovery be referred to as the Elatina tillite, a produce
of Elatina glaciation.

Already attention has been drawn (Mawson. 1948b) to the existence in

the Adelaide System of the records of two older and major glaciations separated
by a prolonged intcrglacial period. As that evidenced in the Sturt Creek near
Adelaide appears to be the uppermost of these two, the distinction of Sturtian

should be reserved for it. For the lowest I have advocated (Muwsou 1948 b)
the adoption of the terra Bibliando glacial stage.
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The evidence so far forthcoming indicates that the Elatina Glaciation was a
comparatively weak and fading phase of the Late-Proterozoic glaciation; in all

probability represented by isolated minor cappings on the higher topographic
features of the region affected.
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THE MURRAY BRIDGE AND MONARTO GRANITES AND ASSOCIATED
ROCKS OF THE METAMORPHIC AUREOLE

byR. K. Johns and J. M. Kruger

Summary

The area under discussion forms a belt on the eastern scarp of the Mount Lofty Ranges from the

township of Monarto to the River Murray on the east.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The area under discussion forms a belt on the. eastern scarp of the Mount

Lofty Ranges from the township of Monarto to the River Murray on the east.

Woolnough (1908) recorded penological descriptions of several rocks from

the Rocky Gully area.

Jack (1923), when dealing with the Building Stones of South Australia,

makes reference to the Monarto and Swanport granites and quotes analyses

thereof by W. S. Chapman.

* School of Geology*, University of Adelaide.
Trans. Roy. Soc S. Aust., 73, (1), 16 December 1949
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More recently, Kleeman (1934) has notably contributed to knowledge of the

Swanport outcrop of the Murray "Bridge. Granite and its Aplite. He furnished

a chemical analysis and description of the aplite and, after estimating the fluorine

in the Swanport granite, corrected Chapman's analysis accordingly.

The Murray Bridge type of fluoriferous granite has recently been traced by

Professor Mawson (1945) as appearing at intervals on a south-easterly course

almost to Bordertown. The outcrop at and near Murray Bridge is thus part of a

very extensive batholyth. Because of its importance in this connection, Professor

Mawson suggested our undertaking this investigation.

We are indebted to the Professor and to Mr, KJecman and to others of

the Department of Geology for suggestions and facilities for the work, To
S. B. Dickinson, Director of M-iues, our thanks are due for facilities offered

in the final stages of field mapping-.

In this paper we pay special attention to the Rocky Gully area, while

at the same time extending general observations over a wider field to include

some of the important outcrops of the Monarto Granite type. The region

thus selected is portion of a wider belt of granitic and inetamorphic rocks

extending along- the eastern flank of the Mt. Lofty Ranges. This area of

regional metamorphism is well marked as far west as Naimc and beyond
Palmer to the north* The Murray Bridge and Monarto granites are located

in the region of most intense metamorphism. Progressively to the west.

there is a welt marked falling orT in the metamorphic grade exhibited by the

rocks.

The location from which each of the various specimens described was
collected is indicated by the specimen numbers printed on the accompanying
jsiap of the area.

II. GENERAL GEOLOGY AND PHYSIOGRAPHY
Between the Murray River and an elevated region to the wesf, chiefly

occupied by metamorphic rocks, is a low-lying belt underlain by a variable

thickness of tertiary limestones resting at depth in granite, schists and

gneisses.

West of Murray Bridge, this lower country extends for about two and a

half miles before meeting' the eastern, fault-defined face, of the elevated

block. This latter is one of the block fragments of Kosciuskan orogeny

which contributed to the elevation of the Mount Lofty Ranges. This particu-

lar fragment which extends west to the Bremer Vialley, otters for inspection

many well exposed areas occupied by granite, schist and a range of migtna-

tites.

The Bremer Valley is separated, by a ridge formed of scrubs, from a

much wider one in which Monarto lies. This valley, though possessing a

well-defined north to south trend, is not occupied by a stream like the

Bremer. The absence of such a water course is to be accounted for by re-

peated captures by small streams running direct to the Murray, as for in-

stance, the Rocky Gully Creek, through whose gorge the railway line pas3es.

Monarto Valley is filled with drift sand which hide$ the bed rock from
view. Where the sand drifts have been stripped, (here are large areas of

solid ringing travertine, whose conspicuous development near Monarto and
thence in patches cast to Murray Bridge, id due to the occurrence of thin

patches of Tertiary fossil) ferous limestone lying on the upturned edges of

the schists. This limestone outcrops at intervals over the floor of the valley,

but does not there give rise to conspicuous features. The development of a
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dense capping of kunkar travertine has doubtless contributed to its preser-

vation. The fragmentary nature of the fossil remains and included pebbles

and boulders of granite indicate a shallow water littoral deposit.

The elevated block to the west of Murray Bridge is characterised by a

notable development of migmatites and lit-par-lit "injection." Quartz-plagio-

clase-biotite schists are abundant, also coarse biotite schists composed essen-

tially of biotite. but in places enclosing large crystals; of fluorapatite which

have grown in place: these have been met with exceeding 4 cms. by 2*5 cms.

in size. Interesting rocks here are actinolite and anthophyllite-schists which

are in association with coarse mica-schists which are often puckered and close

folded. The quartz-biotite-plagioclase schists, as they extend westwards, be-

come richer in feldspars and grade insensibly into the so-called Monarto

granite. Thi^ granite is typically of a fine and even grain, but it varies in

texture and grain-size and often contains smalL segregations of biotite flakes.

Pegmatites, the crystallised residual liquids from the Murray Bridge

granite, discordantly intrude the schists along the eastern scarp—these are

rich in quartz, microcline, muscovite and tourmaline.

Discordant pegmatic veins cut the schists and are exposed along Rocky

Gully Creek—they vary from merely quartz-feldspar veins to a pegmatittc

granite.

Two dolerite dykes are exposed along the bed of Rocky Gully Creek—

one about 4 feet wide, with strike K 60° E, crosses the bed of the creek near

the bridge (towards Monarto). The dyke is broken up into small blocks-

large along "the centre while the margins are more fragmentary. The second

dyke is about 300 yards along the creek towards Murray Bridge, and stands

out in relief across the bed of the creek—this one is about 100 feet wide.

Neither could be traced beyond the creek as they became lost under the

cover of recent alluvium. These dykes are roughly parallel in disposition.

III. PETROGRAPHY
Murray Brioou Granite

Specimen (7885) was obtained from a small quarry opened up for build-

jjife stone in Murray Bridge township, between the river and Noske Bros-'

Flour Milk This quarried rock is exceptionally fresh. In the hand-specimen

it has a handsome appearance dominated by large pink potash-feldspars.

These attain 2 to 3 cms. diameter. They exhibit Carlsbad twinning. Much

of the rock is composed of vitreous smoky quartz, which forms a matrix set-

ting for the large pink feldspars^ White plagioclase is much less abundant,

bur observed in some cases to mantle the pink potash feldspar crystals.

Small flakes of black biotite are also present. The specific gravity of the

rock is 2.66.

Observed in microscope slide it exhibits a holocrystalline, hypidio-

morpbic, granular texture, dominated by the elongated feldspars averaging

2.5 cm, in length. Plagioclase, quartz and biotite arc the more obvious

minerals of the finer grained base. Minerals present in order of abundance

are as follows:

—

Mtcrocline-microperthite is present in large crystals becoming slightly

turbid, It displays typical ''cross-hatching.'" It is biaxial negative. In section

j. to Z, X'A 001 is 11°. The intergrovm soda feldspar has a higher R.I.

and is more clouded than the host mineral.
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Plagioclase is present, less altered than the potash feldspar. It is

twinned on the Carlsbad, pericline and abite law. Extinction angle measured

in the zone I to 010 is —}- 16°, biaxial negative; R.I, > balsam; thus corres-

ponding to Aridesine of composition AbBTAn Bg .

Quartz is present as clear colourless anhedral crystals and contains lines

of fluid inclusions often a^ two sets at right angles.

Biotite has a subhedral tabular habit. Strongly pleochroic: X = light

golden yellow, Y = Z = dark brown (almost opaque). Biaxial negative

with a very low optic axial angle so as to appear almost uniaxial. It exhibits

slight alteration to chlorite in marginal areas. Associated with the biotite

are small grains of magnetite and zircon. The small grains of zircon em-
bedded in the mica are surrounded by pleochroic haloes.

Sphene is present in small euhedral crystals with high relief. It is a weakly

pleochroic, biaxial positive variety with birefringence masked by the depth of

colour. Apatite occurs in the usual rod-shaped crystals. Zircon and magnetite

are present but not common. The former appears as small rounded grains of

high relief and strong birefringence. No fluoritc is contained in the sections

examined but has been observed in other outcrops. The presence of fluorine is

indicated in the analysis.

An analysis of this granite (No. 7885) was made by one of us and is given

below.

Table A

SiOa

TiO,

A1.0.

FeaOa

FeO
MnO
MgO
CaO
Na*0
K.O
H.O+
HiO-
CO,
PaOs

ZrO,
BaO
S -

F -

CI -

FeS*

I II III IV
73-83 74-20 76-07 70-18

0-30 0-29 0-11 0-39

12-45 14-53 13-96 14-47

0-74 1-14 0-14 1*57

1-64 0-90 0-42 1*78

trace 0-03 trace 0-12

0-24 0-20 trace 0-88

1-04 1-00 0-68 1-99

4-29 3-06 3-90 3-48

5-13 3-55 4-64 4-11

0-26 0-15 0-18 0-84

0-02 0-15 0-07

— 0*11 — —
0-09 0-08 0*01 0-19

0-06 — trace

0-05 — —
0-06 — — —
0-11 0-19 0-10 —
— 0-03 — —
— 0-10 0-13 —

Less for F & CI -

100-31

00-05

99-71

0-09

100-41

0*04

100-00

Total - 100-26 99*62 100-39 100-00

I. Murray Bridge Granite (7885). Quarry near Noske's Mill. Anal. J. M. Kruger.

II. Swanport Granite. Swanport Quarry. Anal, W. S. Chapman; fluorine by

A. W. Kleeman.

III. Aplite of the Swanport Granite Quarry. Anal. A, W. Kleeman.

IV. Granite of all periods. Daly's average of 546 analyses.
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Table B

Norm of Rocks oi Table

II

A
III

Quartz

Orthoclase

Albite

Anorthite

Corundum
Diopside Wo -

Fs -

En -

Hypersthene Fs

En
Magnetite

Iimenite -

Pyrite

Apatite

Fluorite -

Calcite

Zircon

Water

30-02.

36-15 1

1*63

0*50

1-72

0*61 J
M

0-24

0-34

0-16

Q 27*45

F 66-17 93-6,

.[
0*18

0*28

3*85

1*54

1-00

0*23

6-31

0*28

21-13 i

25*68 F
2*50 (

4*69 C

41*40

49-31

4-69

0*76

0*76

£5 l U 2*23
0*ol

J

0-10

0*20

0-43
y

0-25

95-40

,
3-97

0-9S

0*30 0*30 0-30

Q 34-26-^

27*24 \

33-01 I F 63-03

2*78

j. S3
-

C 1-53

0-53

Z I P 0*53

t$\* °- 3s

0*13

0-20 , A ,:}
,

; ,

98-82

1-24

0*25 HaO 0-25 0-25

Total 100*01 99-67 100*31

C.I.P-W. Classification:—

I. 1 4 1 3' — Liparase-Liparose

TI, 13 1 (2) 3' — Magma tic name is Tchamose - Alaskose

III. 1 (3) 4 If 3' — Alaskase-Liparose

Xenoliths in the Murray Bridge Granite

The following two xenoliths were collected from the granite quarry and

petrologically examined.

Xenolith (7886) is a grey rock in which are set pink feldspars of porphyritic

dimensions. Microcline-microperthite predominates over plagioclase. It is

observed to be undergoing sericitization. The plagioclase, which has a composi-

tion Ab70Anao is less altered than the potash feldspar. Quartz is in small grains

with sutured margins and is easily distinguished from feldspar by its clarity.

Biotite is similar to that in the granite, Hornblende with extinction angle about
16° and strongly pleochroic in green and brown, Sphene, light brown and weakly

pleochroic. Zircon associated with the biotite but in small rounded grains and
apatite in minute rods.

In this xenolith there is a small development of myrmekitic intergrowth of

quartz and feldspar ; the quartz is in vermiculate blobs and drops in the feldspar.

Xenolith (7887) is a grey compact, fine-grained, equigranular rock composed
mainly of quartz, feldspar and biotite. In microscope slide the quartz shows
strain phenomena and bears abundant inclusions of iron ore, apatite and biotite.

The feldspars are microcline-microperthite and andesine. Biotite, showing some
alteration to chlorite; sphene is fairly abundant. Fluorite is present in large, clear

colourless individuals with high negative relief; these grains are associated with

biotite, some are purple,
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Rocks of the Inner Migmatitic Belt Margining the

Murray Bridge Granite

Schists, gneisses and pegmatites of the inner, severely metamorphosed belt

margining the Murray Bridge granite mass on its west side are well exposed along-

Rocky Gully Creek and north-north-west thereof. Hornblende gneiss and biotite

gneiss were described from this locality by Woolnough. Herein (he petrographic

characters of selected rocks from this area arc given.

Actinoliio-Cordierite Schist (7862). This is of a yellowish-green overall

colour. Long needles of green actinolite in sheaves and bundles stand out in relief

on the weathered surface. The rock cleaves readily along foliation planes.

Actinolite is abundant in idioblastic needles, present to the extent of 41%
by volume ; its extinction angle is very small.

Cordierite is present to the extent of 49% as xenoblasts forming a ground-

mass mosaic. Plcochroic haloes are absent although inclusions of apatite are

common. Biaxial negative with large optic axial angle, R.i, on cleavage flakes

lies between 1-543 and 1'533. Occasional strings of granular quartz are seen on

the face of the rock but practically absent in the micro-slide.

Apatite as long needles is present as inclusions in the corrlierite. Magnetite

is common and zircon present in small amounts,

Acimolite-Alhite-Quartz-Schist (J. K. 38). A very dark-coloured rock with

schistosity developed by great abundance of oriented long needles of amphibole.

Besides amphibole there is present some fresh albite (Ab
ft2
An

a ), and a consider-

able amount of granular quartz. Apatite is scarce.

AclinoUte-Oligoclase-Qwirts-Biatite-Schisl (7865). In hand-specimen the

rock is seen to consist of long needles of black amphibole, with well-marked pre-

ferred orientation, set is a matrix of white feldspar and quartz.

The mineral assemblage is controlled by the parallel alignment of the green

actinolite. The interstitial feldspar matrix is crowded with fine rods and needles

of apatite. It is fairly fresh and free from alteration.

Actinolite with typical amphibole cleavage and extinction angle Z A c= 15°.

Pleochroism strong; X= palc yellow, Y = greenish-yellow, Z = dirk green.

Granular, interstitial oligoclasc (Ab71 An30 ) is abundant.

Quartz occurs as xenoblasts in the matrix with feldspar. Biotite is sparsely

represented ; pleochroism strong ; X =ss light yellow, Y = Z = dark brown
\

included are small rounded crystals of zircon. Apatite occurs as small masses

and as rods and needles throughout the slide, and as abundant minute inclusions

in the feldspar.

Quartz-Andesine-ActinolUe-Epidole-ScMsl (7854). This is a dark gi'?y7 fine-

grained, schistose rock, on the face of which black needles of actinolite are

apparent, The actinolite is similar to that in (7862). Quartz is fairly abundant

as clear xenoblasts. Andesine (Ab60
.An40 ), is abundant in association with the

quartz ; it exhibits good cleavage and albite twinning.

Epidote is present only in small amounts in xenoblastic masses of high posi-

tive relief: it is pleochroic from colourless to lemon yellow; biaxial negative,

with large 2V. Apatite, zircon, iron ore and sphene are present in small amounts

as accessories.

Ac^olite-Aruiesine-Biotin-Schist (7872), This is a dense, black compact

rock of fine gram and displays a poor schistose structure.
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The plagioclase which is abundant is an acid andesine (Ab68An32). Occa-

sional grains of quartz may be present but were not distinguished with certainty.

Biotite is well represented. Apatite and magnetite also present as minor
accessories.

Albite-ArtittoHte-Quarts-Cordi^^ (J, K 87). This is a
light-coloured rock composed of grey saccharoidal albite and quartz through
which arc greenish-black needles of actinolite which imparts schtstosity to the rock.

The actinolite is in sheaf-like bundles with individuals to 1 cm. in length.

In section this rock displays a granoblastic texture, the result of the associa-

tion of xenoblasts of cordierite, quartz and plagioelase ; this being modified by the
directional structure imparted by the pale green-brown araphibolc and biotite.

Tlie grain is fairly fine but occasional porphyroblasts of plagioclase are present.

Albite (Ab04An6 ) is very abundant. The actinolite is strongly pleochroic.

Quartz is not abundant but forms a mosaic with the albite, Cordierite in

present in small amounts as xenoblasts bearing abundant minute inclusions; it

displays poor multiple twinning, has a biaxial character, and it is undergoing
decomposition to give rise to chlorophyllite. Weakly pleochroic, yellow haloes

surround crystals of zircon included in the cordierite, Biotite occurs as small

highly pleochroic idioblasts. Zircon is a sparse accessory.

ActinQlitc-OUgoclose-Schist (J. K. 85). A dark-coloured, friable, pro-

nouncedly schistose rock. In section it is seen to be composed almost entirely

of green amphilbole (50%) and turbid oligoclase (Abn An« ) to the extent

of 45%.

As accessories., apatite is abundant; zircon, magnetite and haematite are in

less amount, the latter occurring as minute crystals in association with the

amphibole.

Bialite-ActinQlite-OiigQclase-Qmrts-Schist (7875). A tine-grained schistose

rock of greenish-grej' colour seen in the hand specimen to consist chiefly of grey
salic mineral, shiny flakes of black biotite and needles (in bundles) of greenish-

black amphibole.

In order of abundance, the minerals present are as follows. Biotite (some-
what bronzy in the hand specimen) is a highly pleochroic variety; X = light

golden yellow, Y=Z = dark brown to opaque. Actinolite is abundant, present

in long needles. Albite-Otigoclase (Ab,m An t0 ) is plentiful, Quartz is less

abundant. Accessories are apatite, zircon and magnetite.

Quarts-Feldspar-Anthophyllite-SchUt (7866). A fawn-coloured rock cleav-

ing readily in the direction of selmtosity. Yellow needles of an almost colourless

amphibole are set in a matrix of fine-grained quartz. The needles are in bundles
and have a common orientation.

In section, the granoblastic texture of the rock is seen to be modified by the

strong directional structure of the colourless amphibole. Quartz is abundant,
amounting to 50% by volume. Feldspar is in less amount, namely 25%.

Anthophyllite is abundant to the extent of 24%, as long needles with a more
or less common orientation; longitudinal sections show transverse fractures but

transverse sections show poorly defined cleavage traces at 120°; extinction is

straight in longitudinal sections ; D.R. fairly high ; R.I , high ; very weakly
pleochroic; the crystals are length slow; indistinct biaxial positive figure displayed

in transverse sections.

Kurile is an abundant accessory, that shows true crystal outlines; geniculate

twins are fairly common; however, in most crystals the outlines are modified by
a change to opaque tlmenite. Zircon and apatite are present in far less amount
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TremaMU'-AcHnalite-Ottgot'lase-Schist (7877). This is a striking rock show-
ing a gradational transition from a white tremoiiteoligoctase-quartz-granulite to a
dark green, actinolite-rich schist in which there is little quartz or feldspar.

In section, the rock is seen to posses* a well-defined schistosity which con-

trols the mineral assemblage. The colour of the trernolite becomes tinged with
green until it merges into the iron-bearing member of this scries—a green
actinolitc.

Trernolite occurs as long colourless prismatic needles with positive elonga-

tion; maximum extinction angle (Z Ac) is 12°. OKgocIase (Ab71 AnaD ) is not

abundant; it is more common in association with trernolite but dwindles when
actinolitc makes its appearance. Quartz is present as small xenoblasu; in the

trernolite phase but dwindles in the actinolitc-rich variety. Accessories arc zircon
and idioblasts of iron ore.

Graniditic Cordieriic-Quar^-Oligoclase-Bwtik'.-Schist (7858). This is a
dense greyish-green, fine-grained, sacchuroidal rock breaking with a conchoidal
fracture. On the weathered surface are to be seen shining brown and black

flakes of biotite with preferred alignment

In section the rock displays a granoblastic texture in which grains of quartz,
cordierite and feldspar average about 0'25 mm. in diameter. Due to the align-

ment of biotite ftakes the rock has a rough schistosity.

Cordierite, which is the most abundant mineral, occurs as clear, colourless

xenoblasts that exhibit poor twinning in some sections. It is thus very similar to
the quartz and plagioclase, from which it is distinguished by its yellow pleochroic
haloes and biaxial character. It lias a high optic axial angle value.

The quartz is clear and colourless. Oligoclase (Ab7S An2l ) exhibits albite

twin lamellae. Biotite altering to chlorite is in minor amount, Zircon crystals and
also idioblasts of magnetite and pyrites are abundant as accessories,

Bimica-Q%t(irte~Atyit€-Sclrisi (J. K. 50), A light grey, compact rock of
granular quartz and albite, with both white and black mica whose preferred align-

ment has developed .schistosity.

Albite (Ab&0 AnJ0 ) exhibiting albite twinning is abundant. Quartz is

present in approximately equal amounts to the feldspar. Muscovite is present in

approximately equal amounts to the feldspar, Muscovite is present as ctaar

colourless laths. The biotite is a strongly pleochroic variety; often it is associated

with muscovite and green chloritic material which encloses spindles and radiating

needles of iron ore. Accessories in small amount are zircon, sphene, iknenite and
rutile.

Quarts-AlbitC'Cord%*'rite-ScMsi (7860). A dense, compact, off-white coloured

rock, in which black plates of oriented biotite impart a marked directional

structure.

Microscopically the rock displays a pronounced schistosity which modified th£

otherwise granoblastic texture formed by the almost equi-granular aggregate of

quartz and feldspar, and the alteration products of cordierite.

Albite (Ab&1 Anp ) is abundant. Clear quartz with fluidal inclusions is in less

amount. Biotite is abundant; a strongly pleochroic, pale yellow to brown variety

showing a little incipient alteration to green chlorite. The cordierite has suffered

alteration and is now represented by change products amongst which is chloro-

phyllite (pleochroic in greens). Zircon and iron ore are present as accessories.

Quarts-AlbUe-Cordierite-BwUte.'Granulite (7861). A light-coloured sacchar-

oidai rock with narrow bands of black shining flakes of biotite with a marked
directional trend; these bands are too few $nd too widely separated to impart a
well-defined cleavage to the rock.
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In micro-section the rack is seen to be mainly a granoblastic, very fine, even-

grained aggregate of cordierite, albite and quartz.

Cordierite with yellow pleochroic haloes and the yellow-green change product

chlorophyllitc is fairly abundant. Quartz, in clear colourless grains, is the pre-

dominant mineral. Albite (Ab01 Anv ) granules! some clear and others exhibiting

lamellar twinning are plentiful. Biotite with preferred orientation, in weakly

pleochroic and partly corroded laths, is sparsely distributed, restricted tu certain

bands in the rock. Accessories are magnetite, in fairly abundant, black, opaque

idioblasts and sparse zircon,

Quartz-TQiirnwlirie-MigmuUte (J. K. 100). A dark-grey, fine-grained rock

composed of white granular quartz in which arc set "clots" of segregated granular

tourmaline. These latter arc slightly elongated and about 0*5 cm. in diameter.

In section the rock is observed to consist essentially of brown tourmaline

and quartz. The "clots" wliich were visible in the hand specimen are seen to

consist almost wholly of tourmaline with a little interstitial quart?:, The tourma-

Ime is strongly pleochroic, from yellow to dark brown.

PoihUohlasiic Andesme-Horn hynde-Scapolitc-Clinazoizite-Schist ( 7883 ) . In

the hand specimen this is dark, greenish-grey rock in which porphyroblasts of

feldspar as much as 5 mm., but averaging 3 mm., are set in a finer greenish-grey

base. Evidently this was originally a phaneric basalt subsequently scapolitizcd

and zoizitized.

In microscope section the feldspar in most individuals is observed to he
rimmed, and at times completely replaced, by colourless scapolite. The replace-

ment has taken place along small veins through and along the margins of the
plagioclase. Elsewhere clinozoixiie is developing.

The minerals present are Andesinc (Ab
fi0
An- ) considerably changed ove?

to scapolite and clinozoizite. Pleochroic from light to dark green and exhibiting

typical amphibole cleavage. Scapolite, colourless, uniaxial negative, straight

extinction on longitudinal sections which latter also yield flash figures. Clino-

zoizite, slightly turbid; interference colours are anomalous (deep blue) ; biaxial

positive. It displays one poor cleavage and extinction with reference to this is

inclined, Sphene is a very abundant accessory as brown xenoblasts.

Another related metamorphosed basic igneous rock (J. K. 102) of somewhat
coarser original texture than (7883) was collected in the same locality. This can

be described as a poeciloblastic albile-hnrnblende-c.linozoizile schist with accessory

biotite, notably sphene and sparse apatite and zircon. In this rock the albite is

practically 100% Ah.

PorphyroblasHc Andesine-llnrnblcrndeSckist (7884). This also represents

a metamorphosed basic igneous rock. The feldspar is white, and occurs as

porphyroblasts up to 2*5 cm. diameter set in a mass of green hornblende.

In section it is seen to consist of colourless feldspar and green hornblende in

approximately equal amount. The plagioclase, which is little altered, is andesinc
(Abet An30 ).

The amphibole is a strongly pleochroic hornblende ; X— yellow green,

Y= olive green, Z = dark green, A little brown biotite is m intimate association

with the hornblende. Sphene is an accessory.

PkgMatith Intklsjves of the Mjumatttic Belt

Tourmaline-bearing pegmatites were observed in Scctious 508, 53.1, 535, and
175. These vary in width from less than one inch to many feet. They are intru-

sive into the schists. The vein fillings vary greatly in graiu-swe and
composition but most contain black tourmaline, pink feldspar, milky quartz and
muscovite.
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Dr. Woolnough described several pegmatites from Rocky Gully. He states

that the feldspars of the pegmatites are remarkable for their variety, including

orthoclase, micTOciine, anorthoclase, albite and oligoclase. Woolnough mentions
that in one of the pegmatites two small crystals of beryl were observed. This
occurrence is interesting, for beryl is a feature of granite pegmatites occurring

at Mount Crawford and also in the suite of the Boolcooinatta granite bathylith.

Basic Dykes of the Migmatitic Belt

As already mentioned two clearly defined dykes outcrop in the bed of Rocky
Gully, Section 514, Hundred of Mobilong. In the fresh unweathered state these

are dark grey rocks; both discordantly intrude the schists. They possibly post-

date the granitic intrusion,

Meta-Doterite (7859). The doleritic intcrsertal structure is still Well pre-

served. Minerals present are labradorite in interlaced laths, chlorite and mag-
netite resulting from the breakdown of original pyroxene. A little biotite and
sphene, apatite and pyrite as accessories,

Meta-Lampropkyref (7858). This is more basic, there being very little in

the nature of feldspars or their change products. The principal minerals
observable are chlorite and black iron ores. It is possible that the rock was
originally a basic lamprophyre.

Monarto Granites

Adam<ellite (7867) is an even, medium-grained, light grey, granitic rock.

The obvious minerals are quartz, greyish-white feldspar, small black flakes of

biotite and some silvery flakes of muscovite,

A chemical analysis and the norm are tabulated herewith

:

I 11 HI IV

SiO. - - 73*20 72-40 84-25 90*73

Norm of I, Rock 7867 TiO, - - 0-23 0-22 0-18 0-13

Quartz - - 33-30 AlaO* - - 15*46 15-49 8-64 4*01

Orthoclase - - 19*46 FcaO* - - 0-64 0-44 0-18 0-6S

Plagioclase

:

Ab 33-01 1
- 41-35

FeO - - 0*80 1-03 M0 0*26

An 8-34 / MnO - tr. 0-02 tr. tr.

Corundum . - 2-45 MgO - - 0-48 0-20 0-23 0-05

Hyperstheiw:: Fsl-20 \ - 1-73 CaO - - 1-73 1-44 0-19 0-18

En 0-53 j Na=0 - - 3*90 4-30 4*06 3-66

Magnetite - - 0-93 K.-0 - - 3-34 3-78 0-84 0*31

ILracnite HaO+ - - 0-22 0-12 0-36 0-03

Apatite — - - 0-13 HsO- - - 0*08 0-18 0-02 0-05

Zircon - - 0-18 PaOs - - 0-08 0-19 0-04 0-04

Water - - 0-30 ZrO s - - Oil — 0-04 0-05

BaO - 0-06 — tr. tr.

99-99 S - - 0-02 — 0-12 0*13

FeS* - — 0-1

1

— —

100-35 99-98 100-35 100*29

I. Adamellite from Monarto (7867). Anal.: R v K. Johns.

II. Monarto "granite". Anal.: W. S. Chapman. See R. L. Jack (1923).

III. The more basified part of rock (7871). Anal.: J. M, Kruger.

JV. The less basified part of rock (7871). Anal,; R. J. Johns.
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In the micro-section, potash feldspar as microcline appears to be a tittle less

abundant than plagioclase; these with quartz constitute the bulk of the nock. The
feldspars are somewhat turbid and show the effects of strain. Quartz, next in

abundance, is clear and free from cracks- but shows strain shadows. There are

present a few small myrmekitic intergrowths—these are of quartz and plagioclase,

fiuch developments taking place on the borders of microcline crystals, due to the

replacement of that mineral by plagioclase. Biotite is fresh; it is the essential

ferromagnesian mineral but often associated with clear plates of muscovite. The
disposition of the micas defines a rough directional structure. The average grain-

size of constituent minerals as seen in the slide is about 0*6 mm.
The plagioclase is faintly zoned; individuals are twinned on the albite and

combined albite—Carlsbad laws. Maximum extinction angle measured in the

•tone JL 010 is 5° corresponding to oligoclase on composition Ab
7fl
An24 . Biotite

is a normal variety, strongly pleochroic ; X = light yellow, Y = Z = almost

opaque; it bears pleochroic haloes surrounding small crystals of zircon. Muscovite

occurs as broad tabular flakes. Zircon, as an accessory, is abundant in small

rounded grains. Apatite in rod-like forms is a sparse constituent.

The mode of (7867) was obtained by a Rosiwal measurement on n single

small slide is as follow*; quartz* 424%; microcline, 21-5% plagioclase, 26*5%;
muscovite, 2*2%; biotite, 7*3%; accessories, 0*1%. Hy the relation of the feld-

spars, the rock is thus to be defined as an ad&mrtlit*.

Granite (7856). This is the most typical and widely developed of the

plagioclase than does (7867). It exhibits an obvious directional arrangement of

minerals. Average size of constituent grains as measured in the slide is about

2 to 0*3 mm., although they attain to 1 mm. in diameter. A micrometric

determination of the mode in a single slide gave the composition as: quartz,

50'1%; microcline, 33*3%; plagioclase, 6'7% ; biotite, 7*7% ; muscovite, 2*0%;
accessories, 0'2%.

Microcline is abundant, as also is quartz {which bears abundant rods of

apatite as inclusions). Plagioclase, which is an oligoclase (Ab77An32 ) is sparse.

Biotite and muscovite are present in association. Accessories are apatite, mag-
netite, zircon; the latter relatively abundant.

Adatnellite (7878). Another of this granitic suite with marked directional

features. It is somewhat coarser grained than (7867). In this the oligoclase is

predominant over microcline : it is also irregularly zoned.

Granite (7856). Thin is the most typical and widely developed of the

Monarto granites. It is coarser grained than the preceding types and exhibits

a well-defined gneissic structure in which the bands of biotite are more widely

separated. It is nf an even grain-size, the latter averaging 0*80 mm. as viewed in

the micro-section.

Quartz and microcline are both abundant constituents, the former as anhcdral
individuals bearing fluid inclusions and also small apatite crpstals. The plagio-

clase is an Oligoclase {Ab7B Ana4 ) ; Biotite is strongly pleochroic from yellow to

almost opaque; it shows slight alteration to green chlorite; ratio of elongation of

flakes 2:1. Muscovite is not abundant. Apatite, zircon and magnetite are
accessory minerals in small amount.

The mode obtained by micrometric; measurement gave : quartz, 42'9%

;

microcline. 35'9% ; plagioclase, 167% biotite, 4*0%; muscovite, 0*4%; acces-

sories, n%,
Adomellite (7876), This rock was observed in the field to grade out into a

coarse biotitc-quartz schist, in which biotite U predomincnt as coarse flakes impart-
ing a pronounced schistosity.
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In microscope slide it is seen to have an allotriomorphic granular texture,

with average size of grain about 1 mm. but with a few individual* as much as
2*2 inm. in diameter.

Feldspar is represented by approximately equal amounts of microclmc and
oligoclase (AbTi An stI ),

Other notable minerals are quartz, biotite and mus-
eovite in small amounts and accessory zircon*

Schists. Gkanulites and Rasifted Arenite Associated with the
Monarto Granites

The belt of rocks bounding the Monarto Granite on the north, west and
south is constituted of a range ot* fine-grained quaru-plagioclase-triotitc schists-

In this area fresh exposures are scarce; those showing least weathering were
obtained from dam excavations and water-main trenches.

Outcrops of such rocks were met with in sections 213. 214, 524, 52S, 529,

530 of the Hundred of Mobilong, and in sections 43, 45, 219, 220. 222, 228, 229,

230, 23!, 232, 233, 249, 250, 257, 260, 461, 462 and 464 of the Hundred of
Monarto.

In these schists the original bedding and stratification planes have been almost
obliterated. Regional foliation of these schists is 347° with dip 65° west.

Basified Arenite (7871). This is a white, compact, fine-grained, granular
feldspar-quartz rock without obvious schistose features. It is suggested that it

originated from an arenite by feldspathization. An irregular schlier in the hand
specimen is somewhat darker coloured and contains obvious tiny flakes of biotite

feebly oriented towards a parallel arrangement This schlier appears to be an area

which has suffered a more advanced degree of basification. Specimen (7870)
appears to be intermediate in composition between the two phases exhibited in

(7871),

The rock slide exhibits a granoblastic texture with grainsize averaging
0-20 mm.; xenobtasts of quart2 and feldspar constitute the bulk of the slide. The
quartz displays undulose extinction. The plagioclase is albitc (Ab9l An ).

Microcline-perthite is present in small amount. Biotite is sparse but more
abundant m the more highly basified patch. Accessories are muscovite, zircon

and magnetite.

Chemical analyses of both the less basified and the more basified portions of

(7871) are given in the table on page 132, Comparison of these analyses with
each other and with that of the Monarto granite (7867) reveals progressive loss

of SiG 2 and S but demonstrates additions to the content of AL,Ov MgO, CaO,
Na20, K20, Ti0 2> P 2 5

and Zr02 in the passage from original (?) arenite to

granite. This strengthens the view that the Monarto granite has in fact developed
as a migma (see page 136).

Quartz-BioUte-Plagioclaje-Sehist (J. K. 62) . A dark-grey, fine-grained

rock. In section it is seen to be a granoblastic aggregate of quartz and feldspar,

shot through with a bundant biotite flakes in parallel alignment.

Quartz is present to the extent of 59'4%* The larger individuals exhibit

undulose extinction. Biotite to the extent of 30*5% is the next most abundaut
constituent: plcochroic from yellow to brownish-red. Pleochroic haloes are com-
mon. Muscovite is present only in very small amounts, about 0-4%. Plagioclase

to the extent of Syffi is distributed throughout the slide as slightly clouded xeno-

blasts. It corresponds to oligoclase (Ab71An2B ). Zircon is abundant as rounded
individuals Apatite is sparse. Magnetite as black opaque octahedra is also

sparse.
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Rock (7869) is a dark grey, fine-grained, schlienc rock consisting essentially

of quartz and biotite—closely similar to (j. K. 62). Tourmaline in small crystals

is present in appreciable amount.

Rock (7881) is similar to (J. K. 62) and (.7869) except that plates of white
mica are visible in the hand specimen. Contains a little tourmaline as one of the

accessories,

Qi(art£-Biolite-Pl<tgioclase~Schi-st (7880). A fine-grained, grey schistose

rock. Microscopically it displays a fine, even, granoblastic texture somewhat
modified by the more or less parallel alignment of the micas. Mincralogically it

is very similar to (J. K* 62). Rock (J. K. 97) is also very similar but here the

plagioclase is an albite (Ab01 An 9).

Bimica-QiMrtz-riagioctase-Schist (7879) is another rock of this group in

which muscovite appears in larger amounts. Here the plagioclase comes into the

range of the oligoclase (Ab8SAn13 ).

Rock No. (J. K, 92) is an even-grained, grey schistose variety that grades
from a biotite-quartz schist (rich in biotite) into a rock that has the appearance

of a schistose granite of the Monarto type. The average grain-size is 0*20 mm.
The plagioclase is an Albite (Ab02 An6 ),

Qmrfs-Ptagiortase-Biotite-Gneiss (7873). This is a fine-grained foliated

rock in hand specimen. It consists of greyish ieucocrats and oriented biotite

flakes.

In section it is seen to he composed of a granoblastic association mainly of

quartz, with abundant olioglase (Abn An2() )
and little orthoclase, with consider-

able biotite, a very little muscovite, abundant black iron ore and small rounded
zircons.

Quayte-Plagiochse-Biotite-SchMt (7864). A light grey rock with pro-

nounced schistose structure due to the parallel alignment of biotite flakes. The
majority of the slide is constituted of a granoblastic aggregate of quartz (grain-

size to 0*4 mm.) and turbid albite (Abei9 ). The latter is clouded with minute

flakes of scricitic mica. There is present just a little granular orthoclase, a very

small amount of muscovite and occasional zircon grains.

Plagioclasv-Quarts-Biotite-Schisl (7855). A rock similar to but not so coarse

as (7864). In hand specimen it has the appearance of a fine-grained schistose

granite. The section displays a granoblastic texture modified by oriented mica

flakes.

Quartz with undulose extinction is next in abundance to oligoclase. Micro-

cline is present in lesser amount in xenoblasts displaying poor polysynthctic twin-

ning. Biotite is plentiful. Muscovite, apatite, zircon and black iron ore are

accessories.

SUMMARY
The broader geological features of the older rocks of (his region as defined

in the foregoing are as follows;

—

(1) The existence on the eastern side of the ami, at Murray Bridge, of a

large scale granite intrusion, part of a batholythic mass which has btcn traced

as extending towards the Victorian border in the south-eastern corner of South

Australia. The granite of this batholyth has all the characters indicating it to

have been originally a mobile magma.

(2) The schists and gneisses bordering it on the west, well exposed in Rocky
Gully and neighbourhood, are of a high grade of metamorphism and in part

rnigmatitic. They include types common in the inner zones of granite aureolas.
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(3) Further west, in the Monarto area, away from the Murray Bridge granite

mass are schists of a lower grade of metamorphism, much of which it would
appear could have originated from the basification of original arenites. The field

mapping indicates that rocks of a large part of this latter area were originally

quartzites of a synclinal basin, since metamorphosed to a greater or less degree.

In this locality the Monarto granite is met with. The nature of this granite,

particularly in its physical characters, varies greatly in the different outcrops. In

some small areas it is without directional features but elsewhere its minerals

exhibit preferred orientation which appears to be a relic of an earlier schist stage.

Two examples are given with chemical analyses illustrating intermediate stages

in the basification of arenite in the development of a granitic migma of the general

character of certain of the varieties of Monarto granite. It thus seems apparent

that part at least of the Monarto granite has developed as a migma.

The variable chemical composition of the Monarto granite outcrops

and variability in .size of grain and structure, have been demonstrated in this con-

tribution. In some areas it is within the range of the alkali-granites, elsewhere

it is an adamellite. It is mostly fine-grained, but locally may be coarser. All

graduations may be traced from a feldspathic, somewhat basiried quartzite

through schist, to a mineral assemblage and structure typical of "granite". As
may be expected of a, granite that has been derived from the feldspathization

in situ of arenite, xenoliths are absent in the Monarto outcrops Furthermore,

the Monarto granite is concordant with the surrounding schists.
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Summary

Four hundred and one species of marine algae are recorded from Kangaroo Island, South Australia,

together with comprehensive references, and notes on many species.
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THE MARINE ALGAE OF KANGAROO ISLAND
III. LIST OF SPECIES 1

By H, B. S. W©VB*SWV*

SUMMARY
Four hundred and one species ot marine algae are recorded from Kangaroo

Island, South Australia, together with comprehensive references, and notes on
many species.

INTRODUCTION
This paper records 401 species of marine algae (Cyanophyta 26* Chlorophyta

46, Phaeophyta 96, Rhodophyta 233) from Kangaroo Island. Records derived

from a small collection from the "south coast/' made by J. Cork in the winter of

1939, and also records given by Cleland and Black from Sou' West River mouth,
December 1934 (determined by A. II. S. Lucas) have been incorporated.

Further species will be recorded in a second list, as over 100 remain

undetermined, some of which are as yet undescribed. Kangaroo Island is a very

rich region tor marine algae, and although extensive collections have been made
during the last five years, doubtless more species remain to be discovered in

localities which, have not been thoroughly investigated.

Over 100 species comprise new records for the State of South Australia,

but as Southern Australia forms a distinct geographic region (with probably

35-40% of species occurring from Tasmania to Western Australian and so few

localities have been thoroughly examined, such new records have little signifi-

cance for the present and have not been indicated.

The specimens on which this list is based arc deposited in the Algal Her-
barium ot the Botany Department, University of Adelaide.

Visits were made to Kangaroo Island at I.he following times: 1944, January;

1945, January, May; 1946, January, August; 1947, January, April, May, June,

July, October, November; 1948, January, September, December; 1949, January.

In determining the species in this list recourse has been made wherever

possible to original literature, and to authentic specimens in Australian Herbaria,

especially the Melbourne National Herbarium. Unfortunately, few type speci-

mens of Australian algae exist in Australia, making sure determinations very

difficult in many cases; and many other specimens in herbaria are incorrectly

named, so that comparisons with specimens other than the type have to be done
with caution. Melbourne National Herbarium fortunately possesses O. W-
Sondcr's Australian collection, including his type specimens, and also, a set of

W* H. Harvey's Australian algae, J, G. Agardh's "Algae Muellerianae" and
duplicates of J. E. Wilson's collections. The Adelaide University Herbarium
possesses a few of T. Reinbold's cotypes from Investigator Strait- It is evident,

however, that extensive scries of nearly all Australian species should be checked
with the type specimens, and also with related species to define limits of

variability. Many other species, such as those of Zanard'mi, are very poorly

known, and require re-examination of the original specimens. Until this can be
done some determinations must necessarily be provisional, and description of new
species must await comparison with authentic material of closely related species.

In this list notes on the habitat of each species are given where possible.

The ecological terms Used have been defined in Ft. I of this series (Wonicrsley

1947), and references to Pt- I and Pt. II apply to this and the second paper

(Womersley 1948). Where a species is listed as from the drift (u\, found cast

up or floating), it almost certainly grows in the sublittoral, as the littoral and

* Department of Botany, University of Adelaide.

Trails. Koy. Soc. S. Aust., 73, (2), Dec. 1950
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upper subiittoral have been extensively collected in most localities and are listed

as such. The month (abbreviated) and year of most: collections are given, as
this gives positive evidence of the seasonal occurrence of many impedes (and also

facilitates future reference to the specimens in the herbarium). In many cases,

especially at Pennington Bay and American River inlet where the seasonal

occurrence of many species is comparatively well known it has been possible to

generalise and give the period of their occurrence. However, probably the

majority of species known from a few records are present during all seasons.

Although positive records only are given, generalisations about the distribu-

tions of many species around the island can be made. Thus species found at

Pennington Kay or Vivonne Bay probably occur in similar habitats anywhere
along the south and west coasts, Tn fact the formations and suhformations
described in Pt. I are usually broad habitat regions.

No attempt has been made to give a complete list of references to the species,

nor in some cases is the reference to the original description given. A selection

has been made of the more important and useful references, especially those

available to the author, and De Toni in most cases gives fairly complete lists.

Throughout this series of papers Recommendation XL11I of the 1935
Botanical Rules referring to the use of capital letters for patronymic and certain

other specific names has not been followed. I ana in full agreement with the

reasons expressed for this in the Journal of Ecology, 31, (1943), p. 93.

The following authors have been followed in the classification adopted:

Cvaaophyta (Fritsch 1942), Chlorophyta and Phaeophyta (Smith 1938, Papen-

fuss 1947a), Rhuduphyta (Kylfn 1924, 1931, 1932, Falkenberg 1901, and
Fritsch 1945).

The localities have been abbreviated to the first letters of the names, as in

the list below. The order of localities is from American River inlet along the

north, west, south and east coasts and back tc> American River inlet (see fig; I,

Pt. I). Brier notes on the areas examined are also given below, and reference

should be made to Pt. I and IT for further details.

North Coast—
jiR, American River inlet: an extensive tidal inlet (not a river) with small

islands (Shag- Rock, Pig, Wallaby Islands) in Pelican Lagoon. BH. Ballast

Head: a rocky headland immediately north of American River inlet. The
east side only has been examined, A". Kingscote. BS. Bay of Shoals: a
shallow sandy bay with calm conditions. KB. Emu Bay: the rocky coast

near the old jetty was examined. SB. Stokes Bay, MR, Middle River: the

mouth is normally closed by a sand bar and rocky coast occurs at both ends
of a sandy beach. WR> Western River ; the river mouth is also Usually closed

by a sandy bar. HR. Harvey's Return ; about four miles east of Cape Borda.

West Coast—
WB. West Bay.

South Coast—
CC, Cape Cortdie. VB, Vivonne Bay: rock platforms occur within the bay
while the western extremity—Ellen Point—is of steeply sloping rock. Poofs

1 and 2 are referred to in Pt, 1, p. 245. DB. D'Estrees Bay; reefs briefly

examined are at the eastern end of the bay. PB. Pennington Kay; see Pt. II

CIV, Cape Willoughby,

East Coast—
AB, Antechamber Bay: The rocky area at the north end of the bay was
examined. HB. Hog Bay*
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North Coast—
RP. Rocky Point: "driit" specimens from here were mostly collected between

Rocky Point and American River inlet.
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CYANOPHYTA
CHROOCOCCALES — Chboococcaceae

COCCOCHLORIS Sprengel

Coccochloris castagxei (Kiitzing) Drouet. and Daily 1948, 77, PahneUa

castagnei Ktifcatlg 1846, t. 9. Aphanathece castagnci, Rabenhorst 1932, 1/1.

Tilden 1910, 31, pi- 2, L 13. — AR* Subliitoral, near Muston, Jan. 1948.

ENTOPHYSALIS Kiitzing

ENToniYSALrs deusta (Meneghini ) Drouet and Daily 1948, 79, Glococapsa

deusta, Kiitzing 1949, 224, Rabenhorst 1932, 190. — AR> Amongst other

algae in a mat on buoys near American River jetty, Jan. 1946,

PLEUROCAPSA1.ES — Plf.urocafsackae

DERMOCAKPA Crouan

DERMOCARrA schousboet (Thuret') Hornet. Xenococcus schousboei Thuret in

Hornet and Thuret 1880, 74, pi. 26, t 1, 2. Tilden 1910, 50, pi. 3, i. /.

Rabenhorst 1932, 335, f. 1/0 — EB. In littoral rock scrapings, Jan. 1946.

NOSTOCALES — Oscillatokiacf.af.

HYDROCOLF.L'M Kiiuiug-

Hydrocoleum cantharidosmxTm (Montague) Gomont 1892. (Pt. I), 336, pt ||i

f 647. Tilden 1910, 135. pi. 5, f. 57. Rabenhorst 1932, 1,148, f. 755.

Calothrix limhaia Harvey 1863, syn. n. 792, Aig. Aus. exs. ft, 596. — PB,

Lower littoral, on well washed rock, Dec. 1948,

Hydrocoleum coMomKS (Harvey) Gomont 1892, (Pt. 1), 335, pi. 12, f, 3-5

Tilden 1910, 134, pi. 5, f. 56.' Rabenhorst 1932, 1,148, f. 756. Calothnx

comoides Harvey 1863, syn. n. 793. Alg. Aus. £$fc n. 597, 59S. — VB.

Edge of rock pool, south side of Ellen Pt.. May 134$.

Hydrocoleum glutikosum (Agardh) Gomont 1892 (Pt. 1), 330. Tilden 1910,

136 pi 5 f . 59. Newton 1931,29. Rabenhorst 1932, 1,149. — AR. As irregu-

lar masses on Horntosira (Aug. 1948) and Zostem (Sept. 1946) on the

tidal flats MR On Cxslophyllum muricat itm and Cbdostcphus vfirtu-illatus,

upper suhlittorat, Jan."l947. VB. On rocks near jetty, mid littoral, and on

reef in bay, Jan. 1947. PB, On ledge, main reef, all seasons, and on Coral-

linn cuvieri in subUttoral fringe, Jan. 1946. CW. On rocks and on Hormosira,

lower littoral, Jan.. Aug. 1948. , -

Hydrocoleum ia'NGbvaceum Kiitzing 1849, 259. Gomont 1892 [Ft 1), oo/,

pi 12 f 8-10. Tilden 1910, 135, pi. 5, f. 58. Seidell and Gardner 1919,

85, pi. 1, t 10. Newton 1931, 29
?

f. 20, Rabenhorst 1932, 1.150, £ 757. —
PB. Forming tufts at the constrictions of Hormosira, lower littoral, Jan. 1946.

AB. On Cystophora subfarcinaht, lower littoral, Jan. 1947.
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LYNGBYA Agardh

Lyngwya conkervoides Agardh. Gomont 1892 (Pt, Tl), 136. ph 3, f . 5 6 Tilden
1910 119, j)l. 5, f. 39. Setchell and Gardner 1919, 77. Kabenhorst 1932,
\$m, t. 6/2 b. — AR. In a mat on buoys near American River jetty Tan
1946- EB. Littoral rock scrapings, Jan. 1946.

Lyngbya t.utea (Agardh) Gomont 1892 (Pt. 11), 141, pi. 3, f. 12 13 Tilden
1910, 114, pi. 5, f. 30, 31. Kabenhorst 1932, 1,057, f. 670 a. b. — MR
Littoral rock scrapings. Jan. 1946.

Lyngbya majuscula (Dilhvyn) Harvey. Gomont 1892 (Pt. II) 131 pi 3
f. 3,4 Tilden 1910, 123, pi. 5, f. 42. Kabenhorst 1932, 1,060, f, 672 c, d.— V #. In shaded part of pool L south side of Ellen Pt., Dec. 1945.

Lyngbya semiplena (Agardh) T. Agardh. Gomont 1892, (Pt. II), 138 pi 3
f. 7-11. Tilden 1910, 118, pi. 5, L 38. Setchell and Gardner 1019 78
Kabenhorst 1932, 1,061, f. 672 a. — MR. In scrapings from a shallow pool,
Jan, 1946.

Lyngbya soitntDA (Zanarclim) Gomont 1892, (Pt. II), 126, pi 2, f 21 Tilden
1910, 118, pi. 5, f. 37. Kabenhorst 1932, 1,039, f. 657 b. — PB. In a shaded
pool, rear littoral of main reef, Jan. 1948.

PLECTONEMA Thuret

Plectonema battkrsii Gomont 1899, 36. Tilden 1910, 211. Setchell and
Gardner 1919, 79, pi. 1, L 1. Newton \9Si

f
25, f. 18. Kabenhorst 1932.

6&4. — AR, Amongst other algae in a mat on buoys near American River
jetty, Jan. 1946.

Plectonema norvecicum Gomont 1899, 34. Newton 1931, 26. Kabenhorst
1932, 684. — AR. Amongst other algae in a mat on buoys near American
River jetty, Jan. 1946.

SYMPLOCA Kiitzing

Symploca bylwoides Kutzing- 1849, 272. Setchell and Gardner 1919, 81, pi 1
f. 12, 13. Newton 1931, 21, f, 16. Kabenhorst 1932. 1, 1,119, i. 724. — AR.
On tidal flats, May 1945. lVh\ In littoral rock scrapings, Jan. 1946. VB. In
poo! 1, south side of Ellen Point, Jan. 1949. PB. On sloping and vertical
rock in the rear littoral, all seasons. CW. Littoral, Jan. 1946.

Rivueariaceae
CALOTHRIX Agardh

Calothrix aertjginea (Kutzing) Thuret 1875, 10. Tilden 1910. 261. pi. 17
r

f. 1. Rabenhorst 1932, 599, f. 375 a. — MR. On Entcromorpha and Clado-
phora m littoral pools, Jan. 1948. PB. On Polysiphonia on littoral sloping
rock, Dec. 1948. CIV. On Chaetomorpha aerca in littoral pools, south sale
Jan. 194&

Calothrix confervicoea (Roth) Agardh. Tilden 1910, 256, pb 16, f. 6-8. Kaben-
horst 1932, 601, f. 376, Epiphytic on other algae in the littoral zone in most
localities, all seasons. Often dense on Jania fastigiata (VB, PB, AB)

t

Centroceras clavulatum (VB, Jan, 1946), llyinenocladla polymorpha (DB.
sublittoral fringe, Jan. 1947) and Chactonwrpha aerea (CIV, littoral pool,
Aug. 1948).

F

Calothrix Crustacea Thuret. Tilden 1910, 264, pi. 17, f 2-6. Kabenhorst
1932, 601. — EB, MR, WR, WB. On littoral rock, sometimes forming
extensive slippery patches, all Jan. 1946. HB. Upper littoral, Jan. 1945.
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Calotiirix scopulorum ( Weber and Mohr) Agardh, Bornet and Thuret 1880,

159, t 38. Tiiden 1910, 258, pi. 16. f. 11, 12. Setchell and Gardner 1919, 96.

Rabcnhorst 1932, 600, f. 374, f, g. — AR, Amongst other algae in a mat

on'buoys near American River jetty, Jan. 1946,

ISACTIS Thuret

Isactis plana (Harvey) Thuret, Eornet and Flahatilt 1886, (Pt. II), 343,

Setchell and Gardner 1919, 104, pi. 1, f. 8, 9. Wornersley 1946a, 128, f. 1A.

— VB. Edge of rock pools and on the mollusc Cellana tramoserica, south

side of Ellen Pt., Jan. 1946. PB. Littoral, main reef, all seasons. HE.
Lower littoral, Jan. 1944.

RIVTJLARIA Agardh

Rivularia atra Roth. Bornet and Flahauit 1886, (Pt. IT), 353. Setchell and

Gardner 1919, 107, pi. 8, f. 1, 2, Womerslcy 1946a, 132, I IB. — AR. On
dead Posidonia and shells, Jan. 1946. SB. Upper littoral, Jan. 1946. VB.

Edges of rock pools and on molluscs, south side of Ellen Point, May 1945.

PB. Littoral, main reef, Jan. 1948.

Rivulakia australis Harvey 1854, 566. Bornet and Flahauit, 1886, (Pt. II). 362.

Wornersley 1946a, 133. — MR. Upper littoral, west side., Jan. 1948.

Rivxjlarja kirma Wornersley 1946a, 130., f, 2A, B. — East, south west and

rougher parts of the north coast, in middle and upper littoral, all seasons,

but variable in occurrence and amount

Rivularia nitida Agardh, Bornet and Flahauit 1886, (Pt. II), 357. Wornersley

1946a, 133, f. 1C — AR. On rock in mid littoral, Pelican Lagoon, Jan. 1946.

Rivularia polyotis (Agardh) Bornet and Flahauit 1886, (Pt. II), 360.

Wornersley 1946a, 134, L 2C. — AR, On Posidania}
Znstera and larger

algae on the tidal Bats and floating, mainly summer. BS. Upper sublittoral,

Jan. 1947.

Stxgonem ataceae
BRACHYTRICHIA Zanardmi

Brachytricuia Qtrovr (Agardh) Bornet and Flahauit 1886, (Pt II), 373.

De Toni 1907] 680. Tildcn 19L0, 294, pi. 20, L 18. — SB and MR. Upper

and mid littoral, Jan. 1947 and 1948. VB. Edge of pool, south side of Ellen

Point, May 1945.

CHLOROPHYTA
ULOTRICHALES — UlOtriciiackak

ULOTIIRIX Kiilzing

Ulotituix implexa Kiilzing 1849, 349. Setchell and Gardner 1920, 283. Smith

1944, 34. — AR. As a green band along- the waterline on boats anchored

near American River jetty, Aug. 1948. Seasonal occurrence (from local

information), March to Nov. These specimens agree well with the above

descriptions, but 1 have not seen authentic material. There seems to be some

difference of opinion as to whether the marine species should be known as

17. implexa or U. suhflaccida Wille. Setchell and Gardner are followed in

referring it to U, implexa.

ULVALES — Ulvaceae
TJLVA Linnaeus

Ulva lactuca Linnaeus. Setchell and Gardner 1920, 265. Smith 1944, 45.

Taylor 1937, 75 — AR. On tidal flats (low littoral and upper sublittoral )

,
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common, all seasons. Soii'-West River mouth, Dec. 1934 (Cleland and
Black). PB. Less rough parts of the reefs and rear littoral, all seasons.

Also found in almost any suitable habitat elsewhere around the island. In

AR specimens the thallus is 55-70^t thick, with the cells in transverse section

1-1^ times as high as broad. In PB specimens the thallus is 40-60/* (-70/0
thick, cells as high (-H times) as broad. In size and form the AR speci-

mens often approach var. latisswta De Candolle, while the PB specimens are
similar to var. rigida (CAg.) Le Jol. However, the great variation in size

and form between specimens in the same and different localities (from
expanded plates to elongate undulate ribbons), prevents any valid separation

of varieties.

ENTEROMORPHA Uuk
This genus is notoriously difficult, and only some of the more distinct forms

from Kangaroo Island are listed here. I have received opinions on the species

from Dr. V. J. Chapman and also from Dr. C. Eliding whose culture experiments
in Sweden have shown that some species include a number of forms. Until it is

possible to carry out similar culture and copulation experiments with Kangaroo
Island Bnteromorpha's, the limits of some species must remain uncertain.

Enteromorpha acanthofhora Kiitzing 1856, t. 34, £ r 1. J. Agardh 1883, 158.

i)e Toni 1889, 135. — PB. Rear littoral on reefs, all seasons but best

developed in winter. These forms are only 1-4 cm. high, hut resemble
Kutzing's figure and New Zealand specimens in form and structure.

Entebomorpha claturata (Roth) J, Agardh, Eliding 1944, 331. Doty 1947,

16. Kylin 1949, 28. — AR. Lower littoral and upper subliitoral through-
out the inlet, all seasons. MR. Lower littoral pools, Jan. 1946, 1948.

CC. Rock pools, Jan. 1948. VB> On a punt in mouth of Harriet River,

Jan. 1946. AB. Rock pool, Jan. 1947. RK Mid littoral, Jan. 1945.

The material from American River inlet is very variable and is referred

by Dr. Chapman to a number of forms. The variations seem, however, to

be ecological in nature, depending on degree of exposure and water move-
ments, and probably nearly all the American River forms arc best placed

under one species, as Dr. Sliding- would do. Culture experiments with these

forms are necessary for a full understanding of the prohlem. The form of

Binding's Types I, II, and III are represented at American River inlet.

Entkromorpua COMPASS* fL.) Greville. Dc Toni 1889, 126. Doty 1947, 14.

Sliding 1948, 128. Kylin 1949, 22. f. 14, 15.. — AR. On buoys near Ameti-
can River jetty, Jan. 1946. BHr Lower littoral, Oct. 1947.

Enteromoepha intestinalis ( L.) Link. Ooty 1947, 14. Eliding 1948, 12.1.

Kylin 1949, 22. — MR. In lower littoral pools, Jan, 1946.

ELIDING IA Kylin

Blidixgta minima (Kiitzing) Kylin 1949, 30. Enteronwrpha. minima Kiitzing

1856, t, 4.3, III. Eliding 1938,84. — AR. On jetty steps, mid littoral, Sept
1946, Aug, 1948. RP. Mid littoral, amongst Enteromorpha clathniln, Jan.
1945. Original det.

( C Eliding-.

CLADOPHORAI.ES — Cladofuouaceae
CLADOPHORA Kut^ing

Ci'ADoPTioftA ckratika Ktitzing 1849, 401 ; 1854. 5, t. 21, f. 1. — AR. Epiphytic
on Zostera muclleri and in tangled masses; on the tidal flats near the mouth
of the inlet, Feb. 1946. Jan. 1948. VB. On punt and stake? at mouth of
Harriet River (brackish). Jan. 1946.
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Ciadofhora PELiCATULA Montagne. Setchell and Gardner 1920, 220, Smith
1944, 61. De Torn 1889, 326. — CC. Drift, Jan. 1947.

CLadofiiora FASctcuLARis (Mertens) Kiitzing 1843, 268, 1849, 393. De Tom"
1889, 316. Borgesen 1946, 21. — AR. Widely, but often sparsely, dis-

tributed in the tipper sublittoral throughout the inlet, and on the buoys neat-

American River jetty, all seasons. B1L Upper sublittoral, Oct. 1947. PB. In

mid littoral rock pool on western terraced reef, Jan. 1946. The branching

of AR specimens is very much looser, and they appear more slender than

those from P»H and PB. Filament widths, however, are similar in all

specimens, and the fasciculate branching is well developed in all.

Cladophora feretuyae Harvey 1858, pi. 47; 1860b, 339. Dc Toni 1889, 323.
— CW, Rock pool, south side, Aug. 1948.

Cladopuora uei'ens (J. Agardh) Harvey 1871, pi. 236. Kiitzing 1854, t. 70,

JU 2. De Toni 1889, 345. — VB. Edge of reef (sublittoral fringe
) s

north
side of Ellen Point, Jan. 1948. PB. Drift, April 1947.

O.adopuora valonioides Sonder 1846, 149. Harvey 1859, pi. 78. De Toni
1889, 308. — WB. Drift, Jan. 1946. CC. Rock pool, Jan. 1944, drift, Jan.
1947. VB. Drift, and on reefs in bay, Jan, 1949, PB. On reefs, littoral*, all

seasons. Specimens cast up from the sublittoral are much looser and larger

than those growing in rough conditions on the reefs.

CJ1AKTOMORPHA Kiir/ing

Chaf.tomoppita aerea ( Dillwyn) Kirtzing 1849, 379; 1853, t. 59. De Toni 1889,

272. Smith 1944, 56. Taylor 1937, 80. — SB. Lower littoral, as a mat on
boulders, Jan. 1948. HR. In rock pools, Jan. 1949. WB. Lower littoral on
rocks, Jan. 1946. PB, In rock pools, Jan. 1944. CW . In rock pools, Jan.

1948.

Ciiaktomorpha darwint (Hooker) Kutzing 1849, 380. De Toni 1889, 271.

Conferva clavata yar, duninnii Hooker 1847, 187, pi. 192, f. 1. — VB. Sub-
littoral fringe on reefs in bay. PB, Sublittoral fringe on reefs. CW. Lower
littoral, south side. AH seasons. At PB, commonly epiphytic on Zonaria
spiralis, Halopteris pseudospicala, Cystophora pariiculata and Bajlia scoparia.

Chaktomotpha 1-tm.tm (Mueller) Kiitzing. De Toni 1889, 269, Taylor 1937,

SO. — BS. Upper sublittoral, June 1947.

Chaetomorpha valipa (Hooker and Harvey) Kiitzing 1849, 379. Dc Toni
1889, 274. Conferva valida Hooker and Harvey 1847, 416 — AR. Upper
sublittoral on Rabbit Island and elsewhere in Pelican Lagoon and near

Muston, not common. May 1947, Aug. 1948.

This agrees well with a specimen from Tasmania of Conferva valida

H. & H. in Melbourne National Herbarium, The plant is dark green, form-
ing rather coarse tangled masses, not readily collapsing out of water ; fila-

ments 350-150;/, thick, cells mostly H 21 times as long as wide, slightly

inflated. It is a distinctly more robust plant than C. limtm, readily dis-

tinguished in the field.

STPHONOCLADALKS — Vakoniaceae
DICTYOSPHAERIA Decaisne

DtCTYosPHAEKiA sertcea Harvcv 1860 b, 339, pi. 196 A. J. Agardh 1887, 118;

1896, 61. Dc Toni 1889, 37L — MR. Upper sublittoral, Jan. 1948. IVR.
Drift. Jan. 1946. VB. Pools of sublittoral fringe on reefs in bay, Jan. 1947,

PB. Pools in sublittoral fringe cm reefs, all seasons,
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SlPHONOCLAUIACKAE

APJOHNLA Harvey

Apjohmia Laetevirens ITarvey 1858, pi. 5. J. Agardh 1887, 108. De Tom
1889, 382. — MR. Drift, Jan. 1946. CC. Drift, Jan. 1948. VB. Drift.

Jan. 1948, 1949 and in pools of sublittorai fringe on reefs in bay, Jan. 1948.

PB. Drift, and in pools of sublittorai fringe, Jan. 1944, 1947, 1948. Speci-

mens growing in pools in the sublittorai fringe arc usually stunted, often

with only the basal part developed.

STRUVEA Sonder

Struvea fixmosa Sonder 1846, 151. Harvey 1858, pi. 32. De Toni 1889, 364.

A single specimen from "North of Kangaroo Island, 1893." Collector and

further details are unknown.

Boodleackae
MICRODICTYON Dccaisnc

MrcRomcTYON umbilicatum (Vellcy) Zanardini. Setchell 1929, 503. Micro-

dictyon agardhianum, Harvey 1858, pi. 50. — AR, In Posidonia beds near

Strawbridge Point, May 1945; drift, Dec. 1948. Apparently rare.

Dasycladaceak
ACKTAIiULARIA Lamouroux

Acetabulars pekiculus (R. Brown) Solrns-Laubach 1895, 27. Po!\ph\sa

penkulus (R. Br.) Agardh. Harvey 1858, pJ. It. De Toni 1889, 421. —
AR. Low littoral and upper sublittorai at head of the lagoons (dense in

patches) and in Pelican Lagoon, all seasons. BS. Lower littoral, June 1947.

S1PHONALES — Bryopsiuackae

BRYOPSIS Larnouroux

Bryopsis bacuufera J. Agardh 1887, 21. De Toni 1889, 428. — VB, Shaded

end of pool 1, south side of Ellen Point, May 1945, Jan. 1949. PB. Shaded
pool, rear littoral, main reef, Jan, 1948. Rare,

The few specimens collected have been sterile. They agree well in form

and structure with cotype specimens of J. B. Wilson's in Melbourne National

Herbarium except that the thallus of Wilson's specimens are nearly twice

as wide (340-510/*. against 120-350/*).

Bryopsis cupressoides Lamouroux. Kiitzing 1856. t. 79, f, 1. J. Agardh 1887,

29. De Toni 1889, 435 — AR. On buoys, Jan., Sept., 1946; upper sub-

littorai near American River jetty, July 1946. Best developed in winter.

Dr. V- J. Chapman considers these plants are referable to B. cupressoides,

though they seem to be softer plants with longer pinnules than those figured

by Kutzing.

Bryopsis plumosa (Hudsworth) Agardh, J. Agardh 1887, 24. De Toni 1889.

431. Setchell and Gardner 1920, 161, pi- 14, f. 1, 2. — VB. In rock pools,

south side of Ellen Point, May 1945, Jan. 1947, 1948.

Derbestaceae
DERBES1A Solier

Dekbesta clavaefokhis (J. Agardh) De Toni 1889, 425. Bryopsis davacfonnis

J. Agardh 1887, 20. — WB. Drift, Jan. 1946. PB. "Shaded pool, rear

Httoral, main reef, Jan. 1948. Rare. These specimens agree well with those

of J, B, Wilson's in Melbourne National Herbarium. The WB specimen

is rather thicker, but identical in form and position and size of zoosporangia.
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COBIACEAE
CODIUM Stackhouse

Codium gatjsatum J. Agardh 1887, 42, t 1, f. 1. De Toni 1889, 404. Luea*
1936

f 54. — AR. Upper sublittoral throughout the inlet, occasional, all

seasons. WB. Drift, Jan. 1946. VB. Drift, Jan. 1946, 1948, 1949. DB, Sub-
littoral fringe on reef, Jan. 1947, PB. Drift, and in sublittoral fringe, all

seasons. RP, Drift, and pools of lower littoral, all seasons. Most of the speci-
mens placed under C, galeaium show a distinctly but moderately thickened
top to the utricles, Some, such as those from American River, are very
slightly thickened. Some specimens from Victor Harbour and other parts
of the South Australian coast have extremely hca.vily thickened tops to the
utricles, which tend to he narrower and contracted a short distance below
the apex. All these specimens arc identical in external form (stout plants,
thallus 4-6 mm. wide), and the variation in utricle thickness between young;
and old parts of otic specimen, and between dilTerent specimens, is very con-
siderable. Even when most utricles are scarcely thickened at all, an occa-
sional narrower one occurs with heavy apical thickening.

Although the extremes in utricle thickness are very distinct, and such
characters have been largely used in segregation of species within the genus,
it seems impossible to delimit the extremes as species or even varieties. On
the other hand this may be an ecological variation, as plants with heavily
thickened utricles seem to occur mainly in deep water on exposed coasts.

A slender dichotomous Codimn, 2-3 mm. in thickness, and with very
slight utricle thickening has been found in the drift at Pennington and
Vivonne Bays, This may be another form of C. gateaitan, or may prove to
be a distinct species.

Couium lucasti Setchelt in Lucas 1935, 200. Lucas 1936, 50. — PB, Rear
littoral on an eastern reef, 1944. Rare.

Coditjm mamtllosum Harvey 1854, 505; 1858, pi. 41. L Agardh 1887, 39.
De Toni 1889, 491. Lucas 1936, 52. — i?P. Drift, June 1947, Aug. 1948.
EB, MR, and PB, all drift, Jan. 1946. Apparently rhis species occurs only
in the deeper sublittoral sometimes very commonly iu sheltered bays. Near
Rocky Point enormous numbers of this species, C pomouies and (.'. sf>o)to.io-

sum, were cast up after a storm in June 1947.

Codium muelleri Kutziug 1856, 34, t. 95, f. 2. J. Agardh 1887, 42. De Toni
1889, 493. Codimn schmidlii Vouk 1935, 9, pi. 1 — RP, Drift, June
1947, Aug. 1948. A'. Drift, Jan. 1948. This species, is distinguished by the
presence of hemispherical l.hk-lsenmg.s on the internal side of the apical
membrane of the utricles. This was first recorded in Vouk's Codium
schmidiii (from Busslcton, Western Australia, and Lefevre Peninsula near
Adelaide, South Australia, not New Caledonia as given by Vouk), but
Setchell (1940, 444) pointed out the type specimen of C, muelleri Kutziug
shows the same feature although Kiitzing does not figure it. Cotype speci-
mens of C. muelleri in Melbourne National Herbarium show the thickenings
distinctly. The plants are slender (2-3 mm. wide) and soft, becoming flat

and membranous on drying out.

Most specimens iu Australian Herbaria named as C. muelleri do not
show the internal thickening, and are not (his species; some are probahlv
forms of C. galealunL

Codium pereinak Luca* 1935, 203, f 4. — DB. Outer reef pools, Jan. 1050
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Codium pomoides J. Agardh 1894a, 100. Lucas 1936, 53. — RP. Drift, Jan.

1944. June 1947. EB. Drift, Jan. 1946. VB. Upper sublittoral at end of

Ellen Point, Jan. 1946- PB. In rock crevices of sublittoral fringe on reefs,

occasional, all seasons.

Cgdium spongiosum Harvey 1854. 565; 1858. pi. 55. J. Agardh 1887, 38; 1894a,

99. De Toni 1889, 489. Lucas 1936, 51. — RP. Drift, June 1947, Aujf,

1948. AR. Upper sublittoral in Pelican Lagoon, all seasons, fare. PB, Drift,

Jan. 1946. A3. Drift, Aug. 1948. Common in drift, near RP after storms.

RKIPILJOPSIS A. and E. S. Gepp

Rhipilkjpsis peltata (J. Agardh) A. and E. S. Gepp 1911, 45, f. 118-J22.

Udotea peltata ). Agardlx 1882,74, De Toni 1889, 509. — PB. In shaded

ppqlfe rear littoral, Jan. 1947, 1948, 1949, also in deeper pools of sublittoral

fringe, Jan. 1948, 1949. Not common,

Caulerpaceae
CAULERPA Lamottroux

Caulr'rfa browwii Kndlicher. J. Agardh 1S72
;

28. De Toni 1889, 468.

W. v. Bossc 1898, 306. Lucas 1936, 42. — General in the lower littoral

and sublittoral fringe within the exposed rocky coast formation (MR, west

and south coasts to AB). Also drift from deeper water. All seasons, but

often not common.

Caulerpa cactoiues (Turner) Atrardh. Harvey 1858, pi. 26. Dc Toni 1889,

485. W. v. Bosse 1898, 390.
" Lucas 1936. 48. — RP. Drift, June 1947.

VB. Drift, Jan. 1948. PB. Drift, Jan. 1944. Rare.

Caulerpa ethelae W. v. Bosse 1898, 384. Caulerpa simplictusada var. vesi-

culifera Harvey 1859, pi 65, f.. 3, 4. Caulerpa veskulifera Harvey, Lucas

1936, 47. — MR. Upper sublittoral, Jan. 1948] drift, Jan. 1946. WB-
Drift, Jan. 1945, 1946. PB. Drift, Jan. 1944, May 1945

This species has been commonly known as C. veskulifera. W. y. Boose

showed that Harvey included two algae in his var. vesiculifera of

C. mnpUciusnda, one of which is a loose form of that species, while the

other has very much larger vesicles; this she renamed C. ethelae.

Caulerpa hedleyi W. v. Bosse 1910, 1-2. Lucas 1927b, 559; 1936, 43. — This

species was "dredged in 8 fathoms off Kangaroo Island by the fisheries'

trawler Endeavour in 1909." I have not collected it. The pinnate fronds

are densely covered with minute, several times dichotomous, ramenta which

are similar but slenderer on the sureulus.

Caulerpa hypnotises (R. Br.) Aeardh. Harvey 1859, pi. 84. De Toni 1889.

470. W, v. Bosse 1898, 342. Lucas 1936, 44. — AR. Sublittoral near Muston,

July 1947, WB. Drift, Tan, 1946. CC. Drift, Tan. 1948. Sou'-West Rivet-

mouth. Dec. 1934 (Cleland and Black). VB. Drift, Jan. 1949. PB. Pools

on reefs, all seasons. AB. Drift, Aug". 1948. RP. Drift, June 1947, Aug;

194S.

var. muelleri (Sonder) W. v. Bosse 1898, 342. Caulerpa muelleri

Sonder. Harvey 1858, pi. 2. — MR. Drift, Jan. 1946. WB. Drift, Jan,

1946, VB. Drift, Jan. 1948, 1949. PB, Pools of sublittoral fringe, all

seasons, but not common, AB. Drift, Jan. 1948.

Caulerpa longifolia Agardh. T. Agardh 1872, 16. De Toni 1889, 455.

C. harveyi F. v. Mueller in Harvey 1859, pi. 95. De Toni 1889, 455. Lucas
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1936, 41. W. v. Bosse 1898, 299. — WB. Drift, Jan. 1946. CC. Drift,

Jan, 1948. VB. Drift, Jan. 1948, PB. Drift. Jan 1944, 1946, Only found

in the sublittoral.

var, crispata (Harvey) comb. nov.

C. harveyi var. cnspuki Harvey 1859, pi. 95. W. v, Bosse 1898, 300.

C\ lonr/ifolia Agardh in Lucas 1936, 38. C. curvifolia J. Agardh in Wilson

1892, 188 (nomcn nudum). — VB. Under ledge in sublittoral fringe of

reef in bay, Jan. 1947; drift, Jan. 1948, PB. In pools of sublittoral fringe

on reefs, probably all seasons. Usually found in lower littoral or sublittoral

fringe rock pools.

Considerable confusion, has existed in the position of C\ longifolia arid

C. hanwyi. In Australian herbaria they have usually been regarded as dis-

tinct species, as di'd Lucas (1936). W. v. Bosse' (1898, 299) examined

the authentic (probably type) specimens of C. longifolia of C, Agardh, In

the Paris Museum, and found it to be identical with C. hanwyi V v. M.

W. v. Eosse conserved the name C. harveyi as Agardh's original diagnosis

was slightly erroneous. There is, however, no provision for this in the

Botanical Rules (1935), and the name must therefore revert to the earlier

C. levgifolia C. Agardh.

The var. crispafo Harvey of L\ harveyi E\ v. M. lias been commonly

known in Australia as C. longifolia Ag\ Most specimens are very distinct

from typical C. harveyi; they are smaller, much less robust, and liave the

ramenta recurved inwards ahove and irregularly placed on the stem. Var.

crispata >s an inhabitant of rock pools, while C. harveyi (now C. longifolia)

inhabits deeper water. From W. v. Bosse's description it appears that speci-

mens of both C. longifolia and var- crispata arc present on the type sheet.

Most specimens of var. crhpata are very distinct from the species, but

intermediate forms do occur, and Harvey claimed to have seen connecting

stages between the deep water and rock pool forms. Several intermediate

specimens occur in the algal collection of the Melbourne National IJarbarium,

C. curvifolia J, Agardh from Port Philip (Wilson 1892, 188) is identical

with var crhpata, but is a nomeu nudum as no description has ever been

published. Several specimens of Wilson's arc in the Melbourne National

Herbarium.

CauIiKrpa obscura Sondcr 1846, 550. Harvey 1860b, 337. Ktitzing 1857, t. 17.

W. v. Bosse 1898, 301. C. .mulcri F. v. M. in Sander 1852, 661. Harvey

1860a, pi. 167. De Toni 1889, 456. — AR. Sublittoral, near Muston, Jan.

1948. RP r Drift, June 1947. WB, Drift, Jan. 1946. CC, Drift, Jan, 1947,

1948. VBt Drift, Jan. 1948, 1949, PB, Drift, Jan. 1946. Only found in the

sublittoral.

Caulerpa rkmotifoua Sonder 1852, 660. Harvev 1859, pi. 107. W. v, PftisSfc

1898, 286. Dc Toni 1889, 448. — AR. 'Upper sublittoral throughout

lagoons, especially at edge of channel and in deeper holes, all seasons.

K. Drift, Jan. 194S. CC. Drift, Jan. 1948. This species shows great seasonal

variation in density of the lateral pinnae along the branches. In summer
(Dec-April) the pinnae are few, sometimes completely absent. In winter

more pinnae develop, until in late winter (Aug.-Oct) they arc stifhckntly

close to just overlap. Harvey's figure shows an intermediate stage. The
alga occurs as dense intemvined masses, often 1-2 ft. across.

Caulerpa scalpelliformis (R. Brown) C Agardh. Harvev 1858, pi. 17.

De Toni 1889, 449. W. v. Bosse 1898, 286. Lucas 1936. 3*4. — CC. Drift,

Jan. 1948- VB. Sublittoral fringe nf reef in bay, Jan. 1948. 1949. PB. Pools

o£ sublittoral fringe, Jan, 1944. 1948.
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Caiu>'rpa skdoides (R. Brown) C Agardh Harvey 1859, pi 72. De Toni
1889, 480. W. v. Bosse 189S, 387. Lucas 1936, 47. — Afo In Posidonia
beds near Strawbridge Point, May 1945. MR, and PVR. Drift, Jan. 1946.

VB, Sublittoral fringe of reef in bay. Jan, 1947. PB. Pools of sublittoral

fringe on reefs, Jan. 1944, 1947, 1948.

Caulerpa siMPLicntscuLA (Turner) C A«rardh. Harvev 1S59, pi. 65, f. 1, 2.

De Toni 1889, 482. W. v. Bosse 1898, 377. Lucas 1936, 47. B$. (no data).

PB. In pools of sublittoral fringe on reefs, all seasons.

var. vesiculifera Harvey 1859, descr. of pi. 65. W. v. Bosse 1898, 2>77.— AR* Upper sublittoral in lagoons, especially on edge of channel, all seasons.

Under C. etheJae I have commented that Harvey confused two plants

under his var. vesiculifera. W. v. Bosse renamed one C. ethelae and kept a
form with more loosely placed vesicles (but of similar size to those of the

species) as var. vesiculifera.

Caulerpa trifaria Harvey 1863, pi. 261. J. Agardh 1872, 16. De Toni 1S893

45i W. v. Bosse 1898, 299. Lucas 1936, 39. — Soutii coast, coJleeted by

J Cork, winter 1939 (probablv drift). VB. Shaded end of pool 1, south

side of Ellen Point, Jan. 1948 (No. A9469). PB. Shaded pools, rear littoral,

main reef, Jan. 1948 (No, A7019), The specimens under A9469 and A7019
are l"-2'' high and show two regular rows of ramenta, never three. They
are morphologically identical with C. sertuhtrioides ( Gm. ) Howe,
(C. plumaris Forsk). However, specimens of C. trifaria sometimes have
only two rows of ramenta in parts, and this may be a feature of juvenile

plants (as the VB and PB specimens probably are). C. trifaria also differs.

from C. sertularioides in having spines on the surcutus. These are absent

in these specimens, but this again may be a feature of young C trifaria,

For the present 1 prefer to leave these specimens under C. trifaria, though
the possibility of their being C. scrttdarioides cannot be excluded.

In the Herbarium of the University of Adelaide is a specimen (A96)
collected by Dr. Englehart at Lacepede Bay in 1897, identified as Caulerpa
plumaris var. clcgans (see Reinbold 1897, 44). This is also recorded by
Lucas 1936, 35. Underneath the specimeu is WTttten.' "Examined and identi-

fied by Madame Weber van Bosse," probably in Rcinbold's writing, as he
dealt with Engelhart's collection generally. W. v. Bosse (294) states in a
footnote that she made the determination and adds: "Ccci repose stir une
erreur, car Talgue de M. Reinbold est lc C9 ptumam, niais uu echantillon tres

ramifie." The specimen, however, is a typical C. hifaria r with three rows
of ramenta in most parts.

C. sertularioides is characteristic of tropical waters, and on geographical
grounds it v/ould he unlikely to occur along Southern Australia.

PHAEOPHYTA
ISOGENERATAE — ECTOCARPALES — Ectocarpaceae

ECTOCARPUS Lyn*bye

EctocaRpus confeuvoidhs (Roth) f^e Tolis. Setchel! and Gardner 1925, 412.

Taylor 1937, 109. May 1939, 537-554. — AR, Common throughout the

inlet, growing epiphytically on other algae (especially Honnosira) in winter

( June-October). CC. In a rock pooh Jan. 1944. PB, Common in the rear

littoral, winter (May-Nov.).

PYLAIELLA Bory

Pvlacexla FUiA'iiSciiNs (Sehousboe) Bornet 1889, S, pL I, f. 1. De Toni 1895,

536. Borgeseu 1920, 431, f. 408, 409. — BB. Mid littoral, east side. Jan.
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1948. PB. Rear littoral, summer (Nov.-April). CW. In a rock pool, south

side, August 1948. HB. In rock pools, Jan. 1944. RP. Low littoral, Jan.

1948.

SPHACELAR1ALES — Sphacei.akiacf.ak

SPHACELARIA Reinke

Sphacelaria bikadiata Askenasy 1894, 15, pi. 2, f. 12. De Toni 1895, 507.

Sauvageau 1914 t
163-166, — SB. Drift, Jan. 1946, MR. Epiphytic on Sar-

gassitm, drift, Jan. 1946. VB. On Cystophora subfarcinata and Cystophyllum

murkatum in littoral pools, south side of Ellen Point, Dec. 1945, Jan. 1946,

PB, On stems of Cystophora •uvifcra and Cystophyllum murkatum, littoral

on reefs, Nov. to Feb. (? all seasons).

Sphaceearia furcigeha Kiitzing 1855, 27, t. 90. De Toni 1895, 506. Sauva-
geau 1914, 145-156. Taylor 1937, 129. — PB. On Cystophora ivvifera and
Cysiophyllum muricaium

t
littoral, on reefs, all seasons.

Sphacelaria pygmaea Lenormand in Sauvageau 1914, 29-31. — CC. On Carpo-
glossmn confluens, drift, Jan. 1948.

Sphacelaria tribulotdes Meneghini. Kfitzing 1855, t. 89, f. 2, De Toni 1895,

502. Sauvageau 1914, 123-130. — VB. On Mxriadesmalatifolia var. durhiscufa
m littoral pools, south side of Ellen Point, Dec. 1945, Jan. 1946, 1947, 1948.

Also in shaded part of pool 1, May 1945, Jan. 1946, 1948. PB, In mid
littoral pools of western terraced reef, Jan, 1946.

Stypocaulackae
HALOPTERIS Kiitzing

Haloptekjs funicularis Sauvageau 1914, 402-403. Dickinson 1933, 255, f. 2
(for ball forms). Sphacelaria muelleri Soncler 1853, 507. — WB. Drift,

Jan. 1946. VB. Drift, Jan. 1949.

JIalopteris pseudospicata Sauvageau 1914, 411. — BH. Upper sublittoral,

east side, Oct. 1947, Dec. 1948. SB. Drift, Jan. 1948. MR. Drift, Jan.

1946. WB, Drift, Jan. 1946. CC. Drift, Jan. 1947. VB. Drift, Jan. 1948,

1949. PB. In pools on reefs, upper sublittoral, all seasons, CW. Drift,

Jan. 1946, AB. Upper sublittoral, Jan. 1947.

Halopteuis hohdacea (Harvey) Sauvageau 1914, 416-433. — CIV. Drift,

Jan. 1946. A single sexual plant.

IIaloptekis spicigeka (Areschoug) Moore in Reports of the 7th Pacific Science
Congress, 1950. Sphacelaria spkigara Areschoug 1854, 365, Sauvageau
1914, 418-420. — BH. Upper sublittoral, cast side, Oct. 1947. PB. In a
low littoral pool, just west of main reef, Dec. 1948, Tan. 1949 (fertile).

CW. Drift, Jan. 1946,

PHLOEOCAULON Geykr

Phloecaui.on spectabile Rcinke 1890, 213. De Toni 1895, 520. Sauvageau
1914, 457-463. — MR. Drift, Jan. 1946, 1947. WR. Drift, Jan. 1946.

WB. Drift, Jan. 1946. PB. Drift, Jan. 1944, May 1945, Jan. 1947, 1948.
Also in pools of sublittoral fringe, main reef, Nov. 1947, Jan, 1948.

Ct.aoostephaceae

CLADOSTJZPHUS A^ardh

Cladostefhus verticillatus (Light foot) Agardh. De Toni 1895, 513, Lucas
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1936, 105. Taylor £937, 135, pi. 17, f. 9-11. — In the upper sublittoral

zone within the Rocky Coast Formation, in well washed but not extremely

rough places (often sandy), all seasons. Common at RPf K, EB, MR, PB,
CIV, HB.

CUTLERIAT.ES — Cutjlkriaceae

CUTLERTA Grevillc

Cutleria MULTrKinA Grcville. Kiitzing 1859. t. 45, f. 1. De Toni 1895, 302.

Newton 1931, 197, f. 125. — AR. Sublittoral on edge of channel,

especially near Muston, Nov, 1947, Aug, 1948. On cockle hank near

Strawbrtdge Point, Jan. 1949. RP. Drift on beach, Aug. 1948. This is

mainly a late winter form, rarely seen in January. The thallus is mostly
2-3 mm. wide,

DTCTYOTALES — Dictyotaceak

Djctyoteak
DJCTYOTA Lamouroux

Dictyota apiculata J. Agardh 1894a, 67, De Toni 1895, 262. D. dichoioma
Harvey, Alg. Aus. cxs., n. 70 in part. — BH, Very low littoral, Dec. 1948-

VB. Shaded part of the large littoral pool, south side of Ellen Point, Jan.

1949.

The terminal segments of 77, apiculata are acute, not obtuse as in

D. dichoioma. The VB specimen* agree well vyith specimens of D. apiculata

in Melbourne National Herbarium; the BH specimens are very similar hut
show a slight tendency for the tetrasporangia to become aggregated into sori.

Dictyota bifukca J. Agardh 1894a, 79. De Toni 1895, 279. — MP. Upper
sublittoral, Jan. 1947, 1948. BH, Upper sublittoral, cast side, Jan. 1947.

These specimens agree well with Wilson's (cotypes?) in Melbourne National
Herbarium.

Dictyota diciiotoma (Huds,) Lamouroux. Harvey 1871, pi. 103, f. 1. I,

Agardh 1882, 92; 1894a, 67. Newton 1931, 212, f. 134. Lucas 1936, 91,

f. 51 — BIL Upper sublittoral, Oct. 1947. CC. Sublittoral fringe and
lower littoral in the sheltered inlet, Jan. 1948. CIV. Lower littoral, south
side, Jan, 1946.

var. intrtcata (Agardh) Greville. Harvey 1871, pi. 103, f. 2. Papenfuss
1944, 338. — AR. Widely distributed in the upper sublutoral throughout the

inlet, al! seasons. PB. In sandy pool, main reef, Jan. 1945. Although this

is a common alga in American River inlet, no fertile plants have yet been
collected. It agrees very well, however, with Harvey's figure and specimens
from Europe,

Dictyota diemensis Sonder in Kutzing 1859, 14, t, 34. De Toni 1895, 266.

). Agardh 1882, 97; 1894a, 69. D. naevosa. Harvev 1862. pi. 186. —
BH. Drift, Dec, 1948. WR. Drift, Jan. 1946. VB, In shaded part of the

large littoral pool, south side of Ellen Point, and drift, Jan. 1949. PB. Drift,

Jan. 1948.

These specimens agree well with the figures of Kutzing and Harvey,
although the fronds are narrower. A few specimens have ill-defined sori,

Dictyota fubceixata Agardh. J. Agardh 1848, 90; 1894a, 80. De Toni 1895,

280. Not D, furcelluta Harvey. — RP. Upper sublittoral, Jan. 1948.

BH. Upper sublittoral, Jan. 1948. This species is regularly dichotomous,

in, contrast to the more lateral branching of Pachydictyon f-urcellatum
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(D. fitrcellata at Harvey). Older parts of the thallus are typically Dictyota

in section. Our specimens agree well with some in Melbourne National

Herbarium.

Dictyota lati folia J. Agardh 1894a, 65. De Toni 1895, 261- Lucas 1936, 90.

— WB. Drift, Jan. 1946. CC Drift, Jan. 1948. VB. Drift, Tan. 1946,

1948, 1949. PB. Drift, Jan. 1944, May 1945, Jan. 1946. 1947, 1948.

An extensive range of specimens, undoubtedly belonging to the one
species, has been examined, and they show considerable variation in charac-

ters which are accepted as being of generic significance in the Dictyotaceae,

The thallus width ranges from 1 to 5 cm. f the number of dichotomies
from 1 lo 4 or 5. The small surface proliferations densely cover well

developed fronds, hut the upper parts and older fronds are often largely or

almost completely denuded. The transverse section of the thallus in most
specimens is that of Dictyota. Old parts of A3299f, however, show two
rows of internal cells, though only one in younger parts (c*f.„ Dilophus). The
tetrasporangia and sexual sori in most specimens arc scattered over the

thallus but not on the proliferations. Some specimens {e.g tJ A3299d) show
sporangia on both lhallus and proliferations, while in others (A3299a
and f) they are only on the proliferations (cf. Glossophora). Similar varia-

tions have been observed in specimens of this species in Melbourne National

Herbarium. Kiitzing (1859, 6, t. 12, f. 1) described a Dictyota lalifolia

from the Atlantic which has been relegated to a synonym of D- dichotoma
(see De Toni). As J. Agardh's D. la-tifofia was described in 1894, his name
is invalid, and if the species is to be maintained it must be renamed.

J. Agardh 1882, 94, described D. nigricans, which differs from D. lati-

fol'm J. Ag. mainly in degree of branching. Specimens of these two species

iu Melbourne National Herbarium (some were probably named by J.
Agardh) arc very doubtfully distinct. The degree of branching is variable,

and specimens under both names show the variation in cellular structure

described above. If the two species are to be combined., D. nigricans has

priority and appears to be a valid name. In showing very few dichotomies,

the Kangaroo Island specimens are of the />. lalifolia form.

Until the type specimens of £>* lafxfolia J. Ag. and D. nigricans J. Ag.

can be re-examined, in light of the above remarks, it seems best to leave the

position as it is, rather than renaming D. lalifolia J, Ag. and adding a name
to the literature which may have to be relegated to the synonym of

D. nigricans later.

Dictyota kaiucans Harvey 1854. 536; 1859, pi. 110. Kiitzing 1859, t. 36, f. 2.

J. Agardh 1882, 92; 1894a, 74. De Toni 1895. 273. Lucas 1936, 91. —
IVB. Drift, Jan. 1946. VB

t
. Drift, Jan. 1949, PB, Drift, Jan. 1944, 1948.

P/VCHYDICTYON J. Agariib

Pachydictyon FURCKI.I.ATUM (Harvcv) T. Agardh 1894a, 83. Dc Toni 1895,

282. Dictyota fttrcellata, Harvey 'lS58, pi. 38 (not D; furcellata Ag.). —
EB, Upper sublittoral, on PoHdoma, Jan. 1945, 1946. AB. Drift, Jan. 1945.

Harvey, in describing D. furcellata. recognised that some specimens show
characters intermediate between this species and P. pa.niculatum. The main
distinction lies in the wider and more robust frond of P. paniculotum. Most
specimens are quite distinct, but some intermediate forms arc very difficult to

place. Harvey doubted, whether his plant was distinct from Dictyota minus
Sunder, but from specimens of Sunder's in Melbourne National Herbarium
/), minu.i is probably idennra! with P. paniatlaluM,
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In his description Harvey referred to, and figured, "spores" which he
thought might be antheridia. A specimen of Harvey's No. 67B in Melbourne
National Herbarium shows the structures figured by Harvey. They are not

reproductive organs but intracellular thickenings. Fig, 1 shows their charac-

teristic form. I have observed similar thickenings in occasional specimens
of Dictyota dichotoma and Dilophus fastigiutus also.

Fig. 1

Intracellular inclusions in some Dictyotaceae. as seen lying m the medullary cells

(cortical cells not shown). A, In Harvey's specimen of Pachydictyon fureel!a turn.
B. In a specimen of Dictyota dichotoma, C and D, Two typical inclusions.

Paciiydicton paniculatum J. Agardh 1894a, 84. De Toni 1895, 283. De Toni

and Forti, 1923, 73, pi. 8. f. 8. Levring 1946, 218, f . 3. — BH. Upper
sublittoral, Jan. 1948, 1949. EB. Upper sublittoral, Jan. 1945. WR. Drift,

Jan. 1946.
' WB. Drift, Jan. 1945, 1946. CC, Drift, Jan. 1944, 1947, 1948.

VB. In the large littoral pool, south side of Ellen Point, and drift, probably

all year. PB. Fools of sublittoral fringe, all seasons. CIV. In rock pools,

Aug. 1948, and drift, Jan. 1946, 1947. AB. Upper sublittoral, Jan. 1947.

RP* Upper sublittoral, Jan. 1948. Probably present in all seasons in the

upper sublittoral and low rock pools within the Rocky Shore Formation.

DILOPHUS J. Agardh

Dilophus fastigtatus (Sonder) J. Agardh 1882, 107; 1894a, 92. De Toni

1895, 288. Dictyota fastigiaia Sonder 1846, 155. Harvey 1859, pi. 82. —
MR, WR, and WB, all drift, Jan. 1946. CIV. In a rock pool, south side,

Jan, 1948,

Dilophus fouosus J. Agardh 1894a, 94. De Toni 1895, 290. — BH. Drift,

Dec, 1948. MR. Drift, Jan. 1946. — J. Agardh placed D. foliosus in the

section Margiuatae, with two rows of internal cells in the median part and

four at the edges. The BH specimens show one row of internal cells and
two at the edges in the youngest parts, with the number of rows increasing

in older parts to four rows all through, the margin being very slightly if at

all thicker. In the presence of small proliferations, general form and posi-

tion of sori they closely resemble some of Wilson's specimens of D. foliosus

in Melbourne National Herbarium. Wilsons specimens also vary in number
of rows of internal cells.
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D1CTYOPTERIS Lamooronx

DiCTYOPTERrs nigricans Womersley 1949, 115, f. t> pi. 22, f. 2. — WB. Drift,

Jan 1946. VB. In pools on reefs hi the bay, Jan. 1948, drift, Jan. 1948, 1949.

PB, In pools of the sublittoral fringe and calmer parts of the reefs, all

seasons. (Previously reported in Pt. II as D. acrostichoides?)

Dictyoptkris mueixeri (Sonder) Schmidt 1938, 218. Haliseris mnellcri

Sonder 1852, 665. Harvey 1860a. pi. 180. De Toni 1895, 255. Lucas 1936,

89. f. 49a. — MR. Drift, Jan. 1946. VB. In shaded parts of large littoral

pool south side of Ellen Point, Jan. 1949. PB. Drift, Tan. 1944, 1946, 1948.

AB. Drift, Aug. 1948.

LOBOSPIRA Arcschoug

Lobospira bicuspidata Areschoug 1854, 364, Harvey 1858, pi, 34. De Toni
1895, 292, J. Agardh 1894a, 98. Lucas 1936, 93. — BH. Upper sub-

littoral, Dec. 1948. Mi?. Drift, Jan. 1946. WR, Drift, Jan. 1946. HR. In

a low rock pool. Jan. 1949. WB. Drift, Jan. 1945, 1946. VB. In large

littoral pool, south side of Ellen Point, Jan. 1947, 1949; drift, Jan. 1949.

PB. Pools of sublittoral fringe and drift, ah seasons. CIV. Drift, Jan. 1946.

ZoJSARIKAE

CHLAN1DOPHORA J. Agardh

Chlanidophora mtcrophylla (Harvey) J. Agardh 1894a, 18, t. 1, f. 3-5. Dc
Toni 1895, 238. Lucas 1936, 87.' Levring 1940, 2. Zonaria microphvila

Harvey 1862, pi. 195, — WB. Drift, Jan. 1946. VB. Drift, Jan. 1949,

PB, Drift, Jan. 1949.

POCOCKIELLA Papenfuss

Pocockiella vartegata (Latnouroux) Papenfuss 1943, 467, f. 1-14. Gymno-
sorus variegatus (Lamour). J. Agardh 1894a, 11, pi. 1, f. 1*2. De Toni
1895, 227. — MR. Drift, Jan. 1946. VB. Shaded end of pool 1, south side

of Ellen Point. Jan. 1947. PB. In pools of sublittoral fringe on reefs, Jam
1947, 1948 (as Gymnosarus in Pt. 11). RP. Drift, Jan. 1944, June 1947!

TAONIA J. Agardh

Taonia australastca J. Agardh 1894a, 30. DeToni 1895,242. Lucas 1936, 87. —
BH. Upper sublittoral, Oct. 1947, and drift, Dec. 1948. CC. Drift, Jan. 1948

These specimens agree very well with Agardh's description, and certainly

belong to Taonia, In Melbourne National Herbarium there are no specimens

of Wilson's under this name, but some labelled Taonia atomaria which are

identical with the Kangaroo Island specimens. These are probably authentic

specimens of T. ausiralasica, and had been originally referred to by Agardh
to T. atomaria, T. aitstralasica resembles T. atomaria in form, but is a much
smaller plant (4-8 cm. high).

Spatoglossum australasicmn Kutzing 1859, t. 4S, which J. Agardh doubt-

fully refers to his T. australastca, is a quite distinct plant Cotypc (and
probably type) specimens are in the Melbourne National Herbarium.

ZOKARIA Agardh

Zonauja crenata J. Agardh 1872, 48; 1894a, 13. De Toni 1895, 230. Lucas
1936, 86. — MR. Drift. Jan. 1948. VB. Drift, Ian. 1946. PB. Drift, May
1945, Jan. 1947, 1948. CW. Drift, Jan. 1947. AB. Drift, Aug. 1948.
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Zonaria DiEsrxciAXA J. Agardh 1848, 109; 1872, 46; 1894a, 13. De Toni 1895,

229. Lucas 1936, 86. Levring 1946, 216, f. 1. — SB. In littoral pools,

Jan. 1948. PB. In pools of sublittoral fringe, main reef, Dec. 1948, The
SB specimens show concentric zones of long hairs on one surface. Germinat-
ing spores had apparently become entangled m the hairs, forming numerous
young plants which appeared like proliferations.

Zonaria spiralis (J. Agardh) Papenfuss 1944, 341. Honwcostrkhus spiralis

J. Agardh 1894b, 89. De Toni 1895, 237. Lucas 1936, 86. — MR. Drift.

fan. 1948. Rock pools. Jan. 1946. HR. In rock pools. Jan. 1949. VB. Drift,

Jan. 1948, 1949; sublittoral fringe in bay, Jan. 1947. PB, In pools of sub-

littoral fringe on reefs, and drift, all seasons. CW. Lower littoral, east si*it:,

Jan. 1946.

1 am in full agreement with Papenfuss in not recognising Homoeo-
strkhus as distinct from Zonaria. The "twinning" of cortical cells in both

Z spiralis and Z. shtposa is very variable. Most specimens of Z. spiralis

arc readily distinguished from Z. suharticulula, but intermediate specimen*

with only slight spirality of the upper parts of the thallus occur, and are

difficult to place.

Zonaria stuposa R. Brown in Kutzing 1849, 564. J. Agardh 1872, 50. Uomarn-
strkhus stitposus (R. Br.) J. Agardh 1894a, 15. De Tout 1895. 236. Lucas

1936, 86, — WB. Drift, Jan. 1946. VB. Drift, Jan. 1948, 1949. PB. Drift,

Jan. 1944, 1946, 1947, 1948 (as Homoeostrkhus in Pt II, 161).

Zoxaria subarticulata ( Lamouroux ) Papenfuss 1944, 339. Z. turneriona

T. Agardh 1872, 48; 1894a, 14. De Toni 1895, 232. Lucas 1936, 86.

Z. intcrrupta, Harvey 1862, pi. 190. — MR. Drift, Jan. 1946, 1948; lower

rock pools, Jan. 1946. VB, Drift, Jan. 194S, 1949; sublittoral fringe on reefs

in hay, Jan. 1947. PB. Drift, May 1945, and sublittoral fringe on reefs, all

seasons. AB. DriftJan. 1948, Aug. 1948; low littoral, Jan, 1945, 1947, 1948.

Very variable in sue, and usually stunted when in the sublittoral fringe.

This was reported in Pt. I, as Z. tumeriana,

HETEROGENERATE — CIIORDARIALES — Mvrionemataceah
MYRIONEMA Creville

Mvktoxema strangclans Grevillc. Riitzing 1857, t 93, L 1, De Toni 1895,

399. De Toni and Forti 1923, 78. Setchell and Gardner 1925, 471, pi. 40,

f. 51. Smith 1944, 106, pi 15, f. 5. M r lcclancheri3 Harvey 1863, Syn.

No, 134, — AR. Epiphytic on Ulva lactuca, upper sublittoral on Shag Rock
in Pelican Lagoon, July 1947. Harvey recorded this species as M, leclanchert

from Georgetown, Tasmania. De Tuni and Forti also refer Harvey's speci-

mens to M. strangulans.

Corynoph lakactcae
CORYNOPHLAEA Kutzing

Corynophlaea cystophorae J, Agardh 1882, 22, t. 1, f. 1. De Toni 1895, 421.

Lucas 1936, 102. — WR. On Cystophora spartioides in the upper sublittoral,

Jan. 1946. CC. On Cystophora intermedia in sublittoral fringe, Jan. 1945.

PB. On Cystophora intermedia Jan. 1945, 1947, 1948 and Cyst, siliqito.ui,

Nov. 1947, in sublittoral fringe. Often very dense on these species of

Cystophora where aeration is high. Kuckuck (1929, 40) refers this species

to Myrwctis as M. cystophorae (J. Ag.) Kuckuck.
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Choriuriaceae

CLADOSIPHON Kiitzlng

Cladosiphon filum (Harvev) Kylin 1940, 29. Mesogloia fihtm Harvey 1854.

536. Bactrophora fihtm (Harv.) J. Agardh 1882, 24, t. 1, f. 4, De Tom
1895 409. — MR. Low littoral, west side, Jan. 1947. VB, Littoral on

reefs in bav, Jan. 1947. PB. Littoral on reefs, Jan. 1944, 1946, 1948, Nov-

1947. AB*. Littoral pools, Jan. 1945,

The thallus is usually simple or sub-simple, with a few branches from

a common base. Some MR specimens show numerous lateral "prolifera-

tions", but all grades to the simple forms occur in the same area.

Cladosiphon vermicularis (J. Agardh) Kylin 1940, 30, t. 5, L 12, Bactrophora

vermkularis J. Agardh 1882, 25. De Toni 1895, 409. — MR. Drift, Jan.

1946. CC. Mid littoral, Jan. 1948. PB. Pools on main reef, Jan., Dec. 1947.

MYRIOOLOIA Kuckuck

Myriogloia scturtjs (Harvey) Kuckuck 1929, 63 r f. 81. Kylin 1940, 12, f. 8A.

Myriocladia -sciurus Harvey 1858, pi. 58. J. Agardh 1882, 19. — WB.
Littoral on a small reef near beach, Jan. 1946,

POLYCEREA J. Agardh

Polycerea xtgrescens (Harvey) Kylin 1940, 36, f. 20A-B, t. 7, f. 16. Clado-

siphon nigrescens Harvey, Alg. Aus. exs. n. 94. Kiitzing 1859, t. 1. Kuckuck

1929, 58, f. 73, 74. Cladosiphon nigricans Harvey 1860b* 292. Polycerea

ramulosa J. Agardh 1882. 48, t 3. f. 3. — AR. Upper sublittoral on cockle

bank, Jan. 1946. BH, Drift, Jan. 1948. EB. Drift, Jan, 1946. WR. Drift,

Jan. 1946, VB. Drift, Jan. 1948, 1949, and upper sublittoral in the bay,

Jan. 1946. PB. Drift, Jan. 1947, 1948.

Polycerea zostericola (Harvey) Kylin 1940, 37, t. 7, f. 17. Cladosiphon

sostericola Harvey 1863, Syn No. 130. Kiitzing 1859, t. 1. J. Agardh 1882,

43. Kuckuck 1929, 58, f. 75. — Mi?. Drift, Jan. 1946. VB. Drift, Jan.

1949. AR. Drift, Jan. 1948,

These two species of Polycerea are very similar in habit, and both grow

on Posidonia in similar localities. The figures of Kuckuck illustrate well the

differences between them, P. nigrescens having large inflated terminal cells

on the assirailatory filaments, while P. sostericola has not, J. Agardh's

figure (1882, t. 11, f. 3a) of P. sostericola is incorrect in this respect,

TIKOCLADIA Kylin

TiNOCLADiA australis (Harvey) Kylin 1940, 34, t. 6, f. 14. Liebmannia

australis Harvey 1860b, 291. Alg. Aus. exs., Nr. 88. Eudesme australis

J. Agardh 1882, 32. — VB, Drift, Jan. 1948.

Spermatockxaceae
STILOl'SIS Kuckuck

Stilopkis harveyana Kylin 1940, 50, t. 8, f. 22. Stilophora lynghyei Harvey

Alg. Aus. exs. Nr. 65; 1863, Syn n. 118 — AR. Upper sublittoral in Pelican

Lagoon, May 1945, Kov f 1947.

S PLACIIXrDIACEAE
SPLACHNTDIUM Greviile

SFLAcriNiDiu^f rugosum (Linn.) Greville, Harvey 1858, pi. 14. Ktitzing I860,

t. 8. Lucas 1936, 83". Kylin 1940, 55. — CC Mid littoral, Jan. 1945.
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VB. Upper littoral, south side of Ellen Point, Tan. 1946. PB. Upper littoral,

Jan. 1944 (very rare). CW. Upper littoral, Jan. 1946, 1947, 1948 (common,
on granite rock).

SPOROCHNALES — Spokochnackae
SPOROCHNUS Agardh

Sporochnus harveyanus J. Agardh 1896, 32. Sporochnus comosus, Harvey
1859, pi. 104 (not C Agardh). — MR. Drift. Jan. 1946. WB. Drift,
Jan. 1946. PB. Drift, Jan. 1947, Aug. 1948 (as Sp. comosus m Ft. II,

161). Examination of a range of specimens may show Sp. harveyanus is not
distinct from Sp. comosus C Agardh.

Sporochnus radiciformis (R, Brown) Agardh, Harvey 1862, pi 225 De
Toni 1895, 382. Lucas 1936. 100. — CC. Drift, Jan. 1948. VB, Shaded
part of large littoral pool, south side of Ellen Point, Jan. 1949.

Sporochnus scoparius Harvey 1854, 535; 1862, pi. 226. De Toni 1895, 383,
Lucas 1936, 100. — WB. Drift, Jan. 1946. VB. Drift, Jan. 1948, 1949
PB. Drift, Jan. 1946, 1947. CW. Drift, Jan. 1946.

Sporochnus radkiformis and Sp. scoparius may well he forms of one
species. Sp, scoparius is a more robust plant, usually with a prominent main
stem; Sp. radkiformis is less robust, usually with several slender stems from
near the base. Harvey separated them on robustness, angle of branching
(wider in Sp. radkiformis) and form of receptacles. The slight differences
in these features are of doubtful specific distinction, depending on the age
of the plant, state of development of receptacles, and habitat.

Kittzing's species Sp. sphaerocephalus, Sp. ahovatus and Sp. crypto-
ccphahts belong to the radiciformis-scoparius complex, and are doubtfully
distinct species.

EKCYOTHALIA Harvey
Encyothaua clictoni Harvey 1859, pi. 62. De Toni 1895, 379. Lucas 1936

99, f. 55. — PB. Drift, Jan. 1944, May 1945, Jan. 1946, 1947.

BELLOTTA Harvey
Bkllotia eriophorum Harvey 1859, pi. 69; 1860b, 288, t. 187, f. 1-3. De Toni

1895, 377. Lucas 1936, 97, f. 54. — MR. Drift, Jan. 1946. WR Drift,

Jan. 1946. WB. Drift, Jan. 1946. VB. Drift. Jan. 1947, 1948, 1949.
PB. Drift, Jan. 1946, 1948, 1949,

PERITHALIA J. Agardh
Perithalja inermis (R. Brown) J. Agardh 1890, 4. De Toni 1895, 378. Lucas

1936, 100. Carpomitra inermis, Harvey 1862, pi. 238. — MR. Drift. Jan.
1946. WB. Drift, Jan. 1946. CC. Drift, Jan. 1947, VB. Drift, May 1945.
Jan. 1946, 1949. PB. Two to three feet over edge of main reef (and pro-
bably deeper), all seasons,

NEREIA Zanardini

Nereia austraus Harvey 1860b, 289, pi. 187. Stilophora ? ausfralis Harvcy
1844, 453; Alg. Aus. exs., n. 66. J. Agardh 1848, 86. — VB. Drift, Jan.
1948. PB. Drift, Jan. 1948,

CARPOMITRA Ktitzing

Carpomitra costata Batters. Newton 1931, 137, f. 84. C. cabrerae Kiitzing
1849, 569; 1859, t. 89, f. L Harvey 1871, pi. 14. — CW. Drift, Jan. 1946.
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DICTYOSIPHONAT.ES — Pukctariaceae

ASPEROCOCCUS Lamouroux

Asperococcus bullosus Lamouroux. De Toni 1895, 493. Newton 1931, 172,

L 107. Lucas 1936, 104. Kylin 1947, 75, t. 11, f. 38. A. lumen, Harvey

1871, pi. 11 ; 1863, Syn. n. 119. — AR. In the upper sublittoral throughout

the inlet, usually epiphytic on Posidonia, all seasons. In summer the plants

arc 2-5 cm. high, increasing in size in late winter (Aug.-Nov.) to* up to

60 cm. high and 10 cm. wide, and then becoming very common in the

Posidonia beds. MR. Drift, Jan. 1946. AB. Drift, Jan. 1948.

COLPOMENJA Derbes and Sober

Colfomenia sjnuosa (Roth) Derbes and Sober. De Toni 1895, 489. Setchell

and Gardner 1925, 539, pi 45, f. 82-86. Lucas 1936, 103, Smith 1944, 128.

pi. 20, f. 1. A. sintwsus, Harvey 1863, Syn. N. 120. — AR. Upper sub-

littoral in the lagoons, mainly winter (Aug.-Nov.), with small plants on the

buoys most of the year. EB. Lower littoral on rocks, Jan. 1945. MR. Lower

littoral, Jan. 1947," WR. Drift, Jan. 1946. PB. In die sublittoral fringe and

littoral on reefs, Jan., Aug. 1948 r

HYDROCLATHRUS Bory

Hydroclathkus clathratus Bory. Setchell and Gardner 1925, 543, 77. can-

cellatus, Harvey 1859, pi. 98. De Toni 1895, 490. Lucas 1936, 103. —
AR. On red buoy, Dec' 1948. EB. Drift, Jan. 1946, MR. Drift, Jan. 1946,

AB. Drift, Jan. 1948.

SCYTOSIPKON Agardh

Scytosipuon LOMEKTARiA (Lyngbye) J. Agardh. Dc Toni 1895, 485. Setchell

and Gardner 1925, 531, pi. 44, f. 72, 74. Newton 1931, 178, f. 111. Lucas

1936, 103. Smith 1944, 129, ph 19, f. 1. — AH. On Posklovia, upper sub-

littoral, and on the buoys, winter (July-Nov.). MR. In rock pools. Jan. 1946.

PB„ In pools and on rock in rear littoral, Jan. 1944, May 1945, Sept. 1946,

Nov. 1947.

LAMINARIALES — Lrssonjaceae

MACROCYST1S Agardh

Macrocystts pyrifera (Linn.) Agardh. Dc Tom 1895, 372. Setchell and

Gardner 1925, 627, pi. 64, 65. Lucas 1936, 95. f. 53. Smith 1944, 144,

pl. 31, f. 3-4- —i PB. Drift, Jan. 1944. Several fragments which may have

drifted from some distance away. No beds exist along the coast as far as

is known.

Alariaceae
ECKXONTA Horneman

Ecklonia sadiata (Agardh) J. Agardh. De Toni 1895, 354. Lucas 1936, 95,

f. 52. Papenfuss 1944, 341. — MR. Upper sublittoral. CC\ Sublittoral

fringe in sheltered inlet and more exposed parts. Sou*-West River mouth.

Dec, 1934 (Cleland and Black). VB. Drift. PB. In the sublittoral fringe

on reefs, occasional. CW. Upper sublittoral, east side, occasional. RP,

Upper sublittoral, common. Present in all seasons in all localities.

Papenfuss (1940, 210) considers that E. blruncinala (Bory) Pap t)

(E. exasperate (Turner) J. Agardh) and E. richardiana}, Ag. are spccifically

distinct from E. radiata, being separated on form and presence of marginal

and surface spines. Degree of spininess and form are, however, both very

variable features, depending on habitat, and in South Australia all the above

specks must be combined. At Cape Coudie, in a small inlet (50 metres long
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by 5-10 metres wide), relatively sheltered at the inner end and exposed at
the outside, gradations in spinmess and form are found. Sheltered plants
are simple, consisting of a main elongate lamina with small marginal out-
growths, but no spines- In rougher parts a few marginal spines appear, and
in the rough condtiions at the end of the channel spines densely cover the
surface and edges, the plants being dense and stout.

These variations can only be regarded as ecological forms of the one
species, and in view of the gradations between them it seems useless to give
them even varietal names. Stephenson (1£48, 284) has come to a similar
belief concerning the South African forms of this species. I suspect that
E, lancilaba Sonder is only another form of E. radiata.

CYCLOSPORAE — FUCALES — Notheiaceak
HORMOSIKA Etullichcr

Hormosjra banksii (Turner) Decaisne. Harvey 1860a, pi, 135. De Toni 1895,
187. Lucas 1936, 80. Osborn 1948, 47-71. — AR. Lower littoral through-
out the inlet. BH. Lower littoral. MR and WR. Low rock pools. VB,
Lower littoral on reefs in bay. PB. Lower littoral on reefs. RP. Lower
littoral. Present In all seasons and likely to be found anywhere around the
island except in very rough places on steep rock. H. banksii shows a variety
of ecological forms. On the whole each form is characteristic of a particular
habitat, but gradations between them occur in intermediate habitats. The
following forms occur around Kangaroo Island.

f. labUlaydicri (Bory) Harvey. American River Inlet.

f. sieberi (Bory) Harvey. Pools and reefs on north-west and south
coasts,

f. punvila Sonder (in Kiitzing I860, t 4, f. 2). Rocky Point and Ballast
Head.

NOTHEIA Bailey and Harvey

Notheia anomajla Bailey and Harvey. Harvey 1862, pi. 213. De Toni 1895,
224. Lucas 1936, 82, f. 48. — VB. On Hormosira banksii on reefs in bay.
PB. On H. banksii on reefs. All seasons. Notheia is usually parasitic on
Ilormosira banksii, but has only been found on f . sicberi on reefs on the south
coast, where wave action is strong-.

FUCACEAE
MYRIODESMA Decaisne

Myriodesma integbifolia Harvey 1860b, 286, pi. 186. T- Agardh 1890, 6;
1894b, 92. De Toni 1895, 191. Lucas 1936, 79, f . 47/ — VB, Drift. Jan
1948, 1949. PB. Drift, Jan. 1948.

MYRiODiiSMA latifolia Harvey var. dukiuscula J. Agardh. Harvey 1858,
pi. 24 (for species). J. Agardh 1894b, 92," De Toni 1895, 192. —
CC. Drift, Jan. 1948. VB, In shaded parts of large rock pools, south side
of Ellen Point, Jan, 1945, 1949.

Myriodksma QUERcrFOLiira (Bory) J. Agardh 1848, 192; 1890, 7; 1894b, 93.
De Toni 1895, 193. — South

F

-West River mouth. Drift, Ian. 1945.
VB, Drift, Jan. 1948, 1949. PB. Drift, 1944, 1946, 1947, Dec" 1948 (as
M, calophyllum in Pt. II, 161). J. Agardh (1894b, 94) described M. calo-
phythtm from Port Phillip (J. B. Wilson), differing from qnercifoiium in
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having an entire (not spinous) margin. The Kangaroo Island specimens

are mostly entire, sometimes with one or two small marginal spines. Most

of the specimens in Melbourne National Herbarium under M. quercifol'umi

and Jlf, calophyltum are entire, some with a few marginal spines.
^

Without

examining the type material, together with a range of specimens, it is difficult

to judge whether these two species are distinct or not, but I suspect they are

not. M. querafolium has been recorded generally in the Southern Austra-

lian region, and the type locality is somewhere in this region. Should

M. calophyllum prove to be distinct from NL quercifolhwi, the Kangaroo

Island specimens will probably belong to the former-

SCYTOTHALIA Greville

Scytothalia DOHYCAttPA (Turner) Greville. Harvey 1858, pi. 9. De Toni 1895.,

132. Lucas 1936, 69. f. 42, — WR, Drift, Jan. 1946. Sou'-West River

mouth. Drift, Jan. 1945. VB. In shaded part of the large littoral pool,

south side of Ellen Point, Dec. 1945, Jan. 1948, and drift. May 1945, Jan.

1949. PH. Sublittoral fringe on reefs, all seasons.

SEIROCOCCUS Greville

Seieococcus axillaris (Turner) Greville. Harvey 1858, pi. 4. De Toni 1895,

131, Lucas 1936, 68, f. 41, — MR. Drift, Jan. 1946. PB. Drift, Jan.

1946, 1948, June 1947. OF. Drift, Jan. 1946.

XlPllOFHORA Montague

Xiphophora chokorophylla (R. Brown) Montagne var. MINUS J. Agardh.

Dc Toni 1895, 213. Heine 1932, 558, pi. 17, f. 2, 3. Lucas 1936 ,
81. —

MR, WR> CW and AB. Growing in patches in the upper sublittoral, pro-

bably all seasons. PB. Small patches in the Cy^fora-coralline association

on the main reef, all seasons.

This species was at first confused with Acrotylus australis (see correction

in Tt II). It grows to 8 or 12 cm, high, and has rarely been found fertile.

Kangaroo Island is probably the extreme west of the geographic range of

var. minus.
Cystoseiraceae

CARPOGLOSSUM Kutzing

Cakpoglossum confluens (R- Brown) Kutzing. Harvey 1860a. pi. 159. De
Toni 1895, 182. Lucas 1936, 78, I 46. — MR. Drift, Jan. 1946. WB.
Drift, Jan, 1946. VB, Drift, May 1945, Jan. 1948, 1949. PB. Drift, Jan,

1944, May 1945, Jan. 1948. Only found in the subliiloral.

CYSTOPHORA J. Agardh

Some authors have used the generic name Bhssi'z'illea Decaisne. Cystophora

J. Agardh appears in the "Nomina Generiea conservauda proposita" of the

1935 edition of the International Rules, and it is to be hoped this well-known

name will be adopted at the next Botanical Congress.

Cystophora botryocystis Sonder 1852, 670. Harvey 1858, pi. 56. Dc Tom
1895, 144. Lucas 1936, 72. — RP. Drift on beach near AR Inlet, Jan.

1944, May 1945, June 1947, Aug. 1948 (probably growing in several meters

in Eastern Cove). EB. Drift, Jan. 1946.

Cvstophora bkownji (Turner) J. Agardh. Harvey 1860a, pi. 169. De
Toni 1895, 146. Lucas 1936, 73. — MR. In littoral pools and upper

sublittoral, Jan. 1946, 1948. VB. In large littoral pool, south side of Kllen
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Point, all seasons, PB. In littoral pools on a reef, Jan. 1947, and drift.

June 1947

Cystophora cefiialornithos (Labilladicre) J. Agardh. Harvey 1859, pi. 116.

De Toni 1895, 138. Lucas 1936, 70. — AR. Upper sublittoral at head of

lagoons, Jan. 1948 (probably all seasons), and drift near American River
jetty, June 1947. Not common. Jr. Drift, Jan. 1944, 1945.

Cystophora dtjmosa (Greville) J. Agardh 1870, 444. De Toni 1895, 142.

Blossevillea dumosa, Kiitzing 1860, L 73, i. 1. — VB. Drift, May 1945.

Jan. 1946. PB. Drift, all seasons.

Cystophora grevillet (Agardh) J. Agardh. Harvey 1862, pi. 183. De Toni
1895, 144. Lucas 1936, 73. — MR. Drift, Jan. 1946. VB. Drift, May
1945, Jan. 1946. PB. Drift, Tan. 1944, April 1947, Dec. 1948. RPm Drift,

June 1947.

Cystophora intermedia J. Agardh 1897, 102. — In the sublittoral fringe

throughout the Exposed Rocky Coast Formation, all seasons (see Ft I),

Cystophora monilifera L Agardh 1848, 241. Harvey I863t pi. 245. Dc Toni

1895, 146. Lucas 1936, 73. — EB, MR, IVR, WB, CC, VB, PB, CW, AB,
all drift from sublittoral, all seasons. Widely distributed in the sublittoral

around the island. Rarely on rock in the channel at AR inlet.

CYSTornoRA paniculata (Turner) J. Agardh. Harvey 1863, pi. 247. De Toni

1895, 149. Lucas 1936, 74. — WR, MR, and CC. Drift. VB. Drift and
in the large littoral pool, south side of Ellen Point. PB. In the Cystoplwra-
co-ralline and sublittoral fringe associations on reefs, and sublittoral. CW.
Drift. All seasons in all localities.

Cystophora pectinata (Greville and Agardh) J. Agardh. De Toni 1895, 139.

Lucas 1936, 71. Blossevillea pectinata, Kutzing 1860, t. 74, £ 2, — WR,
Drift, Jan. 1946. CC. Drift, Jan. 1948. PB. Drift, May 1945, Jan. 1946.

1948. Restricted to the sublittoral.

Cystophora platylobitjm (Mertens) T. Agardh. De Toni 1895, 138. Lucas
1936, 71. Cystophora hallu Harvey 1855, 214. pi, 108. — MR. Drift, Ian,

1946, 1948. CC. Drift, Jan. 1948. Sou'-West River mouth, Dec. 1934
(Cleland and Black). VB. Drift, Mav 1945, Jan. 1946, 1948, 1949. PB.
Drift, Jan. 1944, May 1945, April 1947, Jan. 1948. CW. Drift, Jan. 1946.

1948. Restricted to sublittoral.

Cystophora poi.ycystidka Areschoug in J. Agardh 1848, 240. De Toni 1895,
148. Lucas 1936, 74. Widely distributed in the upper sublittoral within the

Sheltered Rocky Coast Subformation, all seasons. Also in very sheltered

pools at PB and CIV, all seasons.

Cystophora racemosa Harvey. Alg. Aus. Exs. n. 5. J. Agardh 1870, 441. Dc
Toni 1895, 140. Lucas 1936, 71. Blossevillea racemosa, Kutzing I860, t. S5,

f. 1. — PB. Drift. Sept. 1946, June 1947.

Cystophora retorta (Mertens) J. Agardh 1848, 243 ; 1870, 443. De Torn 1895,
141. Lucas 1936, 72. — VB. Drift. Jan. 1948. PB. Drift, Mav 1945, Jkfly

1947, Jan. 1948.

Cystophora siliquosa J. Agardh 1870, 445. De Toni 1895, 143. Lucas 1936,
72 — In the upper sublittoral and in low, large littoral pools throughout the

Rocky Shore Formation. Common on reefs on the south coast. All seasons.
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Cystophora sfartioides (Turner) J. Agardh. Harvey 1859, pi, 76, De Toni

1895. 145. Lucas 1936, 73. — EB and MR. Upper sublittoral, Jan. 1946.

VB. In the large littoral pool, south side of Ellen Point, and sublittoral in

bay, Jan. 1946, 1947. PB. In pools on the sublittoral fringe, all seasons.

CW. Upper sublittoral, east side, Tan. 1946, 1947. AB, Upper sublittoral,

Jan. 1947.

Cystophora subfarcinata (Mertens) J. Agardh 1848, 240. De Toni 1895,

147. Lucas 1936, 74. — Widely distributed in the upper sublittoral and

low littoral pools within the Rocky Coast Formation. Very common on

south coast reefs. All seasons. The north coast form (MR to AB) bears

vesicles-

Cystofhoka uvifera (Agardh) J. Agardh. Harvey 1860a, pi. 175, De Toni

1895, 137. Lucas 1936, 70. — Soutlr-West River mouth, Dec, 1934

(Qeland and Black). VB, Littoral on reefs in bay, all seasons, PB. Littoral

on reefs and occasionally drift from deeper water, all seasons. The seasonal

variation in vesicle formation at PB has been described previously (Ft. II,

154). AB. Drift, Aug. 1948. This species probably occurs on all the reefs

along the south coast.

CYSTOPHYLLUM J. Agardh

Cvstophyllum mukicatum (Turner) J. Agardh 1848, 231. De Toni 1895, 154.

Lucas 1936, 74. — AR. Occasional in the upper sublittoral, mainly near the

channel edge. K, Drift. EB, WR and MR. Upper sublittoral. PB. Littoral

pool association on reefs. RP. Low littoral. All seasons in all localities

Widely distributed in the Sheltered Rocky Coast Formation.

SARGASSUM
Sargassum btforme Sondcr. J. Agardh 1889, 75, pi. 23, f. 3. De Toni 1895, 34.

Lucas, 1936 ? 67. — AN. Sublittoral and upper sublittoral on rock along chan-

nel, occasional, all seasons. Also cast up (from Eastern Cove), Mav 1945,

Sept 1946.

Sargassum bracteolosum J. Agardh 1889, 67, p!. 4, pi, 19, f. 2. De Toni 1895,

28. Lucas 1936, 66, — WR. Upper sublittoral, Jan. 1946, Sou'-West River

mouth, Dec. 1934 (Cleland and Black) and drift, Jan. 1945. VB. Upper
sublittoral at the end of Ellen Point and in the large littoral pool, south side

of Ellen Point, Jan. 1946. DB, Sublittoral fringe on reefs, Jan. 1947.

PB, Sublittoral fringe on reefs and sublittoral, all seasons.

Sargassum cristatum J. Agardh 1889, 84, t. 25, f. 5. De Toni 1895, 44. Lucas
1936. 67. — EB. Drift, Jan. 1946. PB. Drift, Jan. 1944, 1945, April 1947,

Dec. 1948.

Sargassum lacerifoltum (Turner) Agardh. Harvey 1862, pi, 208, ]. Agardh
1889, 74. t. 23, f. 2. De Toni 1895, 34. Lucas 1936, 66. — PB. Drift, April

1947, July 1947, Dec. 1948.

Sargassum merrifieldit J. Agardh 1889, 115, pi. 30, f. 4. De Toni 1895, 96.

Lucas 1936, 68. — BH. Upper sublittoral, Oct. 1947, Dec. 1948. The species

is somewhat variable in form but agrees well with J, Agardh's description

and figures.

Sargassum muriculatiim J. Agardh 1872, 58; 1889. 44, pi, 14, i 2. De Toni

1895, 10. Lucas 1936, 63. — MR. Drift, Jan, 1946. VB. In the large littoral

pool, south side of Ellen Point, Dec. 1945, Jan. 1949. PB. Littoral on reefs,
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all seasons. (Seasonal variation described in Pt. II, lSS.) CIV. In rock

pools, south side, Aug. 1948. RP. Drift, June 1947, Aug. 1948,

Sargassum sonderi J. Agardh 1889, 44, pi. 14, f. 1-2. De Toni 1895, 10. Lucas

1936> 63. Cystaphora sonderi, Harvey 1863, pi 243. — PB. Drift, May 1945.

Sargassum: TRiciiornYLi-UM J. Agardh 1889, 52, pi. 17. De Toni 1895, 16.

Lucas 1936, 64. — AR. Drift (probably from Eastern Cove), June 1947.

PB. Drift, all seasons.

Sargassum vartans Sender. J. Agardh 1889, 49, pi. 16. f. 1-8. De Toni 1895,

14. Lucas 1936, 64, — MR. Upper sublittoral, Jan. 1946. PB. Drift Mav
1945, Sept. 1946, April, July 1947.

SCAEERIA GreviUe

Scaberia agaudhti Greville. Harvey 1860a. pi. 164. De Toni 1895, pi. 179.

Lucas 1936, 76. — EB> Upper sublittoral. VB and PB. Drift. RP. Upper
sublittoral. Common, all seasons. Scaberia rugitlosa J. Agardh is only a

slenderer form of this species.

RHODOPHYTA
BANGIOIDEAE — BANGIALES — Banciaceae

BANGIA Lyngbye

Bangia fuscopurpurka (Dillwvn) Lyngbve, Dc Toni 1897, 1L Newton 1931,

238, f. 145. Taylor 1937, 218, pi. 28, L 10-12. Lucas and Perrin 1947, 125.

f_ 4. _ AR. On black buoy, Sept. 1946, Jan. 1947. CIV. At the edge of

exposed rock pools, south side, Aug. 1948. This seems to be mainly a winter

form, and has usually disappeared at American River by January.

PORPHYRA C. Agardh

Porphyra tjmbilicalis (Linnaeus') T. Agardh. Newton 1931, 240, L 146.

Taylor 1937, 221, pi. 30, L 1-3. Lucas and Perrin 1947, 125, & 5, 6. Wiklc-

manis mnbilicalis (L.) De Toni 1897, 20. — AR. Upper littoral on Shag

Rock and Pig Island (probably elsewhere in the lagoons), Sept 1946, July

and Nov. 1947. — CW. Upper littoral, south side, Aug 1948. This is a

winter form, occurring in American River inlet from June to early November.

FLORIDEAE — NEMALIONALES — Acrochaetiaceae
ACROCIIAET1UM Naegeli

Acrochaetium botryocarpum (Harvey) T. Agardh 1876, 10, Papenfuss 1945,

313. CaH'tthamnion botryocarpnm Harvey 1854, 563. — PB. Drift, on
Polyceria nicfrescens, Jan. 1948.

Bonnemaisoniaceae
ASPARAGOPSIS Montagne

Asparagopsis armata Harvey 1854, 544: 1862, pi 192. De Toni 1900, 772.

Peldmann 1942, 82, 102, 109. Lucas and Perrin 1947, 244. — BH. Upper
sublittoral, Oct. 1947. WB. Drift, Jan. 1946. PB. Drift, Jan. 1944, Mav
1945, Jan, 1948.

Feldmann has presented evidence, based on culture experiments and
morphology, that Falkenbergia (Rhodomelaceae) is the terasporic phase of

Asparagopsis armata. Falkenbergia has not yet been found around Kangaroo
Island.
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Asparagopsis taxiformis (Delile) Collins and Hervey. Feldmann 1942
;

81,

Asparagopsis sanfordiana Harvey 1858, pi 6. Dc Toni 1900, 771. — North

coast ("no details). This single specimen in the Adelaide University Her-

barium agrees with others from Port Willunga, in Gulf St. Vincent, which

are referable to A, sanfordiana Harvey. Feldman and others consider this

species identical with A. taxiformis, any differences being due to the habitat,

BONKEMAISOKIA C Agardh

Eonkematsonia asparagoides (Woodward) Agardh var. hypnoides Reinbold.

De Toni 1900, 768. Newton 1931, 269, fig. 164. Reinbold 1899, 47 (for

variety). Lucas and Perrin 1947, 243. — PB. Drift, Aug. 1948. A single

specimen, identical with a cotype of Reinbold's var. hypnokhs in Adelaide

University Herbarium, and which seems to agree closely with figures of

B. asparagoides.

DELISEA EarnoUioux

Deusea ttypneoides Harvey 1860a. pi. 134. De Toni 1900, 761. Lucas and

Perrin 1947, 241. — SB. Drift, Jan. 1948. WR, MR and WB r all drift,

fan. 1946. CC. Drift, Jan. 1947, 1948. VB, Drift, Jan. 1944, 1946, 1948,

"1949. PB. Drift, Jan. 1944, 1946, 1947. These specimens are rather denser

than Harvey's figure, and were reported as D, elegans in Pt. I, 244.

Deusea pulchba (Greville) Montague. Harvey 1858, pi. 16. De Tom 1900,

763. Lucas and Perrin 1947, 241. — WR, Drift, Jan. 1946. WB. Drift

Jan. 1945, 1946. PB. Drift, Jan. 1947.

Helm int iiocxadiaceae

LIAGORA Lamoiiroux

Liagora hakveyana Zeh 1913> 270. De Tom 1924, 92. Lucas and Perrin 1947,

134, Liagora viscida, Harvey Alg. Aus. exs. n. 348B; 1863, Syn n,, 477. —
PB. Littoral and sublittoral fringe on reefs, all seasons but variable in

occurrence. CW. In a rock pool, south side, Jan. L948.

Liagora wilsoniana Zeh 1913, 269. De Toni 1924, 94. Lucas and Perrin 1947,

134. — PB. Littoral, on sloping rock, Jan. 1948. No authentic specimens

are available for comparison, but the specimens agree very well with Zeh's

description.

NEMALION Targioni-Tozzelti

Nemalion liwu-UiNTHOiDES (Velley ) Batters. Cotton 1912, 133. Newton 1931,

256. Lucas and Perrin 1947, 131, f, 7. N. hibricum Duby. Smith 1944f 186,

pi. 41, f. 5. — Alt Mid littoral on a post on Strawbridge Point, Jan. 1949.

BH. Mid and lower littoral, Jan., Dec. 1948. MR. Mid littoral, Jan. 1946,

1947, 194S. PB. Sublittoral fringe, main reef, rare, Jan. 1947. In form

this species ranges from plants with a few simple branches from a common
base to ones dichotomously or even proliferously branched many times, (see

fig. 2). These latter dichotomous forms are included by most authors under

N. multifidmn (Weber and Mohr) j. Agardh, but such a great variation in

degree of branching is found, even in the same situation, that only one species

can be maintained around Kangaroo Island. Some of the. forms found in

one colony at Ballast Head arc shown in fig. 2. The Middle "River specimens

arc usually rather simple, those at Pennington Bay with numerous branches-

Cotton also found difficulty in separating" N. hchninthoides and N. multi-
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fidium at Clare Island, Ireland, and suggested they may be forms of the one
species. N. helminthoides has priority as a specific name over N. mulHfidum
if they are to be united.

May 1945, 122, recorded iV. multifidum from New South Wales, noting
that there were few branches in her specimens. I have seen plants of
Nemotion at Harbord, N.S.W., which show very simple thalli, which are best

referred to N. helminthoides.

Fig 2

The range of form in Nemalion helminthoides on Kangaroo Island. A. A typical

specimen from the coast at Middle River. B, C, D, F, Specimens from Ballast

Head, The form shown in A also occurs here. E. A specimen from Pennington

Bay. Approx. | natural size.
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Chaetangiaceae
GLOTOPHLOEA J. Agardh

Gloiopuuoea scinaioides j. Agardh. DeToni 1897, 107. Setehell 1914a. 112.

Scinaia furcellata, Harvey 1863, Syn. n. 458; Alg. Aus. Exs. n. 348. —
MR. Drift, Jan. 1946. VB. Drift, Jan. 1948. PB. Drift, Dec. 1948.

GALAXAURA Lamotiroiix

Galaxauka spathueata Kjellman 1900, 74, t 12, f. 5-12; t, 20, f. 35. De Torn

1924, 132. — PB. Drift, Jan. 1946 These specimens agree well with Kjell-

man's description and figures of G. spaihuluta. The Australian species which

Kjellman described need re-examining with abundant material, as Howe
(1918, 191) has shown that tctrasporic and sexual individuals of the same

species may differ considerably in their anatomy and have been placed in

different groups as distinct species by Kjellman, The Kangaroo Island

specimens are sterile. In Pt. II, 161, they were reported as Brachycladia

maryinata,

GEUD1ALES — Gelidiaceae

GELIDIUM Lamouroux

GEUDrtra australe J. Agafdh 1876, 550. De Toni 1897, 153, Lucas and Pcrrin

1947^ 143. _ M$L Drift, Jan. 1946. VB. In shaded parts of the large littoral

pool, south side of Ellen Point, Jan. 1946, 1947, 1948, 1949 and drift, Jan,

1948. PB. In the sublittoral fringe and to half a meter over edge of the reef,

all seasons.

GeUdium pustixum (Stackhouse) Le Jplis, De Toni 1897, 147. Dawson 1944,

258. Acrorarpus pusiUus, Kiitzing 1868, t. 37. — AR. Upper littoral in

shaded parts of low cliffs, occasionally in the lower littoral, throughout the

inlet, all seasons. EB. Lower littoral, in a detise mat, all seasons. MR. In

Hormosira-Cystophora pools (sometimes heavily epiphytic on the mollusc

Neothais texiiliosa), Jan. 1946. WB. Littoral on reef near beach, Jan. 1945,

1946. VB. Lower littoral, north side of Ellen Point, Jan. 1948, and in

pool 1, south side of Ellen Point, Jan. 1946. PB. Rear littoral j on sloping

and vertical rock, all seasons, CW. Mid littoral, south side, Jan. 1946. RP.
Lower littoral, all seasons.

Original determination by Miss V. May. This plant shows considerable

ecological variation. At AR and RP it forms dense entangled mats, to

1 cm. thick; at PB it forms a thin mat on shaded rock, but when growing

in pools may reach a height of 2 cm., with less branched, rather tufted fronds.

PTEROCLADIA J. Agardh

Pteroct.awa CArn-LACEA (Gmelin) Bornet and Thuret De Toni 1897* 162.

Moore 1945, 336, pi. 45, f. 1-4, pi. 46. — BH. Upper sublittoral, Jan. 1948.

CC. Lower littoral in sheltered inlet. Jan, 1948. CIV. In a rock pool, south

side, Oct. 1948. RP. Upper sublittoral, Jan. 1947.

Pterocladia lucida (R. Brown) J. Agardh, De Toni 1897, 162. Moore 1945,

338, pi. 45, i 5-10; pi. 47, 48, 49, Lucas and Perrin 1947, 144, f. 19. —
VB. Drift, Tan. 1949. PB, Sublittoral fringe, main reef, rare, Jan. 1948.

CW. Drift, Jan. 1946. AB. Drift, Aug. 1948.

CRYPTONEM1ALES — Dttmootiaceae

DASYPHJLOKA Montagnc

Dasyfhloea tasmanica Harvey 1859, pi. 115. De Toni 1905, 1,629. Lucas

and Perrin 1947, 384, f, 193. Nkzopliloea tasmanica (Uarvey) J. Agardh

1876, 256. — PB. Drift, Jan. 1948.



Rhizofhyixidaceae
RHODOPELTIS Harvey

Rhodopeltis australis (Sender) Schmitz. Harvey 1863, pi. 264. De Tom
1905, 1,671. Amphiroa australis Sender 1846, 188. Harvev 1859, p!. 77. —
CC. Drift, Jan. 1947.

The position of this algae is uncertain. Sonder first described it as

Amphiroa australis, and later Harvey (1863, pi. 264) figured the fertile areas

as an epiphyte which he called Rhodopeltis australis. W. van Bossc (1904,
104) later renamed it Litharthron austraUs on vegetative features. Yamada
(1931b, 75) has described a second species of Rhodapchis, with similar fertile

areas (nemathecia) on the thallus segments.

Squamariaceae
ETHELIA W. v. Bosse

Ethelta australis (Sunder) W. v. Basse. W. v. Bosse 1921, 300. Dc Toni
1924, 594. Peyssonnelia australis Sonder, Harvev 1859, pi. 81. Lucas and
Perrin 1947, 388, f. 196. ~ WB. Drift, Jan. 1946. Reported in Ft II,

p. 161, as Peyssonnclia australis.

PEYSSONNELIA Pccaisnc

Peyssonnelia gunniana J. Agardh 1876, 387. De Toni 1905, 1,698, W. v.

Bosse 1921, 272. P. rubra, Harvev, Alg. Aus. exs, n. 327. — AR, Upper
sublittoral near Muston, Jan. 1946, July 1947, Jan. 1948. BH, Upper sub-
littoral, Oct. 1947. PB. Tn a shaded pool, rear littoral, Jan.. 1947.

Corallinacfae — Cokaujneae
AMPHIROA Lamouroux

Amphiroa ancefs (Lamarck) Decaisne. Harvey 1847, 98, pi. 37. De Toni
1905, 1,815. W. v. Bosse 1904, 93, pi. 16, L 6-8. — CC. Sublittoral fringe.

Jan. 1948. South Coast. Winter 1939, coll. J. Cork.

CORALL1NA Linnaeus

Corallina cuvieri Lamouroux. Harvev 1847, 106. De Toni 1905, 1,848.

Manza 1940, 279. Lucas and Perrin 1947, 399. — MR, WR, CC and VB.
Lower littoral and drift. PB, Cystophara-corallinc association, sublittoral

fringe and deeper pools. CW and AB. T.ower littoral and drift. Present in

all seasons, and common, though often stunted in the lower littoral through-
out the Rocky Shore Formation.

This is a very variable species* especially in the development of slender

lateral ramclli which arise from the main stems. The articulations of the

main stem are relatively constant in shape and size and provide a good
specific character.

The following forms are included under t\ cuvieri by De Toni; Jania
granifcra Sonder, Cor. crispaia Lamx., Cor. gracilis Lamx.?, /. sulndata
Sonder. In addition the following are probably only forms of C. cuvieri:

Jania rosea Dene (Harvey 1847, 105, pi. 40), Cor/calliptcra Kiitz. ( 1858,
t. 72a-b), Cor. plmnifera Kiitz (1858, i\ 71 c-d) and probably Cor. claviaCra
Kutz. (1858, t. 75) and Cor. frichocarpa Kiitz. (1858, t. 74) (although Lev-
ring 1946, 221 considers it distinct). Possibly Cor. dcmtdala Sonder in Kiitz.

1858 t t. 72, is only another denuded form.

Most Kangaroo Island specimens belong to var. crispata (Lamx*.

)

Areschoug, This is a short stunted form, due to strong wave action, and
grades into other forms in different habitats.
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Coraluna t-Enormandtana Grunow. De Toni 1905, 1,851. Lucas and Perrin

1947, 400. Corattina'i nana Lenormand, Harvey 1863, Syn. n. 346.: Alg.

Aus. exs, n, 452. — VB. On Cystophora subfaranata in the large littoral

pool] south side of Ellen Point, Jan. 1946, 1949. PB. On Cystophora dumosa t

drift, Dec. 1948. These specimens are identical with Harvey's No. 452 in

Melbourne National Herbarium.

Coraixika officinalis Linnaeus. De Toni 1905, 1,840. Newton 1931, 313.

Taylor 1937, 271, pi. 36, f. 1-5. Manza 1940. 275. — CW> In a shaded rock

pool, south side, Aug. 1948.

Coraixina pilifera Lamouroux. Kiitzing 1S58, t. 74c-d. De Toni 1905, 1,848.

Manza 1940, 280. Lucas and Perrin 1947, 400. — PB. Drift, Jan. 1948.

South Coast. Winter 1939, coll. J. Cork.

JAN1A Lamouroux

Janta fastigiata Harvey 1863, pi. 251. De Toni 1905, 1,854. Lucas and Perrin

1947, 397, L 201. — WR. Lower littoral, Jan. 1946. PB. Epiphytic on

Cystophora sithfarcimia, C, paniculata, occasionally on C siliquosa and on

rock in the sublittoral fringe and especially in the Cystophara-corsllim asso-

ciation, all seasons. CW. On Cystophora subfarciiuita and Cladostephus

vertkillatus, upper sublittoral, Jan. 1946, 1947, AD. Low littoral, on Cysto-

phora subfarcinata t Jan. 1947.

Jania mtcrarthrodia Larnouroux. De Toni 1905, 1,855. Lucas and Perrin

1947, 397. /. tenuissinia Sondcr and /. anU'nnina Kiitzing in Sonder 1846,

186. — AR. Upper sublittoral, on Posidonia, especially near and just out-

side mouth of the inlet, Aug. 1948. K. Drift, Jan. 1948."

Jania natalensis Harvey 1847, 107. Kiitzing 1858, t. 79, 1L De Toni 1905,

1,856. — RP. Lower littoral, Jan, 1948. AR. Upper sublittoral on Pig

Island, occasional, Jan. 1947, Dec. 1948. These specimens agree very well

with Kutzing's figures and Harvey's description.

METAGONIOLITHON \V\ v. Bosse

Metagoniolitiion charoides (Lamouroux) W. v. Bosse 1904, 102. Manza
1940, 310. Amphiroa charoides, Harvey 1847, 96, pi. 39. Lucas and Perrin

1947, 394. — MR. Drift, Jan. 1946, 1948. CC, Drift, Jan. 1947, and lower

littoral, Jan. 1948. PB. Sublittoral fringe and deeper pools on reefs, all

seasons. CW. Upper sublittoral, Jan. 1947. AB. Upper sublittoral, Jan. 1945,

1947, Aug. 1948.

Metaconiouthon gracile (Harvey) Yendo. Manza 1940, 311. Amphiroa
gracilis Harvey 1862, pi. 231. De Toni 1905, 1809. Lucas and Perrin 1947,

394. — K. Drift, Jan. 1948.

Metagoniouthon stelligera (Lamarck) W. v. Bosse 1904, 103, pi. 15, f, 9, 13.

Manza 1940, 31 L Amphiroa stelligera, Harvev 1862, pi. 230. Lucas and

Perrin 1947. 394, f. 199. — MR. Drift, Jan. 1946. VB. Drift, Jan. 1947,

1948, 1949. PB. Drift, Jan. 1944, 1948.

Mastopiioreae
METAMASTOPHORA Setchell

Metamastophora flabuixata (Sonder) Setchell 1943, 131. Masiophota

flabcllata, Harvey 1847, 108. Mastopiwra lamowouxiij Harvey 1863, Syn. n.

367. Lucas and Perrin 1947, 391. — WB, Drift. Jan. 1946. South Coast.

Winter 1939, coll. J.. Cork.

c
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LlTHOTHAMNlEAE
A number of species of crustaceous corallines have been collected from Kan-

garoo Island, but as no authentic material of this group is available in Australian
Herbaria for comparison, identification of most has not been possible.

LITHOTTTAMNION Philippi

Lithothamnion patena (Hooker and Harvey) Heydrich. De Toni 1924, 622.
Melobesia patena, Harvey 1847, 111, pi, 40. — WB. On Ballia catlitricha,
drift, Jan. 1946. South Coast. On Ballia caMlricIw, winter 1939, coll

J. Cork.

GRATELOU PIACEAE
HALYMENIA C Agardh

Halymenia harveyaka J, Agardh 1892, 55. De Toni 1905, 1,539. Lucas and
Perrin 1947, 375, f. 188. Halymenia floresia, Harvev 1862. pi. 214. — PB,
Drift, Jan f 1948.

THAMNOCLONIUM Kiitzing

Thamnoclowium claviferum J. Agardh 1876, 168. De Toni 1905, 1,614.
Lucas and Perrin 1947, 381, f. 192. Thamnodonium hirsutum Harvey 1863 T

pi. 293. — VB. Drift, Jan. 1948. PB. Drift, Jan. 1946.

Callym eniaceae

CALLOPHYLLIS Kiitzing

Callophyllis cervicornis Sonder 1852, 678. De Toni 1897, 276, Lucas and
Perrin 1947, 158. =— PB. Drift, Jan. 1948. These specimens agree well with
some of Sonder's in Melbourne National Herbarium.

Callopiivllis coccinea Harvey. Hooker and Harvey 1847, 404. Kiitzing 1867
t. 92. [. Agardh 1876, 234. De Ton! 1897, 282. Lucas and Perrin 1947,
159, f. 31.

var. carnea T. Agardh. — CC. Drift, Jan. 1947, 1948. VB, Drift, Jan.
1948, 1949. PB. Sublittoral fringe on main reef, Jan. 1947, 1948.

var. corymbosa J. Agardh. — WB. Drift, Jan. 1946. VB. Drift, Jan.
1948, 1949. PB. Drift, May 1945, Jan. 1948.

These specimens seem to agree well with J. Agardh's descriptions of the
above two varieties.

Callophyllis harveyana J. Agardh 1876, 230. De Toni 1897, 277. Lucas
and Perrin 1947, 158. Callophyllis obtusifolia, Harvey 1862, pi. 193 (not

J. Agardh). — AB. Drift, Jan. 1946. PB. Drift, Jan, 1947.

Callophyllis lambertii (Turner) Greville. J. Agardh 1876. 233. De Toni
1897, 282. Lucas and Perrin 1947, 159. f. 30. — CCt Drift, Jan. 1948.
Sou'-West River mouth. Drift, Jan. 1945. VB. Drift, Jan. 1948, 1949-
PB. Drift, Jan. 1946, 1948.

CALLYMHNIA J. Agartlli

Callymenia crtrrosa Plarvey 1859, pi. 73. J. Agardh 1876, 219. De Toni
1897, 295. Lucas and Perrin 1947, 161, f, 33, 35. — Eastern Cove. On
underside of buoys, rare, Jan. 1946, 1948. North Coast (no details) VB.
Drift, Jan. 1948.

GELTNARTA Sonder
Gelinaria ulvoidea Sonder 1846, 172. Harvey 1859, pL 85. De Toni 1897,

311. Lucas and Perrin 1947, 163, f. 36. — VB. Drift, Jan. 1948, 1949.
PB, Drift, Jan. 1944.
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POLYCOELIA % Agardh

Polycoelia laciniata J. Agardh 1851, 306; 1876, 228. Dc Toni 1897, 293.

Lucas and Perrin 1947, 161, f. 32. — VB. Drift, Jan. 1948. These speci-

mens agree well with Agardh's description, but I have seen no authentic
specimens. It is closely related to P. fastigiata Harvey from Tasmania and
may be conspecific.

GIGARTINALES — Nemastomaceae
KEMASTOMA J. ARardh

Nemastoma ffueoayae Harvey 1860b, 327, pi. 195A. [. Agardh 1876, 126.

De Toni 1905, 1,663. Lucas and Pcrtin 1947, 386, f. 195. — CC. Drift,

Jan. 1948. VB. Drift, Jan, 1948, 1949. PB. Sublittoral fringe on reefs

Jan, 1946, 1947, 1948, Dec. 1948. The Pennington Bay specimens growing
in the sublittoral fringe are 5 to 10 cm. high and greenish-purple in colour

;

those cast xvp from deeper water at Vivonnc Bay are up to 20 cm. high and
dark red in colour,

Gracilariaceae

CUKDiEA Harvey

Curdiea laciniata Harvey 1858, pi. 39. Kiitzing 1869, t. 33 c-d. De Tom
1900, 424. Lucas and Pernn 1947, 184, f. 54. — VB. Drift, Jan. 1949.

Curuiua obesa (Harvey) Kvlin 1932. 61. Sarcodadia obesa Harvey 1862,
pi. 217. De Toni 1900, 426. =~ VB. Drift, Jan. 1949.

GRACILARIA Greville

Gracilara confervoides (Linn.) Grevillc, De Toni 1900, 431. Newton 1931
429, fc 258. Taylor 1937, 293, pL 3$ t I May 1948, 18, f. 1, 2, pi 1. —
AR. On the tidal flats throughout the lagoons, scattered hut common in some
areas between American River jetty and Muston, all seasons.

Gractlaria furcellata Harvey 1863, pi. 286 (excl. syn.). De Toni 1900, 441.
May 1948, 53, t 9. — BH. Lower littoral, Oct, 1947. WB, Littoral, |an.
1945. VB. Shaded end of pool 1. soutli side of Ellen Point, Jan. 1948, and
drift, Jan. 1949. DB. Littoral, Jan. 1947. PB. Littoral on well washed
rock, Jan, 1948, 1949 and drift. May 1945, Jan. 1946, 1947.

May refers this form to f. fnrcelhita (Harvey) May, The thickening
towards the base which is characteristic of this form is dependent to some
extent on habitat.

MELANTITALIA Monlagne

Melanthaua concwna (R. Brown) J, Agardh 1876, 404. De Toni 1900, 421.
Kylin 1932, 58. Lucas and Tcrrin 1947, 184, f. 52. — VB. Drift, Jan,
1949. South Coast. Winter 1939, coll. J, Cork,

Mfxanthalia obtltsata (Labillardiere)
J, Agardh. Harvey 1858, pi 25.

De Toni 1900, 422. Kyhn 1932, 58. Lucas and Perrin 1947, 183, f. 51. —
PB. Upper sublittoral under east edge of main reef, Jan. 1948.

TYLOTUS J. Agardh

Tylotus obtusatus (Sonder) J. Agardh 1876, 429. Dc Toni 1900, 463. Lucas
and Perrin 1947, 189, Curdiea oblusata Sonder, Harvey 1962, pi. 210. —
WB. Drift, Jan. 1945. VB, Drift, Jan. 1949.
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PlOCAMIACEAE
PLOCAMIUM Lamourowc

Plocamjcm costatum (J. Agardh) Hooker and Harvey. Kutzing 1866,

t 52<J-e. J, Agardh 1876,344. De Toni 1900, 597. Lucas and Perrin 1947,

212, f. 77.'— WB, Drift, Jan. 1945. VB. Drift, Jan. 1949. PB. Sublittoral

fringe, on rocks off east edge of main reef, Dec. 1948, and drift, Jan. 1946,

1948. The laciniae are usually strongly serrate, but this is a very variable

character.

Plocamium gracile J. Agardh 1876, 345. De Toni 1900, 598. Lucas and
Perrin 1947, 213, f. 78. Plocamium augustatum Kutzing 1866, t. 48c-e. —
BH. Upper sublittoral, Dec. 1948, MR, WR and WB. All drift, Jan. 1946.

CC\ Drift, Jan. 1948. VB. Drift, Jan 1948. 1949, PB. Sublittoral fringe.

Jan. 1944, 1946, 1948, Dec. 1948.

These specimens, although all sterile, agree well on vegetative features

with a specimen of J. Agardh's of P. gracile from Tasmania (/'Algae Muel-
lerianae")* in Melbourne National Herbarium. P. gracile is closely related

to P. augustnm (J. Ag.) H. and H., the Australian specimens of which are

included by Yendo (1915. Ill) under P. telfairiae Harvey. These may all

prove to be the same species when a large range of specimens is examined.
The PB specimens were recorded in Pt. II as P. angushtm.

Plocamium leptophyllum Kutzing 1866, t. 45a-c. J, Agardh 1876, 338.

De Toni 1900. 589. Yendo 1915, 113. Lucas and Perrin 1947, 210, f. 74.

— BH, Upper sublittoral, Oct 1947. VB. Drift, Jan. 1949. PB. Drift,

May 1945. AB, Drift, Aug. 1948.

Plocamium mertensii (Grevillc) Harvev 1847, 122; 1863 syn. n. 491a. 1-

Agardh 1876, 346. De Toni 1900, 599. Lucas and Perrin 1947. 215, f. 80.— PB. Drift, May 1945.

P. mertensii differs from P. procemm (J. Agardh) Harvey in having
serrate laciniae; otherwise the two species are identical. A range of speci-

mens, however, shows considerable variation in degree of serration of the

laciniae,. even on the one plant, and these rwo species cannot be separated
satisfactorily. P. costatum also varies greatly in serrations on the laciniae.

Although this has been used as a specific character in these species, it is of

little use when large numbers of specimens are examined. P. nidificum has been
kept separate here, but may well be only a form of P. mertensii. Tt differs

in forming clusters of multiftd dichototnotis rarnelli in the branch axils, but

these are often developed only to a slight extent at the base of the plant, and
would not appear on juvenile specimens. Harvey (1863 syn. n. 491)
included P. nidi fit:urn and P. mertensii as forms of P. procerum, but
P. mertensii is the earliest name.

Plocamium nidificum (Harvey) J. Agardh 1876, 346. Dc Toni 1900, 599.

Lucas and Perrin 1947, 213. P. frocerum var. nidificum Harvey 1863,

syn. n. 491 b. Thamnophora meytensii, Kutzing 1866, t. 55 d-h. — WB.
Drift, Jan. 1946. CC. Drift, Jan. 1947, 1948. VB. Drift, Jan. 194S, 1949
and upper sublittoral at the end of Ellen Point, Jan. 1946. PB, Drift, alL

seasons. See notes under P. mertensii.

Plocamium preissianum Sonder 1846, 192. Harvey 1859, pi. 63- J. Agardh
1876, 342. De Toni 1900, 594. Lucas and Perrin 1947, 211, f. 75. — MR.
Drift, Jan. 1946. WB. Drift, jan 1946. Sou'-West Kiver mouth. Dec
1954 (Cleland and Black). VB, Drift, Ian. 1948. PB. Drift, all season*.
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PHACELOCARPUS Endlicher and Diesing

Pkacrlocarpus labillardieri (Mertens) h Agardh. Harvey 1860a, pi. 163

De Toni 1900, 391. Kvlin 1932, 52, f. 14a Lucas and Ferrm 1947 181,

f 49 _ WB Drift, Jan. 1946. CC. Drift, Jan. 1947, 1948. Sou'-West

River mouth. Drift, Jan. 1945. VB. Drift, May 1945, Jan. 1948 1949.

PB Drift Jan 1944, 1946. 1948; in a shaded pool, Jan. 1944; about 2-3 feet

below east ledge of main reef, Jan. 1947, 1948. CIV. Drift, Jan. 1946

Rather variable in stoutness, depending on habitat. P. apadus J. Agardh

(1876, 400) is probably only a form of P. labillardicrL Kylin (1932, 52)

states' it is very close to P. labillardieri, and specimens of J. Agardh's in

Melbourne National Herbarium are not distinct.

Phacelocacipus skssilis Harvev in T. Agardh 1876, 400. De Tom 1900, o92.

Kylin 1932, 52, t. 19, L 46. Lucas and Perrin 1947, 181. — CL. Drift,

Jan. 1948. VB. Drift, Jan. 1947, 1948, 1949. PB. Drift, Jan. 1946, 1948.

STF-NOCLADIA J. Agardh

Stenoci-adia conferta (Harvey) J. Agardh. Kylin 1932, 50 f. 13. frgfotifo

conferta- Harvey 1860 a, pi. 166. — VB. Drift, May 194b, Jan. 1946, 1948,

1949. PB. Drift, Jan. 1944. South Coast. Winter 1939, colL J. Cork.

J. Agardh (1876, 440-441) described four species of SteyxockuUa (St.

corymbosa, St. cliftom, St. harvexana, St. sonderiana) on specimens pre-

viously placed under St. conferta, lint dropped St conferta as a species name.

Kyin (1932, 50), however, considers these are only forms, and places them

ali under St. conferta. The Kangaroo Island specimens are of the same

form as shown in Harvey's plate.

Sarcodiaceae

NIZYMENlA Sonder

Nizvmenta atjstkaus Sonder. Harvey 1860 a, pi. 165. De Toni 1900 408.

Kylin 1932, 57. Lucas and Perrin 1947, 182. f. 50 — Sou -West River

mouth. Dec. 1934. Recorded by Cleland 3nd Black (1941, 248).

SOLIERIACKAE

SOL1EKIA J- Agardh

Solieria rotujsta (Greville) Kylin 1932, 18. Lucas and Perrin 1947, 174 f 44.

Solieria australis Harvey 1860a, pi. 149. Rhabdoma robusta J,
Agardh ISM,

355

'f flagklltformts 1. Agardh 1876, 592. Kylin 1932, 18, U 5, f. 9. —
AR Sublittorai. Nov. 1947, [an. 1948, 1949. K. Drift, Jan. 1948. MR. Dnit,

Jan. 1946. PB. Drift, Jan. 1947.

THYSAKOCLADIA Endllcher

Thysanocladia t.axa Sonder 1852, 6S9. Kiitzmg 1869, t 30. De Toni 1897,

383. (Not Harvey 1862, pi. 211.) - WB. Drift, Jan. 1946. PB. Upper sub-

littoraf east side of main reef, Jan. 1948 and drift, Jan. 1946.

Thysanoclapia oPPOStTTFOLiA f Agardh) J. Agardh 1851, 617, Harvey 1S62.

pi 187. De Toni 1897, 383. Lucas and Perrin 1947, 176, f. 46. — VB.

Drift, Jan. 1949.

Rmabdontaceae
ARESCHOUGIA Harvey

Kylin 1947, 49, has resurrected Areschougia Mcneghini 1844 for a brown

algal species previously well known as Elachitfa stdlaris Arcschoug. This
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genus antedates Areschougia Harvey 1855, and if Areschougia Menegh is
to be retained., the red algal genus must be renamed. However, the Austra-
lian Areschougia Harvey is a well-known genus of about five species, and to
change this name would cause needless confusion. It would seem far better
to retain Areschougia Harvey as a noruen conservandum. rejecting Areschott-
gia Menegh,, and it is proposed this should be done.

Areschougia australis Harvey 1854, 554; 1858, pi. 13 Kylin 1932 V
Areschougia hgulata T Agardh 1876, 282. De Toni 1897, 377. Lucas and
Perrin 1947 174 r 45. - WB. Drift, Jan. 1946. CC. Drift, Jan. 1947.
VB. Drift, Jan. 1949.

Areschougia laurencia (Hooker and Harvey) Harvey 1854 554- 1860 b 321De Toni 1897, 376. Kylin 1932, 17. Lucas and Perrin 1947, 174. — ' VB
X??',5?,o

y 1945, Ja0
-

1948
'

1949
-
PB

-
Drift

' Jan -
i944

-
Mav 1945, Jan!

1946, 1948.
'

ERYTHROCLONIUM Sonder

Erythroclonium angustatum Sonder 1852, 692. Kiitzing 1869, t. 37. De Toni
1897, 354. Kylin 1932, 36- Lucas and Perrin 1947, 169

'— VB Drift
Jan. 1948, 1949. PB. Drift, Jan. 1948.

Erythroclonium mueixeri Sonder 1852, 692. Harvey 1863, pi. 298 De Toni
1897, 355. Kylin 1932, 36, f . 8 A-B. Lucas and Perrin 1947, 170 f 41 —
AR. Upper sublittoral on Pig Island, December 1948 (rare) MR Drift
Jan. 1946. WR. Drift, Jan. 1946. VB. Drift, Jan. 1948, 1949 PB Drift'
occasional, all seasons, and in pool of sublittoral fringe, Nov 1947 AR
Drift, Jan. 1948.

h '

Erythroclonium sonperi Harvey 1859, pi. 86. De Toni 1807 3S4 KvJhi
1932, 36. Lucas and Perrin 1947, 169. — VB. Drift, Jan. 1948.

RHABDONIA Harvey
Rhawxjnia coccinea Harvey 1858, pi. 54. De Toni 1897, 358. Lucas and

Perrin 1947, 171, f. 42. — MR. Drift, Jan. 1946.

RHA
Drift

IA

J

CLA
j

V

oJ
ERA h ASardh 1876

-
594

-
KyHn 1932. 36, t. 14, f. 45. — VB.

R^abdonia vERTiCTLLATA Harvey 1863, pi. 299. De Toni 1897. 359. Lucas and
Perrin 194/, 172, f. 43. — PB. Drift, Jan. 1944, May 1945.

Rhodophyllidaceae
GRUNOVVIF.r.LA SdimitJ:

Grunowiella barkeriae (Harvey) Schmitz, Engler and Prantl 1897, 375Kylm 1932, 43. RhodophylHs barkeriae Harvey 1863, pi. 276. Gloiophyllis
barkcnaeJ.Agatdli, 1890, 29. De Toni 1897, 338. Lucas and Perrin 1947
164. — PB. Drift, Jan. 1948. PB. Drift, Jan. 1946. 1947. 1948. The habit
of these specimens is rather variable, but close to Harvey's figure.

RHODOPHYLLIS Kiitzing

Ruodophyi.i.is multipartita Harvey 1860 b. 318. De Toni 1897 346 Kvlin
1932, 42, t. 16, f. 39. — VB. Drift, Jan. 1949.

'

Rhodopiiyllis tenuifolia (Harvey) J. Agardh 1876. 367. De Toni 1897 347Kylm 1932, 43 t 17, f. 42. Lucas and Terrin 1947, 167. Cal!oph\<llis tenui-
folia Harvey 1863, syn. n. 549. — PB. Drift, Jan 1946 1948
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Hypneaceae
HYPNEA Lamourotix

Hypnea episcopal] s Hooker and Harvey. Harvey 1858, pi. 23. De Toni 1900,

473. Lucas and Perrin 1947, 191, L 58. — WB. Drift, Jan. 1946. CC.
Drift, Jan. 1944. VB, Drift, Jan. 1949. PB. Drift, Jan. 1944, 1946, 1948.

Hypnea mvsciformis (Wulfen) Lamouroux. Kutzing 1868. t. 19. De Toni

1900, 472. Taylor 1937, 291, pi. 37
f

i. 2. — AR. In the upper sublittoral

throughout the lagoons, often common, all seasons.

A variety of forms of Hypnea occur in American River inlet, most of

which are probably referable to H. musciformis. The crozier tips to the

branches are not developed in these forms.

RHOOODACTYLTS J. Agardh

Rhododactvlis rubra (Harvey) J. Agardh 1876, 568. De Toni 1900, 486.

Chondria rubra Harvey 1863, pi. 280. — PB. Drift, Jan. 1946. A single

specimen which agrees well with Harvey's figure. Kylin (1932. 48) suggests

Rhndodactylis is doubtfully distinct from Hypnea,

Mychodeaceae
MYCHODEA Harvey

MycnoDEA ca'knosa Harvey 1860 a, pi. 142, De Toni 1897, 263. Kylin 1932,

64. Lucas and Perrin 1947, 156, t 27. — VB. Drift, Jan. 1948, 1949.

PB. Drift, Jan. 1944, 1946, 1947, 1948,

Mychodea compressa Harvey 1862, pi. 201. De Toni 1897, 265. — MP. Drift,

Jan. 1946. VB. Drift, Jan. 1946, 1948, 1949. PH. Drift, Jan. 1946, 1947,

1948 and sublittoral fringe, main reef, Jan. 1946, 1948 (these reef specimens
are very stunted).

MYCHonrA fastigiata (Harvey) J. Agardh 1876, 570. De Toni 1897, 264.

Kylin 1932, 64, t. 26, f . 65. Hypnea fastigiata Harvey 1863, syn. no. 457. —
VB. Drift, Jan. 1948, 1949. These are small and rather compact specimens

which approach M. pitsilla (Harvey) J. Agardh. The branches are slenderer

and more densely covered with lateral spinous branchlets than in M. pitsilla.

Mychodea fouosa (Harvey) J, Agardh 1876, 573. De Toni 1897, 266
Gymnogonqrus foliosus Harvey 1862 ? pl v 194, — VB. Drift, Jan. 1948

PB. Sublittoral fringe on reefs, Jan. 1945, 1946, 1947, 1948 (often epiphytic

on the stems of Cystophora panicitlata),

Mychodea hamata Harvey 1860 h, 323. De Toni 1897, 264. Kylin 1932, 64.

Acanthococciis eziingii Harvey 1860 a, pi. 141. — VB. Drift, Jan. 1949.

Mychodea terminals Harvey 1860 b, 323; 1862, pi. 200. De Toni 1897, 262.

— VB. Drift, Jan. 1948.

Dicrastemacrae
D1CRANEMA Sonder

Dickanrma grkvtlle.1 Sonder 1846. 173. Harvey 1859, pi. 120. De Toni 1897,

269. Lucas and Perrin 1947, 157. f , 29. — VB. Drift, Jan. 1946, 1948, 1949

Dicraktema revolutum (Agardh) J. Agardh 1876, 435. Harvey 1859, pi. 74.

De Toni 1897, 269. — VB. On Cvnwdocea, upper sublittoral near jetty in

bay, Jan. 1947.
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ACROTYLACEAE

ACROTYLUS J. Agardh

Acrotvlus australts J. Agardh. Harvey 1859, pi. 99. De Toni 1897, 170.

Kylin 1932, 68, fig. 20 A, B, 2i B, Lucas and Perrin 1947, 147, L 20. —
WB, Drift, Jan. 1946. VB. Drift, Jan. 1948, 1949. PB. Drift, Jan, 1944,

1946, 1948,

GlGARTINACEAE

GIGARTINA Stackhouse

Gigartina brachjata Harvey 1860 b, 325. J. Agardh 1876, 191. De Toni

1897, 200. — AR. Upper sublittoral on Pig Island, Dec. 1948. BH. Lower
littoral, Oct. 1947. The specimens are sterile, but agree well with Harvey's

specimen from Georgetown, Tasmania, and other specimens from there.

GrGARTiNA DisncHA Sonder 1846, 175. Harvey 1863, pi. 297, De Toni 1897,

208. Lucas and Perrin 1947, 150, f. 22. — MR. Drift, Jan. 1948 VB. Drift

Jan, 1948, 1949. PB. Drift, Jan. 1946.

RHODOGLOSSUM J. Agardh

Rhodoglossum prouferum J. Agardh 1884, 27. Iridaea prolifera (J. Agardh)

De Toni 1897, 190. Levring 1946, 222, f. 5. — VB. Low littoral, north

side of Ellen Point, Jan. 1946, 1948. PR. Pools in the sublittoral fringe,

rare, Jan. 1944, 1948, 1949. (as Iridaea prolifera in Pt II).

RHODYMENIALES — Rhodvmeniaceae — Faucheae
BINDERA Harvey

Bindera kaliformis L Agardh 1896, 7S r De Toni 1900, 549 f Kylin 1931, 7,

t 1, f. 1. Lucas and Perrin 1947, 204. — WR, Drift, Jan. 1946, VB,
Drift, Jan. 1948, 1949,

GLOIODERMA J. Agardh

Gloioderma australis J. Agardh 1851, 244. De Toni 1900, 496. Horea poly-

carpa Harvey 1860 b, 329, pi. 194 K. — V% Drift. Jan. 1948, 1949.

Gloiderma jialymenioides (Harvev) De Toni 1900, 497. Lucas and Perrin

1947, 194, f. 61. Horea halymenioides Harvey 1854, 555; 1859, pi. 67. —
AR, On red and outer buoys, Jan. 1946, 1948, and on anchor of red buoy,

Jan. 1948.

Gloioderma stkctosa (Harvey) nov, comb.
Horea speciosa Harvey 1860 b, 328, pi. 194 A. J. Agardh 1876. 292.

Gloioderma tasmanica Zanardini 1874, 503. De Toni 1900, 497. Kylin 1931,

7. Lucas and Perrin 1947, 194, f. 62. — VB, Drift, Jan. 1948, 1949.

PB. Drift, Jan. 1.944, 1946, 1948, This species has usually been called

G. tasmanicum, and was reported as such in Pt. II, 162, of this series.

G. speciosa, however, has priority,

Gloioderma wilsonis (J. Agardh) De Toni 1900. 496. Kylin 1931, 7 3 t 1, f. 2,

Horea wilsonis J. Agardh 1884, 38. — PB. Drift, Jan. 1946. A single

tetrasporic specimen which agrees well with Kylin's figure of the type, and
with Wilson's specimens in Melbourne National Herbarium.

RlIODYMENIEAE
BOTRYOCLADIA Kylin

Botryocladia obovata (Sonder) Kylin 1931 18. Chrysymcnia obovata Sonder
1846, 176. Harvey 1858, pi. 10. De Toni 1900, 544. Lucas and Perrin
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1947, 203, f. 67. — AR. Drift, near American River jetty, Sept. 1946, Aug.

1947. K Drift, Jan. 1948, MR. Drift, Jan. 1946. ?». Upper Sublittoral

on reef in the bay, Jan. 1947, and drift, Jan, 1948, 1949. AB. Drift, Aug.

1948. RP* Drift, Aug. 1948.

COELARTHRUM Borgesen

Coelarthrum m uelleri (Sonder) Borgesen 1931, 9, Kylin 1931, 15, Chylo-

cladia mnelleri Harvey 1860 a, pi. 138. Frythrocolon nntelhri, J.
Agardh

1896, 91. De Tom 1900, 585. Lucas and Pcrtin 1947, 208. f. 73. —
If. Drift, Jan. 1948. PB. Drift, Jan. 1948.

ERYTHRYMENIA Schmitz

Erythrymrnia minvta Kylin 1931, 13, ft. 4, f. 10. — PB. Sublittoral fringe

of main reef, Jan. 1944, 1946, 1947, 1948 and drift, Jan. 1946.

In Pt. II, 159, this species was recorded as the juvenile slate of Hymena-

cladia conspersa (Harvey) J. Agardh (c.f., Harvey 1862, pi. 237, juvenile

plant). The specimens, however, agree very well with Kylin's description

and figure of Erythrymenia mimita. In Melbourne National Herbarium are

specimens of Chrvsxmema mcridithiana J. Agardh (—Erythrymenia mcridi-

thiana (J. Ag.) ~Kylin) which appear identical with the Pennington Bay

specimens. They were collected by Wilson at Port Phillip, and on the sheet

the name has heen changed to Hymenocladia conspersa by Wilson. The

adult of H. conspersa is very different in form (see Harvey 1862, pi. 237)

to E. minnta, "Kylin described E. whmta from specimens recorded by J.

Agardh as juveniles of E. meridithiana. Tetrasporangia are not known, and

these species clearly need a thorough investigation.

GLOIOSACCION Harvey

Gloiosaccion brownit Harvey 1859, pi. 83. Kylin 1931, 19. Lucas and Perrin

1047 202, f. 66. Chrysvmenia brownii, De Tom 1900, 545. — AR. bub-

littoral near Muston, Jan. 1948 and on buoys,. Jan. 1946, 1948. MR, WR
and WB, All drift, Jan. 1946. VB. Drift, Jan. 1948, 1949. PB. Drift, Jan.

1946, 1947.

The American River specimens are smaller, with thinner and softer

membranes than those from rough coasts. The former were referred to var.

a w-embranaceum by Harvey, the latter to var. p firmum. These are only

ecological variations.

RHODYMENIA Greville

Rhodymenia fouifera Harvev 1863, syn. n. 508. J. Agardh 1876, 331. De

Toni 1900, 517. Kvlin 1931. 21, t. 7, f. 17. — AR. Upper sublittoral near

Muston, Nov 194/". BH. Dredged in 2-3 fathoms, Jan. 1946. VB. Drift,

Jan. 1949. PB, Sublittoral fringe on reefs, Jan. 1944, 1946, 1947, Dec, 1948.

RP. Drift, June 1947.

This is a variable species, closely related to Rhodymenia australis Sonder.

In the type and other authentic specimens of 7?. australis in Melbourne

National Herbarium, the segments taper from about: the centre to the tips.

In R. foliifcra the terminal parts of the thallus arc usually as wide or even

wider than the lower parts, and spread at a wide angle. Many variations

occur, however, and tips of specimens from the Pennington Bay reefs which

1 have referred to R. foliifera are sometimes narrow and almost lacimate.

A range of specimens from different habitats may show that these species

are not distinct.
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HYMENOCLADTA J. Agardh

Hymenocladia polymorpha (Harvey) J, Agardh 1876, 315. De Toni 1900,

504. Lucas and Perrin 1947, 198, f. 64. Rhodymema polymorpha Harvey
1860 a, pi. 157. — WB. On Codium galeatum, drift, Jan. 1946. CC, Drift,

Jan. 1947. VB, Drift, Jan. 1946. 1948, 1949, and on the base oiMyfiodesma
tutifal'm var. duriuscula m a low littoral pool, south side of Ellen Point, Jan.
1946. PB, Drift, Jan. 1944. 1946, 1947 and in sublittoral fringe (stunted I,

all seasons.

Hymenocladia usnea (R. Brown) J. Agardh 1863, 772. Harvey 1859, pi. 118.

De Toni 1900, 502, Kylin 1931,' 24. Lucas and Perrin 1947, 197, f. 63. —
VB. Drift, Jan. 1946, 1948, 1949. PB. Drift, Jan. 1946.

Champiaceae — Lomentarfeae
LOMENTARIA Lyngbye

Lomektaria australis ( Kutzing) Levring 1946, 223. Chondrothamnion
australis Kutzing 1865, 29, pi. 82. — AR. On buoys near American River
jetty, Jan. 1948, and in upper sublittoral on Zastera on the cockle bank and
near Muston, Jan. 1948.

These specimens agree vciy well with Kutzing's figures. Levring con-
siders it distinct from L, cla-vellosa, to which De Toni referred it.

Ciiampieae

CHAMPIA Desvcau

Champia affinis (Hooker and Harvey) J. Agardh 1876, 304. De Toni 1900,
559. Lucas and Perrin 1947, 206, f. 71. Chylocladia affinis, Harvey 1847,
79. pi. 29. — AR. Upper sublittoral on flats near mouth, Nov. 3947, Aug.
1948. WR. Drift, fan. 1946. CC, Drift, Jan. 1948. PB. Drift, Jan. 1948.

CW. Drift, Tan. 1946. AB. Drift, Aug. 1948. RP, Drift, June 1947,
Aug. 1948.

Ciiampia obsoleta Harvey 1860 b. 307. J. Agardh 1876, 304. De Toni 1900,
559. Kylin 1931, 28, t, 15, f. 35. Lucas and Perrin 1947. 206. — AR. On
the buoys, Jan. 1946, Sept. 1946, Jan. 1948, and upper sublittoral on cockle
bank and near Muston. Jan. and Aug. 1948, and drift, May 1945. WB.
Drift. Jan. 1946. CC Drift, Jan. 1948. PB. Littoral and sublittoral Fringe
on reefs, all seasons, but variable. AB. Drift, Auer. 1948. RP. Drift, Aiiff.

1948.

Kylin doubts whether this species is distinct from C. affinis. Most
specimens can be separated readily on the much heavier and more extensive
thickening of the stem and branches in C. obsoleta, thus obscuring the dia-
phragms. A few specimens, however, show intermediate characters.

Champia tasmanica Harvey 1844, 407, pi. 19. De Toni 1900, 563. Lucas and
Perrin 1947, 207, f. 72. — MR. Drift, Jan, 1946. PB. Drift, Jan. 1948.

CERAMIALES — Ceramjaceae — Grifftthsiae
GRFFFITHS1A C. Agardh

Gsiffttrsta axtarctica Hooker and Harvey. J. Agardh 1851, 87; 1876, 68.
Kiitzing 1862, t. 23 a-b. Laing 1905, 390. pi. 25, L 2. Bornctia antarctica,
Dc Toni 1903, 1,297. — AR. Sublittoral near Muston, Nov. 1847, Jan. 1948-
A'. Drift, Jan 1948. VB. Shaded end of pool 1, south side of Ellen Point,
May 1945, Jan. 1946, 1947, 1948 (as Bometia sp. in Pt. I). PB. Sublittoral
fringe on main reef, Jan. 1947, 1948, Dec. 1948 and drift, Jan. 1944, 194*.
RP. Drift, June 1947, Aug. 1948, Jan. 1949.
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Grjffithsta flarfxltformis Harvey 1844, 450. J. Agardh 1876, 61. De Toni
1903, 1,278. Lucas and Perrin 1947, 326. — AR. Upper sublittoral between
Muston and the mouth of the inlet, May 1945, June, Oct., Nov. 1947, Tan.
and Aug. 1948. RP. Drift, Aug. 1948, This is chiefly a winter form and
is rarely found in January.

Griffithsia monius Harvey 1854, 559; 1860b, 332, pi. 195 B. De Toni 1903,
1,283. Lucas and Perrin 1947, 326. — PR. In the sublittoral fringe and
Cysto/tfwra-corallhie association, May 1945, Jan. 1947, Aug. and Dec. 1948.

Griffithsia ovalis Harvey 1854, 559; 1862, pi. 203. De Toni 1903, 1,277.

Lucas and Perrin 1947, 325, f, 156. — AR. Sublittoral near Muston, Nov.
1947.

MONOSPOREAE
NEOMONOSPORA SetcheH and Gardner

Setchell and Gardner (1937, 86) have pointed out that Monospora Solier is

antedated by Monospora Hochstetter, a genus of Angiosperms, and have re-

named the algal genus Neomonospora. The following species were reported
as Monospora in Pt. I and TT, and they arc now transferred to Neomono-
spora.

Neomonospora ET.oNfiATA (Harvey) nov. comb.
CalUthtmimon elongahtm Harvey 1860 b, 336. Monospora elongata, De Toni
1903, 1,302. Lucas and Perrin 1947. 331. — WB. Drift, Jan. 1946. CC.
Drift, Jan. 1947. VB. Drift, May 1945. PB. Sublittoral fringe and Cysto-
phora-cordftine associations (often epiphytic on larger algae), May 1945,
Jan., Nov. 1947, Dec. 1948, and drift. May 1945, Jan. 1946, 1948. The sub-
littoral fringe plants are stunted and more compact than those cast up from
deeper water.

Neomonospora griffithsioides (Sonder) nov. comb.
Callithmnnion griffithsioides Harvey 1860 a, pi. 160. Monospora griffilhs-

imdes, De Toni 1903, 1,302. Lucas and Perrin 1947, 331. — VB. Drift.

Jan. 1948, 1949. CW. Drift, Jan. 1946.

Neomonospora mcmophora (Harvey) nov. comb.
Callithamnion licmnphora Harvey 1859, pl r 90. Monospora ticmophora
De Toni 1903, 1,301, Lucas and Perrin 1947, 329, f . 160. — WB Drift.

Jan. 1946, CC, Drift, Jan. 1947.

Callitii am nieae
CALLITHAMNIOK LyngUye

Callithamnion laktcinum Harvcv 1854, 562; 1862. pi. 218. Dc Toni 1903,
1,330. Lucas and Perrin 1947, 332, f. 161. — WB. Drift, Jan. 1946. CC
Drift, Jan. 1948. VB. On Perithatia inermis and Laurencia elata, drift, Jan.
1948, 1949. Pi?. On Laurencia data and other algae in the sublittoral fringe,

all seasons. AB. Drift, Aug. 1948.

Spongoclonieae
HALOPLKGMA Montague

Haloplecma pkejssit Sonder 1846. 1/1. Harvey 1859, pi. 79. De Toni 1903,
1,366. Lucas and Perrin 1947, 336, f. 163. — MR. Drift, Jan. 1946 WB.
Drift, Jan. 1946. VB. Drift, Jan. 1948. 1949 and sublittoral fringe on a reef
in the bay, Jan. 1947. PB, Sublittoral fringe on reefs, Jan. 1946, 1947, 1948,
in a shaded littoral pool, Jan. 1944, and drift, Jan. 1946, 1948. AB. Drift,
Aug. 1948.
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SPONGOCLONIUM Sonder

Spongoclonium bkounianum (Harvey) J. Agardh 1892, 41. De Toni 1903,

1,358. Lucas 1927 a, 464, pi. 28, 29. Lucas and Perrin 1947, 334. Calli-

thamnion brounnimim Harvey 1854, 561. — PB. Drift, Jan. 1948.

Spongoclonium fasciculatum J. Agardh 1894 a, 118. De Toni 1903, 1,358.

Lucas 1927 a, 464, pi. 27. — MR. Drift, Jan. 1946. WB. Drift, Jan, 1946.

VB. Drift, Jan. 1948, PB. Drift, Jan. 1947, 1948.

These specimens agree well with J. B. Wilson's specimen in Melbourne

National Herbarium (Lucas, pi. 27). The type species of the genus,

5. conspkmtm Sonder is poorly known, and the differences between it and

S. fasciculatum need careful study.

Ptiloteae

EUPTILOTA Kiitzing

Buptjlota articulata (J. Agardh) Schinitz. De Toni 1903, 1,370. Levring

1946 224, f. 6. Lucas and Perrin 1947, 338, f. 164. Pfilota articulata

J, Agardh 1876, 78. — WB. Drift, Jan. 1946. VB. Drift, Jan, 1946, 1948,

1949. PB. Drift, Jan. 1946, 1947, 1*948.

EtJFTii.oTA coralloidea (J. Agardh) Kiitzing 1849, 672. De Toni 1903, 1,371.

Lucas and Perrin 1947, 338. Ptilota coralloidea J. Agardh 1876, 78. —
South coast. Winter 1939, colL }. Cork.

FERISCHELIA J. Agardh

Pkriscmeua glomerulifera J. Agardh 1897, 34. De Toni 1924. 530. Thamna-

carpus f glomerulifcras J. Agardh 1885, 6. Lucas and Perrin 1947, 372. —
VB. Drift, Jan. 1948, 1949.

~

Dasyphileae
DASYPHILA Sonder

Dasyphila preissii Sonder 1846, 169. Harvey 1859, pi. 66. De Toni 1903,

1,387. Lucas and Perrin 1947, 342, f. 169. — MR, Drift, Jan. 1946. VB.

Drift, Jan. 1949. PB. Drift, Jan. 1944, May 1945, Jan. 1946, 1948. AB.

Drift, Aug. 1948.

MUELLERENA Schmitz

Mueixeuena insignis (Harvey) De Toni 1903, 1,389. Lucas and Perrin 1947,

346, f. 171. Crouama insignis Harvey 1860 b, 331, t. 193 B. J. Agardh 1876,

87/— VB. Drift, Jan. 1948, 1949. PB. Drift, Jan. 1944, 1946, 1947, 1948

and in the sublittoral fringe, main reef (often on Phacelocarpus labillardtcri)
,

Jan. 1946, Jan., Nov, 1947, Jan., Dee. 1948. Specimens growing on the

reefs are much more compact and stouter than those from deeper water.

GULSONIA Harvey

Gulsonia annulata Harvey 1860 b, 320, pi. 193 A. J. Agardh 1894 a, 122, t. 2,

f. 13; 1897. 56. De Toni 1897, 66. — VB. Drift, Jan. 1949. PB. Drift, Jan-

1948.'

The position of this genus is uncertain and needs thorough investigation.

CfiOUANIEAE

ANTITHAMNION Nacgdi

ANTJTUAMNtON dispar (Harvey) J. Agardh 1892, 20. De Toni 1903, 1,405.

Lucas and Perrin 1947, 353, f. 176. Callithamnion dispar Harvey 1862, pi.

227. — PB. Drift, Mav, 1945.



Antithamnion hanowioides (Sonder) De Toni 1903, 1,398. Lucas and Perrin

1947, 352. Callithamnion hanom'oidcs Sonder 1852, 674. J. Agardh 1876,

55. — MR. Drift, Jaru 1946. WB. On Laurencia elala, drift, Jan. 1946.

PB. On Laiirencnt heteruclada, L. elata, Getidium australe, Rhodymenia,

Caulerpa hrownii and other .species in the stiblittoral fringe, all seasons.

Antithamnion mucronatum (J. Agardh) Naegcli. Dc Tom 1903, 1,410.

Lucas and Perrin 1947, 355. CaMlhamnion mucronatum J. Agardh 1851, 29;

1876, 19. Harvey 1863, svn. n. 688. — WB. Drift, Jan. 1946. CC. Drift,

)an. 1948, VB. Drift, Jan. 1948. PB. Drift. Jan. 1944, May 1945, Jar..

1946, 1947, 1948,

Antithamnion nodiferum J. Agardh 1892, 20, Dc Toni 1903, 1,404, Lucas

and Perrin 1947, 353. Callithamnion nodiferum J. Agardh 1876, 25. Calli-

thwimon simile Harvey 1862, pi. 207 (excl. syfi.). — WB, Drift, Jan. 1946.

PB. Drift, Jan. 1948.

BALLIA Harvey

Ballia caixitricha (Agardh) Montagne. J. Agardh 1851, 75. Kutzing 1862,

t. 37. Harvev 1863, syn, n, 656. De Toni 1903, 1,393. Lucas and Perrin

1947, 350, f."l74. — WR. Drift, Jan. 1946. WB. Drift, Jan. 1946. CC.

Drift, Jan 1948. Sou'-West River mouth f
Dec. 1934 (Clcland and Black)

and drift, Jan. 1945. VB. Drift, Jan. 1948, 1949. PB. Drift Jan. 1944,

1946, 1948.

Ballia robertiana Harvey 1858, pi. 36. L Agardh 1876, 588. De Toni 1903,

L394. Lucas and Perrin 1947, 349, ft 173. — CC. Drift, Jan. 1945.

Baixia scofaria Harvey 1860 a, pi. 168. De Toni 1903, 1,395. Lucas and

Perrin 1947, 351, f. 175. — WB. Drift, Jan. 1946. VB. Drift, Jan. 1949.

PB. Drift, Jan. 1946, Jan., Aug. 1948 and in the sublittoral fringe on reefs,

all seasons (stunted).

CROUANIA J. Agardh

Crouania australis (Harvey) J. Agardh 1876, 85. De Toni 1903, 1,418.

Lucas and Perrin 1947, 355, Crouankt attenuata var. (ttisiralis Harvey 1863

syn, n. 635. — AR. No details, This specimen agrees well with Harvey's

4£5 B in Melbourne National Herbarium. Specimens from the upper sub-

littoral near the mouth of the inlet. Aug. 1948, are probably a form of this

species.

Crovania mueixert Harvey 1863. svn. n. 638. J. Agardh 1876, 85, De Toni

1903, 1,419. Lucas and Perrin 1947, 356. — VB. Drift, Jan. 194S. PB.

On Cystophora intermedia, C. siMqiwsa and C. spartioidex in the sublittoral

fringe", Jan. and Nov. 1947, Jan. and Dec. 1948.

Crouania vestita Harvey 1860 a, pL 140. J. Agardh 1876, 86. De Toni 1903,

L419. Lucas and Ferrin 1947, 356, f. 177. — CC. Drift, Jan. 1946. AB.

Drift, Aug. 1948.

LASIOTHALIA Harvey

Lasiothatja Formosa (Harvey) De Toni 1903, 1,421. Lucas and Perrin 1947,

357. Callithamnion formosum Harvey 1863, pi. 281, — VB. Drift. Jan.

1948, PB. Drift Jan. 1944, 1946, 1947, 1948.

PTILOCLADIA Sonder

Ptilocladia pulchra Sonder 1846. 170. Harvey 1862. pi. 209. Dc Tom 1903,

1,424. Lucas and Perrin 1947, 360, f. 180. — WB. Drift Jan. 1946. VB.

Drift, Jan. 1948, 1949. PB. Drift, Jan. 1946, 1947, 1948,



Spyridieae

SPYRIDIA Harvey

Spyridia biankulata J. Agardh 1876, 267; 1897, 13. De Toni 1903, 1,426.

Lucas and Perrin 1947, 363. — AR. Upper sublittoral throughout the inlet,

all seasons. K, Drift, Jan. 1944. BS. Upper sublittoral, June 1947. VB.
Shaded end of pool 1. south side of Ellen Point, Jan. 1946, 1947. RP Low
littoral pools, Jan. 1944, 1945, 1948, and drift, Jan. 1944, 1948.

Spyridia opposita Harvey 1860 a, pi. 158. J. Agardh 1876, 270. De Toni 1903,
1,431. Lucas and Perrin 1947, 363, f/l82. — WB. Drift, Jan. 1946. VB.
Drift, Jan. 1948, 1949. DB A Sublittoral fringe on reefs, Jan. 1947- PB. in

pools of the sublittoral fringe, Jan. 1944, 1946, 1948, Dec/ 1948. CW\ Drift,

Jan. 1946.

Ceeamieae
CENTROCERAS Kiitzing

Centroceras clavulatum (Agardh) Montague. J. Agardh 1876, 108. Smith
1944, 328, pL 84, L 5-6. Ceramhim clavulatum, De Toni 1903, 1,491. —
AR, Upper sublittoral throughout the inlet, often epiphytic on larger algae,
all seasons; in late winter (July-Nov.) forming dense red-brown tufts to

12 cm. high on pebbles along the shore (mid-littoral) near American River
jetty. CC. In rock pools, Jan. 1944 and lower littoral, Jan. 1948. VB. Mid
littoral at the end of Ellen Point, Jan, 1946, and in rock pools, Jan. 1946.
PB. Rear littoral, May 1945. Also found amongst other algae almost any-
where around the island.

CERAMIUM Wiggers

Ceramiuivf isogonum Harvey 1854, 53; 1862, pi. 206 B. J, Agardh 1876, 96. De
Toni 1903, 1,469. Lucas and Perrin 1947, 369, f. 186. — PB. Drift May
1945.

Ceeamium mtniatum Suhr. Harvev 1862, pi. 206 A. De Toni 1903, 1,454.
Lucas and Perrin 1947, 367, f. 185. — AR. On black buoy, Jan., Sept. 1946,
Jan. 1947, 1948. MR. On CoralUna, lower littoral, Jan. 1947. VB. On
Laurcncia heteroclada in rock pools, south side of Ellen Point, May 1945.
PB. On Laurcncia heteroclada in the littoral and drift, May 1945. AB, On
molluscs in the mid littoral, Jan. 1947. The Australian species which passes
under this name needs careful checking with authentic material from Peru,
the type locality.

Ceramium nobile J. Agardh 1894 b, 41. De Toni 1903. 1,480. Lucas and Perrin
1947, 369. — VB. Drift, Jan. 1948. PB. On Spyridia opposita, Laurenaa
heteroclada and other algae in the sublittoral fringe, all seasons.

Ceramtum puberulum Sonder 1946, 167. J. Agardh 1876, 102. De Toni 1903,
1,452. Lucas and Perriu 1947, 367. — AR. On Posidonia, upper sub-
littoral, all seasons. EB. Drift, Jan. 1946. WR. Drift, Jan. 1946. PB. On
Posidonia, drift, Mav 1945, Jan. 1946, 1948. RP. On Posidonia, drift, Tunc
1947, Aug. 1948

W-RANlIELTEAE

WRANGELIA Agardh

Wrangelia clavigera Harvey 1863, pi. 287. ). Agardh 1876, 621. De Toni
1897, 132. Lucas and Perrin 1947, 140, f. 13. — PB. Suhlittoral fringe
(mainly 1-2 ft. down side of main reef), all seasons.
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Wrangelia crassa Hooker and Harvev. Harvey 1860 b, 308. J. Agardh 1876,

620. De Toni 1897, 131. Lucas and Perrin 1947, 138. — CC. Drift, Jan.

1947. VB. Drift, Jan, 1949. PB. Drift, Jan. 1946, 1948, and in a shaded
pool, Jan. 1944. Orig. Del., V. May,

Wrangelia halurus Harvev 1859, pi. 170. J. Agardh, 1876, 619. De Toni
1897. 130. Lucas and Perrin 1947, 138. — WB. Drift, Jan. 1946.

VB. Drift. Jan. 1948.

Wrangelia myrtophylloiors Harvey 1854, 564; 1862. pi. 224. J. Agardh
1876, 617. De Toni 1897, 128. Lucas and Perrin 1947, 136. — MR.
Drift, Jan. 1946, PB. Drift, Jan. 1944; Jan., Aug. 1948.

Wrangelia plumosa Harvev 1844, 450. J. Agardh 1876, 624. De Toni 1897,

136. Lucas and Perrin 1947, 143, f. 16. — AR. On black buoy, Sept. 1946,

and upper sublittoral along channel near buoys, Nov. 1947. — MR* Lower
littoral, Jan. 1947. IVR. Lower littoral, Jan. 1946. Hit in a low rock pool,

Jan. 1948. PB. Sublittoral fringe and littoral pools on reefs, all seasons, but

variable. AB. Lower littoral, Jan. 1947.

Wrangelia prtstceps Harvev 1862, p1. 234; L Agardh 1876, 624. De Toni
1897, 136. Lucas and Perrin 1947, 143/ — PB. Drift, Jan. 1946 (on

Codiunt galeatum) and Jan. 1949.

Wrangelia protensa Harvey 1860 b, 308. J. Agardh 1876, 619, De Toni 1897,

130, Lucas and Perrin 1947, 137, f. 10. — AR. Upper sublittoral along

channel from Muston to American River, Nov. 1947, Aug. 1948.

Wrangelia velutina Harvey 1854, 546; 1858, pi. 46. J. Agardh 1876. 617.

De Toni 1897, 128. Lucas and Perrin 1947. 136, f. 9. — WB. Drift, [an.

1946. VB. Drift, Jan. 1948. PB. Drift, Jan. 1948 and in a shaded pool,

Jan. 1944.

Wrangelia verticillata Harvey 1863, syn. n. 332. J. Agardh 1876, 619. De
Toni 1897, 130. Lucas and Perrin 1947, 138, f. 11.'— WB. Drift, Jan.

1946, PB. In a littoral pool, Jan. 1944.

Wrakgei.ia wattsti Harvey 1862, pi. 233. J. Agardh 1876, 620. De Toni 1897,

131. Lucas and Perrin 1947, 138, f. 12. — WB. Drift, Jan. 1946.

Dasyaceae
DASYA C. Agardh

Dasya capillaris Hooker and Harvey. Harvey 1847, 60, pi. 19; 1860 b, 302.

Kiitzrag 1865, t. 73. De Toni 1903, 1,200. Lucas and Perrin 1947, 313. —
AR. Sublittoral near Muston, Nov. 1947.

Dasya feredayae Harvey 1860 a, pi. 173, f. 1, 3. De Toni 1903, 1,211. — WB.
Drift, Jan. 1946.

Dasya haffiae Harvey 1860 b, 303; 1860 a, pi. 14.1 Dc Toni 1903, 1,193.

Lucas and Perrin 1947, 311. — VB. Drift, Jan. 1948. PB. Drift Jan.

1946, 1948.

Dasya naccarioides Harvey 1844, 432; 1847, 63, pL 22. ]". Agardh 1863, 1.217.

De Toni 1903, 1,198. Lucas and Perrin 1947, 313. — WB. Drift, Jan. 1946.

PB. Drift, Tan. 1944, May 1945. Jan. 1946 and in a deep pool on main reef,

Nov. 1947.
*

Dasya scopulieera Harvey 1863, ph 271. De Toni 1903, 1,185. — PB. Drift,

Jan. 1946. A single specimen which agrees well with Harvey's figure.
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Dasya urceolata Harvey, Alg. Ans. exs. n. 217. T. Agardh 1863, 1,208. De
Tom 1903, 1,209. Lucas and Perrin 1947, 314 — PB. On Cystophora

intermedia and occasionally on C. subfarrinata in sublittoral fringe on main

reef, May 1945, Nov. 1947, Aug., Dec. 1948. Checked with one of Harvey's

specimens from Point Fairy.

Dasya villosa Harvey 1847. 61, pi. 20. J. Agardh 1863, 1,215. De Toni 1903,

1,203. Lucas and Perrin 1947, 314. — AR. 5-6 feet below low water near

Picnic Point, Jan. 194& MR. Drift, Jan. 1946. WB. Drift, Jan. 1946.

VB. Drift, Jan. 1947, 1948, 1949. PB, Drift, Jan. 1944, 1946, 1948.

DASYOPSIS Zanardini

Dasyopsis ci-avigera Womersley 1946 b, 137, f. 1. 2, pi. 27. — WB. Drift, Jan.

1946. CC. DnTt, Jan. 1947, 1948. VB. Lower littoral, south side of Ellen

Point, May 1945, Dec. 1945. PB. Sub-littoral fringe on reefs, all seasons.

HALODICTYON Zanardini

Halodictyox araciinoidevm Harvey 1858, pi, 37 A, De Toni 1903, 1,246.

Lucas and Perrin 1947, 322. — AR. Sublittoral near Muston, Nov. 1947,

Jan. 1948. RP. Drift, Aug. 1948.

Halodictyon robustum Harvey 1858, pi, 37 E. De Toni 1903, 1,245. Lucas

and Perrin 1947, 322. — PB. Drift, Jan. 1948.

HETEROS1PHON1A Montagne

Hktkkosipieonia curdjkana (Harvey) Falkenberg 1901, 716. De Tom' 1903,

1,236. Lucas and Perrin 1947, 318. Dasya citrdieana Harvey in J- Agardh

1863, 1,189; 1890, 87, — VB. Drift, Jan. 1949. PB. Drift, Jan. J948,

Heterosiphonia GUNNiANA (Harvey) Falkenberg 1901, 651. De Toni 1903,

1,231. Lucas and Perrin 1947, 316, f, 153, Dasva gunmana Harvey 1847,

59, pi. 17; 1860 b, 301. — AR. Upper sublittoral, Jan. 1949. MR. Drift,

Jan. 1946. WB. Drift, Jan. 1946. CC. Drift, Jan. 1947. PB. Sublittoral

fringe and outer pools on reefs, all seasons.

Hetckost phobia MiCROcT.ADiOiDEs (J. Agardh) Falkenberg 190L 637, t. 19, f. 5.

De Toni 1903, 1,224, Lucas and Perrin 1947, 316. Dasya microcladioidcs

J. Agardh 1890, 83. Dasya peUuclda Harvey 1854, 543. — VB. Shaded end
of pool 1, south side of Ellen Point, Jan. 1947. A few specimens which

agree well with Harvey's D. pcllucida from King George's Sound (in Mel-
bourne National Herbarium.

HETEKQSiniONTA m UHLLERi (Sunder) De Toni 1903, 1,237. Lucas and Peirin

1947, 319, f. 154. Dasya muclleri Sondcr in Harvey 1858, pi. 31 (partim).

J. Agardh 1890, 84, I III, f. 1. — VB, Sublittoral fringe on reefs in the

bav/jan. 1949. DR. Sublittoral fringe, Jan. 1947. PB. Sublittoral fringe

on main reef, Jan, 1947, and drift, Jan. 1946, 1948. AB, Drift, Aug. 1948.

Eastern Cove, On sinker of buoy (12-15 feet below low water),. Jan. 194S.

None of these specimens is cystocarpic, so it is possible some may be

H, struthwpenna (J. Agardh) De Toni, which has terminal cystocarps

instead of the lateral, sessile ones of H, tnuelleri.

THURETIA Decaisne

Thuretia QUKRCtFOT.rA Decaisne. Harvey 1858, pi. 40, Falkenberg; 1901, 668,

t. 17, if. 1-9. De Toni 1903, 1,175. Lucas and Perrin 1947, 308, f. 147. —
WB. Drift, Jan. 1946. CC. Drift, Jan. 1948. VB, Drift, Jan, 1948, 1949.

PB, Drift, Jan. 1944, 1945, 1946, 1947, 1948. CW. Drift. Jan. 1946,
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Thuretia teres Harvey 1862, pi. 191. Falkenberg 1901, 674. De Toni 1903,

1,176. Lucas and Pen in 1947, 309. — CC. Drift, Jan. 1948, PB. In

Cystophora-corallmt and sublittoral fringe associations (on Cystophora sub-

farcinala and C. paniculata) , all seasons but rare,

Delesseriaceae — Deeesserieae

APOGLOSSUM J. Agardh

Apoclossum tasmanicum (F. v. Mueller) J, Agardh. De Toni 1900, 702, Kylin

1924, 23. Lucas and Perrin 1947, 231, L 94, Deksseria tasmanica F. v.

Mueller in Harvey 1860 b, 311, t. 190 B. J. Agardh 1876, 494, — VB.
shaded end of pool 1, south side of Ellen Point, Jan. 1948. A few small

sterile plants only*

CHAUVINIA
Chauvinta coriifqua Harvey 1863, syn. n. 376. Kylin 1924, 13. Lucas and

Perrin 1947, 230, f. 93. Deksseria coriifolia Harvey 1860 a, pi. 150. —
VB, Drift, Jan. 1948, 1949.

CLAUDEA Lamouroux

Claudea elegans Lamouroux. Harvey 1858, pi. 1. De Toni 1900, 748. Lucas

and Perrin 1947, 237, f. 101. — PB. Drift, Jan. 1948 (rare).

HEMINEURA Harvey

Hemineura frondosa (Hooker and Harvey) Harvey 1847, 116, pi. 45. Kylin

1924, 6. Lucas and Terrin 1947. 232, f. 95. Delesseria frondosa, Harvey
1860 a, pi. 179. — WB. Drift, Jan. 1946. VB. Drift, Jan. 1946, 1948.

HYPOGLOSSUM Kiitzing

Hypoglossum revolutum (Harvey) J. Agardh. De Toni 1900, 692. Lucas

and Perrin 1947, 228, f . 91. Delesseria revolula Harvey 1860 a, pi. 170. —
AE. Sublittoral near Muston, Nov. 1947, and near mouth of inlet, Aug.

1948, Jan. 1949.

Hypoglossum spathulatum (Kiitzing) J. Agardh. De Toni 1900, 689. Lucas

and Perrin 1947, 227, Delesseria spathulaia Kiitzing 1869, t. 12 c-c. Deles-

seria hypaglossoides Harvey 1859, pi, 87. — AR. Sublittoral near Muston.,

Nov. 1947, and near mouth of inlet, Aug. 1948,

PH1TYMOPHORA J. Agardh

Phitvmophora rMmucATA (Arcschoug) J. Agardh. Kylin 1924, 13. Kuehne
1946, 35, pi. 2. Lucas and Perrin 1947, 230. Chaiwinea vmbrkata Harvey

1862, pi. 240. — WB. Drift, Jan. 1946. CC. Drift, Jan. 1948. VB. Drift,

Jan. 1948, 1949. PB. Sublittoral fringe, main reef, Jan. 1947, 1948.

SARCOMENIA Sondcr

Sarcomenia dasyoides Harvey. J. Agardh 1863, 1,263; 1896, 134. De Toni

1900, 738. Lucas and Perrin 1947, 234, f. 96. — WB. Drift, Jan. 1946.

VB. Drift, T-™, 1946, 1948. PB. Tn pools of the sublittoral fringe, Jan.

1946, 1947, Jan., Dec. 1948, Jan. 1949.

Sarcomenia deeesserioides Sonder. Harvey 1860 a, pi. 121. J. Agardh 1896,

137. Dc Toni 1900, 742. Lucas and Perrin 1947, 236, f. 100. — CC\ Drift,

Jan. 1948. VB. Drift, Jan. 1949. PB. Drift, May 1945, Jan. 1946.
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Sarcomenia mutabilis (Harvey) J. Agardh 1896, 134. De Toni 1900, 736.

Lucas and Perrin 1947, 234, — AR. Upper sublittoral along channel, July,,

Nov. 1947, Aug. 1948 (probably a winter form),

Sarcomenja tenera (Harvey) J. Agarclh 1896, 136. De Toni 1900, 740. Poly-
siphonia tenera Harvey 1863, pi. 257. Lucas and Perrin 1947, 234, pi. 99. —
AR. Upper sublittoral near the mouth, May 1945, July, Nov. 1947, Aug. 1948
(probably a winter form).

NlTOPKYI.LEAE

CRYPTOPLEURA Kutzing

Ckyptopleuka endiviaefolia (Hooker and Harvey) Kylin 1924, 91. Delesseria

endiviaefolia Hooker and Harvey 1847, 403. Kiitzing 1869, t 11. Nito-

phylhtm endiviaefolium ]. Agardh 1876, 461. De Toni 1900, 637. — WB.
Drift, Jan. 1945, 1946. CC. Drift, Jan. 1947, 1948.

HYMENEMA Greville

Hymenema cukdieana (Harvey) Kvlin 1924, 79. Nitophyllum ciirdieanwn

Harvey 1860 a, pi. 151, J. Agardh 1876, 458. De Toni 1900, 658. Lucas
and Perrin 1947, 223, f. 89, 90. — WB. Drift, Jan. 1946. CC. Drift, Jan.

1944, 1948. VB. Drift, Jan. 1946, 1949.

MYRIOGRAMME Kylin

Mykiogramme erosa (Harvey) Kylin 1924. 61. Nitophyllum erosum Harvey
1859, pi. 94. J. Agardh 1876, 460. De Toni 1900, 639. — WB. Drift, Jan.

1946, CC. Drift, Jan. 1947. VB. Drift, Jan. 1949.

Myriogramme pristoidea (Harvey) Kylin 1924, 61. Nitophyllum pristoideum
Harvey 1862, pi. 229. J, Agardh 1876, 460. De Toni 1900, 640. Lucas
and Perrin 1947, 222, f. 86. — WB. Drift, Jan. 1946. CC. Drift. Jan. 1947.

VB. Drift, Jan. 1949.

RHODOMELACEAK — POLYSIPHONIEAE
CHIRACANTHIA Faikcnberg

Chiracantiiia arborea (Harvey) Falkenberg 1901, 179, t. 19, f. 18-23. De
Toni 1903, 971. Acanthopfwra arborea Harvey lS60b, 296; 1860a, pi 132.— AR. Sublittoral near and outside the mouth of the inlet, all seasons.

LOPHUREU.A Schmitz

LopnuRELLA periclados (Sonder) Schmitz. Falkenberg 1901, 154, t. 19, f. 24-
26. De Toni 1903, 855. Rhodomela periclados, Harvey' 1858, pi. 28. —
PB. Sublittoral fringe, main reef, Jan. 1947 (rare).

POLYS1PHONIA Greville

Polysiphonia abscissa Hooker and Harvey. Hooker 1847, 480, pi. 183. t Z
De Toni 1903, 879. Lucas and Perrin 1947, 267. — PB. In rear littoral

pools, all seasons. CW . In low rock pools, Jan. 194&.

Polysiphonia cancellata Harvey 1847, 51, pi. 15. De Toni 1903, 928. Lucas
and Perrin 1947, 273. — AR. Sublittoral along channel, often on Posidonia,
all seasons. AB. (no details).

Polysiphonia pasyoides Zanardini 1874, 489. De Toni 1903, 954. Lucas and
Perrin 1947, 266. — CC. In rock pools, Jan, 1944. VB. Upper littoral

(splash area), south side of Ellen Point, Jan. 1946. PB. In littoral pools,
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Jan. 1944, Nov. 1947, and sublittoral fringe, May 1945, Jan, 1946, April
1947. (often epiphytic on larger algae).

No authentic specimens of this, specks are available in Australia, but
agreement with Zanardini's description is very good.

Polysiphonia davyae Rcinhold 1899, 49. De Toni 1903, 913. Lucas and Perrin
1947, 265, — AR t On Posidonia in upper sublittoral, all seasons but not
common, PB. Drift, Jan. 1946. RP. Drift, Aug. 1948.

Polysiphonia fsutkx Harvey 1847, 52; 1860 b. 30L Kiitzing 1863, t. 66d-e.
De Toni 1903, 925. Lucas and Perrin 1947, 273, f. 122. — VE. Mid littoral

on reef in bay, Jan. 1946. Dtf. Lower littoral on reefs., Jan. 1947. PB.
Littoral, and in pools, all seasons. AB. Lower littoral, Jan. 1947.

Polysiphonia fuscesckns Harvey 1847, 52; 1860 h, 301. Kiitzing 1S63, t. 67a-d.
Dc Toni 1903, 925. Lucas and Perrin 1947, 273. — AR. Sublittoral and
upper sublittoral along channel and throughout lagoons, all seasons, RP.
Drift, Aug. 1948. This species is very closely related to F- fritter, and pos-
sibly only an extreme ecological form. P. fuscescens fa more loosely and
distantly branched, and a slenderer plant than P. frutexj and grows in much
calmer conditions around Kangaroo Island.

Polysjphonta itookeri Harvey 1847, 40. pi. 12; 1860 b, 299. Kiitzing 1864,
L 17. De Toni 1903, 905. Lucas and Perrin 1947, 263, f. 119. — AR. Sub-
littoral near Mustou, Nov, 1947. PB. Drift, Jan. 1947-

Polysiphonia hystrix Hooker and Harvey. Harvey 1847, 41, pL 14; 1860 b,

299. Kiitzing 1864, fc 18 a-c. De Toni 1903, 906. Lucas and Perrin 1947,
265, f. 120. — MR, Drift, Jan. 1946.

Polysiphonia mallardiae Harvey 1847, 40. pi. 13; 1860b, 299. Kiitzing 1864,
t 22c-e. De Toni 1903, 908. Lucas and Perrin 1947, 265, f. 121. — AR.
Sublittoral near Muston, Nov. 1947, Jan. 1948. MR, Drift, Jan 1946.
WB. Drift, Jan. 1946. VB. Drift, Jan. 1948. PB. Drift, Jan. 1948, and in
a shaded pool, Jan. 1944.

Polysiphonia nigrita Sonder 1846. 181. Harvey 1847, 51. Kiitzing 1863,
t. 67e-lL Lucas and Perrin 1947. 274. — WB. Drift, Jan. 1946. CC. Drift,
Jan. 1944, 1947, 1948. PB, Sublittoral fringe, all seasons (epiphytic on other
algae). CW. Lower littoral, Jan. 1946.

P. nigrita differs from P t couccHata- in not having the pericentral cells
arranged in distinct rows, as seen in face view.

Polysiphonia patersonts Sonder. Kiitzing 1864., t 18 d-f. Polysiphonia spino*
sisstma Harvey 1860 a, pi. 155. Bronqniartella spinosissima Falkeubcre
1901, 548. t. 19, f. 11-12. Lucas and Perrin 1947, 283. — ' AR. Lower
httoral on the tidal flats, all seasons. The trichoblasts in this species are con-
fined to the ends of the branches as in Polysiphonia.

Polysiphonia succulenta Harvey 1860 b, 300. f. Agardh 1863, 969. De Toni
1903, 879. Lucas and Perrin 1947, 267. — AR. On Posidoma in the upper
sublittoral throughout the lagoons, all seasons, common. RP. Drift, Aug.
U4o,

Lophothalieae
PRONGN1ARTFJ.T.A Bory

Broncniarteixa austrat.ts (Agardh) Schnuu. Falkenbcrg 1901, 546 t 19
f. 6-7. De Tom 1903, 1,010. Lucas and Perrin 1947, 283, f, 130

'

Polv-
siphoma cladosicphus Harvey 1860 a, pi. 154. — AR. Sublittoral along
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channel, all seasons but commonest in winter. VB. Mid littoral on well-

washed rock in bay, Jan. 1946, 1948. DB. Drift, Jan. 1947. PS. Drift, all

seasons. RP. Drift, Aug. 1948. The American River form is a larger,

looser and softer plant than those from the south coast.

Brongniartella feredayae (J. Agardh) Schmitz. De Toni 1903, 1,014.

Dasya feredayae J. Agardh 1863. 1,235. Harvey 1860b, 303, — VB. Lower

littoral, north side of Ellen Point, Jan. 1948, and drift, Jan. 1948, 1949. PB.

Sublittoral fringe on a western reef, Dec. 1948, and drift, Jan. 1946, 1948.

Brongniartella sarcocaulon (Harvey) Schmitz, De Toni 1903, 1,013, Lucas

and Perrin 1947, 285, Dasya sarcocaulon Harvey 1863, pi. 27S. — PB. Drift,

Jan. 1946. CW. In an exposed pool, south side, Aug 1948.

DOXODASYA Schmitz

Doxodasva bulbochaete (Harvey) Falkenberg 1901, 538, t. 13, f. 21-22. De

Tom 1903, 1,021. Lucas and Perrin 1947, 286, f. 131. Dasya bulbochaete

Harvey 1847. 65, pi. 25. — VB. Drift, Jan. 1948. PB, Drift. Jan. 1944,

1946.
LOPHOCLAD1A Schmitz

Lophocladja hakveyi (Kutzing) Schmitz. Falkenberg 1901, 553. De Toni 1903,

1.016, Dasya harveyi Kutzing 1864, 26, t. 71 e-f. Dasya lalleniandi Harvey

1854, 543. — AR. Upper sublittoral on Pig Island, April 1947, and on the

cockle bank near the mouth, Jan. 1948, and drift, May 1945.

Bostrychteae
BOSTRYCHIA Montague

Bostrychia mixta Hooker and Harvey, Harvey 1860 a, pi. 176 A. De Toni

1903 1,150. i— AR. Upper littoral on shaded rock throughout the inlet,

mixed in small amount with B, simpliciuscuia, all seasons. PB. On shaded

rock in rear littoral, main reef, Aug. 1948, Jan. 1949. RP.. Upper littoral

all seasons.

Bostrychia simpucutscula Harvey. J. Agardh 1863, 854. Falkenberg 1901,

152. De Toni 1903, 1,155. Lucas and Perrin 1947, 306. Bostrychia rivu-

laris, Harvey 1860 a, pi. 176 B. — AR. Upper littoral on shaded rock

throughout the inlet, all seasons. PB. On shaded rock, rear littoral main

reef, May 1945 (rare). AB. Upper littoral, Jan. 1945. RP. Upper littoral,

all seasons.

Chondrteae
CHONDRIA C. Agardh

Chondhia dasypkylla (Woodward) C Agardh. De Toni 1903. 842. Kewton

1931, 342, f. 211. Taylor 1937, 359. — AR. Upper sublirtoral on tidal flats,

Feb. 1946, April 1947,'

j. Agardh (1892, 14S-160) described a number of species of Chondria

from southern Australia, some of which had previously been placed under

Ch. dasyphylta, At least three species of Chondria occur at American River,

and one species in the sublittoral fringe at Pennington Bay, but without

examining authentic specimens of J, Agardh's it is difficult to place these.

The specimens determined as Ch. dasyphylla agree well with Newton's figure.

CLADURUS Falkenberg

Cladusus elatus (Sonder) Falkenberg 1901, 223, pi. 22, f. 1. De Toni 1903,

814 Lucas and Perrin 1947, 251, f. 111. Ryliphloea data-, Plarvey 1862,

pj. 236. — MR. Drift, Jan. 1946. VB. Drift, Jan. 1948, 1949. PB t Drift,

Jan. 1946.
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COELOCLONTUM J- Agardh

Coeloclonium opuntioides (Harvey) J. Agardh 1876, 640. Falkenberg 1901,

211, t. 22, f. 32-34, De Toni 1903. 825. Lucas and Perrin 1947, 256.

Chondria opuntiaides Harvey 1860 b, 297, pi 189, — AR. Upper sublittoral

along channel, especially near the mouth, May to Nov. (a winter form).

VB Drift, Jan. 1946. PB. Drift, May 1945, Jan. 1^4/. AB. Drift, Aug.

1948. RP, Drift, Aug. 1948.

Laurencieae

JANCZEWSKIA Solms

Knczewskta tasmanica Falkenberg. Engler and Trantl 1897, 432, t. 243 C.

Falkenberg 1901, 257, t. 24, f. 18-19. De. Toni 1903, 812. Setchell 1914 b.

16. Lucas and Perrin 1947, 250. — PB. On Laurencia elata in the sub-

littoral fringe, Jan. 1948, Dec. 1948, and on Laurencia heteroclada m the rear

littoral, Sept. 1946. CW. On L. heteroclada, lower littoral, Jan. 1946. Rein-

bold (1899, 47) lists a /. australis Falkenberg from Investigator Strait.

De Toni lists this nomeri nudum with a query under /. tasmanica, and

Setchell (p. 18) comments that it may he distinct from 7. tasmanka. The Kan-

garoo Island specimens seem to agree well with /. tasmanica, and /. australis

is probably the same species.

LAURENCIA Lamouroux

Laurencia botryodes (Turner) Gaillon. Harvey 1862, pL 182. De Toni 1903,

802. Yamada 1931 a, 230. — BH. Very low littoral, Oct 1947. CC. Lower

littoral, Jan. 1948. PB. Sublittoral fringe and Cystvphora-carzMlne associa-

tions on reefs, all seasons. CW. Rock pools, south side, Aug. 1948.

L. botryoidvs is very variable in size and stoutness, but ferlile specimens

are distinctive in the peculiar wart-like, crowded, tetrasporic receptacles.

The PB specimens were reported in Pt. TI, 159, under the m.s. name of

L. robusta; fertile specimens show that they are only a stunted form (2-5 cm.

high) of L. botryoides. The BS specimens are robust plants, to 20 cm.

high, with the tetrasporic receptacles almost completely covering the

branches.

Laurencia clavata Sender 1852, 694, Yamada 1931 a, 228. Chondria clavata

Harvey 1860a, pi. 189. Corvnecladla clavata, Dc Toni 1903, 810. — AR.
Sublittoral near Muston, Jan.' 1948. K. Drift. Jan. 1945. RP. Drift June

1947.

Laurencia elata (Agardh) Harvey 1847, 81, pL 3i. Dc Toni 1903. 803.

Yamada 1931a, 241, pi. 26 a, b. Lucas and Perrin 1947, 249, i. 110. —
HR. Low pools, Jan. 1949. PR. Sublittoral fringe and to 3 feet down the

sides of reefs, all seasons.

Laurencia gracilis Hooker and Harvey. Harvey 1847, 84. De Toni 1903,

780. Yamada 1931a, 212, pi. 12 b. — AR. Low littoral on Pig Island,

Dec. 1948; upper sublittoral on Wallaby Island, July 1947, and on cockle

bank, Jan. 1948. BS. Sublittoral on Posidonia, June 1947. EB. Upper sub-

littoral on Posidoma> Jan. 1945.

Laurencia heteroclada Harvey 1860a, pi. 148. Dc Toni 190.1, 782. Yamada

1931 a, 238. Lucas and Perrin 1947, 247. — WR. Lower littoral and pools,

Jan. 1946. CC. Rock pools, Jan. 1944. VB. Rock pools, south side of

K)!en Point, Jan. 1948. PB. Littoral on reefs, all seasons. CW and AB.

Lower littoral, Jan. 1947. L. heteroclada probably occurs throughout the
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Exposed Rocky Coast Sttbfonnation, in the littoral and low rock pools. It

is a variable species, and the relations between it and L. filiformis and
L t forsteri need careful examination.

Laurencia majuscula (Harvey) Lucas 1935, 223. Laurcnem obtttsa var.
majuscula Harvey 1863, syn. n. 309 b. Yamada 1931a. 223, pi. 16 C. —
AR. l/pper sublittoral on Pig Island, Jan. 1947, Dec. 1948.

Laurkncia tasmanica Hooker and Harvey. Harvey 1847 84. J Agardh
1876, 654. De Toni 1903, 795. Yamada 1931a, 234, pi. 21. Lucas and
Perrin 1947, 249. — AR. Upper sublittoral behind Wallaby Island, Aug.
1948. BH k Lowest littoral, Oct. 1947. These specimens agree well with
Yamada's plate of an authentic specimen, and with Harvey's from Tasmania.

Pterosiphonieae

DICTYMENIA Greville

DictVmekia harveyana Sonder 1852, 698. Harvey 1860 b, 296. Kiitzing 1864
t. 95a-b. Falkenberg 1901, 283, fe 19, f. 17. De Toni 1903, 983. Lucas
and Perrin 1947, 282, f. 129. Dictymmia tridens Harvey 1847, 28, t 7. —
AR. Upper sublittoral between Muston and the mouth, May 1945, Nov
1947, Jan. and Aug. 1948. VB. Drift, Jan. 1949. RP. Drift, Tune 1947,
Aug. 1948.

Dictymenia tridens (Mertens) Greville, Kin-zing 1864, t, 94f-g. Falkenberg
1901, 287. De Toni 1903, 985. Lucas and Perrin 1947 281 f 128 —
VB. Drift, Jan. 1948, 1949.

JEANNERETTIA Hooker and Harvey

JeaNnerettia lobata Hooker and Harvey. Harvey 1847, 20, pi. 4; 1858, pi. 33.
Papenfuss 1942, 448. Pollexfenia lobala

t Falkenberg 1901, 295. Dc Tom
1903, 979. Lucas and Perrin 1947, 278. — VB. Drift, Jan. 1948. PB.
Drift Jan. 1946, 1948, and in the sublittoral fringe, main reef, Jan. 1948.

Jbannerettia pedicellata (Harvey) Papenfuss 1942, 448, Pollexfenia pedi-
cellata Harvey 1847, 22, pL 5. Falkenberg 1901. 291, t. 4, f. 14-19. De Toni
1903, 979. Lucas and Perrin 1947. 278. — AR. Upper sublittoral through-
out the inlet, June to Nov. AB. Drift, Aug. 1948. RP. Drift, June 1947,
Aug. 1948. This seems to be mainly a winter form, and is extremely variable
in thallus width (from 4 to 15 mm.).

Lofhosiphonieae
LOPHOSIPHONIA Falkenberg

Lopiiosiphonia scopulorum (Harvey) comb. nov.
Polysiphonia scopuhrum Harvey 1854, 540; Alg. Aus. Exs. n. 186. T-

Agardh 1863, 940. Kutzing 1864, t. 37 a-c. De Toni 1903, 1,065. — PB.
Forming brownish red patches on rock in the rear littoral on reefs, all

seasons.

This material is identical with Harvey's 186 a from Fremantle of
P. scopidomm (in Melbourne National Herbarium), but the species is cleatly
a Lophosiphonia.

POEVZONTEAE
CLIFTONAEA Harvey

Cltftokaea pectinata Harvey 1859, pi. 100. Falkenberg 1901, 375, t 5,

t 17-25; t. 10, f. \A; t. 24, L 3. De Toni 1903, 1,039. Lucas and Perrin
1947, 289, f. 135. — WR. Drift, Jan. 1946. VB, Drift, Jan. 1948. CIV.
Drift Jan, 1948.

J
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EUZONIELLA Falkenberg

Euzoniella flaccida (Harvey) Falkenberg 1901, 365, t. 5, f. 10. De Toni 1903,

1,029. Lucas and Perrin 1947, 288. f, 134. Polyzonh flaccida Harvey 1858,

pi. 42 B. — PB. Drift, Dec. 1948. A single cystocarpic specimen which
agrees well with Harvey's figure.

Euzontetxa tncisa (J. Agardh) Falkenberg 1901, 361, t. 5, f. 2-8, 11; t 14,

f. 28-32. De Toni 1903, 1,028. Lucas and Perrin 1947, 287, f; 133. Poly-
sonia incisa, Harvey 1858, pi. 42 A. — WB, Drift, Jan. 1946.

Amansteae
AMANSIA Lamouroux

Amansia kuetzingioides Harvey 1858, pi. 51. Falkenberg 1901, 420, t 7, f, 5.

De Toni 1903, 1,085. Lucas and Perrin 1947, 296, f. 140. — PB. Drift,

Jan. 1946, 1948.

Amansia pinnatifida Harvey 1862, pi. 222. Falkenberg 1901, 419. De Toni
1903. 1,090. Lucas and Perrin 1947, 296. — VB, Drift, Jan. 1949. PB.
Drift, Jan. 1944, May 1945, Jan. 1946, 1947, 1948. CW. Drift, Jan. 1946.

ANEURIA (J. Agardh) W. v. Bosse

Aneuria latifolia (Harvey) J. Agardh 1892. 169. De Toni 1924, 429.

Lenornvandm latifotia Harvey 1847, 19. — VB, Drift, Jan. 1948, 1949.

PB. Drift, all seasons.

Previously (Pt, 1, 244) this species was recorded as Lenormandia
spectabilis. Harvey considered this and L. laiifolia to be forms of one
species, but they appear lo be quite distinct,

LENORMANDIA Sonder

Lenormandia muelleri Sondcr. Harvey 1858, pi. 45. Falkenberg 1901, 467,

t. 8, f. 13-16. De Toni 1903, 1,116. Lucas and Perrin 1947, 300, f. 142.

— WB. Drift, Jan. 1946. VB. Drift, Jan 1948. PB. Drift, Jan. 1946, 1948.

Lenormandia smithiae (Hooker and Harvey) Falkenberg 1901, 464, t 8,

f. 18-21. De Tom 1903, 1,120. Lucas and Perrin 1947, 303. f. 143. Poly-

phaaim smithiae, Harvev 1847, 17, pi. 3. — VB. Drift, Jan. 1949. PB.
Drift, Jan. 1944, May 1^45, Jan. 1946, 1948.

Lenormandia spectabilis Sonder. Harvey 1862, pi. 181. De Toni 1903, 1,117.

— VB. Drift, Jan. 1946. 1949. A large range of specimens may show that

this species is not distinct from L. muelleri.

OSMUNDARIA Lamouroux

Osmundarta frolifera Lamouroux. Falkenberg 1901, 469, t. 8, f. 24-26. De
Toni 1903, 1,109. Lucas and Perrin 1947, 299, f. 141. Polyphacum pro-

liferam, Harvey 1862, pi. 188. — PB. Drift, Jan, 1946, 1947, 1948.

PROTOKUETZ1NGIA Falkenberg

Protokuetzingia australasica (Montagne) Falkenberg 1901, 475, t. 9, f. 6
and f. 8B. De Toni 1903, 1,076. Lucas and Perrin 1947, 295. Rytiphloea

australasica, Harvey 1858, pi. 27. — VB. Drift, Jan. 1949. DB. Sublittoral

fringe of western terraced reef, Dec, 1948, and drift, Jan. 1948. RP, Drift

June 1947.
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VIDALIA Lamouroux

Vidalia spiralis Laroouroux. Falkenberg 1901, 428. De Toni 1903, 1,106.

Lucas and Perrin 1947, 298. Epineuron spirale, Harvey 1847, 25, pi. 9. —
VB. Drift, Jan, 1948, 1949.

Heterocladieae

TRIGENIA Sonder

Trigenia umbellata J. Agardh 1890, 116; 1899, 122, t. 2, f. 1-6. Falkenberg

1901, 583, t. 12, f. 14-15. De Toni 1903, 1,125. Lucas and Perrin 1947,

305, f. 145. — CC. Drift, Jan. 1948. PB. Drift, Jan. 1944, 1946.
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EVAPORATION STUDIES USING SOME SOUTH AUSTRALIAN DATA

BY C. W. BONYTHON

Summary

The most common instrument for measuring evaporation - the tank evaporimeter - may give

erroneous readings as the effect of several different causes. The feasibility of such readings being

supplanted by calculated evaporation data based on the readings of several more-readily

standardized instruments presents itself, whereupon an equation of calculating evaporation is

quoted, and its derivation is given.
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SUMMARY
The most common instrument for measuring: evaporation—the tank

evaporimeter—may give erroneous readings as the effect of several different

causes. The feasibility of such readings being supplanted by calculated

evaporation data based on the readings of several more-readily standardized

instruments presents itself, whereupon an equation for calculating evapora-
tion is quoted, and its derivation is given.

This equation is tested experimentally, using some South Australian
data, first against two evaporimeters at Dry Creek for a period of six months*
and next for shorter periods in comparing evaporimeters at three different

sites near Adelaide. Good correlation between the curves for measured and
calculated evaporation is shown, but there are differences between the re-

spective absolute values. It is suspected that there are irregularities due to
differences in exposure, etc., of the evaporimeters, and it is concluded that

comparisons of the evaporation characteristics of different localities can pos-
sibly be more reliably made by using the equation and its relevant data
rather than evaporimeters.

Comments are made on how the mean values of the basic data should be
used in the evaporation equation, and on the apparent lag in phase in one
instance of measured behind calculated evaporation.

Finally there is a discussion upon whether there is a likelihood of varia-
tion in the assumed fixed relationship between the coefficients of heat and
mass transfer in the air film above the evaporating surface—the basis of the
evaporation equation—and how such a variation will affect the accuracy of
evaporation calculated by means of the equation.

INTRODUCTION
The tank evaporimeter is atill the most widely-used instrument for the

measurement of the potential evaporation of a locality, although it is receiv-

ing increasing criticism. The definition ot evaporation varies according to

the field in which the evaporation data are to be used. From the point of
view of the physical meteorologist it is the mean rate at which water vapour
>& actually being carried into the atmosphere from what may be a wide and
heterogeneous area of country. To him this will be the only definition. The
bto-climatologist, however, may recognize more than one definition, terming
the foregoing the water loss due to *'evapo-transpiration.'* From another
viewpoint evaporation is the rate at which water would be lost from the sur-
face of a hypothetical-—and perhaps large—sheet of water centred upon the
site of an evaporimeter to the reading of which it is supposed to bear some
relation. The bio-climatologist would term this "evaporation from a free
water surface.*'

Sheppard has stated (18) the requirements of an ideal evaporimeter, viz.

"... the necessary condition to be satisfied by the surface of the evapori-
meter is that it shall be flush with the surrounding land (or water) surface,

that its roughness parameter should be identical with that of the surround-
ings, and that the vapour pressure at the surface shall be maintained the

same as at the surrounding surface/* He adds, "Such requirements are ex-
cessively difficult to meet."

I.C.I. Alkali (Australia) Fty. Lift
Trans. Roy. Soc. S. Aust., 73, (2). Dec. 1950
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Friestley (14) has cited some figures to show that the total natural

evaporation 'of the Australian continent cannot he greater than one-tifth of

that indicated by Foley's (9) map of evaporation based on tank measure-

ments.
Sutton (21) has shown theoretically that the rate of evaporation fr'Om an

exposed water surface should vary with the dimensions of the surface.

The experimental work of Sleight (20) and Rohwer (17) has shown con-

siderable apparent change in evaporation rate with the size of the evapori-

meter in which it is measured. (However, this statement will be qualified

further on). Other work, including that of Field and Symons (7) at as early

a date as 1869, has shown that exposure markedly influences evaporimeter

readings.

It can be seen from the foregoing that since there may be different

definitions of evaporation an evaporimeter will not (except in very special

cases) yield a measure of it appropriate to all the definitions. All that can

be expected of an evaporimeter is generally a rough indication of one of

Jhese evaporation rates, and specifically a precise measurement of the evapo-

ration rate for an identical vessel of water identically exposed. Even the

second expectation may be difficult to realise in practice: part of the purpose

of this paper is to show up difficulties in the reproducing of evaporation con-

ditions.

STANDARDIZING EVAPORIMETERS
The shortcomings of evaporimeter measurements for predicting larger

scale natural evaporation have been enlarged upon by Sutton (22), Shep-

pard (18) and others, and these are admitted by the author. However, the

tank evaporimeter has yet to be supplanted in practice for the purpose of

comparing the evaporation of different localities, countries, etc., so no Eur-

ther excuse is offered for it in this paper which deals with obtaining improved

practical data based on evaporation losses from smalh specified areas of

exposed water surface.

It is undesirable to add to the existing mass of empirical data on the

effect of variables like dimensions, radiation absorbing power and exposure

upon the rate of evaporation from evaporimeters, when these data are to be

used to convert such evaporation rates into so-called
fl

truc evaporation."

Many of the early investigations were concerned with this aspect. The
empirical data presented in this paper are here only for the purpose of re-

vealing the failings of evaporimeters.

Evaporimeters are usually small tanks of water set in, on or above the

ground and exposed to sun and air. There are many designs, but the simp-

lest and most common oue is a small, circular metal tank, with depth

roughly equal to diameter, buried in the ground almost to the rim. Different

rlesigns often yield different results when similarly exposed. Consequently,

.standardization is important. In choosing a suitable design, the following

points should be borne in mind:

—

(a) There should be the minimum interference with the normal hori-

zontal wind movement over the surface, and the wind direction

should not affect the rate of evaporation. Hence a tank set more or

less dush with the ground and of circular shape would appear suit-

able.

(b) The size should not be so great that difficulty in supplying sufficient

make-up water is met in dry localities, nor so small that accidental

depletion of water by animals and birds can amount to an appre-

ciable part of the normal evaporation loss.
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(c) The supply of radiant heat has a controlling influence on tank
evaporimeters exposed in the open. Therefore a design minimizing:

variations in radiation absorption should be sought. A surface of

low reflecting power is desirable, and since the characteristics of

such an absorbing surface are hard to standardize, an evaporimctcr
holding a reasonable depth of water and of stich shape that it at

least approximates to a cavity absorber should be chosen. A black
evaporimeter with depth equal to width would meet these require-

ments. (There is, however, evidence against the use of a surface
of low reflecting power on parts of the tank, since the projecting
rim may absorb an unduly large amount of radiation relative to

that entering through the water surface).

(t\) Gain or loss of sensible heat through the sides and bottom should
be minimized. While insulation may be impracticable, a buried
tank of dimensions giving minimum outside area relative to holding
capacity should be chosen.

(e) An evaporimeter must function also as a rain gauge, since total

(or "gross"1
) evaporation must be derived in practice from changes

in water level and from gaugings in a nearby rain gauge. Evidence
has been produced (2) showing that an evaporimeter may not be a
reliable rain gauge. The statement "more water splashps out than
splashes in" briefly explains how an evaporimeter may behave in

rain. The larger the evaporimeter is the better is the likely approxi-
mation to a perfect rain gauge.

The Australian Standard evaporimeter (I) consists of a cylindrical,

sheet-metal tank, 3 ft. in diameter and 3 ft. deep, set inside a similar tank
4 ft. in diameter sunk in the ground with its rim level with the surface. The
rim of the inner tank is 2 in. above that of the outer one. The inner tank
is rilled with water to within 3 in. ot the top, and the outer annular space i&

filled to the top. It would appear to meet most of the requirements set out.

The outer jacket is thought to act as a "guard ring" to the inner vessel in

which evaporation is measured, producing uniform conditions over the sur-
face of the latter, and tending' to bear the brunt of water depiction caused by
animals and birds.

While most Australian Standard evaporimeters are made of galvanized
iron sheet, normally left unpaintcd, the addition of a coat of black paint might
be considered an improvement under heading (c), although there is also the
disadvantage referred to, and while it might seem that this latter objection
could be met by painting the tank black below water level and the rim above
it white, this would introduce the uncertainty of the destination of radiation
reflected from the white part. In general it is easier to prepare and main-
tain a surface reasonably good as an absorber than as a reflector. Perhaps,
then, weathered galvanized iron, having a short-wave radiation absorption
coefficient of the order of 09(4), will be aft satisfactory in practice as any
other material for evaporimeters.

An example of a design permitting a wide variation in total energy-ab-
sorbing power is the U.S. Weather Bureau Class A Land Plan. This is cir-

cular, 4 ft. in diameter and 10 in. deep, and set on wooden supports a little

above the ground. The author has experimented with one of these at Dry
Creek. South Australia, and he lias found the following variations in evapora-
tion rate with different surface treatments of the metal :—

<J > Evaporation in this paper is defined as measured fall in water level plus ram
gauged during the same period. This is sometimes termed "gross" evaporation.
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Table I

Surface Treatment Relative Evaporation Rate

Plain galvanized iron 100

Painted "flat white" 85

Painted "lead grey" 104

Painted black 109

The comparisons were carried out in summer over periods ranging from

9 to 90 days.

Young (24) in the U.S.A* has reported similar results from not-dissimi-

lar tanks painted several colours.

The author has experimented with evaporimeters of the Australian

Standard pattern to obain these results:

Table II

Construction and Finish Relative Evaluation Rate

Plain galvanized iron sheet (16 g.) 100

Black-painted steel plate (J in.) 103-104

Such results are likely to vary with season and exposure, but the above
should hold for the neighbourhood of Adelaide in summer.

It is felt that the radiation absorptive power of the projecting metal rims
of the Australian Standard evaporimeter may influence its readings. Refer-

ence will be made to this further on.

An important factor not so far dealt with is the working level of the
water surface. The distance that this is below the ram has an appreciable

effect upon evaporation rate. The author experimented at Dry Creek, South

Australia, during the 1948-9 and 1949-50 summers with two identical Aus-
tralian Standard evaporimeters (of plain galvanized iron), employing dif-

ferent working levels in the one relative to the other. (The roles of reference

and subject tank were reversed regularly to eliminate any effects of unequal

exposure or construction). The following results were obtained:—

Table III
Mean working level below rim Evaporation rate of subject.

Reference Subject taking reference = 100.

1.5 in. 2.5 in. 9<

1.5 in. 3.5 in.

Another interesting fact is that the use on the Dry Creek evaporimeter

of a bird screen made of 1-inch mesh wire netting caused a reduction in

evaporation of approximately 6i%,
These results are quite empirical, but they can probably be related to

the respective coefficients for diffusion of water vapour to the air.

Impurities on the water surface may affect evaporimeter performance.
Dust, and other foreign matter often oily in nature, usually accumulates in

quite a short time. Heymann and his associates (10), (11) have shown that,

while theoretically (and also in practice in the laboratory) t)ie presence oi a
thin oil film on the surface can cause a greatly increased resistance to

evaporation, such a film is probably unstable under conditions like those of

outdoor exposure. The present author experimented by adding a drop or

two per day of one of Heymann's oil compositions to the surface of an
evaporimeter, keeping an oil-free evaporimeter for reference. The results

were erratic and inconclusive, the relative windiness possibly having some
influence. On some days a reduction in evaporation of up to 10% was found.

Foley (9) lists some other factors affecting evaporation from evapori-
meters.
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Many sources of variation in results from evaporimeters have thus been

made apparent.

THE CALCULATION OF EVAPORATION
Since evaporimeters are hard to standardize, it appears possible that cal-

culated evaporation, based on readings of meteorological variables taken from
several more-readily standardized instruments, could be used lor the same
purpose with better effect. If these variables are ones already measured in

normal meteorological practice, it will be possible to calculate evaporation
for localities where such observations are or have been taken but where no
evaporimeter exists.

The calculation of evaporation from open water surfaces has been at-

tempted by Cummings and Richardson (6) on the basis of energy balance,

Other approaches have followed the lines of "sink strength*'—the diffusion

of water vapour considered as a driving force versus a resistance—a com-
bination of sink strength and energy balance, and aerodynamical treat-

ment. (These have been summarized by Penman (13) ).

A version of the combined sink strength and energy balance method will

he considered here. Four meteorological variables are used:

—

(i) Net gain of radiant energy.

(ii) Air temperature.

(Hi) Humidity,

(iv) Wind speed near the ground.

Penman (13) gives the general form of such an equation, but the one
used here is that developed theoretically in England in 1945 by Ferguson* 2

*,

based partly on the chemical engineering concept of the inter-relation be-

tween heat and mass transfer through a common gas him. The equation
has not previously been published (a\ so its derivation will be described
briefly.

Nctt gain of radiant energy is defined as the total short wave solar radia-

tion, both direct and diffuse, penetrating the water surface (which may be
regarded as being in an evaporimeter) , less the nett loss of long wave radia-

tion by the water. The first can be measured by solarirneter, and allowance
made for reflection from the water surface. The second can be calculated with
sufficient accuracy from air temperature, humidity and relative hours of

bright sunshine, (As a first approximation it is assumed that the tempera-
ture of the radiating water surface is the same as that of the air).

Air temperature is dry bulb temperature "near" the evaporating surface.

Humidity is the partial pressure of water vapour in the air "near" the
surface.

Wind speed is the horizontal speed "near" the surface. It can be
measured by anemometer.

Now in the conditions considered there is a nett inward flow of radiant
energy to the water and an outward flow of water vapour (taking away
energy as latent heat of vaporization), while there may be a flow of sensible
heat from water to air or vice versa.

(*> Dr. J. Ferguson, then Director of Research, I.C.I. Ltd,, Alkali Division, North-
wich, Cheshire.

C
5
} It is now probable that Ferguson will publish this work during 1950.
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The sink strength basis is the Dalton equation, which, in appropriate

terms, is ...

w = k (pw —Pa) W
where w - wt. water evaporated per unit time from unit area of surface

k = diffusion coefficient of water vapour to air

Pw - vapour pressure of water at the evaporating surface

gj _ partiai pressure of water vapour in the air "near' the surface

Next, from the energy balance aspect, the latent heat used in evaporat-

ing water of weight, w, is

L k (pw — pa)

where L = latent heat of vaporization.

Sensible heat exchange in unit time between unit area of water surface

and air is

h (Bw — fc)

where h = heat transfer coefficient

W == water surface temperature

a = air temperature

It is further assumed that no rise or fall in water temperature is taking-

place — that Sw is constant —, and that there is no flow of heat between the

water and its surroundings (other than through the air-water interface).

Hence the nett gain in radiant energy (Q) should equal the sum of these

two heat flows, viz

:

Q = L k (pw — pa) + h (0W — ftO W
This may be simplified by introducing the relationship between mass and

heat transfer taking place through the same air film. Such a relationship is

treated in the theory of the wet bulb thermometer: regardless of changes in

the film resistance the coefficients k and h remain in a fixed relation to one.

another. Walker, Lewis and McAdams (23) givt the relation for water as

being

_L = 0.50 <3>

L k

where temperatures are in deg. C 7
vapour pressures are in mm. of mercury,

and the units of mass and energy arc gm. and cal. respectively.

Using (3) to eliminate k in (2) converts the latter to

'

Q = 2 h (pw —pa) + h (0w -0a) O)

where the variables may now be defined specifically as

Q .= cal./cmVnr.
h == cal./cm2/hr./deg. C.

k s== gin./cm2/hr./mm. of Hg.

pw,pa = nim. of Ilg.

JWA = de&- c
c h u

Since pw , the vapour pressure of water, is a known function of W ,
the

temperature, the equation can be solved for l9w . Re-arranging (4) gives

h

For water the. values of (2 pw + M for different values of

W (or of pw), can be obtained from vapour pressure vs. temperature tables.
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Since pw is fixed for a given value of (2 pw -f W) We may write

pw = f (2 pw -|- W ) ggg
Q= f (- + 2 pa + fla) (6b)
h

where f is a functional sign.

.
Evaporation per unit area per unit time is given by w in. (1) Whenw is m gm./crnVhr. it is numerically equal to E, where E is cm./hr. water

evaporated. Hence

E = k (Pw — Pa) (7a ^

2h
= — (Pw — pa) (7b)

when relation (3) is brought in.

Finally, combining (6b) and (7b) we obtain

2h
f Q •)

E = -
{

f (- + 2 Pa + ea )
_Pa

J
(8)

From (8) evaporation may be calculated without W being known in ad-
vance. It is, however, necessary to know h. Published data on heat transfer
between moving air and flat planes are available, and k (which is, of course
interchangeable with h) can be measured over, for instance, an cvaporimeter
i enman (13) gives figures showing the relationship between k and horizontal
wind speed, V, and Raman (16) has measured the h — V relationship for
certain conditions.

After deriving (8) Ferguson points out that it is based on steady state
conditions, and that it cannot necessarily be used with average values of theenables when the latter do not remain constant. Q, a and h at least are
continually changing with time, some in a periodic manner. However after
a study involving the solution of differential equations in the Mancne^ter
University differential analyser, Ferguson concludes that, provided the water
is of reasonable depth—say 6 in. or more—and provided moderate periods
of time are taken-say at least 2 or 3 days-equation (8) can be used with
the average values of variables.

Ferguson later introduces a minor modification to correct for the fact
that the return long wave radiation from the water to the air is controlled "bv
the unknown temperature, W, and not, as assumed for simplicity by the
known temperature, a . He shows mathematically that the correction can
be introduced into the sensible heat change quantity in (4) by substituting
for the coefficient of heat transfer, h, a fictitious one, h'. (4) now becomes

Q = 2 h (pw — pa) — h' (0W _ a) (9)
where h' is the value substituted for h, so making allowance in the calcu-
lated sensible heat change for an error in the calculated return lone-wave
radiation.

He then re-writes (5) as

r Q r
2 Pw + 6W (1 -| )—__|_ 2pa + 0a (1 -\ )

h h h (10)
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where h' = h + rr
(n )

in which r = 4 X 3600 c Ta3 ( l2)

where in turn = Stef&n-Boltsmann Constant,

and Ta = air temperature, deg. K.

(The mathematical derivation and proof of (12) will not be given here).

In solving the modified evaporation equation., pw is found graphically by

plotting the straight line connecting pw and W in (10) and reading off its

intersection with the known curve for water of pw vs. W ,
The derived

p* is used in (7b) to determine evaporation.

It is to be noted that only that value of h related to sensible heat ex-

change is altered to h'. The ft used as the denominator for Q in (10). and

that used in (7b) finally to calculate evaporation is not so altered.

This correction somewhat complicates the simple method of equation

(8) for calculating evaporation, and in many cases it is negligible. However,
the correction involviug r has been used in the calculations given subse-

quently in this paper.

PRACTICAL TRSTTNG OF THE THEORY
The Ferguson equation has been checked experimentally by the author

at Dry Creek, South Australia, where there is a meteorological station at-

tached to the solar saltfields of I.C.I. Alkali (Australia) Pty. Ltd.

The first check was carried out in 1947, and while a brief reference to

it has been made (3) details were not published. The details differed slightly

irotn those now to be given, mainly concerning the derivation of h. The
results were, however, very similar to those found in 1949.

hi the latter check solar radiation was measured by a Kipp & Zonen

solarimetric thermopile with recorder, and hours of bright sunshine by a

Campbell-Stokes recorder. These records, together with those of tempera-

ture and humidity, enabled nett loss of long wave radiation to be calculated.

(This involved a.modified form of the Baur & Phillips formula (5)^ together

with a relationship like that given by Penman (13) connecting relative hours

ef bright sunshine with radiation loss from skies of different cloudiness).

A loss of short-wave radiation by reflection at the air-water interface of 4%
was allowed. From the above the nett gain of radiant energy was found.

Air temperature and humidity (expressed as partial pressure Off water

vapour) were measured at normal Stevenson screen height by an aspirated

wet and dry bulb thermograph.

Horizontal wind speed was measured at 3 ft. above the ground by cup

anemometer. From wind it was necessary to derive h, the heat transfer

coefficient. The simplest and most appropriate way seemed to be via the

measured diffusion coefficient, k, for the cvaporimeter concerned.

Three feet seems a suitable height for wind measurement, although 1 or

1.25 m. would comply with international standards. It is sufficiently near to

the ground (or evaporirnetcr) level to avoid large errors due to failure of the

1/7 power law of variation of wind with height when extrapolating down

wind speeds measured at a meteorological station height like 10 m., hut yet

not closer to the ground than the characteristics of the anemometer justify. It

would -seem that an anemometer should be set at a height of at least several

cup diameters, The procedure adopted by "Rohwcr (17) of mounting an

anemometer in a small pit with its cup bottoms close to ground level in order

to measure "ground wind" is misleading, since the cups are rigid while the

air layer at this level is undergoing considerable shear.
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In measuring diffusion coefficients for evaporimeters, pa at screen height
provided one of the two partial pressures whose difference constitutes the
driving force of the process. The other pressure, pw , was that at the water
surface, and it was found from the surface mean temperature assumed to be
the same as the mean temperature measured at 3 in. below the surface. The
assumption must have been approximately true, as a number of measure-
ments at different depths using a thermometer with a fine bulb failed to show
differences between the surface and the 3 in. level of more than 0.5°C. at the
most. Diffusion coefficients were determined from pw , pa and measured E,
using (7a). Periods of single day's and single month's duration were con-
sidered, using the figures from two evaporimeters.

4t . 1 / /

05 f.0

Fig. I

h vs. V for the Dry Creek evaporimeters.

The plots of k vs. mean wind speed showed considerable scatter, even
though results for rainy days were excluded since these were known to be
erratic. Penman (13) reports a similar scatter. The best straight lines were
drawn through the plotted points. The scatter of k values and the limited

range of wind speeds covered were such that no curvature—such as would
occur if k varied with V0,78 (see Sutton (21) ) was delectable.

The best lines for two evaporimeters are shown in fig. 1.

The two evaporimeters will now be described. The first was the
"standard" evaporimeter of this site, which, while having the dimensions—
the only clearly defined details—of the Australian Standard, was made of
i in. mild steel plate and painted black. The outer jacket stood a little over
2 in. above ground level, and was encircled by a shaped annulus of concrete
a few inches wide. The surrounding earth was covered with coarse stone
screenings. The inner tank stood 2 in. higher than the outer one. The
second was a circular, black-painted mild steel tank 30 ft. in diameter by 3 ft.

deep, buried in the ground with its rim projecting 4 In. above the surface.
They are shown in plate 1 fig. 1.

Measurements of evaporation from these two evaporimeters and of the
four basic variables were taken for the calendar months of January to June.
1949, and used to check the Ferguson equation. The latter was used in the
form

Ei = 2.30 h (pw — pa )

where E
x
= cm./28 days.

to calculate evaporation, after having found pw using (10).
(Values of h appropriate to each evaporimeter were read from fig. 1).

(13)
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Table IV

Measured and Calcitlated Evaporation for Dr* Creek

(a) Standard Evaporimeter

Period

Q
cal./

cm'/

hr.

6*
Vjfi

mm.
of

Hg.

V
m./
sec.

h
cal./

cruV

hr./

Deriv.

*W
mm.
of

Hg.

Deriv.
Calc.

Evap.
cm-/
28
days

Meas.
Evap.
cm./
28
days

Mcas.

Jan., 1949 • 31.B 20.9 9.2 2.8 S 1.16 18.6 20.9 25.0 30.4 21.7

Feb., *! 15.S 19.0 9.4 3.95 1.19 16,2 IS.

7

18.6 21.75 20.4

Mar. I» 14.5 17.9 S.fi 2.4S 1.04 15.5 18.0 16.5 21.15 20.0

Apr. ?l 8,5 15.4 7.5 2.25 0.98 12.5 34.6 11.3 14.4 16.5

May !( ' 4.3 12.9 8.1 1.75 0.83 11.0 12.fi 5.5 7.1 13.7

June P 3.5 9.0 6.7 1.7 0.81 8.7 9.i 3.7 5.6S 10.8

(b) 10-ft. Diameter Evaporimeter

Period caj./

cmV
hr.

'a
mm.
of
Hg-

V
m./
sec

h
cal./

cmV
hr7

Deriv.

ffiZEL

of
Hg.

Deriv.

°C

Calc.
Evap.
cm./
28
days

Meas.
Evap.
cm./
28
days

Mtas.

OC

Jan., 1949 21.8 30.9 9.2 2.85 0.93 20.0 22.1 23.1 22.8 21.S

Feb.. „ 15.S 19.0 9.4 2.95 0.95 17.2 19.7 17.1 17.65 20.2

Mar. ., 14.5 17.9 8.6 2.45 0.84 16.4 18.9 15.1 17.25 20.2

Ajtr^. w 8.5 15.4 7.5 2.25 0.79 13.0 15.3 10.0 11.2 16.3

May .. 4.3 12.9 8.1 1.75 0.68 11.2 13.0 4.9 5.8S 13.4

June 3.5 9.0 6.7 1.7 0.67 8.9 9.5 3.4 4.1 10.3

The measured and calculated evaporation rates arc given in Table IV
and plotted in fig. 2. While the two rates do not agree closely for the

standard evaporimeter, they agree better for the 10 ft. tank, and m both cases

the correlation between the curves over the six-month period is very good.

That there is such good correlation over a wide range of meteorological con-

ditions is distinctly encouraging.

The calculated values are low by 20% and 6.5% for the standard and
10 ft. evaporimeter respectively, but it cannot be concluded that it is the cal-

culated figures that are wrong. It could well be that the calculated figures

are on a sounder basis than the measured ones. Now according to Fergu-
son's treatment, it is possible to calculate the mean water temperaLure, Qwt as

this is directly related to the vapour pressure, pw . Values of W correspond-

ing to pw have been shown with the other January to June, 1949, figures in

Table IV, as also have measured values of W for 3 in. helow the surface.

(Suspended maximum and minimum meteorological thermometers fitted with
max. + min.

radiation shields were used. means were reduced to the

2
basis of true means using a small correction determined practically).

If measured and calculated 6W are not the same, it is fair to assume that

either the equation is wrong or the data used in it are wrong. Of the latter,

h and Q are those most likely to contain errors. In the case of the standard
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evaporimeter, if a value of h is taken to make calculated E
t
the same as

measured E
t
—this calls for an increase of h—then derived W will be lower,

increasing the discrepancy between derived and measured W . If h is taken

to make measured and calculated W the same—this calls for a decrease in

h—then the disparity between measured and calculated E
t

is increased. (An
all round increase in the values of h by 0.6 caIs./cm 2/hr./°C. will bring cal-

30
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— ^Q— — II It H •"
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FiR . 2

Measured and calculated evaporation rates for Dry Creek.

culated Ex for the standard tank up to the corresponding measured E 1T with

good correlation over the whole range. It is hard to believe, however, that h

can be this much in error).

It would seem that correction of h alone cannot bring about a simul-

taneous agreement between the measured and calculated values of E
x
and

#w respectively.

Errors in Q can quite well account for the discrepancies in E
t
. There is

a distinct likelihood of errors here, for interchange of heat between evapori-

meter and soil is possibly quite significant, and the presence of the project-
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ing tank rim may render the calculated absorption of radiation uncertain.
The Dry Greek data lor January-June, 1949, have been, used to back-calculate

a and pa have been taken as correct, but fictitious values of h have been
used so as to bring about the simultaneous mutual equality of measured and
calculated R, and measured and calculated W . This has involved first the
use of equation (13) to calculate h, and then (10) to find Q from h and the
other variables. Results for both evaporimeters arc shown in Tabic V with
certain former results:

—

Table V
Standard 20-ft. diameter

Period h-caI./cmVhi./©C. O-cal./crnVhr. h-cal./cmVhr./°C Q-ca1/ctaVbt
Grig. Hcoalr. Hng, Rec-atc. Grig. Recalcv Gr*g. Recalc,

Jan., 1949 ]-)6 1-28 21-8 27-7 fl»M 0-98 21*8 20-6
Feb., 1949 - MS MO 15-8 2P2 G-95 0-92 15-8 17-0

Marf, 1949 1-04 1-03 14-5 21-5 0-84 0-82 14-5 IS-

1

April, 1949 - 0-93 0-95 8-5 14-1 0<79 0-76 8-5 10-9

May, 1949 0^83 0-83 4-3 7-\ 0-68 0*72 4-3 5-6

June, 1949 - 0-81 0*82 3-5 72 0-67 0-66 3-5 5*0

Re-calculatcd and original h are seen to be in tolerable agreement, as
must be expected from the mode of derivation of original h. Hence the E

t
and ew discrepancies may be explained by assuming Q alone to be in error.
No practical tests have been made*4 * of possible sources of error in Q, but it

is significant that evaporimeter-soil heat exchange is likely to be greater for
the smaller evaporimetcr which is the one showing the greater discrepancies
between original and re-calculated Q. The effect of rim absorption must also
be considered. These facts are relevant:

—

Table VI
Standard 10- ft, diameter

Ei'at'Orirae'cr. Kvaporimetcr.

Area in contact with soil/area of water surface - - 3-8/1 2*1/1

Area of vertical cross-section of rim/area of water surface Q-06/J^ i 04/l

<£ only outer rim considered.

The difference between original and re-calculated Q is more or less
steady in each case throughout the six months, being very approximately
5 cal./cmVbr. and 1.5 cal,/cm 2/hr. for the standard and 10 ft. diameter
evaporimeters respectively. No soil temperatures were taken, so there is no
evidence with which to seek correlation with evaporimeter-soil heat exchange,
but rim absorption of radiation might correlate with Q discrepancy, and this
possibility will now be explored. If it is assumed that the rim has the same
absorption coefficient as the water, and that it is in full thermal communica-
tion with the water and is hence at the same temperature, then the problem
is to find the extra absorbing surface, over and above that of the horizontal
water surface, presented to sun and sky by the rim. Taking clear days with
the sun between the limiting altitudes of the absolute zenith and, say, 5°-10 D

,

the semi-circumference of the rim nearer the sun will merely shade part of
the water surface, and will not pick up extra radiation but only that which
the water would have received in the absence of the rim. The semi-circum-
ference further from the sun will, however, intercept radiation that the water
surface would not normally have absorbed- This part of the rim will behave

<*> Experiments with a thermally insulated evaporimetcr are to be started at Dry
C.reeV early iu 1950.
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approximately as a vertical plane normal to the sun's compass direction, of

length equal to the tank diameter and of height equal to the rim height, *£:,

the vertical cross-section of the rim- The surface presented normal to the

sun's beam will be proportional to the cosine of the sun's altitude. Calcula-

tions based on cloudless days reveal the interesting fact that daily mean rim

absorption is nearly constant from raid-summer to mid-winter at 30 - 37

cal./hr./cms of vertical rim cross-section as against the absorption of 34 - 11

cal./hr./cm3 of horizontal water surface. Application of these results to the

Dry Creek evaporimetcrs is now possible. According to the above treatment

the inner rim of the standard tank merely picks tip radiation that would m
its absence be absorbed by the water with the sun at all but low altitudes.

so that the projecting rim 'of the jacket—which should not project, however,

according to the specification (1)—presents the only effective absorbing stir-

face. The increase in Q caused by rim absorption lor the range mid-summer

to rnid-winter is of the order of 1 cal./hr./mean cma surface area for both

standard and 10 ft. diameter evaporimeters for cloudless skies. It will be less

for cloudy skies.

It is apparent that rim absorption of radiation cannot, on these theoreti-

cal grounds, explain all of the Q discrepancy for the standard tank, nor is it

likely to for the 10 ft. diameter tank when the prevalence of cloudy skies in

winter months is taken into consideration.

Errors in the variables a and pa can conceivably be connected with the

disparity in measured and calculated evaporation, but no discussion on such

possibilities will be entered into.

While no solution can be offered here for the problem of possible Q dis-

crepancy, note should be taken of the related problem of whether the ap-

parently steep change of evaporation rate with evaporimeter dimensions is

T«al. The observations of Sleight (20) and Rohwer (17), and also those at

Dry Creek, show rough agreement with Sutton's (21) predictions in this

matter. Sutton shows that there should be a decrease in evaporation with

increase in extent of evaporating surface, but he bases his theory on change

in what is virtually the diffusion coefficient. Now the sink strength—energy

balance theory holds that any change in the diffusion coefficient brings about

an adjustment in water temperature which largely, but not wholly, compen-

sates for the coefficient change as far as overall evaporation rate is concerned,

so that the decrease in the latter is much less than one of direct proportion

to the decrease in the diffusion coefficient. Hence there should not he such

a steep change of evaporation rate with evaporimeter dimensions as available

observations tend to show. It is now suggested that though there should

be such a gradient, the observed one is not real, and that some factor at

present unidentified is exaggerating it,

EVAPORATION COMPARISONS OF THREE DIFFERENT SIES

There are several evaporimeter stations on the Adelaide plains, and those

Of the Adelaide Weather Bureau, the Waite Agricultural Research Institute

and Dry Creek, having a maximum separation of about 10 miles, record

widely differing evaporation rates. The 1948 totals were:

—

Table VII

Adelaide 64.3 in, £1633 cm.)

Waite Institute 54.7 in. (138.9 cm.)

Dry Creek 82.9 in. (,2107 cm.)
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It was thought that the Ferguson equation might explain these differ-

ences, so comparisons were made between Adelaide and Dry Creek during

November and December, 1948, and between the Waite Institute and Dry
Creek during January and February, 1949. During these periods a solari-

meter and an anemometer (at 3 ft. height) were set up alongside the appro-

priate evaporimeter, which, at Adelaide was an Australian Standard one of

galvanized iron set in a small area of lawn, and at the Waite Institute was

DRY GR.EEK
'•— musurxd [stanoaidI

I TAf*K J

—O— CALCULATED

ADELAIDE
-*- MEASURED

CALCULATED

WAITE IN5TITUTE
MEASURED

—D- CALCULATED

13 20 n
NOVLMBEfl., 1946

4 II H \l 15
DECEM5ER.,19*8 JANUARY, 1949

\ %
FE&RUAdY, \9A9

Fig. 3

Measured and calculated evaporation rates for Dry Creek. Adelaide

and the Waite Institute.

an Australian Standard one of sheet copper also set in a lawn (see pi. I. fig 2

and pi. II.). Temperature and humidity measurements were available, being

normally taken at these places. Simultaneous observations were made at Dry

Creek using the standard evaporimeter. The observations were reduced and

used to calculate evaporation by the Ferguson equation tor comparison with

that actually measured, h for all stations was read from fig. 1. Air tempera-
tures were available as true daily means for Adelaide and Dry Creek, while

max
those for the Waite Institute, available as-

f mm.
means, were

corrected empirically to the same basis by a factor given by Foley (8) as

applying to Adelaide.

Table VIII shows the summarized observations and calculated results.

Means for overlapping periods of 7 days' duration have been used to give

both the necessary length of time and at the same time a sufficient number
of results for comparing. Evaporation was calculated from

K, = 0.082 h (pw— Pa) (14)

where E
2
— cm./day.

Measured and calculated values of E2 are plotted in fig. 3.
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Table VIII

—

Measured and Calculated Evaporation for Three Localities

(a) Dry Creek and Adelaide ____
DRY CREEK

1
ADELAIDE

Date
Straddled cal./

P- V fc Calc, Mcas. Q p* V h Calc Meas.

k.
mm. m,/ cal./ Ev&p. Evap. cal,/ mm. m./ cal./ Evap. EvMp-.

cm./
by period cm*/ oiHgv sec cmV cm./ cm./ cmV ofHg. sec. cm*/ cm./

hr. hr./ day day hr. hr./ day day

13/11/48 - 19.8 19.6 8.0 3.55 1.37 0.90 0.955 17.9 19.0 7.7 1.9 0.87 0.69 0.66

14/11/48 - 18.9 18.7 8.3 3.8 1.44 0.84 0.95 17.9 19.1 7.9 2.0 0.90 0.69 0.66

'5/ 11/48 - 19.2 18.7 8.3 3.55 1.37 0.82 0.935 18.5 18.9 7.9 1.95 0,88 0.fi9 0.655

16/11/43 - 19.4 19.1 8.5 3.35 L31 0.83 0.915 18,5 18.9 8.2 1.75 0.H3 0,69 0.63

17/11/48 1 20.0 13.4 nj? 3.2 L2G 0,79 0.88 19,4 18,3 8,7 1.7 0.82 0.66 0,635

18/11/48 * 19.6 18.3 8.7 3.1 1.24 0.?6 0.875 19.0 18,1 9,8 1.7 0.82 0.64 0.665

19/U/4& - 19.8 17.6 8.6 2.9 1.18 0.73 0.83 19.2 17.3 8.5 1.53 0.77 0.62 0.635

20/11/46 • 20.9 18.1 8.6 2.65 1.09 0.76 0.84 19.8 17.5 8.5 1.4 0,71 0.62 0.63

21/11/48 - 21.5 19.3 8.8 3.45 1.03 0.80 0.90 20.3 1B.7 8.4 1.25 0.67 0.65 0.6S

22/11/48 - .21.7 19.5 B.9 2.75 1.13 0.83 0.965 19.8 18.6 8.? 1.3 0.69 0.65 0.68

33/11/48 • 22.1 19.2 6.7 2.8 3.14 0.84 0.975 20.0 18.5 M us 0.69 0.65 0.685

21/11/48 - 22.1 19.2 8,7 2,9 1.17 0.85 1.00 20.0 18.4 7.9 US 0,70 0.66 0.71

35/11/48 - 22.1 1B.7 8.7 3,1 1.24 0.84 1.015 19.0 17.8 7.9 1.4 0.71 0.63 0.695

26/11/48 - 22.3 16.2 8.8 3,0 1.21 0.82 0.975 19.2 17.6 7.9 1.4 0.71 0.62 0.675

27/11/48 - 22.1 18.3 9.1 3.0 1.21 0.81 11.95 1 7.9 17.S 8.2. I.4S 0.73 0.59 0.665

m/1 1/48 - 21.9 18.8 9-3 $.2 1.26 0.83 0.98 17.9 18,1 R.2 1.5 0.75 0.61 0.675

29/11/48 - 31.5 18.6 9,1 ;u 1.24 0.81 0.95 17.3 18.3 8,4 1.5 0.75 o.fio 0,665

30/U/47 • 21.2 18.5 9.1 3.0 J.21 0.7? 0.945 17.3 18.3 8.5 1.55 0.77 0,60 0.67

1/12/48 - 21.5 19.0 3.9 3.15 1.25 0.84 (1,9* 17.9 18.8 8.5 1.55 0.77 0.63 0.68

2/12/48 - 22,1 19.0 8.7 3.2 1.26 0.87 1.02 19.0 19.1 8,6 1.65 0,80 0.67 0.71

3/12/48 - 21.6 19.3 8.6 3.35 1,31 0.88 1.03 18.7 19.1 8.6 1.7 0.82 0,67 0.725

4/12/48 - 21.6 13.4 8.1 3.3 1.29 0.85 1.02 20.0 18.8 8.4 1.05 0.80 0.69 0.72

.1/ 12/48 - 22.5 17-7 7.5 3.1 1,24 0.86 1.00 20.0 17.8 3.3 T.7 0.83 0.<r7 0.74

6/12/48 • 22.7 19,0 7.7 3.3 1.29 0.93 t.07 20.6 18.9 8.0 1.75 0.83 0.73 0.7K

7/12/48 - 22.7 19.2 7.8 3.4 1,32 094 1.09 20.9 19.1 8.1 1.75 0.83 0.7< 0.785

3/12/48 - 22.7 18.5 7.7 3.15 1.25 0.90 1.04 20.2 18.6 8.0 1.7 0.82 0.71 0.775

(b) Dry Creek and Waite Institute

Pate Q
Straddled cal./

by period cm8/
br.

DRY

mm.
ofHg.

V
CREEK

b
caL/
rmV
hr./

Calc
Evap-

cm./
day

Meas.
Evap.

cm./
day

WAITE INSTITUTE

cal./

cm2/
hr.

*a
mm,
oiHg.

V
nu/

h
cal./

era /
hr./

Calc.
Evap.

cm./
day

Meas.
Evap.

cm./
day

n/i/49 • 20.5 21.1 8.8 2.6 1.08 0.87 0.975 18.1 20.4 10.0 L6 0.79 0.65 0.625

13/1/49 - 19.4 21.0 9.1 2.95 1.19 0.85 0.955 16.9 26.0 10.3 1-5 0.76 0.61 0.585

13/1/49 - 17-9 20.7 9.1 3.0 1.20 0.80 0.92 15.6 20.2 10.7 L5 0.76 0.55 0.565

14/1/49 - 16,3 20.0 8.9 3.05 1.22 0.79 0.895 1S.6 19.0 10.4 LSS 0.77 0.53 0.555

15/1/49 - 18.1 18.8 8.9 3.05 1.22 0.74 0.875 15.4 17.7 10.0 1.55 0.77 0.50 0.54

16/1/49 - 39.2 18.4 8.9 2.85 1.16 0.73 0.865 lfi.3 17.8 9.9 1.55 0.77 0.52 0.555

17/1/49 - 31.0 19.6 8.6 3.15 1.25 0.86 0.995 10.9 13.9 9.1 1.7 0.82 0.66 0.66

18/1/49 - 20.2 19.1 8.1 3.05 1,22 0.84 0.975 19.0 38.9 9.1 1.7 0.82 0.66 0.66

19/1/49 - 20,9 is.y 7.7 2.6 1.08 0.B1 0.985 200 • 8.B 8.3 3.5 0.76 0.69 0.67

20/1/49 - 22.1 19.7 7.8 2.6 L08 O.SB 1.03 31.7 19.8 7.9 1.5 0.76 0.76 0.72

21/1/49 - 31.9 20.7 8.1 2.7 Lll 0.91 1.07 21,5 21.0 8.0 L65 0.80 0.81 0.755

22/1/40 - 21.7 21.4 8.2 2.75 1,13 0.93 L105 31.5 21-S S.l 1.85 0.8S 0.84 0.735

23/1/49 • 21.7 22.3 8.3 2.85 l.lfi 0.97 1.12 31.7 2L6 8.2 1.9 0.87 0.86 0.785

24/4/49 • 21.2 23. i 9.2 2.7 Lll 0.96 1.09 21.

3

22.7 9.1 1.75 0.83 0.84 0755

25/1/49 - 21.9 25.3 9.9 2.7 3.11 1.04 1.155 31.9 24.9 9.4 1.75 0.83 0.97 0.81

26/1/49 - 21.9 26.8 10,3 2.75 1.13 1.08 3.22 21.9 26,3 9,9 1.85 0.85 0.97 0.815

27/1/49 - 21.0 26.7 11.3 2.95 1.19 1.06 L215 21.5 26.3 10.9 1.85 0.85 0.9.1 0.835

28/1/49 • 21.0 25.8 11.2 2.9 L17 1.02 1.205 21.3 25.6 11.1 1.7 0.82 0.89 0.81

29/1/49 * 20.0 25.4 11,3 2.85 1.16 0.97 1.145 20.5 2S.0 11.2 15 0.76 0.82 0.755

30/1/49 - 20.2 24.0 11.0 2.75 LI 3 0.91 1.115 20.2 23.8 1L1 1.45 0.74 0.76 0.73

31/1/49 - 20.0 22.2 10.6 3.7 Lll 0.84 1.05 20.0 21.9 1 1.0 1.45 0.74 0.70 0.69

1/2/40 - 20.2 20.7 10.3 2.6 LOS 0.79 0.965 19.6 20.2 11.1 1.5 0.76 0.65 0.63

2/2/49 - 18.5 19.8 9,9 2.6 1.08 0.72 0.88 17.3 18.7 11.1 1.5 0.76 0.54 0.56

3/2/49 - 18-5 19.9 9.7 2.45 1.04 0,73 O.StiS 16.5 18.2 10.4 1.5 0.76 0.52 0.525

4/2/49 - 18,3 20.5 10.0 -2.4 L02 0.73 0.825 16.1 18.6 10.6 1.4 0.72 0.52 0.48

5/2/49 - 17.7 20.2 10.3 2.4 1.02 0.69 0.815 15.8 18.2 11.1 1.45 0.74 0.49 0.475
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Both the Dry Creek sets of values are higher than those for Adelaide

and the Waite Institute. Measured exceeds calculated evaporation consider-

ably at Dry Creels and only slightly in the mean at Adelaide, while calcu-

lated exceeds measured evaporation in the mean at the Waite Institute. Cor-

relation between find nations in the pairs of curves is generally good.

There is little difference between the respective values of Q, a and pa

for the pairs of stations, but there is disparity in V, the mean wind speed.

V for Dry Creek is higher than for Adelaide and the Waite Institute, while

it is roughly the same for the latter pair of stations. While it is conceivable

that the Dry Creek h vs. V relationship might not be correct when extra-

polated to the lower wind speeds of Adelaide and the Waite Institute—and

the closer approximation to one another of the respective measured and cal-

culated evaporation, values might be so explained—this argument cannot

explain why on the one hand measured exceeds calculated evaporation at

Adelaide and on the other calculated exceeds measured evaporation at the

Waite Institute, This effect may be related to evaporimeter construction.

On the basis of material and surface finish, the Dry Creek evaporimeter could

be expected to give an evaporation some 3-4% higher than that at Adelaide.

The copper Waite Institute evaporimeter could be expected—on the basis

of some data given by Young (24)—to give an evaporation comparable with

that at Dry Creek. This argument would make the apparent discrepancy

between Adelaide and the Waite Institute even greater.

The effect may be related to operating conditions: the working levels

in the cvaporitueters are here set out:

—

Table IX
Di-iUiici: below lauJe ritu

Evatxjrimeter Krrrmal fiance M&U) Level

Dry Creek (Standard) - 1-4- 2*4 in, 2 in.

Adelaide - - - - - 1 -0 - 2*5 in. 1-75 in

Waite Institute - 2'5*4'5ui. 3-SItl.

The data of Table III. show there to be a potential source oi large error

in these level differences.

Subsequently, in December, 1949, a check was made upon the actual h

vs. V relationship for the Waite Institute and also for a pair of Australian

Standard evaporimctcrs for Dry Creek using different working levels as in

Table. III. At the Waite Institute h for V of 1-2 m./sec. was about 25%
lower than fig. 1 would show, and simultaneously at Dry Creek h for V of

2-4 m./sec, for the evaporimeter with working level 3-5 in. below the rim

showed a similar depression.

No comparative evidence on possible evaporimeter-soil heat exchange is

available except that the effect of insolation on the stone-envercd ground at

Dry Creek would have been greater than that on the lawn-covered surfaces

at Adelaide and the Waite Institute.

The conclusion to be drawn from the data for these three stations is that

the calculated evaporation rates are quite possibly more reliable than those

measured in the evaporimeters, and that a comparison on the former basis

should give the truer picture.

MEANS OF VARIABLES FOR USE IN THE EQUATION
Priestley (14) points out that the mean temperature to be used in, cal-

culating evaporation should not be the simple mean of temperature taken at

regular intervals, but one which should be weighted according to the cycle
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of values assumed by the diffusion coefficient, k. Such an argument has
more force for localities with a pronounced diurnal wind cycle, like Dry
Creek,

Some data from 7 days' continuous observations made at Dry Creek
in fine weather in January, 1947, will be used to illustrate this. Fig-. 4 shows
averages of the 7 days' readings for each hour of day for dry bulb air tem-
perature (0a), wind speed at 3 ft. (V), and water temperature (6XV) measured
at 3 in. below the surface of the standard evaporimeter.

u

16

3
CD

o

CD

HOUR OF DAY

\
V
\J \ t

0800 12-00 1600 10-00 24*00 0400 osoo

Fig. 4

Means of variables at Dry Creek for 7-day period in January, 1947

The simple means of a and W for the whole period were first worked
out. From the simple mean of a , 22.9°G, and that of W „ 227°C, it was
possible to calculate the sensible heat gained by the water from the air.

using h, LIS cal,/cm 2/hr./ C. It worked out at 5 cal,/cm a/day. Inspection
of fig. 4 will show, however, that there is apparently a relatively large
0a — 9w difference at times of day when V (and hence h) is itself large. The
use of weighted means of a and W might therefore be expected to yield a
truer value for sensible heat exchange. Means were then worked out for

y and 0w weighted according to the magnitude of the heat transfer co-
efficient (h) which had been derived from V, when they became 24 r l°C. and
2o.5

c
C. respectively. The temperature difference, a — W , which was 02°C.

for the simple means, now became 0.6°C, and corresponded to a calculated
sensible heat gain by the water of 17 cal./cm s/day. The difference between
the two calculated heat exchange quantities of 12 cal./cni'Vday amounts to
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only approximately 2% of the corresponding value of calculated Q. The
substitution of weighted mean a for the simple mean in equation (14) to

calculate the respective evaporation rates for the 7 days in January, 1947,

will not necessarily show the same per cent, difference in E, for calculated

Q and the probable real Q (which determines the real Bw used in the preced-
ing discussion) are suspected to differ considerably for the standard tank,

In fact, using for the variables O = 21.9 cal./cma/hr. (for a - 22.9
U
C.) and

21.8 caL/cm2/nr. (for a = 24.1°C), pa 5= 8.4 mm. of Hg., h == 1.15

caL/cm 2/hr./°C M and 9k = 24.1°C. for the one case and 22_9°C. for the other,

and calculating E2 (cm./day) for the two cases gives respectively 1.05

cm./day and 1.01 cm./day for weighted and unweighted mean &%. This is a

difference of 4%.

The size of the difference in E shown by the two methods of approach
is enough to justify using for localities lilce Dry Creek a mean a weighted
according to h or V. An interesting point here is that the more-feadily
available form of mean air temperature in most localities is that of

max. -p- min.
i rather than the integrated mean. The former is biased

2
slightly towards the maximum temperature—by 0.9°C for Adelaide for

January as shown by Fole}' (8)—so that, as a result of this convenient coin-

niax. -f- win.
cideucc, the use of mean a in the Ferguson equation

2
may enable a truer evaporation rate to be calculated, while simplifying the
derivation of mean #a-

PHASE LAG
It will be noted that from Table VIII. and fig. 3 that during the Dry

Creek-Waite Institute evaporation comparison, evaporation and the related

variables rose and then fell in some sort of natural cycle. There seems to

be a phase lag between measured and calculated E for both stations, and this

is more apparent when one of each pair of curves is moved close to the other

by scaling each individual value of E using a suitable fixed factor. This has
been done for the Dry Creek curves in fig. 5 where changes in measured E
are seen to lag behind those in calculated E. The effect can, however, be
largely explained by changes in sensible heat storage ill the practical case.

for these are neglected in calculating E.

All values of Q for Dry Creek have now been corrected for heat storage
changes determined from changes in measured #w , and E values re-calculatcd

on this basis have been, scaled as before and plotted in fig, 5. This shows the
effect of the lag to have been much reduced (although there is an anomaly
in the parts 6t the curves covering the first few days).

The effect of neglecting heat storage changes over 7-day periods is

noticeable, though small, but if it is desired further to minimize this effect,

then periods of longer than 7 days should be taken when appreciable changes
in W level are taking place.

DISCUSSION ON THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN h AND k

Some doubt ha« been cast recently on the validity of the fixed relation-
ship between mass and heat transfer in the lower atmosphere- against a com-
mon resistance., which is the basis of the Ferguson and similar equations,
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Priestley and Swinbank (15) have discussed this matter at length, while

Pasquill (12) has demonstrated practically that the relationship between k
and h in the turbulent boundary layer undergoes a change with atmospheric
stability. Here h is shown to increase relatively to k as the atmosphere be-

comes more unstable, or, more precisely, as the Richardson number becomes
negative and numerically larger.

14

12

10

OS

MEASURED CALCULATED * SCALED

HEAT 5T0RAGE
NEGLECTED.

1 16 25 %
JANUARY, 1949. FEBRUAR.Y,1949

DATE STRADDLED BY 7-DAY PERIOD.

Fig. 5

Phase lag effect with Dry Creek evaporation rates in January and February, 1949

Consider the effect of this in equations (3) and (8). In (3)

no longer be fixed at 0,50, but may obey the relationship

h
s= 0.50x

L k

where x varies with Richardson number.

A modified equation (8) of this form would now hold:

—

2h t Q 2 1

E = ] f (- + - Pa +«a) -Pa \
x L (. h x )

L k
\vall

(15)

(16)
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The variable relation between h and k in the turbulent boundary layer

need not necessarily render E calculated from equation (8) very erroneous.

The resistance against which the driving force (pw — Pa) acts is not only

that of the turbulent boundary layer, where matter and heat are propagated

hy eddy diffusion, but also that of the laminar sub layer in contact with the

water surface, where molecular diffusion prevails. It is a welL known, prin-

ciple that if in a series of resistances one is considerably greater than the

other or others then this resistance "controls" the rate of the process. If it is

the laminar layer that controls in the evaporation process considered, then the

effect on evaporation of changes in h relative to k in the turbulent layer may
Le negligible.

It is a distinct possibility—for small evaporating- surfaces at least—that

the resistance of the laminar layer forms * substantial proportion of the total

resistance. It can, be observed that the value of pa in the air an inch or so

above the surface of water in an evaporimeter is little different from that

measured in the free air at screen height, showing that by far the greater part,

of the total pressure difference, and hence resistance, is confined to this shal-

low layer. While this observation as it stands does not prove that most of

the resistance is in the laminar layer, it at least shows that what eddy diffu-

sion resistance there is over small evaporating surfaces is limited to a very
5 hallow layer of the atmosphere.

Sherwood and Woettz (19) studying the diffusion of water vapour across

a turbulent air stream between the two parallel walls of a duct 5.3 cm. apart
found 43-72% of the overall resistance to be in the two laminar layers at the

surfaces of the side walls when Reynolds' number ranged from 6,000-70,000,

Diffusion of water vapour through an air layer is controlled by the driv-

ing force or water vapour partial pressure difference across the layer and the

resistance to diffusion in the layer, li different parts of the thickness of the

layer are considered the fraction of the pressure difference across each part

of the layer will in all cases he proportional to its resistance.

Above an evaporating surface the lower of the partial pressures, pa, will

decrease with increase in height, the pa decrease being proportional to the re-

sistance of that part of the air layer over which the decrease has nccurred.

The decrease of p :i with height is known as the "Hydrolapse.l"

When a certain height, z, over the evaporating surface is reached the

hydroLapsc will become negligible—a state to be arbitrarily assessed accord-

ing to the particular conditions concerned. Only while diffusion is actively

taking place across the whole of the layer thickness considered will pressure

difference be proportional to the resistance of the air layer, and since at
heights greater than z the air layer still has a theoretical resistance to difFu

sion, total pressure difference and total theoretical resistance over the total

air layer reaching the heights greater than z will cease to bear the previous
steady relationship. It is apparent, then, that the resistance to diffusion of

the atmosphere over an evaporating surface is confined to that layer of air

whose upper boundary us the level z where the hydtolapse first becomes negli-

gible, Z will be small for a small evaporating surface, and will increase as

the surface is extended, z will always he above the boundary of the laminar

layer <»ntl somewhere in the turbulent layer where resistance to diffusion has
been shown to vary with the logarithm of the height above the effective sur-

face. Therefore as z increases so will that part of the total resistance con-
fined io '.he hirhulent. laypr increase. The resistance of the laminar layer will.

however, remain constant, so that qualitatively it may be concluded" that as
the evaporating surface is extended so will the total resistance iucrease^ and
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so will the resistance of the turbulent layer increase relative to that of the

laminar layer. It seems that the laminar layer resistance is much more likely

to control the evaporation rate from small evaporating surfaces than from
large ones. The practical work of Sheppard and Pasquill cited by Sutton. (22)

as showing* the lack of correlation between evaporation from a small surface

and the conditions in the turbulent boundary layer—notably the temperature
gradient in the latter—lends support to the belief that the resistance of the
laminar layer controls evaporation from small surfaces like those of evapou-
meten*.

Priestley^ 5
* points out that h/k probably becomes more constant as the

ground surface is approached—provided that this is not too rough—sine*-

eddies will become steadily smaller and will have less chance to realize the
"buoyancy" effect that he has described (15). This argument does not in-

voke the laminar layer.

From the foregoing discussion it seems that the Ferguson equation in

the form of (8) is more likely to be true for small evaporating surfaces It

is possible that ideal evaporimetcrs below a certain size will give results
complying with the equation, while above it there will be an increasing dis-

crepancy-- The hypothetical and indeterminate limiting size will itself vary
with the particular evaporation conditions, since z will vary somewhat with
the latter.

It is probable in the case of both the Australian Standard evaporimeter
and one 10 ft. in diameter that z will be below the level at which normal
meteorological measurements of pa are made, z must be the greater for the

10 ft. diameter evaporimeter, meaning that the total diffusion resistance for

this evaporimeter must also be greater. The practically-determined diffusion

coefficients for the two Dry Creek evaporirneters dealt with are different, but
from the evidence at present available it cannot be determined whether the
difference is due to differences in the level of z. to differences in exposure (re-

sulting from height of rial upstand, diameter, etc.), or to a combination of

the two.

CONCLUSION
If the Ferguson equation can be shown to give accurate results in pre-

dicting evaporation on the evaporimeter scale over a wide range of meteoro-
logical conditions, figures so determined would supersede those now obtained
from evaporimeters. It is rather desirable to eliminate the effects of variations
iu exposure to which evaporirneters are now subject. Evaporation values tor

the whole country could be calculated on the basis of a fixed average wind
speed, or at least on wind speeds extrapolated down from those measured at

a level well clear of the ground, such as at the 10 m. level, so avoiding the
micru-climatologieal differences in wind near the ground that now so affect

the characteristics of individual evaporimeter sites. An evaporation map
based on the Ferguson Equation and covering the whole o\ Australia., say,

would possibly be more representative than one based un the readings of

tank evaporirneters.

Thanks are due to Prof. j. A. Prescott and Mr. C. K. B. Priestley fur

reading the manuscript and lor holpUil .^uggestmns. to the Adelaide Weather
Pureait and the Waite Agricultural Research Institute for co-operation in

obtaining some, of the data used, to Prof. Sir Kerr Grant for help in dealing
with a radiation problem, to Dr. J. Ferguson for permission to quote his
equation, and finally to l.C.i. Alkali (Australia) Pty. Ltd. for jtermission tu
publish this paper.

<°) Personal communication.
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The evaporimeters at Pry Creek.
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The evaporimctcr silc at Adelaide ehirihg November and I K:ccTul»er, J&48.
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V.
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Notation

E — evaporation, cm./hr.

E
t

== ditto, cm,/28 days.

E2
= ditto, cm./day. , ,,. nr

h = heat transfer coefficient, specifically cal./cmVhr./ C-

h' = modified heat transfer coefficient in equation (11). rf/^ L -

k =3 diffusion coefficient for water vapour, specifically gm./cmVlm/mm.

— latent heat of vaporization for water, specifically cal./gm

= partial pressure of water vapour in air, specifically mm. of Hg.

— vapour pressure of water, specifically mm. of Kg.

O = nett radiant energy penetrating water surface, specifically cal./.

cm 3/hr.

r == variable defined by equation (12).

Ta =s mean air temperature, °K.
m

V — mean horizontal air speed at 3 ft. height, specifically m./sec

= weight of water evaporated, specifically gm./cmVhr.

= variable relating h/k relationship to Richardson number.

= height where hydrolapse first becomes negligible,

a
— mean air temperature, specifically "C.

W — mean water temperature, specifically °C,

a ==a Stefan-Boltzmann constant.
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STONE IMPLEMENTS FROM A MANGROVE SWAMP AT SOUTH
GLENELG

byH.M. Cooper

Summary

This paper briefly describes stone implements discovered on the surface of an estuarine mangrove

mud swamp at South Glenelg, laid bare after the removal of the overlying sandy beach by scour,

following a heavy south-westerly gale experienced during April, 1948. It is suggested that the

implements and camp debris were associated with a temporary camp site. Established by natives

upon the advancing sand which encroached on and later overwhelmed the former living mangrove

swamp.
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STONE IMPLEMENTS FROM A MANGROVE SWAMP AT SOUTH GLENELG

By H. M. Cooper *

[Read 11 May 1950J

SUMMARY
This paper briefly describes stone implements discovered on the sur-

face of an estuarmc mangrove mud swamp at South Glenelg, laid hare after
the removal of the overlying sandy beach by scour, following a heavy south-
westerly gale experienced during April, 1948. it is suggested rhat'the im-
plements and camp debris were associated with a temporary camp site estab-
lished by natives upon the advancing sand which encroached on and late-
overwhelmed the former living mangrove swamp.

CAMP SITE AND MATERIAL

Stone implements, and certain other relics of aboriginal occupation were
found on the re-exposed mangrove mud-flat described by Cotton (1949) The
implements exhibit somewhat crude workmanship, but they are nevertheless
of interest because of their existence, for a considerable period of time, upon
a site wh,ch is now situated below the level of high water mark on an open
coast exposed to gales.

The implements are identical with types obtained on camp sites which
ex.sted on the Adelaide Plains and the coast southwards to Cape Tervi*
formerly occupied by the now extinct Kaurna tribe and associated groups.

No specimens of smaller and more finely executed implements were
tound, but their absence may be due either to the action of the &ca which
swept them away after the removal of the overlying sandv beach by scour and
subsequent exposure of the swamp, or because the camp was of a temporary
nature and thus merely utilised by the aborigines as a convenient spot when
searching for hsh or shellfish and other food. An examination of similar
material which occurs plentifully on temporary sites amongst the recent
coastal sand dunes tends to confirm the latter view.

Since the surface of a mud swamp, even if uncovered at low tide is
totally unsuited for such a purpose, a camping place, even a temporary one
would not have been established thereon until the encroaching sand had be-
gun to accumulate, thus providing over it a dry surface suitable for the needs
of the native inhabitants. With subsequent erosion the implements would
be deposited upon the surface of the mud stratum beneath, or if the accumu-
lating layer of sand were still thin during the occupation of the site, they may
have worked down and thus become embedded in the swamp.

The presence of a fragment of somewhat heavy wood—portion of a small
limb or branch—partly burnt, and embedded in the mud surface together
with several small heaps of embers, apparently derived from the same tvpe
of timber, possibly Eucalyptus sp., suggests the existence of a former camp
hre. Nearby was discovered a piece of sheoak tree {Casuarina stricta) in an
excellent state of preservation, clearly exhibiting the distinctive grain of that
timber, together with its characteristic ribbed outer bark.

Assistant in Ethnology, South Australian Museum.
Trios. Boy. Soc. S. Aust.. ?.i, (2), Dec. 1950
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A successful attempt was made to burn the stump of a mangrove tree

(Avicennia officinalis), extracted in situ from the swamp, after it had been

thoroughly washed and then exposed to atmospheric action for several

months. With the addition of a small quantity of spirits to commence com-

bustion, the wood was completely consumed, leaving the typical white ash

derived from this timber.

Description of implements shown in the accompanying drawings:—

Figs. 1-4: Fabricator or harnmerstone, showing end flakes broken

oft during usage. Fabricators were utilised in shaping

and trimming large implements similar to those shown in

Figs. 9-11.

Figs. 5-8: Small trimmed adze-stone of conventional type. These

implements were mounted at the extremity of a wooden
handle by means of gum.
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Figs. 9-11: Large chopping implement (held in the hand during
use) ; trimmed from a water-worn pebble.

The rock in these three specimens is a fine-grained bluish quartzite.

Other material recovered :—Two pebble chopping implements, somewhat
similar to Figs. 9-11; Large core derived from an angular block; Three large
flakes struck from pebbles; One piece of yellow ochre; Two pebble cores.
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BALSATIC LAVAS OF THE BALLENY ISLANDS A.N.A.R.E. REPORT

byD. Mawson

Summary

Rocks collected on the Balleny Islands by the Australian National Antarctic Research Expedition in

1948 and by the French Antarctic Expedition in 1949, are all of a basic volcanic nature. It now
seems certain that the entire group is a balsatic volcanic chain of islands, of late Cainozoic to

Recent age. The rock types represented are lavas, agglomerates and tuffs. These range in

composition from olivine-basalts to trachybasalts in the groundmass of some of which a minute

development of nepheline is suspected.
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BASALTIC LAVAS OP THE BALLENY ISLANDS
A.N,A,R.E. REPORT

By D. Mawsox *

[Read II May 1950

1

SUMMARY
Rocks collected on the Balleny Islands by the Australian National Antarctic

Research Expedition in 1948 and by the French Antarctic Expedition in 1949,

are all oi a basic volcanic nature, It now seems certain that the entire group is

a basaltic volcanic chain of islands, of late Cainozoic to Recent age, The rock

types represented are lavas, agglomerates and tuffs. These range, in composition

from olivme-basalts to trachybasalts in the groundmass of some of which a minute

development of nepheline is suspected.

THE RALLFNY ISLANDS — HISTORICAL

In 1838 the Enderbys in association with other Londoi merchants fitted

out the schooner Eliza Scoff, 154 tons, with John Balleny in charge* and the

cutter Sabrinaj 54 tons, under H, Freeman, for the purpose of sealing and

exploration in the southern seas. Early in 1839, after sealing operations on
the coast of southern New Zealand and Campbell Inland, they proceeded

south on a voyage of discovery. When in latitude 69° further progress

south was prevented by drift ice. They then proceeded westward, working

along the margin of the heavier pack-ice. On February 9th (1839) a group

of five islands were sighted which Balleny distinguished, each by the name of

one of the partners of the firm of Enderby Brothers. Steam and smoke were

reported as rising from one of the islands, and they were all regarded as of a
volcanic nature. Efforts made to reach the land were impeded by drift ice.

Eventually a passage was worked in to one of the islands and both cap-

tains proceeded to attempt to land in the Sabrina's boat. On reaching what

Balleny described as the only accessible place along the ice-ridden, cliff-

bound coast, Captain Freeman jumped from the boat on to a beach of a few
yards wide, uncovered only momentarily as the ocean weaves withdrew; in

that time, however, he secured a few beach pebbles as evidence of land. They
did not linger longer, but pursued their voyage to the west in search of more
hospitable shores.

Sad to relate, on March 24th when tiding out a gale, some hundreds of

miles further to the west, the Sabrim was lost with all hands- The Eliza

Scott alone returned to tell the tale. With Caplain Freeman were lost also

his specimens. Only recently with the visit of the Australian National Ant-
arctic Research Expedition,, has i\ second landing been made and rock speci-

mens secured for examination.

In the years that have elapsed since Balleny's visit, these islands have

been sighted by very few expeditions operating in neighbouring Antarctic
waters. They arc comparatively inaccessible, for they are located in the pack-

ice belt encircling the Antarctic Continent and their presence there obstructs

the free movement of the pack-ice in its orderly drift from East to West in

the off-shore waters around the Continent. As a consequence, these islands

are usually embedded within an impenetrable ice-jam; thus only rarely have
ships an opportunity of penetrating to their shores. Actually, the whole of

the sea-ice which forms each winter in the Ross Sea to break up and drift

* University of Adelaide.
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The Balleny Islands and their Geographic Location.
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juvay to the north-westward in the ensuing summer has to negotiate this ire-

jam. Only in favourable years is this ice congestion relieved and then only
in the late summer.

Sir James Clarke Ross, in 1941, engaged on the memorable expedition

which discovered the Koss Sea, sighted the Balleny islands across the pack-

ice but only at a great distance from them. Actually he believed this land-

fall to be the discovery of new islands south of Balleny *s find and gave to

them the name of Russell Islands.

Much later, on the return voyage of the Discovery during the operations

of the British National Antarctic Expedition of 1901-04, Scott set a course

to reach and check Balleny's discovery. That was a favourable year and they
sighted and fixed more accurately the position oE four of the islands. They
did not, however, effect any landings.

On several occasions in subsequent years, whaling vessels operating in

the neighbourhood of the Ross Sea have, late in the summer season, come
within sight of one or more of the islands.

In the summer of 1934 when returning from the Ross Sea in foggy
weather, the exploring vessel Discovery II, obtained a glimpse of one or

more of the islands, but was unable to land. Later, during her 1936-38
cruise. Discovery IIf under command of Lieut. L, C. Ilill, R.N.R., returned

lo the region and under better weather conditions charted the four more
northerly islands, fixing their position accurately.

More recently, in Fehruary 1948, the iVyatt Earp of the Australian
National Antarctic Re&earch Expedition found most of the islands of the
Group to he sufficiently accessible to allow Commander K. Oom, R.A.N., to

effect more detailed charting and to permit Wing Commander Stuart Camp-
bell, Expedition Leader, to make a couple of landings for the purpose of

securing rock specimens. The ice conditions did not permit access to Sturge
Island, the most southerly of the Group.

More recently still, in the summer of 1949, the French exploring vessel
Commandant Charcot, in command of Captain Max Douget, made a
landing on Sabrina Island. This expedition succeeded in reaching Sturge
Island.

GEOGRAPHICAL FEATURES.
The Balleny Islands form a chain directed from the south-cast towards

the north-west, extending over a length of about 140 statute miles.

These islands lie about 165 statute miles to the north of the Antarctic
Continent at its nearest approach. Deep water, about iSOO fathoms,
separates them from the mainland. Equally deep water exists at only a few
miles to the north of the island chain.

The Group consists of three large islands (Young. Buckle and Sturge
Islands), three smaller islands (Rorradaile, Rowe and Sabrina) and some
isolated reefs and rock pinnacles. Sturge Island, the most southerly, is some
29 statute miles long. Buckle Island has a length of about 14 miles and
Young Island 21 miles. Borradaile Island is in the vicinity of two and a half
nnlcs in length, while Rowe Island and Sabrina Island are but a fraction of
a mile.

With rare exceptions, the islands are cliff bound, thus limiting the pos-
sibilities of landmg; hence rock collections thus far secured a::e hut meagre.
The height of Sturge Island is now taken to be about 5600 feet. Young
Island, once reported to be extremely high, has lately been found to be very
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IHtte over 3000 feet. The other islands are considerably lower. They are

all capped with ice, and rock appears only on the cliff faces or in rare and very

limited exposures as pebble banks at sea-level. The active volcanic pheno-

mena reported by Endcrbv have not been observed by recent visitors. How-

ever, the rock collections hereinafter described indicate a late Camoxoic to

recent volcanic origin for the entire Group.

ROCK. TYPES COLLECTED

A description of the rocks collected in 1948 by the Australian Expedi-

tion is the special subject of this contribution. As an addendum thereto

reference is also made to a small collection of rocks obtained during the 1949

cruise of the Commandant Charcot These latter were secured through Mr.

N. Lotthowitz of Melbourne University, whom Commander Liotard kindly

gave permission to accompany the French Expedition on that voyage.

The A.N.A/R.E. collection consists of some 14 specimens from two

localities; the first, Borradaile Island, the second Buckle Island. These

langc from a boulder of about 15 lbs. weight to quite small pebbles.

Additional specimens obtained through the kindness of the Commandant

Charcot Expedition arc also 14 in number and were secured from two other

islands, namely Sabtina island and Sturge Island.

All these, xvith the exception of one only, are basic volcanic rocks. The

one exception is specimen No. 12, composed of coarsely crystalline epidote in-

timately associated with grains of quartz. As this was not found m Situ, it

may be assumed that it is a transported erratic or is of the nature of a

xenolith derived from an underlying formation brought up from below in the

volcanic uprush.

The rock types obtained from each of the localities where collections

were made are listed herewith.

Borradaile Island. A landing from the Wyatt Harp was made on a spit

al the north-east end of the Island and two large specimens (NO& 2 and 3)

df the prevailing rocks were secured. These are both olivine trachybasall,

and represent lavas which congealed at or near the surface.

Bittkle Island. The remaining 12 specimens (Nos. 1,4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10,

11, 12, 13, and 14) collected by the Wyatt Earp party, were obtained from the

surface of old sea-ice, some SO yards from the shore cliffs, at a point about

hall-way down the east coast. All these boulders are taken to have been

derived from Buckle Island, avalanched down from the overtowering rock

cliffs. Most of these specimens while they exhibit some faceting show very

little other evidence of glaciation. Some of the pebbles suggest initial shap-

ing by ice with subsequent water wear.

They are divisible into three groups. Firstly., fresh, grey olivine trachy-

basalts and basalts, most being slightly vesicular (Nos. I, 3> 5, 6, 7, 8, 9. and

10). Secondly, scoriaceous plagioclase basalts reddened by the penecontcm-

poraneous attack of escaping volcanic steam and other gases (Nos. 4, 11, and

13). Finally, a coarsely crystalline epidotic rock, already mentioned, not

obviously of the volcanic suite and apparently of foreign origin (No. 14).

Sabrina Island. The French Expedition landed at the Adelie penguin

rookery near the north-east corner of the Island and secured specimens irorrt

that location and from the Monolith, Of the material brought back by

Ixitthawitz and added to our set of rocks illustrative of the Balleny Islands,

Nos 15 and 16 recorded as common Sea-fihore stones of Sabrina Island, are
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oiivine-augite-plagioclase-basalt that has been subjected to slight reddening

by solfaUric attack. Nos* 22 and 23, secured in siin> are almost identical

grey olivine-plagioclase-basalts. Nos. 18 and 26, referred to as characteristic

red stones of the Island, are reddened scoriaceous basalt. No, 17, a beacli

stone, is a black pumiceotts basalt with inicro-phenocrysts of olivine and

abundant labradorite needles in a dusty glass base. No, 25 is a tuflaccous

basaltic agglomerate. No. 24, from the Monolith, is a grey vehicular olivine-

plagioclase-basalt No. 27 represents the finer gravel from the shores; it con-

sists of water-worn basalt particles of a dominantly grey colour.

Sturgc Island, The French Expedition collected specimens from the

surface of free floating sea-ice near the north end of Ihe west coast. Though
doubtful these pebbles may represent shedding? itotn the lofty cliffs nearby.

With them is some gritty morainic sludge.

No. 19 19 a basic volcanic breccia. No. 20 is a propyl itized, highly

seoriaceous basalt No. 21 is a glaciated pebble of vesicular feldspatbic basalt

which has undergone paulopost changes with development of chlorite, cal-

cite, etc. No. 28 is a uniform grey morainic mud originating from the glacia-

tion of basaltic rocks.

PETROLOGY
The following penological descriptions of rocks of the Balleny Islam)

collection deal only with the. more important types. As there is a close simi-

larity in composition and type among the unaltered rocks, it will suffice to

describe in detail only two of them, namely No. 1 from Buckle Island and
No. 2 from Borradaile Island. Brief reference will be made to others.

Olivine Trachykasalt from Buckle Island

This specimen. No. 1» is a large pUly block of a dark ash-grey volcanic

rock. It is perfectly fresh, with the appearance of being, in all probability,

of Recent or near-Recent age. This was collected on the adjacent sea-ice

within 50 yards of the shore cliffs at about the middle- of the east coast of

B tickle Island.

In the hand-specimen, it is somewhat rough to the feel, and with the aid

of a pocket lens, some minute irregular steam-hole cavities can be detected.

It is almost entirely of a very fine, even-grained nature in which the mineral

constituents cannot be distinguished with the naked eye: embedded therein,

however* are occasional very small olive-coloured phenocrysls of olivine, the

maximum size of which is 4 mm.

In the rock slide, microphenocrysts of olivine and to a less extent augite,

are observed to be embedded in a niicrocrystalline gronndrnass. The latter

features a striking development of plagioclasc in fresh clear laths, markedly
oriented in flow lines distributed through a dark base in which minute grains
of augite and magnetite are discernible.

The olivine phenocrysts which, in the slide, do not exceed 3nim- are quite
fresh and unaltered: the interference figure is that characterising olivines of

high magnesia content. Augite microphenocrysts do not exceed limn, in

diameter and are clear and fresh: zoning is observable ill some, and in these

an outer zone is notably pleochroic. The iion-pleochroic central area has the
higher extinction angle, 44°, and an optic axial angle of about 60°, thus indi-

cating rather normal augite: the pleochroic zone has a 2V of about 40°

characteristic of a vsub-calcic augite.
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The most obvious mineral of the groundmass is plagioclase in tiny laths

and needles up to 1 mm. in length, but averaging only about 6 ram. Some

are without twinning, the remainder rarely exhibit more than a single albite

twin. The optical characters of the fcaths indicate a range from andesinc to

medium labradorite. Other components of the groundmass are much fine granular

augite of a similar composition as the outer zone of the phenocrysts, tiny grains of

olivine and minute particles often perfect cubes of magnetite or ilmeno-magnctite.

Minute glass-like residuals are discernible but only to a very limited extent;

these are of low R.I. and exhibit faint, anomalous D.R These may be analcite-

Tiny euhcdral apatites are not uncommon.

The analysis of this roclc illustrates a lower magnesian and higher alkali

content than is normal with basalts. Mineralogically the feldspar content is

greater and the ferromagnesian minerals fewer than is the case in normal

basalt. In view of the plagioclases having a higher albite content than is normal

for basalts this rock may be classed as olivine-trachybasalt.

A chemical analysis and the norm derived therefrom are given on page 229.

The general character of the rock is illustrated in the thin-slide microphotograpb

(fig. 3) appearing in the accompanying plate.

Olivine Trachvba&alt (No. 2) from. BorkadaiLE Island

This is a tresh medium to darkish grey trucrocrystaUine, volcanic rock in

which are observable a few small phenocrysts, the largest being 4mm. in

diameter, of olive-green olivine. It is a water-worn boulder collected on a

spit at the north-east end of Borradaile Island. Occasional tiny vesicles ar*

observable on the fracture face.

The microscope slide reveals a macrocrystalline base dominated by

plagioclase laths exhibiting marked flow structure: embedded in this base are

small phenocrysts of olivine and augite.

The larger plagioclases have the characters of acid labradorite with 2V
of about 80°, Small porphyrinic olivines are abundant as well formed crys-

tals, occasionally reaching 4mm. diameter; much of the olivine is fragmented.

It is biaxial negative with 2V about 35°, thus a sub-calcic augite approaching

pigeonite.

As regards the groundmass the streaming structure of the plagioclase

laths and needles is the most notable feature: of these the larger of them
average 0.4mm. in length. There are occasional abnormally large individuals

and these exhibit well developed twinning. Albite twin extinction angles in-

dicate labradorite (Ab- eAn 54 ). Microliter and some untwinned laths with lower

R.L are apparently andesine or even more albitic. Other minerals of the ground-

mass are well formed olivines and augites averaging 0*3 mm, diameter as well as

tiny irregular grains, of augite associated with plagioclase needles and abundant

tiny cubes and" specks of magnetite and ilmenite; also a very little brown glass.

From the above description and the chemical composition stated in the

table of analyses, this rock also may be classed as an olivine-bearing tntchy-

basalt.

Included in the table of analyses is the chemical composition of the Bal*

leny Island rocks numbers 1 and 2. As both of these are very similar types

the mean of their chemical analyses is also given in column III, Also for

comparison is included the analyses of each of two trachybasalts from Pos-

session Island (Crozet Group) referred to by Tyrrell*. The norms are also stated

below.

B.A.N.Z. Antarctic Research Expedition Reports, Scries A, vol. IJ, pt. 4-
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II. III. IV.

SiO« _ - 47.73 45.06 46.395 44.255

TiO* - - 2.39 2.69 2.540 2.400

A!sO a
- - 16.87 18.76 17.815 17.705

Fe3Oa - - 2.52 0.23 1.375 4.665

FeO - - 8.78 9.94 9.360 7.005

MnO - - 0.18 0.19 0.185 0.125

MgO - - 5.80 7.33 6.565 5.935

CaO - - 8.64 9.72 9.180 10.735

Na2 - - 4.90 4.19 4.545 2.990

K.O - - 1.99 1.57 1.780 1.295

H20+ - - 0.14 0.12 0.130
X 2,420H.O- - - 0.02 0.02 0.020

P*0* - - 0.65 0.65 0.650 0.395

5 - - - 0.09 0.05 0.070 —
BaO - 0.06 0.06 0.060 —

100,76 100.58 100.660 99.825

less O for S - 0.02 0.01 0.015 —

Total - 100.74 100.57 100.645 99.825

I. Analysis of olivine-trachybasalt from Buckle Island (Ballcny Group), by A. P.

Wymond (University, Adelaide),

II. Analysis of olivine-trachybasalt from Borradaile Island (Balleitiy Group) by R. B,

Wilson (University, Adelaide).

III. Mean of analyses I. and II,

IV. Mean of analyses of (a) olivine-trachybasalt from American Bay, Crozet Island,

(analyst, Herdsmen) and (b) the olivine-trachybasalt from Christmas Bay, Crozet
Island (analyst, Reinish), both quoted by Tyrrell (1937).

Rock

Norms of Balleny Island Rocks

No.l No. 2

Orthoclase - 11-68

Albite - 21-48

Anorthite - - 18*07

Nepheline - - 10-79

Diopsidc - 16-35

Olivine - 11-96

Magnetite - - 3-71

Ilmenite - 4*56

Apatite - 1-68

Pyrite - 0-16

Water -

61-11

39-41

0-14

100-60 100-63

C.I.P.W. Classification III. 5. & 4. III. 5. 3-4. 4.
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Specimens 3, 5, 6, 8, 9 and 14 bear a general similarity in the hand sped
men, though some are vesicular and others not. The greatest difference in

texture is to be noted only in the microscope section. There it becomes ob-

vious that certain of them are more highly feldspathic than others and some
have been more quickly chilled than others. Also some exhibit flow struc-

ture highly developed while in others evidence of flow is negligible.

In the case of several, at least, chemical analysis would undoubtedly re-

veal them to contain less alumina and alkalies with corresponding increase in

magnesium, and calcium: thus a more normal type of basalt. In the fol-

lowing notes reference is made to only the more prominent characteristics of

each of these.

No, 3 is a very large boulder of medium-grey ruck which, in part, is ob-

viously vesicular, the vesicles being small, irregular and flattened. There is

a paucity of olivine and augite micro-phenocrysts. Occasional white gktssy

inclusions as recorded in No, 8 are observable in the hand -specimen. Micro-
scopically there is a great similarity to specimen No. 1, there being a great

development of Labradorite laths usually markedly oriented by flowage of the

unsolidified lava.

No. 5 is another grey, water-worn boulder similar w appearance to Nos.

3 and 14. Occasional tiny olivines arc observable in the hand-specimen.

No. 6 in the hand-specimen, is somewhat darker grey than No. 8, hut
otherwise petrologically very similar. It differs from the type represented by
No. 1 in that plagiociase laths are much less abundant and there is less flow

orientation. Microporphyritic olivines and augites, the latter more abundant,
are a feature.

The plagiociase has the optical characters of an acid labradorite. The
olivine answers to the magnesian-rich variety. The pyroxene lacks colour, is

biaxial positive, and has an extinction angle e A X of about 40°; it thus appears
to be a pigeonitic augite.

No. 8 in the hand-specimen is a grey rock which, like certain others (No.
9 for instance) has shadowy, quick chilled areas within it. An unusual fea-

ture is that of clear colourless glassy inclusions up to 1 cm, diameter. These blebs

are remnants of partly resorbed crystals whose optical characters appear to indicate

a plagiociase of the oligoclasc-andesine range, In addition, small phenocrysts of

olivine and augite up to 0*5 an. diameter are in evidence.

The. general character of this rock is very similar to that of No. 9 in thut

plagiociase laths and needles are suppressed a.nd no outstanding orientation

evidenced. The base also is quite like that of No. 9.

No. 9 is externally of very similar appearance to No. 14, except that it Ls

traversed irregularly by streaks and patches of a quicker chilled darker

phase. An absence of strongly developed and oriented plagiociase laths is

notable in the microscopic slide. Obvious olivines are rare in the hand-speci-

men and their place is taken by microporphyritic augitcs. The slide undc
low power exhibits a dark and speckled base which, when more highly mag-
nified, rs seen to be a dense assemblage of microcrystals of pyroxene and

magnetite embedded in a clear glassy base.

No. 14 is another medium to dark grey, nuerocrystalinc rock in wlurh

aie occasional small porphyritic greenish-yellow olivines up to 3mm. m dia-

meter.
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Under the microscope the fine-grained base is dominated by a trachytoid

arrangement of plagioclase in laths to 0,75mm long and in needles; Ihere aie

occasional microporphyritic olivines. The general groimdmass is constituted of

small augites and to a less extent olivines with much irresolvable dark base

in which euhedral magnetites and magnetite dust are obvious.

Titanaugitc microphenoctysts, in part slightly pleochroic, is biaxial posi-

tive with 2V about 00 n
. The olivine is generally quite fresh and has a high

optic-axial angle. The larger plagioclases show some zoning and have the

characters of an acid to medium labradorite.

Specimens 4 and 11 are basaltic lavas that have undergone fumarolic gas

attack.

No. 4 is a coarsely vesicular, reddish-brown lava. In microscope section

it is seen to be basalt which has undergone chemical changes From the attack

nf volcanic gases. It has been subjected to considerable changes with the

development of secondary minerals including some haematite, hence the

colour. Originally it was a basalt with well developed laths of labradoriLe

and microphenocrysts of olivine and augite, evidently quite similar to others
of the specimens already described. Mainly as a result of late-volcanic ac-

tivity subsequent to solidification, a considerable proportion of the steam
holes have been filled by secondary minerals, mainly calcite and auatcitc.

No. 11 is another vesicular lava that has suffered pcncc.ontcmpnrane.ous
gas attack resulting in partial breakdown of original minerals and reddening
of the rock.

A feature as seen in microscope slide is the abundance of well developed
stocky plagiodase laths in flow arrangement which, with some micropor-
phyritic olivine and augite, are embedded in a yellowish glassy base charged
with feldspar needles, The plagioclasc ranges from medium andestnc to
labradorite (AbjAnj). Prisms of apatite arc to be noted. ' The glassy base
appears to be palagonitized,

DESCRIPTION OF MTCROPHOTOGRAPHS
Fig, 1

Microphotograph of a thin section of rock No. 6, maipiified 40 diameters. The larger
individuals, especially a group on the left centre ai'c olivines. A'jRtte is in smaller
anriividuals, not conspicuous. Narrow lath* and needles of plafiioclase art; obvious but
not very noticeably developed. The bulk of the section is a base, of minute granules of
augite and dusty glass. Among the latter are minute patches and cavity fillings of what

appears to be analcite.

Fig, 2

Microphotograph of a section of rork Ho. 11, magnified 40 diameters. The field is

dominated by comparatively large and well formed plagioclase laths exhibiting- flow
Orientation. A later rnore albitic generation of plagioclase appears as minute needles
in the groundraass, which otherwise is mainly brownish dusty glass. Studded through
this base are small olivines, grains of black iron-ore and occasional wcll-fomed apatite.

crystals.

Fig. 3

Microphotograph of a section of rock No. 1, magnified 40 diameters. A large part of
the rock is observed to be composed of plagioclase laths in streaming- arrangement.
Olivine and augite in more granular form are both in evidence, the former in larger
clearer crystals. The augite is in smaller granules and less conspicuous. Though in very
tiny particles, there is much magnetite studded throughout the base in euhoidal and
uctrahedral forms. These recognisable constituents are embedded iu a clear to dusty
mesostasis, most of which is gla$3 hut in which thetc are ncrdlcs of ,-mdesiuc an<l

suggestions of nephetine.

G



THE LATE CAINOZOIC HISTORY OF THE SOUTH-EAST OF SOUTH
AUSTRALIA
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Summary

The late Cainozoic history of the South-East of South Australia is largely one of repeated recessions

and advances of the ocean, and the preservation, wholly or in part, of the resulting stranded coastal

dunes. Investigations support the view that the shorelines were unstable and the dunes were not

formed in the sequence in which they exist today.
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The late Cainozoic history of the South-East of South Australia is largely

one of repeated recessions and advances of the ocean, and the preservation, wholly

or in part, of the resulting- stranded coastal dunes. Investigations support the

view that the shore" ines were unstable and the dunes were not formed in the

sequence in which they exist today.

A provisional chronology has been compiled in which the various shorelines

are correlated tentatively with the positive and negative movements of sea-level

during the Pleistocene Ice Age.

The vulcanism and other phenomena have been assigned places in the

chronology.

* School of Geology, University of Adelaide.
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It is emphasised that the instability of the region during the period under

review makes definite correlation with other areas in AustraVa or other countries

impracticable at present.

The investigations carried out .show that here is an area which, owing to

the very low Gradients of its basemen., has been a sensitive indicator of changes

in sea-level and on which is preserved n large part erf the geological record from

the Upper Pliocene to the present day. .Not only will a study of this region

provide a detailed picture of that time, but the results obtained by such an investi-

gation will assist materially in the development of a clearer Understanding o*

older epochs and periods of which a small proportion only of rhcir original record

has been preserved.

INTRODUCTION

The area to be described includes the greater part of the region usually

referred to as the South-East of South Australia and more specifically as the

Upper and Lower South-East The region is the most southerly province

of South Australia and comprises roughly that part of the State situated be-

tween the coast -south and east of the Murray Mouth and the Viclnnau

bonier. Fentier (1930) gave the names Ninety Mile Plains arid South-East

Plains to his regions 14 and 15, which correspond approximately to the

generally accepted though ill-defined concept of the Upper and Lower South-

East respectively. Recent official division of South Australia has rcsultedjn

the establishment of two regions, the Tatiara and Gambier Regions, which

depart considerably, however, from the former sub divisions. The terrain

described in this paper includes the greater part of thf Lambicr and the

western part of the Tatiara Division. The area dealt with comprises approxi-

mately 6500 square miles and includes the greater part of the Counties of

Grey/ "Robe, Macdounell and Cardwell and the south-western part of Buck-

ingham. Owing to their use by previous authors, the terms Upper and

Lower South-Hast are being- retained in the present paper.

The* varied and interesting problems presented in t ns region haveno-

attracted in the past the attention which they merit It is time that previous

investigations include geological, geographical, soil survey, land utilization,

botanical, palaeontologies!, economic and anthropological research of se-

lected and limited areas; but such of the work as deals with the region as a

whole is highly generalized and any detailed surveys that have been made

cover tnralT sectors only. The more important contributions include those

of Tcnison-Woods, Fenncr, Ward, Campbell, Wade, Mawson, Tindale, Tay-

lor, Stephens, Crocker, Col ton and various State Government Departments.

Others are listed in the bibliography.

The present paper has been written as llie result of fieldwork by thr

author, commenced in 1931 and continued at intervals as opportunity offered,

until November, 1949. Recent intensive work has been made possible by

facilities granted by the University of Adelaide.

The investigation embraces the study of all available bore and well re-

cords; the detailed mapping on a scale of 40 chains per mile of some areas

using the published maps of the Department of Lands and Survey; the close

stereoscopic examination of thousands of aerial photographs lent by the De-

fence Department, and of others made available by the C.S.LR.O, and mapping

on the scale of these photographs, the largest scale being 20 chains pei inch.

Since the above was written, advice has been received of a paper by R. C. -Sprigg

on Stranded Sea Beaches of the SotUli-Kast of Suulh Australia, to htt published in

Trails. 18th Gftof. Congr., London, 1948.
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The use of thousands of levels made available by the South-Eastern Drainage
Board, and the detailed contoured maps of special areas surveyed by the
above as well as by the Woods and Forests Department, made impossible to
construct a provisional contoured map of the basement of the greater part
of the region.

The aerial photographs now available and the increasing wealth of sur-
vey data becoming available in recent years, have made it possible to
cxanune and map the area in much greater detail than could be done pre-
viously, and has resulted in the modification or rejection of some of the
hypotheses formulated by previous investigators. It will be shown that the
writer accepts m principle the glacial eustatic origin of the calcareous dune
ranges (Tiudale, 1933, 1947) as against crustal warping (Ward. 1941). Never-
theless it is evident that crustal deformation has played an important role
iu the development of the region. The writer cannot accept the greater part
r.f Tindale's reconstruction of the Pleistocene history of the region and con-
siders that in the present state of our knowledge, correlation of glacial eus-
tatic terraces of the South-East of South Australia with those of the Atlantic
Coast of the U.S.A. or of the Mediterranean is impossible.

An attempt has been made by the use of such evidence as could be ob-
tained to compile the chronological sequence for each of the calcareous dune
ranges, However, this rests so largely on inference that it must be regarded
as tentative only.

Reference could be made in the text to but a small proportion of the
publications consulted. Those -which have a direct bearing on some of the
problems discussed in this paper and which are not specifically mentioned
in the text are included in the Bibliography. In addition the writer was able
to examine unpublished maps and reports made available through the gene-
rosity and co-operaticn of the Directors of Oil Search Ltd,

The assistance is gratefully acknowledged of Professor Sir Douglas Maw-
son of the School of Geology, and of Dr. T. D. Campbell, University of Ade-
laide; Mr. D, Schulz. of Rendclsham; Mr. A. J. S. Adams, Chief Forester at
Mount Burr Forest; Messrs. R. K, Campbell and H. F. Kessall, of Mount
Gambier; Mr. C. Willslure, of Millicent: Mr. Jackway, of Blackfellows Caves,
and the officials of the Commonwealth Department of Defence at Keswick
and of the State Departments of Woods and Forests, Mines, Lands and Sur-
vey, the South-Eastern Drainage Board and the South Australian Harbours
Board.

TOPOGRAPHY
I Genkh.u.

The region is a low level terrain which slopes very gently seaward.
Owing to legional warping, the inclination of this terrain varies in different
sectors both in amount and direction. In the most northerly area the slope
is south-westerly, in the central portion it is westerly, changing gradually
further south until southerly near the Victorian border. Although this re-
gion possesses very low and uniform gradients over a very large proportion
of its surface, there are many areas of diversified relief both above and below
the general level. Features above the general level are inliers of ancient rocks,
aeolian deposits and volcanic accumulations, as well as escarpments produced
by former marine erosion. Features below the general level include lakes,
swamps and claypans, creeks, sinkholes and closed depressions (uvalas).

The inliers of ancient rocks occur north of the Kingston-Naraccorte Rail-
way. Most of them are low and only a few of them reach heights of over
100 feet (Mawson 1943. 1944, 1945a, 1945b).
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The aeolian deposits are of throe types:—the calcareous dunes, the sili-

ceous sands, and lunettes.

TI The Calcareous Dunes

These arc the predominant type of surface relief. Their peculiar arrange-

ment location and origin, as well as their economic significance attracted

attention from the beginning nf exploration and settlement of the region

(Woods, J862). This interest has become more pronounced in recent years,

both from scientific and economic aspects. Their adverse influence, both

direct and indirect, on the economic development of the region has been iar

reaching.

Their general direction, though variable, has a north westerly trend, and

is approximately parallel to the present coastline and at high angles but not

at right angles "to the general slope of the region. Then- fronts or seaward

edges exhibit a small hut consistent drop in height both north and south

of the Mount Burr area. Failure by some previous investigators to observe

these progressive variations in altitude has led to serious errors in the inter-

pretation of the history of the region.

A traverse normal to the present coastline crosses the dune ranges at

high angles and at progressively increasing heights above, sea-level. Although

exhibiting great variations in shape and size, they have a roughly sub-

parallel arrangement with north-westerly trends. As Ih&y arc followed in n

north-westerly direction from the Mount Burr area, all but a few of the nitef-

dtine flats decrease steadily in width until many of the ranges coalesce so

that it is no longer possible to distinguish them individually. Rarely do they

rise to heights as much as one hundred feet above the adjacent, plains and

as a rule their summits are considerably short of that figure. However, be-

cause of the low relief of the intervening areas, these dunes arc known a*

"ranges'* and owing to their separation in the central part of the region by

wide, extensive plains, bear distinctive names. Those for which no locH

names could he discovered have been named by ihc writer the Camtnda

(Campbell 1946), Woolumboo), Peacock, Lucindak anr Neville Ranges,

The furthest inland range is known as the Karacoorle Range. This has

been divided by the writer into the East and West Naracoorte Ranges.

In the central portion of the South-East the East Naracuorle Range is

the more inland and rises from a higher part of the basement than does the

West Naracoorte Range. To the north and north-west of the town pt Nara-

coortc these two ranges coalesce and at some distance beyond (.his conver-

gence the range, divides again. One branch turns to the north-west and forms

the Black Range which apparently trends more and more westerly towards

the southern margin of the Mount Boothby iniiers uf ancient igneous rocks.

This branch is being identified by the writer with the East Naracoorte

Range. The other branch, the more easterly, consists in its southern sector

where it diverges from the combined range, of a scries of irregular discon-

nected dunes, but further to the north exists as a well-developed continuous

dune system. The further continuations of this system are being investigated

bv other workers. This branch is being identified here as the continuation

of the Wi-st Naracoorte Range. Such identification implies that in the

northern sector of the region the West Naracoorte Range is the furthest in-

land and at the highest level, whereas in the central sector this position is

occupied by the East Naracoorte Range. The continuation further to the

south-east extends into Victoria and docs not exist in the southern sector of

the South-East Region of South Australia.



Just to the south of the town of Naracoorte, the western edge of the East
Naracoorte Range is 54 miles from the coast, but altitude and distance de-
crease continuously to the north-west, until near Chinaman Wells the cor-
responding* part ot the range is only 26 miles from the coast and at a very
much lower level.

This range, known in the Hundred of Latfer as the Black Range, has
been mapped over a length of 96 miles and continues to an unknown distauce
to the north-west and south-east. The greatest lengths recorded are those
of the Reedy Creek and West Avenue Ranges which have been traced over
a distance of 166 miles without their north-western or south-eastern limits
having been readied. Other ranges, however, are not as persistent and their
total lengths vary considerably, Some terminate abruptly; others lose height
gradually towards their extremities; others consist of a scries of disconnected
ridges; others decrease almost to nothing then increase again in height and
width; still others, particularly in the Upper South- East, are partly or com-
pletely covered by drift sand so that their location is difficult to determine.
Although a rake pattern is exhibited by some, most of the ranges possess
straight or smoothly curved western or seaward edges for considerable pro-
portions of their extent, but have deeply indented or embayed eastern or in-
land margins. In some areas no defined ranges arc discernible, and the pat
tern displayed by the dune limestone outcrops is extremely irregular, though
exhibiting in most instances a subordinate but nevertheless definite trend.
(See General Map). Because of these factors, the complete succession is

not encountered iu an)' traverse normal to the ranges. Detailed investiga-
tions by the writer have shown that the general belief expressed by previous
authors, of the existence of seven to eight or even fewer ranges is erroneous.
It has been possible to distinguish and map eighteen distinct ranges, each of
which either already bears a local name or has been named herein.

For reasons given above and others which will be discussed later, it

was found necessary to begin the critical examination of the regiou and deter-
mine the initial classibcation of the stranded dime ranges in the central sec*
tor, In this sector, commencing with the dune range at the greatest distance
from the coastline and therefore rising relatively from the highest parts o(
the fundamental plain, the complete list in a seaward direction as now deter-
mined is ;

—

1. East Naracoorte 10. East Avenue
II- West Avenue
12. Reedv Creek
13. Neville
14. East Dairy
15. West Dairy
16. East WoakAvine
17- West Woakwine
IS. Canunda

The recent naming ot dune limestone ridges in the extreme Lower Sunt fi-

ll ast (Crocker 1946a) appears to have been unnecessary. It is true that
Crocker was correct in abolishing the term Kongorong Range used locally
for the southern part of the Woakwine Range, and that giving the name
MacDonnell Range to the double limestone range near Allendale can be jus-
tified. His Burleigh and Caveton Ranges however, are identical with and
are continuations of the Reedy Creek and West Avenue Ranges respectively,
and his Mount Gambler Range is almost certainly a continuation of the East
Avenue Range.

2. West Naracoorte
3. Harpers
4. Stewarts or Cave
5. Wool urn bodl
6. Peacock
7. Bakers
8. Lueindale
9. Ardunc
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Unless specifically mentioned, the present coastal dune? arc not included

in the description and general discussion of the calcareous dunes.

Despite their low altitudes, the rocky outcrops, dense scrub, and deep

drift sands of many sectors have made nf these ranges a series ot barriers

to traffic between the coast and the interior. The obstructions they placed

across the nalura] flow of surface waters, impounded these against the eastern

or inland flanks of the ranges. As a result, while sandy beaches were formed

in many sectors of the inland margins of the range-3 wherever permanent or

semi-permanent lagoons still exist, or existed before the present artificial

drainage schemes came into operation. Much of the impounded flood water

moved in a north-westerly direction. As the resultant gradient in Miat direc-

tion is less Mian one foot per mile in most sectors, movement was sluggish

arid ill-defined except when lloodwaters had raised the level of the water

sufficiently to produce a temporary and adequate steepening of the local gra-

dient Considerable amounts of water but varying greatly in different, locali-

ties, seeped through and beneath the ranges, emerging as springs, permanent

or intermittent, on the next series of interdune flats. As a result, roads and

tracks over xnosl of the region were confined* unless specially constructed,

foi the greater part of each year almost entirely to the ranges and chiefly to

their flanks or to ihe very narrow zone, not present everywhere, which

narked the transition from range to flat. Even today when artificial drainage

has improved the surface run-off in many areas, trouble is experienced in wet

years, and roads and embankments are being raised in a number of localities.

Despite the poverty and genera! lack of depth of soil in many parrs ot

the ranges, their relative dryness as compared with the inrcr-range flats, de-

termined their use as winter quarters for stock. Observation* shew that

many areas now- exhibiting bare stony hillsides completely devoid of vegeta-

tion, that have brought to that condition by wind erosion after removal of

the vegetation bv overgrazing or rabbits.

Costly drainage schemes have been carried out and more are proposed to

remove surface waiws from such swampy inter-range areas as arc considered

suitable for development. As the highest surface gradient is nearly at right

angles to the average trend of the ranges and natural gaps arc lew, excava-

tions of considerable magnitude wete necessary in some instances, The

longest and deepest excavations are those of Drain L which terminates near

Robe and which has a maximum depth of 54 feet through the Woakwiue

Range.
Ill The Stt.icf.ous Sands

F.normous accumulations of this material exist in Mie region and their

fixation by vegetation ensures their stability while the plant cover remains,

Although 'isolated deposits exist in the Belt Range near Hatherlcigh and in

other localities to the west of the Reedy Creek Range, in general they occur

further east. These sands cover completely or in part, many sectors of the

calcareous dune rnnges, but do not of themselves form large dunes of great

linear extent. The greatest accumulations arc low, gently undulating qv level

expanse?; which in many instances were former interdune flats and swamps.

They occur piled up against and on top of pre-existing hills and ridges and

in general have the appearance of windsnrted material distributed over an

irregular landscape. Tn the Lower South-East they have been utilised largely

for pine plantations. The resulting forest cover adds to the difficulties not

only or determining Iheir limits but also of mapping any outcrops of pre-

existing formations. A study of the planning of the plantations and of the

growth of the pines give in many instances clues to the subjacent rocks, but

do uot enable accurate geological boundaries \o ho drawn.
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IV Lunettes
In numerous localities, but especially in the areas east of Kingston and

cf Rohe, and in the wide interdune flats between the Cave and Harper's
Ranges and the Naracoorte Range, both to the north and south of the town
of Naracoorte, the flats contain very large numbers of small, shallow depres-
sions which arc filled with water during and for considerable periods aFter
the wet season. A notable feature of very many of these is the existence on
their eastern margins of crescent-shaped dunes generally varying in height
and size with the adjacent lagoon. These dunesare known as lunettes and
have been described elsewhere (Hills 1939, 1940).. (Stephens 1946).

V Volcanic Huxs
In the southern part of the region accumulations of volcanic material,

chiefly of tuff with some basalt flows, form a number of elevations, the
largest and most extensive area being the Mount Burr Range, culminating in
Mount Burr, 802 feet above sea level and approximately 700 feet above "the
plains to the west. The Mount Burr Range contains within it or is adjacent
to Mounts Muirhead, Graham, Muir, Maclntyre, Sinclair, William and Ed-
ward, Day's and Campbell's Hills, The Lookout, Frill, Watch and BluiF.
Further to the south the isolated cones of the small extinct volcanoes of
Mounts Cambier and Schank form conspicuous landmarks on the low level
plateau.

VI Marine Escarpments
In several localities cliffs and escarpments produced by former wave-

acrion occur inland at various levels. Some of the more conspicuous arc the
Up-And-Duwn Rocks near Tantanoola, a scarp between Mount Schank and
Port Macdonnell, the north-eastern flank of Mount Graham, the vicinity of
Blackfellow's Caves, Robe, and Nora Creina Bay.

VII Dkatxagk
Within this region surface drainage is immature and creeks and natural

drainage channels are few in number. In the eastern sector the chief streams
arc the Mosquito, Naracoorte and Morambro Creeks which rise in Victoria
and flow westwards into South Australia but spread out on the flats we&t of
the Naracoorte Range. In the western sector the chief creeks are the
Reedy, Avenue, Salt, Cattle and Maria Creeks, and in the southern sector the
Stony, Henara and Eight Mile Creeks. None of these were important drain-
age channels and even Retdy Creek, by far the largest, was merely a chain
of swamps and small lagoons which drained slowly to the north-west during
and after heavy rains. The location of the successive dune ranges, being
nearly at right angles to the average slope of the region, together with the
porosity of the subjacent rocks, prevented the development of a defined
drainage pattern and resulted in the banking up of floodwaters on the eastern
flanks of the ranges. To some extent sub-surface drainage effected the re-
moval of surplus waters, but a very large proportion travelled slowly in a
north-westerly direction to Alfred Flat and beyond, supplying some water
to the Cattle, Maria and Salt Creeks; evaporation accounted for the re-
mainder. The South Australian Government, through the South-Eastern
Drainage Board, has done and is doing much to drain the more fertile areas
by providing artificial chanuels through the blockading ranges.

Lakes, lagoons, swamps and claypans are very plentiful in some sectors,
notably in the areas adjacent to the coast, as well as in thtf areas east of
Kingston and of Robe and in the wide inter-dune flat west of the West Nara-
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coorfe Range. While some arc salt the overwhelming majority of the inland

basins contain fresh water. The largest basins are those adjacent to the coast

and include the Coorong, approximately 90 miles long. Lakes Eliza, St. Clair

and George, all of which are salt, and Lake Bouncy approximately 22 miles

long which contains fresh water and, as is to be expected, has ail outlet to

the ocean. Other lakes and swarnps will be referred to in a later section, hut

brief mention must be made here of the Dismal Swamp, a collection of partly-

connected and irregulur swamps which extends to the Victorian border and
from the eastern portions of which surplus waters are staled to drain slowly

itito the Glcnclg River, a stream which at present flows almost entirely with-

in the boundaries of Victoria.

The underlying porous limestones, as well 5£ the porous limestones of

the dune ranges, in preventing the -development of a definite surface drainage,

produced a region of largely "cryptoreic" drainage (»nne 19.10), As a re-

sult, caves, sink-holes, and closed depressions (uvalas) indicative of the col-

lapse of former solution chambers, are plentiful in the southern part of the

region, an area of relatively high rainfall.

In order to obtain a true picture of the configuration of the basement on

which the aeolian and volcanic deposits rest, a contoured map is essential.

Since nnne was available, the. writer has attempted to remedy this defect.

With the aid of all available levels and contoured plans of such areas as had
been surveyed by the South- Eastern Drainage Boaul and the "Woods and
Forests Department, a map or the major part of the South-East has been pre-

pared. Insufficient levels are available for the extreme north and south of

the region, but a large enough area has been contoured to supply much needed

information of the morphology and history of the South-Enst As the aeolian

and volcanic deposits have no structural connection with the basement it-

self, and since the contour mapping oi these highly irregular and in places

convoluted areas would have served no useful purpose,, they have been disj

regarded and the. contoured map purposes to show the actual floor of the

basement plain.

This floor coincides in many areas, notably in the Lower South-East,

with the upper surface of the Miocene limestones and in the northern sector

of the Upper South-East with the Precanihrian and Miocene pavement, the

surfaces in both areas being the results of marine plamttion. There are, how-
ever, large areas in which the marine plane is covered by later deposits of

marine, lacustrine, aeolian or volcanic origin. Although this cover is thin

except in the Mount Burr Range, its presence must be allowed for in the

determination of the contours which are intended as nearly as possible to

represent the planed-off surface of the. basement rocks. It has not been pos-

sible to determine the necessary values in all localities, and to that extent

the final figures used must be approximations only, Tn order that such cover,

which is irregular in occurrence both as to area and thickness, should pro-

duce the minimum amount of distortion the scale of the final map was re-

duced considerably. The original one foot intervals were reduced to ten-

foot contours, and the horizontal scale of 2 miles per inch was reduced to 8
miles per inch.

It will be noted that, except for a few areas in the north-eastern sector

adjacent to Victoria, the basement is at higher levels beneath the Mount Burr
Range and an the Dismal Swamp area than in any other part of the region.

A map has been prepared of the Mount Burr area, showing the actual

surface contours. The greater part of this map is based on detailed contour

plans surveyed and drawn by the Woods and Forests Department. These
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were extended where possible by the use of other survey data, and where
these were not available, by sketch contours especially in the vicinity of The
.Bluff.

Fig. 1

VJIT The Coast

North of Kingston the present shoreline is apparently prograding with

the development of coastal dunes, probably an offshore bar initially, and im-

pounding- the long narrow lake known as the Coorong. To the south of

Kingston the coast appears to be one of submergence with an advancing
shoreline. The history and development of these features will be dealt with

in a subsequent section of this paper.
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GEOLOGY
T Gf.neral

The region )$ a sector of the former Murravian Gulf which in South
Australia extended far to the north, included the greater part of the present

Mount Lofty T<angcs and covered extensive areas in New South Wales and
Victoria. This gulf was formed by the advance of the sea during tho Miocene
Epoch or perhaps even earlier. The yea finally retreated from the greater

part of this Gulf at or near the close of the Lower Pliocene, and formed a

new shoreline which is believed to have coincided approximately with the

present East Maracoorte Range. Further palaeontological work is expected

to result in definite age determinations both of the submergence and emer-
gence of the Murravian Gulf.

Before its submergence, the greater part of this area appears to have been
continuous with and a part of the Great Australian Peneplain which iu South
Australia appears to have reached its final stages and greatest development
towards the close of the Mesozoic Era.

Within the region described in this paper, the rocks immediately under-

lying the surface of the peneplain belonged to two groups. North of the

vicinity of Kingston they appear to have consisted of Precamhrian and pos-

sibly Palaeozoic sediments and igneous intrusions (Mawson 1943 and 1944).

To the south of Kingston they consisted as far as is known, of Mesozoic

sediments apparently lacustrine in origin.

A3 stated in another paper, not yet published, the writer considers that

the available evidence indicates that the dismemberment of the peneplain in

the region now known as the Mount Lofty Ranges commenced during the

Cretaceous or very early in the Tertiary Period. In some sectors warping
and faulting- ended the peneplanation cycle, and as a result, terrestrial de-

posits such as gravels, sands and Jigniiic clays were formed in various parts

of the region,

Jf the age determination of the lacustrine sediments penetrated in the

lower section of the Robe bore as Jurassic (Ward 1941), is upheld by subse-

quent research, it is possible that the diastrophism which affected parts ol

Southern Australia during the later stages of the Cretaceous Period and in

the Cainoxoic "Era was active also in the T.owcr South-Eaat. an area in which
diastrophism appears however, to have begun earlier. It follows that deposi-

tion, largely and probably entirely of terrestrial material, may have con-

tinued through the Cretaceous and into the Lower Tertiary Period until

during the Oligocene or Miocene Epochs the seu advanced over the region

end formed the Murravian Gulf. There would in that case be little or no
hreale in deposition in the area to the south of Kingston, In the terrain north

of Kingston the terrestrial deposits formed immediately above the Preeam-
brian-Palacozoic floor will date from the beginning of diastrophism in any
given locality and will vary probably from Upper Cretaceous to Lower Ter-

tiary in different places.

"While it is true that no definite break in deposition is expected in the

area to the south of Kingston, this is after all only a small fraction of the total

area of the former Gulf, The great expanse of this gulf in South Australia

north of Kingston, and also in New South Wales and Victoria, exhibits a

sharp time and erosion break between the Cretaceous to Lower Pliocene sedi-

ments and the floor of Precambrian and Palaeozoic rocks on which they were
deposited. Although the greater part of the South-East remained submeiged
probably to the close of the Pliocene Epoch, and hence deposits of Upper
Pliocence Time were formed and probably still exist in protected areas, the
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emergence of the Murravian Gulf as such is considered by the writer to have

been "completed when the sea finally retreated to the East Naraconrte shore-

line at the close of or during the Lower Pliocene Age. The writer therefore

has divided the rocks and formations of the South-East into three groups

which will be referred to as:

—

PRE-MURRAV1AN, MURRAVIAN, and POST-MTJRRAVIAN

II Pkk-Murkavian

The Pre-Murravian rocks are those which formed the peneplain and

which over the greater part of the South Australian portion of the Murravian

Gulf are of Precambrian and early Palaeozoic age. As stated above, to the

south of Kingston the basement rocks are believed to be of Mesozoic age,

but as they do not outcrop, little is known of them.

In the region north of Kingston large numbers of inliers of the ancient

rocks outcrop- Many, including the more important ones, have been mapped
and described in recent years (Mawson 1943, 1944, 1945a and b). As most

of them do not make conspicuous outcrops, and in fact many are close to

or level with the general surface, and since much of the terrain is sparsely

settled and difficult of access, it is possible that some outcrops still await

»im
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Sketch Section from Mount Boothby to Taratap Quarry, north of Kingston.

discovery. An examination of the general map accompanying this paper, and

on which are shown all known outcrops, suggests, however, that these iulicrs

til ancient rocks are restricted to two separate areas. In an area bounded
approximately by a line drawn from a little south of Keith and a little north

of Tintinara respectively in a .south-westerly direction, no outcrops of these

rocks have been recorded. The evidence of the Alfred Flat and Tintinara

bores (Howchin 1929) as well as of a number of bores in the vicinity of Salt

Creek (Ward, 1944) supports the view that this area is underlain by a basin

cr valley excavated in the Precambrian rocks. The depth of this feature is

shown to be about 350 and 250 feet respectively in the Alfred .Flat and Tin-

tinara bores (Fig. 2). In the other bores of the district, those near Salt Creek

and adjacent areas, the Precambrian rocks were reached apparently at depths

of 190, 400, 518, two of over 600 feet and one of 924 feet. (Ward op. cit). In

the latter bore, the drill entered tillite at 503 feet and continued in that for-

mation to a depth of 924 feet.

This tillite was encountered in one bore only and that one which reached

the greatest depth before penetrating the Precambrian floor- Such a valley

could have been an erosion feature or be of tectonic origin. In view of the

stage to which peneplanation appears to have progressed in this part of Aus-

tralia before the formation of the Murravian Gulf, its origin as a river valley

cannot be supported, nor could it be supposed that marine erosion after sub-
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mergence would have excavated it in the resistant ancient rocks. The sug-
gestion (Ward 1944) that the tillitc probably is of Permo-Carboniferous age
indicates that this valley, like the Intiian Valley further to the west, may be
the result, in part at least, of Late Palaeozoic glacial erosion. On the other

hand, this glacially filled valley could have been tectonic, originating in Early
Tertiary times, but the available evidence does not support this.

On the whole, the evidence appears to favour the existence of an old

glacial valley, probably Permo-Carboniferous, in which the *toft glacial de-

posits were preserved at the level which subsequent peneplanation of the

adjoining areas achieved. If that is the correct explanation, then the ad-

vance of the sea in Tertiary times to form the Murravian Gull would have

resulted in the removal, partial or complete, of the boulder clay from the

greater part of the valley; then would follow the gradual deposition, on the

tillite where such remained and on the Frecarnbrlan rocks where these had
been exposed, of the sediments of Miocene age encountered in the

various bores. The subsequent retreat of the s-?a during the later part oE

the Pliocene Epoch to the East Naracoorte shoreline would expose the Lower
Pliocene deposits to erosion in the shallowed seas and effect their complete
removal and partial removal of the Miocene sediments.

It is highly probable that during Upper Pliocene times when the sea still

covered the region to the south-west of the East Naracoorte Range, a depres-

sion persisted in this area and was fdled with, and still contains, Upper Flip*

cene deposits protected from erosion during the Pleistocene Epoch.

This supposed deposition of Upper Pliocene and some Pleistocene sedi-

ments would thus account for the sharp break between the Miocene and the

Upper Pliocene or Pleistocene sediments as recorded in some of the bores.

11J Mturavtak

The Murravian deposits are denned here as those which were laid down
on the surface of the former peneplain from the time that diastrophism began
to dismember it; deposition continued during the period of submergence by
the sea and until the sea retreated finally to the East Naracoorte shoreline,

a total time range, as stated earlier, of probably from the Upper Cretaceous
to the close of the Lower Pliocene. As stated above, the older stages appear
to have been terrestrial and were succeeded during the Miocene and Lower
Pliocene by marine sedimentation. No marine deposits of Lower Pliocene

age have been recorded to the south-west of the East Naracoorte Range but
as will be shown later, are believed to have existed and to have been removed
from this sector by subsequent marine erosion. Deposits of marine origin

of Miocene age occur throughout the region, at the surface in the southern
part of the area and at variable shallow depths in all except a few limited

localities in the northern part of the area.

Detailed descriptions of these roclc.s are available in the literature, and
investigations being carried out by the Geological Survey of South Australia

will add considerably to our knowledge of these sediments. They consist

predominantly of limestones, some of which have been dolcnntized. This
dolorniti2ation appears to have affected some beds over considerable areas
and it may be found that some horizons have been changed completely. One
of the most spectacular can be seen at the Llp-and-Down Rocks near Tanta-
noola. Here the resistance to weathering and erosion of the locally dolorni-

tized limestones has produced a clirl formed by wave action during a former
higher sea level, and has enabled this cliffy described by some writers as a
fault scarp, to withstand erosion sufficiently to remain a prominent feature.
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In many places the soft Polyzoal Miocene limestones contain vast num-
bers of flints. Exposures are particularly good along the coastal clifls be-

tween Capes Banks and Northumberland, but outcrops showing these flints

can be seen at a number of localities inland, especially in quarries, sinkholes

and caves. Whether these flints occur on definite stratigraphkal horizons

-was not determined, but they do occur at intervals in the sequence. They
vary considerably in si-ze. colour, shape and texture, ranging" from large tabu-

lar masses to small nodules, and exhibiting a wide range of colour with dark-

grey to bluish-black predominating. While it was found that under certain

conditions these flints weather and disintegrate rapidly, their relatively

greater resistance to erosion has resulted in the accumulation;, during former

.stillstands of the ocean, of numerous deposits which testify to former marine

action. Their occurrence in many localities and in large numbers as residual

beach pebbles, as well as in immense banks on parts of the shore, made them

the natural and predominant materia! in the manufacture of artefacts by the

aborigines, who have left enormous numbers of these stone tools on their

former camping" grounds. Tn some areas weathering nf these flint artefacts

has affected (he whale of the object and although it still bears the shape given

to it by the native, it is now a white porous material and in some instances

crumbles when struck. There are many artefacts, however, in which weather-

ing" is incomplete and which on being broken show a zone of weathered
IV. ateh al surrounding a core of unweathcred flint, the core inheriting approxi-

mately the shape and faces given to ihe original fragment bv the maker
(Mitchell, 1943; Campbell, 1946).

The Miocene sediments have undergone slight folding movements. Evi-

dence of this folding can be seen in the gorge of the Glenelg Rivet, on the

surface near Mount Salt, station and near Burnda Railway Station, and may,
although other explanations are possible, account tor the dune pattern near

Cape Banks and Narrow Neck.

The Miocene limestones as seen on the coastal cliffs between Cape Nor-
thumberland and Cape Banks appear to have a very slight dip northwards.

There is also, as stated earlier, the regional warping which has produced a

general west-north-westerW tilt of the surface in the terrain north of Mount
Burr and a south-south-westerly slope in the area to the south. Whether the

folding and warping occurred at subsequent times or whetlier they were con-

temporaneous is beyond the scope of this paper to discuss, Reference must
be made, however, to two major faults which have been referred to repeatedly

ih the Hrerature. These are the Naracoorte and Tartwaup Faults, The
Naracoorte Fault is stated (Fenncr, 1930) to coincide approximately with the

Naracoorte Range. This fault may exist, but the present writer has seen no

evidence which would support this contention and considers that all the

features observed by him can be explained niore satisfactorily as having been

produced by marine erosion.

The Tartwaup Fault (Ward, Crocker, Tindalc, Fenner, Stephens) which

is slated to pursue an arcuate course to the south and west of the Mount
Burr Range, is another instance for the acceptance of which the writer re-

quires additional evidence. It is true that the evidence cited by Ward {1946)

of change in hydraulic level is strong, but it is not conclusive. The other

features considered by Ward and others as evidence in support, namely the

steep front of the Up-and-Down Rocks and the springs to the west of the

Mount Burr Range are, it is believed, due to other factors. The Up-and-
Down Rocks appear to be a wave-cut clifT in relatively resistant rocks. The
existence of a sea-cave (Tindalc, 1933) and the discovery by the writer on
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stranded dunes of the region, support this view. The springs to the west of

the Mount Burr Range do not exhibit a linear arrangement except for short

distances and many other springs occxir elsewhere. These springs appear to

Ip part of the natural drainage through and beneath the dune ranges as

described earlier, If the Naracoorte or Tariwaup Faults do exist, and this

has to be proved, then it seems probable that (hey are at least of Tertiary age

and pre-date the osciUating retreat of the sea from the East Naracoorte shoreline.

IV POST-MURKAVIAN

These are grouped as follows:

—

a. Calcareous dunes g. Swamp deposits

h- Siliceous sands h. Volcanic accumulations

c. Watcrworn quartz grit and pebbles i. Lunettes

d. Watcrworn flints j. Kunkar travertine

e. Fossil shells k. Lalerilt

f. Lacustrine limestones

a. The Calcareous Dunes

These, the dominant form of surface relief of the region, have been described

and their origin discussed by several observers.- The impression gained from the

literature is that of a region consisting of a plain .sloping; gently seaward in a

south-westerly direction, and bearing upon it a series of dune ranges parallel or

approximately so to the coastline, each dune rising from progressively lower parts

of the plain as one travels towards the coast. This over-simplification of what is

actually a complex pattern has led to serious misconceptions and errors in

attempts to reconstruct the geological development of the region. The tendency

to group together a number of individual dune ranges without determining

whether they have had similar or different histories, the iailure to realise the

importance of those ureas in which the dime ranges so far from bcimr parallel

to the coastline intersect it
r
the neglect of the variations in direction, horizontal

and vertical spacing of the ranges, and of the great differences in amount bull)

of erosion and chemical processes, have prevented hitherto a proper consideration

and detailed study of the problems involved.

It is generally agreed thai these ranges were Conned as the result of still-

stands of the sea and correspond approximately to (he shorelines thus produced.

The ranges possess in general a north-westerly trend and approximately at

right angles to Hie prevailing wind. Although accumulation &nd modification by

wave action was an important and probably the only factor in the early stages

of development of most if not all of the dunes, wind sorting and piling became

the dominant process once these, accumulations projected above sca-lcvel. As is

to be expected in acolian deposits of this type, they exhibit to leeward, that is

on the inland and northeastern flanks, the usual intricate pattern. On the wind-

ward or seaward and south-western side they have, over considerable distances,

straight or smoothly curved edges. In ether sectors the edges vary from a regular

sawtooth or rake" pattern to highly irregu'ar meandering* and convolutions.

Further, the ranges from the East Naracoorte seawards as t'ar as and including

the East Avenue Range, exhibit in general an arcuate trend concave towards the

south-west. From and including the West Avenue Range, the arcuate trend

persists but is concave towards the north-east. This latter tendency becomes

less marked as the coast is approached and in the Woakwine and Canunda Ranges

it appears to be a minor feature only..

During the present investigation it was found that tl*c region could be

divided roughlv into three sectors, The north-western .sector in which inlicr*
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oi igneous rocks are numerous but separated into two groups by a filled valley

probably of glacial origin, contains a large number of relatively closely spaced
dune limes-tone outcrops. Many of tbese are very irregular in form and obscured
considerably by more recent drift sand, so much so that their delimitation must
be regarded as approximate only in many instances and others probably exist

of which no indications were observed. Erosion, considered to he partly marine
and partly lacustrine, has played a large part in the removal cf evidence of former
continuity of individual dunes and hence makes it difficult to identify and trace

some of them The increasing effects in a north-westerly direction of downwarp
and probable isostatic movements., and the almost complete absence of surveyed
levels, indicate chat this sector was unsuitable for the initial study of the develop-

ment Oi Ihe dune ranges.

In the south-eastern sector the presence of volcanic accumulations, the large

amount of marine erosion in the southern and western portions, the effect of

downwarping as shown by the relatively much steeper gradients of the basement
as compared with the areas to the north-west, and the scarcity of available sur-

veyed levels were factors which made this sector unsuitable for the intitiai study

of the dune limestones.

The central sector, where the basement gradients are very low. the dune ranges
relatively widely spaced, comparatively regular and continuous, and no igneous
outcrops are known, is also the sector in which surveyed levels are sufficiently

numerous for the construction of a provisional contour map of the basement on
which the dunes were deposited, It is in this sector therefore that the various
dune ranges and their development were studied initially, and from which the
mapping and investigation were extended to the north-west and south-east. The
nonh-w extern and south-eastern sectors yielded much additional evidence relevant

to the problems investigated, but it is the central sector, in which the general

evidence is much clearer and less confused by other features, which was used
primarily in the grouping and classification of the dune ranges.

The grouping of these ranges by various observers has resulted generally tn

the recognition of seven stages, the Naracoorte. Cave nr Stewart's, Baker's, Hast
Avenue, West Avenue, Reedy Creek and Woakwine Ranges,

Although recognising the existence of the above seven ranges as well as of

the Dairy Range, Tindale has related all of them to five terraces, the Naracoortc,
Cave, East Avenue, Reedy and Woakwine Terraces, Tin's grouping of numbers
of ranges may have been influenced by the remarkable tendency of most of the

ranges as they continue to the north-west to approach each other and in many
instances to merge so completely as to he inseparable. The present examination
and mapping of the rcyion and study of thousands ni survey levels indicate that

such simplified grouping is not in accordance with the individual histories of the

various ranges.

The writer has been compelled, in listing the various ranges, to name some
For which no names could be discovered, namely the Canimda, Neville, Lucindalc,
Peacock and Woohmibool. and also to separate others into their components.
These are the East and West Naracoortc, the East and West Dairy and the East
and West Woakwine Ranges, which are believed to have succeeded each other
and formed partly on the eroded remnants of their predecessors, Thus the number
of existing ranges mapped is eighteen, winch with the two earlier Woakwine
Ranges now eroded gives a total of twenty separate ranges to be accounted for
(sec fig. 3. The evidence, which is particularly noticeable en the aerial photo-
graphs, of remnants of beach and dune ridges in several areas where no dunes
exist today or where they do exist hut possess trends at variance with those oi

the remnants, as well as the occurrence of isolated dune remnants in the wide
flat* separating the dune ranges, can be regarded as evidence tliar other ranges
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have existed which have been eroded and removed almost completely. By follow-

ing the beach ridge remmants along the strike some are found to disappear

gradually, some terminate abruptly and others such as those north of Kingston

can be traced to gradually rising ridges until they form the Neville Range. Other

examples can be seen in the Reedy Creek and West Avenue Ranges and else-

where. It is reasonable to suppose therefore that some at least of those low

dune limestone outcrops and ridges -which cannot be followed to an existing range*
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Fig, 3

Diagrammatic Section from Cape Rabelais to Naracoorte.

may be the last remnants of former dune ranges which have been denuded. This

raises the question of how many ranges may have existed, of the location of -which

not even traces remain. If transgression of the sea took place, very slowly, or

sea-level remained stationary for a long period at a level at which erosion of a

former dune could occur, or if. such advance of the sea took place before the

cementation had time to produce a resistant shell, then eros:ton could remove

rapidly the whole or the greater portion of the dune and leave only a shoal or

erase it completely. That such has occurred in the past is shown by the numerous

remnants scattered throughout the region and supported by the number of eroded

surfaces exposed by two drain cuttings of the Mount Hope and L drains, in which

it can be seen that' several successive dunes were formed and partly removed by

marine erosion on the present site of the Woakwine Range, leaving fossil shells

and rounded pebbles on the erosion surfaces (fig. 4).
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Section of pari of Drain L through the West Woakwine Range

(Current beddimj diagrammatic.)
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It must be noted also that formation of these dunes did not cease at die

present shoreline which is at a much higher level than during- past glaciations,

during some of which world sea-level is believed to have been lowered by several

hundred feet. When this occurred many dunes probably iortued at the various

stillstands. Close bathymetnc survey of the continental shelf adjacent to the

region may supply some evidence which, if it could prove the existence of sub-

merged dunes or their remnants, would support the belief that in this region the

dune Kmges were Formed as a result of eusratie variations of sea-level due to

glaciatiou and deglaciation.

The succession of ranges tram the East Naraeoorte seawards exhibit great

differences in degree and amount of erosion. Some appear to have -suffered little,

others show planed-off summits or wave-cut platforms, sea caves, blowholes and
eroded channels, and others are merely discontinuous remnants of former lung
continuous ranges, such showing in many places low level platforms of dune lime-

stone between their still existing higher segments. Height and width vary greatly

in some, while others preserve relatively even summits for long distances. In

the southern part of the region the ranges can be classified as little eroded, con-

siderably eroded, very much eroded and remnants. In the northern part of the

region north of Kingston, erosion appears to have been general and intensive-

Chemical processes affecting the dune ranges have been chiefly those of solu-

tion and redeposition,of calcium carbonate. The solution within the surface zone

and deposition of the calcium carbonate, che chief constituent oi the dunes, had
the twofold effect of producing an upper terra rossa and a lower cemented zone,

the latter resulting in solid limestone of variable degrees, of perfection and thick-

ness. Jn some localities such as near Kongornng, some of the limestone has the

appearance of coarsely crystalline marhle, whereas in the Cauunda Range, the

youngest ot the existing ranges, the result is a loosely compacted material, just

coherent enough to witlLstand wave action sufficiently to produce cliffs and

seastacks.

The depth and degree to which such cementation has developed will depend

on a munher of factors. The original material which consists of shell debris,

comminuted Miocene limestone and other minor constituents, is generally similar

throughout. Rainfall must have varied considerably from time to time during

the existence of the ranges, so that probably all gradations from light to heavy

auuual precipitation have been experienced by them. The chief variable factors

Therefore appear to have been the length of tune over wrhich these chemical pro-

cesses have operated and the freedom from or alternatively the subjection to

erosion, chiefly marine, which the dune ranges have experienced. Any lengthy

period uf marine erosion would remove all or at least considerable portions of

any cemented crust that ntav have been formed, and therefore atiy such removal

would result in not only a thinner crust today in the dune remnants, but because

oi differential erosion would add another factor to those responsible for local

variations in the penetration and consequent depth of the cemented layer. The
absence of deep cementation and its irregular variations in depth can he observed

or inferred in the cuttings for drains passing through the ranges. The necessity

to fact with stone large portions, especially the deeper sections, as well as the

incoherent material visible in some sections that have not been faced, show clearly

the superficial nature of the cementation in many sectors,

ft follows from the above thaL those ranges which arc the oldest and have
in addition not heen exposed to marine erosion, will exhibit the greatest depth and
extent of cementation, Tt is important therefore to note that of all the ranges
only \\\t Kast and West Naraeoorte and the Cave Ranges appear to have devehip<*d

cementation to depths sufficient for the subsequent formation of extensive solu-
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tion chambers and caves whenever the water table, which no doubt experienced

considerable fluctuations in level, was favourable for such a development.

In addition to the dune ranges and remnants of these which have been

described at length, there are other dune limestones which have not formed, nor

do they form ranges, but are deposits on other hills and elevations. They occur

on nearly every volcanic hill examined, and the localities include Mounts Muirhead,

Graham, Muir. Maclntyre, and Burr, The Lookout, Bluff and Campbell's Hill,

some unnamed hills in the Mount Burr Range, and the Up-And-Hown Rocks.

On the western lace of Mount Burr they occur up to a height of over 650 feet

above sea-level, and despite the cover of pines can be traced almnsl continuously

down to the foot of the hill to a height of approximately 200 feet above sea-level.

This occurrence of dune limestone is helieved to have formed a continuous dune,

piled up in sheet form against the seaward face of Mount Burr. It may and

probably does represent the net accumulation during several panics in the retreat

of the sea during the development of several glacialious- Subsequent erosion,

chiefly marine, appears to have removed the dune limestone along the front oi the

hill
>
leaving a "window" of volcanic material partly framed by the remaining dune

limestone (Jig. 5).
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The dune limestone on the various volcanic hills and on top of the Up-and-

Down Rocks occurs at such widely different elevations as to preclude elevation

by block faulting, hut suggests rather aeolian accumulations against convenient

resting points on former shorelines.

Some work had been done on the beach ridge systems fringing Guichcn and
Rivoli Bays, when the author was in formed that these were being examined in

detail by other workers. The present paper therefore records merely the existence

of these relatively recent deposits.

h. Siliceous sands

The residual terra rossa would, no doubt, as pointed out hy Crocker (1941,
1946a), give rise, especially during an arid period,, to deposits of siliceous sand
winnowed from the residue left after the removal by solution of the calcium
carbonate. The subsequent distribution of the sands inland over the region is

held to have been responsible (Crocker op. cit) tor the vast accumulations of

these siliceous sands throughout the region. These deposits, except for small
isolated areas such as (he Belt Range north of Hathcrleigh, occur on and to the

east of the Reedy Creek Range, as is to be expected if that is their origin, and
if the prevailing winds which arc from the west-sou I h- west at the present time
had a similar orientation during mosl, if not the whole of the Pleistocene Epoch.
However, to attribute the pnnrmous amounts of these sands existing in the region
to the winnowing, during one arid period, of the siliceous fraction from (he terra
rossa developed on the dune ranges, appears to the writer incredible. When the
total area covered by these sands is considered and compared with that of the
dunes from the former surface soils of which it is said to be derived ( and that
implies only those dunes to windward, that is, west-south-west), it would appear
that other factors must be considered as well.

It seems that several other processes acting dtlier separately or cumulatively
may have contributed materially to tbese deposits. Keble (1947) has postulated
repeated periods of aridity or of low rainfall during corresponding phases of
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glaciation in the Pleistocene Epoch. During each period of aridity the terra

rossa produced during the intervening period would he winnowed and supply h$
quota of siliceous sand, probably greatest after the initial cementation of the dune
limestone, but varying as WCQ with the duration of each period during which
downward transference of calcium carbonate took place. Several such periods

of aridity, if their occurrence is confirmed, could supply a more satis factor)*

explanation for the large accumulations of siliceous sands than does the one
period generally postulated.

The discovery by the writer of specimens of Anadara trapezia (Area) on a
fossil beach (fig. 4), which is overlain by the present Woakwine Range of dune
limestone, indicates a warmer climate than that of today (Crocker, 1946a). The
statement by Crocker (op. cit) that the Woakwine Range is pre-Arid, and the

suggestion (Crocker, 1946c) that these wanner seas may have been co-incident

with the last great period of aridity, indicates that there could have been more
than one such period.

The rises in sea-level, indicated by the fossil beaches and erosion surfaces

shown ffl fig. 4, and produced, it is believed, by reduction of the ice-caps during

warmer intervals, suggest the possibility that arid climatic conditions may have
recurred during* the Pleistocene Epoch.

The possibility must be admitted that winnowing of the surface soils of other

dunes on terrain now submerged by a subsequent rise of sca-levei could have con-

tributed to the supply of aeolian sands, but this must be regarded at present as

a possibility only. Consideration of the problems involved indicates that detail**!

liathymctric and palacodimatological research is necessary for a discussion of

this aspect.

Further, the erosion by marine action of former dune ranges, and the pro-

bability that accumulations of siliceous sands could result, must be considered.

Finally, the occurrence of large deposits of quartz grit and pebbles, as in the

Mount Muirhead area, which appear to have been transported to this district by
river action probably from Victoria, suggests another source which could, and
no doubt did. supply large quantities of siliceous sands. The above detract in

no way from Crocker's recognition of the responsibility of an arid period for the

distribution of the sands, hut it appears prohable that there were several arid

periods during which the winnowing- action occurred and that other factors assisted

greatly in supplying the material for such distribution.

Tn many areas the siliceous sands mask the subjacent dune limestones &o

completely that their existence is observable only in a few small isolated outcrops
emerging from the sand cover. Mapping in those sectors must be approximate
only. The sands also cover very large parts of the Mount Burr Range aud
adjacent areas and obscure both volcanic and calcareous dune accumulation*.

c. WatitfytiPfn quarts grit and pebbles

Although deposits of waterworn quartz grir and pebbles have been found on
the surface in a tew places only, chiefly on the eastern flank of the Mount Burr
Rnngc and to the south of Mount Muirhead. the discovery of numerous perfectly

rounded quartz pebbles from a bore to the west of Mount Muirhead suggests the

possibility of the existence of other deposits oC this type now obscured by more
recent accumulations. This material could not have been derived from the local

limestones, basalts or tuft's, but could in part at least have been derived from the
subjacent sands and grits. Much of it appears to have been of fluviatile origin and
probably from Victoria, brought to this area by streams which later were captured

and formed the present Glenelg River. The presence just over the border in

Victoria of rocks from which this detcitul quartz could have been derived, lends

support to this view, which will be discussed later.
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d. Watcnuorn Flints

Waterworn flint pebbles are abundant in many localities and are so numerous

that individual reference to all occurrences is impracticable here. As these flints

were released in large quantities bv marine erosion of the Miocene limestones,

their presence as waterwnm boulders, especially if. in targe number?, is ot great

assistance in determining the location of former shorelines and also the presence,

generally in close proximity, of the parent rocks. For instance, the separation

of the Reedy Creek and West Avenue Ranges on the western flanks of the Mount

Burr Range was difficult because the relatively high gradient of the basement m
this sector when these ranges were formed, resulted in their close proximity, and

the absence of the wide intcrdune fiat which divides them further to the north

where the basement had and still has a gentler slope. The two ranges, consisting

as they do of a number of parallel ridges, conld not be separated on morphological

evidence The existence, however, ot a relatively long swale, ..» appearance little

ditlerent from the intradune swales, which is Hoored with water worn flints and

contains a few boulders of polyzoal limestone (Miocene), VTO regarded as sufficient

evidence for placing the. dividing line along tins valley. Crocker (1946a)

expresses the view that his Site 9, apparently the ?aras as the one Hist described,

"is probably closely correlated with the Joyce Flat between East Avenue and

Baker's Range*." The present writer considers that the available evidence does

not support Crocker's view, Similarly, Crocker's Site 5 marks an old shoreline

which continues along the corridor between two dunes referred lo by him and

divides the dunes into two distinct groups, the Reedy Creek and the West Avenue

Ranges.

The occurrence of flints on the flats immediately to the east of Mount Graham

(Stephens 1941) led the writer to search for and locate the Miocene limestones

on the hillside above. Flints occur on the ptaned-off summits and in the swales

of the Reedy Creek Range near Bumingule, indicating its former submergence.

They occur plentifully on the tlais between Rurrungule and The Bluff where

Miocene limestones outcrop or lie just beneath the surface. Similar examples

could be cited for numerous localities. Many of the older flint accumulations

have been buried by drift sand, as can be seen in a number of places where they

can be followed 1mm areas clear of cover, towards areas in which they become

obscured more and more, until no surface evidence of their existence can be seen.

There must therefore he many more areas than are known at present where

deposits of fcbfe tvpe occur. The occurrence of flints along the present shoreline

and also at slightlv higher levels inland, in enormous quantities at intervals

between Cape Banks and Ihe Victorian border, lias been utilized extensively tor

industrial purposes.

c, Foxsil Shflls

Deposits of shells marking the locations of former beaches occur both on the

surface and buried by more recent deposits. A number have been described

(Crocker 1946 a) As is to be expected in a region which has experienced suc-

cessive advances and recessions of the sea, deposits of fossil shells are very

numerous. In view of the large number of these deposits occurring at ihc suriace

the large areas covered by more recent material and the number discovered

beneath the surface bv pits and wells put down for other purposes, .1 Its reason-

able to assume that 'very many more exist titan have been discovered. the

occurrence" of these shells at widely different levels has been interpreted various y

in the past, both uplift of the land or rise and fall of sea-level having been held

"The freshness and retention of colours nf shells in some localities (Crocker,

1916a), including some at high levels, has produced some discussion. Little
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appears, to be known of the conditions necessary to preserve the colour and nacre
of various types ot shells except that some are more resistant to weathering than
others. It seems to the writer that any set of conditions favourable to lengthy pre-
servation (Crocker, op. cit. has shown that such conditions have existed and
apparently still exist) could maintain such features of the fossil shells for very-
long periods, and at least as long as the time since the onset of quaternary glacia-
uon. One would not expect, of course, the perfection of preservation either of
co our or nacre exhibited at the Mount Graham site, but if conditions were suit-
able Tor their preservation for say 10,000 years, the processes of weathcrino- and
disintegration appear to have been acting so slowly that even after 100,000 years
appreciable remains of the original colour and ornamentation should be reia'ined
There is thus no reason why the Mount Graham site itself may not be of con-
siderable age.

i. Lcn;itstrine Limestones

In addition to the dune limestones which are predominantly of aeofian origin
and Were formed along the then existing coastline, there are in many places
accumulations of shells and their debris of fresh-water origin. Thev contain com-mon freshwater fossils of recent types and in many places they have'been cemented
tti fomi tough limestones, They may form low ridges,, probably wave-piled <»r
may occur as low flat outcrops. The ridge type is illustrated by the rlsea at'the
southern end of Wyrie Swamp south of Milliceut. Typical low-lvine flat out-
crops occur to the north-east of Furner & the flats between the West and Bast
Avenue Ranges. Many others were noted, as is to be expected hi a region which
contained and still has so many permanent and scmi-periuaucnt la sunns and
swamps.

g. Stvamp Deposits

Other deposits developed in the depressions were the typical black soils and,
in many instances, peat formations. These are important agriculturally where
the swamps and lakes have been drained, but are of importance also, as pointed
out by Imdale (194/) in determining the history of some areas, especially where
they have been truncated by an encroaching shoreline.

The presence of Coorongite, which is formed periodically in shallow lagoons
tram the lower torms of plant life such as algae (Mawson, 1938), ha. in the past
ted to misguided and unsuccessful attempts to obtain petroleum by drilling Lime
biscuits of algal origin (Mawson 1929) occur plentifully m some areas'such as
near Kobe and Beachport, which are subject to temuorurv but at times prolonged
flooding and are the reason for the name '"Biscuit Fl'af which is applied to seveial
localities.

r

h. Volcanic dccumulations

These occur only in the Lower South-F.ast and are restricted to one area, theMount Bun Range and adjacent terrain plus two isolated volcanic foci, those of
Mounts Gambier and Schank. Several authors have described the Mount Gambler
area (Fenncr, 1921) (Crocker 1941), etc., and numerous references to the MountBurr Range arc lound in the literature of the South-East.

The petrology, chronology aud correlation of this yulcanism with other areasremains to be written. The present writer had not the opportunity to *tiidv theseformer volcanic centres :n detail and was restricted to such examination and
observations as could be combined with the general plan of the research under-
taken.

As is well known, the Mount Burr Range and the adjacent areas near Lakes
Leake and Kdward includes by far the greater rwrt nf present volcanic accumula-
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tiuns. This range, culminating in Mount Burn 802 feet above sca-Ievel, contains

numerous hills consisting of volcanic material. No definite volcanic necks ot foci

have been discovered to dale, and therefore not one of these hills can be regarded

as a volcano. TIow many volcanic foci there were is unknown. The long duration

and tremendous amount of subaerial and marine denudation have left only eroded

remnauts.

The Mount Burr Range owes its relative prominence to several factors. The

basement of Miocene limestone, which is less than 50 feet above s?a-ievel at

Millicent, rises to 90 icet at the foot of the range, to 112 fee: near the Forest

headquarters and to over 200 feet at the eastern edge, from which it drops rela-

tively sharply to the eastward. From the scattered levels availably ii is inferred

that the basement forms a platform sloping upwards to the east (fig. 6). From

this platform rise a number of hills of volcanic material, chiefly tulT but with some

basalt. The flanks of these hills are decorated here aud there with variable

amounts of dune limestones. In front of the range, that is on its western flanks

and in some instances on or adjacent to the volcanic material, there lies a series

of dune limestone ridges which it is reasonably certain are the continuations ttf the

Reedy Creek. West Avenue and other Ranges. VVirhin the main mass of the

Range there are other dune limestone outcrops which owing- to their partial burial

beneath drift sands cannot be connected will) any known dune ranges, although

some at least are believed to be part of the East Avenue Stage.

Over the whole area, but distributed somewhat irregularly, there are immense

accumulations of siliceous sands which have filled many of the former hollows

and swales and have covered a very large proportion of the dune limestone and

volcanic material. As a result, the latter is buried so largely that the relationship

of those accumulations which project above the sand cover is in most instances

a matter of conjecture. All these deposits combined with the extensive pmc

plantations and dense natural vegetation, make detailed geological surface mapping

difficult and necessarily incomplete. A number of shallow holes and bores

(Stephens, 1941, Crocker, 1946a) supply a little information, but a comprehen-

sive plan of subsurface testing is necessary before the full story can be told. In

the area adjacent to Lakes Leake and Edward the chief contributors to the present

topography are the volcanic material and the siliceous drift sands. The small

centres of Mounts Gambier and Schank are of interest in this connection chiefly

fur any IjghJ they may throw on Lhc relative ages of the volcanic eruptions and

the adjacent dune ranges (Crocker, 1941).

Reference will be made in subsquent pages to the possibility that other vol-

canic foci and accumulations existed to the westward of thuse known today. If

any existed in the region between the known deposits and the present coastline

they were removed completclv or the low remnants buried by recent marine or

terrestrial deposits. Exploration of the floor of the adjacent continental shelf

may reveal evidence of such former volcanic activity.

t. Lunettes

These have been referred to in the section on topography and are included

here merely for the sake of completeness. Their development ill ills 1940 b,

Stephens VM6) is to be ascribed probably to several periods and is not considered

of importance to the problems being discussed in this paper.

j. Kvnkar Travertine

Surface accumulations of fh\k limestone have been observed not only on the

Miocene limestones, calcareous dune and freshwater limestones, but also on the

haste tuffs. Some kunkar travertine and fossil soils have been noted belnw the
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present surfaces in the interior of dune limestones, where these have been dis-
sected by warine erosion, such as the cliffs at Cape Northumberland These
occurrences are significant in the history of such dunes, fatKorting renew*! of
deposition of aeolian material after relatively long stability.

k. Laterite

Jn the vicinity of Tantanoob, and possibly elsewhere, pebbles of ferruginous
laterite occur at or near the surface immediately overlying Miocene limestones.
The developments noted are not extensive, but the occurrences support the opinion
which i.s strongly held by the writer, that the existence of laterite, whether on the
surface or in a subsurface section, is not proof of the former peneplanation of
an area and proves merely that the area, whether large or small, i<s one in which
surface run-off was negligible and climatic conditions were suitable.

DISCUSSION
The present paper deals mainly with the development and history Of the

region since the termination of the Murravian transgression. As stared earlier,
this termination is defined by the writer as the time when the sea in its south-
westerly retreat reached the shoreline now indicated approximately by the western
edge of Ihe East Naracoorte Range, At present the general opinion of palaeon-
tologists is that this took place during the Lower Pliocene and probably towards
its close-

To the north and east of the East Naracoorte shorelines. Lower Pliocene
marine sediments occur over wide urea?, overlying marine deposits of Miocene
age. As will be shown later in the discussion, the East Karacoortc Range marks
approximately the western limits of the Lower Pliocene marine sediments in the
Lower South-East, but in the Upper South-East the Lower Pliocene southern
and western limits are marked roughly by the dune range svstcm which is
described herein as the continuation of the West Naracoorte Ran^e after
its intersection with the East Naracoorte Range. Although sediments of "Miocene
age occur either on the surface or at shallow depths throughout the region to the
south-west of the East Naracoorte Range, no marine sediments of Lower Pliocene
age have been identified there It is illogical to suppose that these sediments never
existed in the region, in fact it is certain that, just as they were deposited in the
areas to the east and north, they were formed also in the relatively deeper waters
further west and south, during the later stages of the Murravian submergence.
The reason for their absence is not far to seek. The retreat of the sea at the close
of the Murravian transgression exposed an emergent marine coastal plain, and
resulted also in a considerable lessening of the depth of the ocean over the con
tinuation seawards of ihe emerged plain, thus forming a submarine plain covered
by shallow water, for a considerable distance from the shoreline. Marine sedi-
ments deposited during Lower Pliocene times, prior to the retreat of the sea and
therefore in relatively deep water, were now subjected to wave erosion and
removal This marine erosion is considered to have continued until the whole of
the Lower Pliocene sediments had been removed to distances from the shoreline
corresponding to effective wave action. Marine erosion continued when the
Miocene sediments were laid bare, and, as will be shown later, appreciable thick-
nesses uf these deposits were thus affected. The distance from the East Nara-
coorte shoreline, while this was the shoreline, to which this erosion was effective
is immaterial, as the successive retreats of the sea during the succeeding glacia-
tiOOS to far beyond the present coastline and, to a possible level of from several
hundred feet lower than today would have provided conditions of maximum
erosion lor the whole region at various times.
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The effects produced would be the lowering, by subacria] denudation only,

of the areas to the cast and north of the East Naracoortc coastline and extensive

marine erosion and deepening of the foreshore to the west and south of that

datum. The relatively long period of stability postulated, namely from the retreat

of the Murravian Sea to the close of the Pliocene Epoch and the slight resistance

to erosion expected of ?uch little consolidated marine sediments, wuuld result in a
very marked difference in elevation of the surface as between the wave-cut platform

and the adjacent dry land. Such differences in elevation, although not so marked
because they were of shorter duration, wuuld mark other stages of sullstand of the

ocean during the subsequent gJaciarions. The lack of marked resistance to erosion

n( the marine sediments, both of the Lower Pliocene and of the Miocene, which
would enable rapid lowering of the surface of the submarine plain, would tend

also to prevent the formation of extensive cliffs and steep slopes along the coast-

line, and have the effect of softening rapidly the severity of any lernporary features

produced. Exceptions would occur, of course, such as the well-known Up-Attd-

Down Rocks where hardening of the rock by local dolomltization has made cliff

formation and the retention of this feature possible. The postulation of a fault

(Fcnner, 1930) to account for the difference in elevation on the cast and vvest

of the East Naracoortc Range appears to the writer unnecessary. Similarly, the

existence of a fault, the Tartwaup Fault (Ward, 1941, 1944) , along or near the

front of the Up-and-Pown Rocks is not necessary to explain this feature. As
stated earlier, both of these postulated faults may exist, but die topographical

features ascribed to them could have been, and probably were, produced by marine
erosion.

Within the area which appears to have remained submerged during the latter

part of the Pliocene Epoch, marine erosion should have proceeded relatively

evenly except where more resistant formations such as the Precambriatt rocks

of the Upper South-East, and isolated dolomite beds, were present Tliere arc

two areas, however, in which although on present evidence the Miocene limestones

are no more resistant than those of the adjoining terrain, they were not eroded tn

the same depths and Inday stand at much higher levels, These two areas are the

Mount Burr .Range and the Dismal Swamp, The former has been referred to

earlier, and, although evidence is scanty, sufficient is known to indicate that the

eroded surface pi the Miocene limestone underlying the Mount Burr Range is a
platform which slopes upwards from south-west to north-east from a height of

80-90 feet to over 200 feet above sea-level respectively (iig. 6)-

HILL1CENT

Fig. 6

Dismal Swamp is not one continuous swamp but consists of a Urg* number
of connected and pardy connected swamps with numerous low ridges, many of

which are dune limestones. This aggregate of swamps has therefore no well-

defined boundary, but as the general swamp level appears to be approximately

at 230 feet above sea-level, that height is being used here to delimit the area. The
Miocene limestone floor is found at shallow depths and apparently at heights

averaging a little over 200 feet above sea-level. It appears therefore that while

marine erosion was effective in removing considerable, thicknesses of marine

Murravian deposits in the region, the two areas referred to above, were protected

wholly or in part from further erosion after a certain time interval during which
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all deposits of Lower Pliocene age and some of Miocene age had hern removed
(fig. 7). That protection could have been and probably was supplied by the

formation of volcanic cones in the shallow seas west of the. East Naracoorte
Range. The formation of these volcanoes and their emergence as islands on a

gently sloping submarine platform, would have supplied increasing protection

from further marine erosion to the areas eastward of the most westerly islands,

and account for the gradual upward slope to the east of the floor of Miocene
limestone beneath the Mount Burr Range and the relatively steep drop in leveJ

on the east and -north of Mount Graham, the most northerly volcanic hill existing

today. The various islands probably developed a series of complex tombolos f

and if not tied to the coast were responsible at least for the protection from
further erosion of the area how known as the Dismal Swamp. This area pro-

bably developed initially as a series of shoals and low islands, due to the accitnru-

lation of sediment derived from the volcanoes and Miocene limestones to the

west. The writer, believing that some of the streams which now form the River
Glenelg flowed at that time into the sea to the east of Kalangadoo, credits that

stream system with transporting large quantities of detrital material, which would
assist the tendency for shoal formation west of the Mount Burr Islands, am!
account probably for a large proportion of the deposits of waterworn quart/,

found near Mount Muirhead and in other areas,

HORli SCALE 5
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Fig. 7

Should the above reconstruction be upheld, then the commencement of

volcanic activity in the South-East must have taken place during the Upper Plio-

cene and probably during the earlier stages of the Upper Pliocene, In order that

the large amount of erosion which undoubtedly occurred in the adjacent areas,

could have sufficient time for its accomplishment after the Mount Burr and

Dismal Swamp areas received protection. Such age determination would correlate

the older vukauisru of the Mount Burr Range with the older vulcanism of

western Victoria, which is regarded as Middle to Upper Pliocene in age (Hills,

1939 a).

No definite volcanic vent has been discovered in the Mount Kurr Range.

In view of the time that appears to have elapsed since the eruptions took place

and the vast amount of erosion both snbaerial and marine but predominantly

marine, the absence of obvious surface evidence of the existence of volcanic necks

and vents is not surprising. Relatively small fragments of the original accumu-
lations appear to have been left and even Mount Muirhead, believed to have been

oi more recent origin but owing to its location exposed to rapid erosion during

at least one high sea-level period, appears to be only the eastern segment of a

former much more extensive cone. It is possible therefore chat other volcanoes

extsLed in the past to the north, south or west of the present remnants, but have

been removed completely by subsequent erosion or exist as residuals only in the

adjacent areas now covered by the sea.

Owing to their btarial by more recent deposits and also because of sub-

sequent denudation, the known deposits of marine or probable marine origin in

the Mount Burr Range are few in number. Waterworn volcanic material is

recorded from a pit (Stephens 1941). Crocker (1946a) records two sites, one
at the surface and one from a pit, of deposits of shells overlying volcanic material.
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There is, however, much additional evidcr.ee supporting the view that the Mount
Burr Racine has been subjected to marine erosion at various levels and therefore
presumably at different times. The continuous series of dune limestones along
the seaward slopes of the Mount Burr Range and the wide variations in elevation
of the floor on winch these dunes rest, the occurrence at several levels of flint

boulders derived from the adjacent Miocene limestone in which they can be seen
in situ in same outcrops, and the shelves or platforms, relics apparently of marine
action, on some of the hills; all oi LhpSe testify to former submergence of the
lower portions of the Mount Burr Range. On the eastern flank of Mount Graham,
the northern extremity of the range, a notable feature is a wide shelf at an
estimated height of approximately 200 fret above present sea-level (fig. 8). This
shelf could be ascribed to a basalt flow, but the continuity of this shelf with the
high level fossil beach (Crocker's site 11) to the west and the occurrence on the

Fig. $

.shelf of a small remnant of dune limestone, arc strong reasons '"or regarding this

feature as a wave-cut shelf or platform. As they are the most elevated evidence
of marine action on Mount Graham, this shelf and fossil beach are assigned to

the West Naracoorte shoreline. A similar shelf on The Bluff and the Occurrence
on that hilt also of dune limestone, and the existence at many localities in the
Mount Burr Range of small areas of dune limestone, some fringing, some cover-
ing hills of volcanic material, all contribute materially to the formidable list of
relics of former marine activity. The occurrence of dune limestone, correlated

by the writer with the East Avenue Range on top of volcanic \\trt as exposed in a
well near the Forest Headquarters, together with the widespread occurrence at
many levels of the numerous outcrops of dune limestone referred to above, prove
that this volcanic activity is older than the period during which the dune lime-
stones were deposited at the various levels.

Some observers may be inclined to postulate faulting and warping in order
to explain at least some of the variations in level. In all his investigations the
writer has not found zny evidence to suggest that any other than oscillations of
sea-level are necessary to account for the wide range in height and irregular dis-
tribution of these relics of former marine activity,

Not ail of the volcanic accumulations of the Mount Burr Range are assigned
to the Early Upper Pliocene.

First, the Miocene basement has an upward slope to the eastward, a slope due,
it is believed, to the protection afforded by the formation of volcanic islands during
the earliest eruption. The occurrence unmedlitely nn this basement of basalt
and volcanic ash and luff suggest that the initial activity was continuous for a long
time or revived episodically, but before the development of the dune ranges, that
is, beTore the Pleistocene Epoch began.

Secondly, Mount Muirhead is, strictly regarded, not a part of the Mount
Burr Range, but abuts on its north-western extremity. Two parallel dune ridges
to the south which have been correlated with the Reedy Creek and West Avenue
Ranges, can be followed northwards beyond Mount Muirhead and are found to
occur, one on the seaward and the other along the inland Rank of that hill. The
Eatter ridge which is correlated with the West Avenue Range could not have been
formed in that position had Mount Muirhead been in existence and the West
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Avenue Range therefore predates this volcanic activity. As the East Avenue

Range nearby is found to overlie volcanic ash (near the Forest Headquarters)

and this range is helicved to be considerably younger than the West Avenue

Range, such reversal of superposition of dune limestones and volcanic ash would

not in itself be an indication of more than one period of volcanic activity. How-

ever, the Reedy Creek Range which skirts the seaward flank of Mount Muirhead

appears to have been buried in part by the volcanic material and this suggests thai

the activity post-dates the formation ot that dune range.

Farther, the age assigned to the earliest phase of eruptive activity in the

Mount Burr' area, namely, Early Upper Pliocene and therefore before the com-

mencement of Pleistocene Claciation and the consequent formation of dune ranges

on the eustatic shorelines, indicates that any volcanic material deposited after such

dune ranges were formed must be of much later date than the earlier activity.

It is not possible, however, to say mure than that the eruption oi Mount

Muirhead occurred during the Pleistocene Epoch and after the formation of the

West Avenue and probably after that of the Reedy Creek Range.

The Mount MacTntyre - Campbell's Hill sector may represent a period of

activity laier than thai of the Mount Burr Range, but .such a suggestion must await

much detailed penological and field work before it can be considered further.

The Lakes Leake and Edward sector, too, may represent a relatively later period

of activity but again this is merely an opinion. The evidence of other observers

(Fcnner 1921, Crocker 1941) assigns the eruptions of Mounts Gambier and

Schank to relatively recent times, largely based on the preservation o\ the cones

and the relative positions of their ash to the calcareous dunes and siliceous drill

sand in their vicinity. However, the collection by the writer and identification hy

courtesy of the National Museum. Melbourne, of particles of volcanic ash in die

lower portion of a calcareous dune inland of and near Mount Schank, is prooi

of the existence of volcanic material prior to the time of formation of the dune

and raises the possibility of the present cone of Mount Schank being a relatively

rcceut formation above a former older period of activity, or of the existence to

the westward, of a former volcanic vent, the accumulations from which have been

denuded completely or are now covered by the sea.

While not admissible as scientific evidence, the remarks contained in local

native legends ( Smith, 1880) that Mounts Muirhead, Schank and Camber, m
that order were ''ovens" and the statement that it had "thundered and lightened

and "thundered in the ground" may be regarded at least as interesting suggestions

of volcanic activity at those three foci during human occupation ot the region.

The marine erosion of ihe marine Murravian deposirs continued apparently

until the close of the Pliocene Epoch and the beginning of Pleistocene glaciation.

The result of the removal not only of die great mats of water formerly covering

the Murravian Gulf and the great decrease in depth of water over the still sub

merged area west of the Hast" Naracoorte Range, but also the removal of ;i con-

siderable thickness of Murravian sediments by marine erosion may well have

produced uplift of the region due to isostatic adjustment. Such uplift, if it

occurred, would probably have been slow and gradual, and have brought within

the reach of maximum wave action deeper and deeper zones of the Murravian

sediments, Such a long-continued process could account satisfactorily tor the

considerable differences in elevatiim between the marine plane at the seaward foot

of the East Naracoorte Range and the hinterland which was not subjected to

this erosion.

The evidence obtained not only of former shorelines along the Mount Burr

Range, as much as 200 feet or more above present sea-level, but also the wide-

spread evidence of retreats and advances of ihe coastline and the evidence ot

fossils that these events occurred during the Pleistocene Epoch, suggest immc-
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diately the probability of eustatic control due to successive glaciations and degia-

dations during that epoch.

That such increases and decreases in the severity of glaciation did produce

corresponding changes of world sea-level is now generally accepted. As regards

the South-East, sufficient evidence has been obtained to show that such changes

of sea-level took place after the main volcanic activity of the Mount Burr Range

which, as stated above, has been assigned to the Upper Plioccrc and probably to

an early division. The writer therefore agrees with Tindale (1933) that changes

of seakvel due to glaciation were responsible for the formation of successive

shorelines and the resultant calcareous dunes. The writer goes further, however
and believes that other processes were operative at the same time, complicating

the over-simplified history as presented hy Tindale (1947).

Further, it has not been recognised generally, nor has it been emphasised

sufficiently, that many of the dune ranges show subsequent submergences and

accompanying marine erosion, and that such in many instances took place after

sufficient time had elapsed for an appreciable amount of cementation of Jhc upper

parts of these dunes,

Attempts to determine their relative ages by palacontological methods do not

oiler much success in the present stale of our knowledge. Studies of the swamp
and peat deposits and their entomhed flora, or of pollen grains may perhaps be

of assistance in the future, but at present no such aids are practicable.

A detailed examination of the progressive heights above sea-level uf the sea

ward or western margins of the dune ranges shows that the differences in elevation

between them decrease to the north-westward in many instances. Horizontal

spacing varies considerably, as is to be expected on such a gently sloping basement,

Very small differences in elevation at the time of formalin, would have been

recorded by relatively large irregularities of the shoreline. The close horizontal

spacing, and in some places the overlap of dunes on the seaward slopes of the

Mount Burr Range, is an obvious result of the relatively steep gradients of that

area.

The variations in vertical spacing, however, and especially its progressive

variation in oue direction shown by many of the dune ranges, indicate warping

of the basement between the times of formation of the shorelines concerned. It

would appear therefore that all that would be necessary to determine the relative

ages of the dunes marking the. former shorelines would be a determination and

study oi the progressive differences, positive or negative, between their seaward

margins in a north-westerly direction, and their approaches to or departures from

a level common to both.

The solution of the problem is, however ,. not as simple as that. It was found

that some dune ranges approach each other and then diverge, seme are reasonably

parallel for a distance and, further on, diverge or converger vertically, As will

he shown later, the progressive downward tilting of the greater part of the region

in a west-north-westerly direction to the north-w^est of the postulated Gfpe Hanks

axis, and a downward tilt in a south-easterly direction to the south of that axis,

the probable transverse warping with north-easterly trends, the probability of

positive and negative isostatie movements of the region, and the possibility of

some uplift in the Mount Burr Range area and vicinity, all add to the difficulties

of determining, not only the height of sea-Icve! at which the successive shorelines

existed, but also their chronological sequence. Other factors and observations

indicate that a sequence compiled by the use of progressive differences in eleva-

tion, whether positive or negative, is not necessarily the order in which the dune

ranges were formed The writer was compelled therefore lo examine the

possibility of using other evidence in 'he chronological classification and to use

the evidence at relative heights as an auxiliary factor in such a determination.
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As stated earlier, there are indications that other dune ranges existed, which
have been removed completely or almost so, and it is suggested therefore that the

diagrams and tables showing the postulated succession arc incomplete in so far

as they do not include these former ranges. Such removal by marine erosion

would apply particularly to those formed during the Giinz and Minclel retreats

of the ocean, because dune ranges formed then would have experienced submer-

gence during the subsequent Interglacials,

The importance of determining their ages needs no elaboration. By using

such other evidence as is available, the writer has attempted, though with some
reservation, to produce a chronological sequence of the dune ranges and therefore

oi the successive shorelines. Naturally, in such a scheme there tnu.4 be many
assumptions and inferences and it is not cuntended that the list as compiled is

final. It is submitted as a provisional classification, suhject to any alterations or

modifications required as the result of future research,.

If it be granted that the dime ranges mark approximately the shorelines at

various sea-levels and if, as seems reasonably certain, such fluctuations in sea-

3evcl were related directly to the total quantities of water removed from the ocean

as ice, then if it were possible to determine, or at least to suggest, which dune
ranges marked the maximum advances of the sea during the First, Second and

Third Interglacials, reasonable starting points would be obtained lor aligning the

remaining dune ranges.

It is logical to assume that the relatively long" stitlstand generally ac-

cepted for the height of each interglacial advance of the sea would leave its

record in the erosion of the basement and a steepening of the gradient be-

tween the landward termination of the marine plane and the hinterland,

An examination of the profile of the basement at right angles to Lite

average trend of the ranges and along a zone which reaches the coast at Rube,
shows first the very marked ascent from the former East Naracoorte fore-

shore, a similar but less marked rise from the Western Naracoorte Range, a

smaller but none the less definite rise at the former Cave Kange tnreshure

and a very marked rise in gradient in the vicinity of the West Avenue Range
Further, the marked change in trend, that is concave to the east us opposed

to the concavity to the went, which begins at the West Avenue Range, may
indicate that long continued erosion at or uear a long maintained shoreline.

may have modified considerably the shoreline inherited by the West Avenue
foreshore as the result of previous erosiun. The change in trend on the other

hand may he due to diastrophisru, warping or tilling, and the problem is left

im solved at present. The somewhat anomaluus trends of. the Neville Range
?ietv;een Kingston and Reedy Creek Station, and of the East Dairy Range
and to a less extent of the West !>airy Range south of Kingston, could be

explained by local warping ox collapse, hut are due most probably to the

existence of more resistant rocks, probably inliers of Precambnan age, form-

ing" a protruding platform or a rounded cape.

Oilier things being: equal, those xanges which were never submergeid
aTter their formation, and which therefore would not have experienced the

removal by marine erosion of the whole or part of their cemented crust,

would develop the greatest depth of cemented limestone. Sub&cqucn iy if

subsurface hydraulic conditions were favourable, as they must have heen in

all of the ranges at one or more of the many variations of seu^evel, which
would afTect so markedly an area of flat or gently dipping porous limestones

possessing generally a cryptoreic drainage, solution chambers would develop

in the cemented crust of the dunes, The cave formations therefore would be

more extensive and occur mainly in those ranges which have developed, or

?iave been permitted to retain, a deep zone of calcareous cementation. The
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three ranges in which numerous and extensive solution chambers have de-

veloped are the. East and West Naracoorte and the Cave or Stcwart/s Range.
Ti, as is generally helieved, the East Naracoorte Range marks the oldest, and
in (lie T.ower South-East the most inland of those ranges which are due to

small variations of sea-level or of the land, then according" to the writer's in-

terpretation this range indicates the approximate position of the pre-glacial

shoreline. Further, if, as is generally believed (Zeuner. 1946, per contra vide),

sea-level during the height of the Second or Great Tnterglacial reached or

approached closely the pre-glacial sea-level, then the West Naracoorte Range
which marks a notable notch in the basement plateau, is the logical represen-

ative of that interglacial.

The assumption, on the evidence given above, that the Cave or Stewart
Range (referred to hereafter as the Cave Range) was not submerged after its

formation, and the existence of a notch in its vicinity, suggests that the Cave
Ranqfe is situated approximately along the coastline formed by the sea during;

the Third Interglacial.

One position remains to be filled, the maximum advance of the sea during-

the First Interglacial. For the reasons referred to earlier, the marked steep-

ening; of the gradient referable to a smoothed notch, in the vicinity of the

range, with the tentative support of the marked change cf direction of the

Ct as time, suggests that the West Avenue Range is the only range with any
evidence for its selection. This view is supported by the observation that

the Reedy Creek Range, which in the central part of the region is located to

seaward of and at a lower level than the West Avenue Ramre, gradually

approaches the latter as it is traced to the north-west, and finally intersects

it- This indicates a downward tilt to the north-west between the times of

formation of the two ranges, and suggests that the Reedy Creek Range marks

a shoreline during the development of a glaciation subsequent to that ill

which the West Avenue Range was formed. The recorded submergence in

the Lower South East of the Reedy Creek Range by a rise of sca-lcvel equiva-

lent in that locality to a depth of at least 140 feet above, present sca-lcvcl and

the inference that the planed off summits owe their formation to the cxiscncc

of a cemented crust, suggests that the Reedy Creek Rnnge was formed dur-

ing the development of the Penultimate Glacialion. This places the West
Avenue in the time of development of the Fj^St or Second Glncintion As

stated above, it is placed at the commencement of the latter, that is at the

height of the First Interglacial For other reasons.

The four sea-levels, namely the Pre Glacial, First, Second and Third

Interglacial having been postulated, it is tost possible tu consider the re-

Trmining ranges one by one, examining them in order from the furthest in-

land range to the prcsciu coastline. Any evidence or inferences applicable

will be discussed and the reasons given for the ages that sre being aligned
tii tberu.

In discussing the order of formation of the various shorelines as repre-

sented by the dune ranges, the above four sea-levels will be user! as definite

homons from which the relative ages of the other sea-levels will be inferred,

but such use does not imply that the times assigned for the existence ot the

four major shorelines are regarded as proved beyond doubt. The tentative

nature of their classification has been made quite clear. Tt is obvious that the

chronology as determined on the above bash, would he. modified or altered

considerably should the dating of one or more of the four major shorelines

be changed. -
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Harper's Range—This range is eroded considerably and remnants only exist.

It is assumed therefore that it has been submerged since its formation, but
it? preservation, even though partial, must have been due to an effective

amount of cementation, which would indicate the passage of a considerable

period oi time between its formation and subsequent submergence. The
only two sea-levels high enough to have achieved this submergence were the

Preglacial and Great Interglacial sea-levels. It must have been formed there-

fore during the retreat of the sea marking the beginning of the Giinz or First

Glaciation.
MARACOOftTE'

EAST

™£-«kAtJAl_US_-L[y!l,

WQAKWfNEB. EAST DAIRY WEST AVENUE

Huwnpiu y.vu frifli« vtrnti^t tfU'jMrfxuctii,, 5,

WOAKWINE C.

14
:

? W
WEST DAIRY REEDY CREEK

FiR. 9

Sections illustrating the postulated succession of the .stranded dune.s as each

glaciation developed. Since the profile is that of a .zone at some distance to

the north-west of the inferred Cape Banks axis, the heights of the shorelines

above present sea-lcvcl, indicated by the seaward margins of the dunes, are
less than the true figures.

Woolmnbool and Peacock Ranges—Because of their proximity the writer

suggests that they represent stillstands during separate glaeiations rather

than two stillstands close together during the retreat of the sea during the

development of a single glaciation. Further, the more inland of the two must
be older since the formation of a dune immediately behind an existing one

is improbable except as a purely local phenomenon. Their marked erosion
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indicates that both have been submerged and since, accordtrg W the writers

deductions, sea-level was not high enough (%_ 9) to cause their submergence

dnng i he First Interglacial, the only glaciations during which tVy could

have been formed are the First or Giinz and Third or Riss respectively.

Baker's and Litdndale Ranges—Their close proximity against suggests two

different ages, and being more landward, the Baker's Range would be older.

Baker's Range is eroded but not excessively and the Lueindale Range ap-

pears to have suffered lillle or no marine erision. These two are placed

therefore in the Third and Fourth Glaciations respectively.

The probability that the T-ucindale Range as it is followed in a northerly

direction intersects, and eventually continues Lo the cast of. Baker's. Range,

and the possibility that it joins part of the Peacock Range, make the deter-

minations of the time of formation of the latter difficult. The scarcity of available

surveyed levels in that sector, and the sand-obscured outcrops add to die difficulties.

The position of the Peacock Range in the chronological table therefore is one o*

considerable uncertainty.

Ardane and Bast Avenue Ranges—Observations similar tn Baker's and

Lncindale Ranges apply. They arc placed therefore in the Third and Fourth

Glaciations respectively,

Reedv Creek h}onge—7h\s must have been Conned later than Ihe. West

Avenue Range. This view is supported by the observations referred to ear-

lier that the Reedy Creek Range intersects, in the northern part of the re-

gion, the West Avenue Range which has been selected as marking the shore-

line at the beginning of the Second Glaciation. The evidence for placing it in

the time of development of the Third Glaciation has been given above.

Neville Range—The much eroded remnants of this range, consisting of

stumps only of dune ridges and some extensive segments, mid the complete

removal of ihe range from other areas suggest that its submergence has been

effected during several periods. It appears to emerge from beneath the

Reedy Creek Range in the Lower South-East and to diverge progressively

in a "general north-westerly direction. It probably belongs to the First

(ilaciation.

East and West Dairy Ranges—Their eroded condition and (heir existence

today as remnants indicate the'ir former submergence, As with other ranges,

their close proxunitv is the reason for assigning them to two separate glacia-

tions. They could "therefore be placed in the Firs), Second or Third, but

their preservation, though partial only, has led the writer to place them in the

Second and Third Glaciation respectively.

Woakivlne A -D—One stage has been assigned to each glaciation. It i? true

that the first two ranges have been eroded almost completely and that the

two later ranges exist today, one as Hie Hast Woakwinc, partly eroded, and

the other as the West Woakwine, litttle eroded. The East and Wesl Woak-

wine Ranges, that is stages C and D belong probably to two separate glacia-

tions, the Third and Fourth respectively. Woakwine A and B may belong

to two intetsradial oscillations of one glaciation, that is the Fust or Second.

but the evidence for submergence and erosion of Woakwine A before B was

deposited suggests the advisability of placing them in. separate and there-

fore in the First and Second Glaciations respectively.

The writer was fortunately able to examine two deep sections through

the West Woakwine Range, one in the cutting ot Drain L near Robe and the
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other in the Mount Hope Drain. Although both sections were instructive
the anc in Drain L yielded more information and the chief purpose of the
examination of the Mt. Hope Drain was the search for confirmatory evidence
of observations made in the former. As will be*seen from the section (Fig.

4), three erosion surfaces were observed, two of them covered with shells and
dctrital material. This indicates the formation of a dime at this location at
least four times. It is probable that the four stages noted in the section may
correspond to the four Woakwine dunes or their remnants referred to earlier.
but no evidence for such correlation is possible at present.

A notable feature of Horizon A was the discovery of specimens of Anadaro
lrapi\:iit {Arcu) on this fossil beach, at approximately 25 feet below the present
surface of the overlying cemented dune. This occurrence will lead, it is

hoped, to the further search tor thin interesting sub-fossil. (Crocker. 1946a).
The suggestion that the presence of Anadara, now extinct in the South-East,
indicates a climate warmer than today, would agree with the conclusion that
a slightly warmer climate was necessary to produce eustatic rise of sea-level

to at least the height at which this fossil was found in the cutting-. Although
exposures arc poor, the Mount Hope Drain Cutting, approximately 28 miles
to the south-east of Drain L, shows the existence of two fossil beaches, simi-
lar apparently in their general fossil content to those of Horizons A and B.
Although Anadara has not been found in the Mount Hope Drain Cutting, Hori-
zon A in both shows a mixture of reef and mudflat fauna.

The Canunda Range.—The slight degree of cementation, so much less than
that of any of the other dune ranges, suggests a short period of time since
its formation and ir is placed accordingly in an interstadial oscillation of the
Present or Fourth Interracial or as some prefer, the Fourth Glaciatiom The
Canunda Range marks, in the writer's opinion, a stillstand during the retreat
of the sea from an advance within relative^ recent times to a height which
enabled it to produce erosion features now about 50 feet above sea-level in

the areas where these were examined.
Suhsquently to the Canunda Stillstand, the sea is believed to have re-

treated to some distance below present sea-level, at a later stage to have
risen again to 12-15 feet above ip present level, and finally retreated to fts
present position. To what extent any of the figures given ahove may include
modifications by contemporaneous or subsequent isostatic adjustment of the
region or further downward movement at the northern end of the tilted block,
cannot be determined at present. The possibility mast be considered that the
heights given here do not necessarily represent the true values of corres-
ponding changes in world sea-level.

As it result of the deductions outlined but with the stated reservations,
a list has been compiled in tabular form which purposes to show the postu-
lated succession and the glacial and interglaciai phases during which the dune
limestones are believed to have been formed along the successive shorelines.
A diagram (Fig. 9) is intended to show graphically the postulated order and
development of the various dune limestone ranges.

An aitempt has been made (Tindale, 1947) to correlate a simplified
grouping of the dune ranges of the South-East with the intcrglacial terraces
of Europe, and the Pleistocene marine iutcrgiacial terraces of the Atlantic
coast of North America. In order to make this possible, levels were assigned
by Tindale to the terraces formed at the times of formation of the dunes.
However, u is obvious even from a cursory examination of the relief map
prepared many years ago by the South-Eastern Draining Board, or from a
*tudy of the numerous available levels, or from the contoured map prepared
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bv tlie writer, that the range of levels at the edges of the target and there-

fore of atjj terraces if present, is so wide that it is easy to select whatever

values are required. It is not difficult therefore to select a section across the

range* which will supply levels comparable with those oc
iirtci glacial -sea-

levels outside Australia. The real difficulty is to determine the true heights

ahove present sea-level at which these ranges were formed. If it were pos-

sible to do this and it could be established with certainty that in the Euro-

pean and North American areas the land remained immovable, and only the

sea rose and fell during the epoch iu question, namely that of Fldstocenc gte-

ciation. then and only then could an attempt be made to correlate these

widely separated areas with the South-Eastcrn features, The writer has in-

vestigated the possibilities of determining the true heights fcl formation above

present sea-level of the successive shorelines of the South-East and has

reached the following conclusions:

—

(a) It is reasonable to assume that the successive retreats and advances

of the sea due to changes in world sea-level <luring the Flcrstocene Epoch

did not proceed smoothly and evenly from maximum to minimum and vice

versa but experienced periods of srillstand at irregular intervals, The re-

treating ocean would leave on the emerging land a series of dunes marking

the approximate positions of successive coast lines, Likewise, when the sea

advanced over this region, the gentle gradients of the basement Mould ensure

that any shorelines formed and deposits laid duwn, were indistinguishable

from those of un emerging land surface, except where dunes were encoun-

tered by the rising sea, dunes left behind during- a previous retreat. It is to

be expected therefore that a series of coastal dunes would he produced at

each slillsumd of the rifling: ocean. But such dunes would disappear rapidly

and leave little or no trace after their submergence by a Further rise of sea

Vvel. No dune formed during such a progressive nse could remain, and only

one, the one marking the furthest advance of the sea. would he left when

sea-level hegan once more to drop. On the other hand dunes formed during

a previous retreat of the sen, especially if they wore predominantly calcareous

as were those of the Sonth-East, would develop a cemrnted crust before

the next inundation and when this arrived would offer considerable but vari-

able resistance to erosion. Some at least would probably survive a submer-

gence, even though they were reduced to remnants only. AH stages and de-

grees of erosion of dunes ran be noted in the South-East and have been de-

scribed earlier.

The development of Such coastal dunes on an emerging Iandmass is

described by Johnson (1938). Their initial development as offshore bars in

a shallow sea and their enclosure, partial or complete, of the intervening

waters would develop long lagoons running parallel to the shore, such as is

shown today by the Coorong and its seaward dunes. The gradual movement

landwards of this off-shore bar would result in narrowing the lagoon and

eveuLuully in its extinction and the deposition of the dunes on the unsub-

merged land. The retreat of this oiTshore bar must of uccessity have hecn

irregular in some localities and hence the original offshore bar could remain

~s such for part of its original length but exhibit all intermediate stages of

advance to its final resting place on the non-submerged laud in the remain-

ing segments. Although the gentle gradients of the basement would have

been favourable to the development of off-shore bars, it is by t»o means cer-

tain that all of the dunes originated as such features. Some indeed may re-

present piu-tlv aeoiian deposits above high tide level. Even if this can be

demonstrated' however, such deposits may be the result of the .shoreward

travel of an olT-shorc bar twtil it became a dune above high water level.
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Further, the inland or leeward, that is the north-eastern edges of a dune
would, like all aeolian deposits of thrs type, be exceedingly irregular and ex-
tend for variable and tri places considerable distances inland. In order to
obtain comparable figures the same features or as near to these as possible
must be measured for each dune. It is obvious that the seaward edge is much
more reliable as a guide to the height of sea-level than the irregular land-
ward edge. Where the seaward edges of the dunes are long and straight or
evenly curved, it can he assumed that they represent an even advance to-
wards the land of the original off-shore bar, and where these edges arc irregu-
lar, cither differential advance or aeolian deposition on an irregular coastline
is indicated. Further, it must be reaped that the foot of an off-shore bar is

not necessarily at sea-level and in many instances is at some distance below
this line. Tn taking measurements designed to determine the relative heights
of sea-level when these dunes were fornid, the levels of the plain immediately
adjacent to the seaward edges of the dunes were taken and where pussible

only at such places where the dunes presented a regular and even front.
Even so this elevation does not represent, except In the southern sector of
the region where the basement limestones outcrop at the surface, the real
level of the platform on which the dunes were laid down. The variable
depths of subsequent deposits which include shell deposits of marine origin,
swamp deposits and drift sands, make it necessary to allow for errors which
may reach 20 feet or more. However, the selection nf a number of levels
for each range and the knowledge that similar conditions exist at the front
of each range north of the Mount Burr Range may decrease the relative-

errors to a degree where they cancel out partially, and while not entirely
negligible, are of minor importance.

(b) A second factor of great significance is the steady decrease north-
westwards of differences in elevation between the fronts of many of the
dunes. Thus whereas on a line approximately normal to the ranges and pass-
ing through the town of Karacoortc. the difference in height between the
fronts of the East Naracoorte and Reedy Creek Ranges is approximately 110
feet, it is less than 50 feet near Salt Creek. Corresponding decreases arc
noted for the intermediate ranges. It is necessary therefore, when taking
levels near the fronts of the ranges, to multiply the readings by an appro-
priate factor for each range in order to make the figures comparable with
those taken at the extreme southern limit where such readings could be taken,
namely the line inland from Cape Buffon at right angles to the average trend
of the Ranges. The determination of this factor presents difficulties which
have been discussed in (a).

(c) Another and important fact is the downward tilting of the greater
part of the region in a west-north-westerly direction. This process, which
appears to have continued for a very long time, aud which will be dealt with
more fully under Diastrophism, probably was episodic and may even have
been reversed at times. If the latter did occur, then despite the use of cor-
recting factors, figures even approximately accurate can tint be obtained.

(d) The possibility of tsostatic adjustments to the alternating decreases
and increases of load on the region must be considered. It is probable that
^tich adjustments in the form of a rise of the region and to a decreasing ex-
tent of the adjacent submarine plain, occurred after the retreat of the sea
from the Murravian Gulf. Whether such adjustments continued into the
T lcistocenc cannot be determined at present, There is, however, the effect
of the removal by marine erosion of considerable thicknesses, increasing sea-
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ward of the Tertiary sediments west of the East Naracoorte Range first

during the postulated Upper Plinmice stillstand and later dunng the re-

treats of the sea during die successive $&$&#* to depths of
_
several hundred

drcd feet bdow present sea-level, Responses to the lessening of the load

over this part of. the continental shelf by Ihc removal of enormous

masses of water, and later the increase of weight due to advances oi the sea

during mterglacial periods, must be regarded as possibilities. As a result it

is clear that the levels, even if an accurate determination were possible, would

represent merely the differences h height between the bases o{ the dunes and not

necessarily the differences in height of sea-level at the times o\ their formation.

The latter would be greater or less than the recorded differences m elevation

according (fi whether the land had sunk or risen during the interval.

Should the isostatic rise or fall of the land have corresponded even

approximately in amount at any time with the rate of rise or fall of world

sea-level an apparent stillstand would have resulted and if its duration had

been of sufficient length, an off-shore bar and possibly a dime would have

been produced. Many variations of these factors are possible and the prob-

ability that such complications occurred, make the value of any levels ob-

tained somewhat doubtful. Such isostatic responses to decrease and increase

of load have still to be proved in this region. A study of the spacing and

trends of the fronts and seaward edges of the dunes, suggests the possibility

that upward movements may have taken place.

The opinion is held bv the writer* as will be shown below, that in those

localities which arc in the'vicinity of the postulated axis o. tilting, the height

of the preciacial shoreline is now approximately 240 feat above present sea-

level The estimated height of potential sea-lcvcl, that is sea-level on an ice-

free eanh of approximately 160 feet, would suggest that this parr of the

South-Ea*L has risen approximately SO feet since the beginning of Pleisto-

cene Glaciation. In any event, whatever be the height of potential sea-level

today the difference between that figure and 240 feet would represent the

net gain in elevation of the land relative to the sea, whether by elevation of

the region as a whole, or by local uplift of the Mount Hun Range and adja-

cent te.rraitl.

It could be argued that this difference, whatever it he, might represent

a world-wide drop in potential sea-level, a supposition which would be an

approach to Zeuner's contention that world sea-level has dropped continu-

ously throughout the Pleistocene Age. The problem must be left unsolved

at present.

In view of the above variable factors the determination, first ot the dif-

ferences in elevation of the foreshores of the dunes,, and secondly of the ac-

tual heights above sea-l«ve1 at which they were formed, seems impracticable.

The wriier has attempted it, however, and bearing in mind the possible

sources of error has tried to niinimtfe them, or whore this could not be none

to average them and apply corrections. The figures finally produced [Fig.

9 and Table) are intended to show the differences between the estimated

height at which these foreshores were formed and the present heights above

sea-level in those areas which have not been affected, as Jar as can he deter-

mined, by tilting, No allowance was made nor can be made tor isostatic ad-

justment's. With all their limitations, the figures supplied <\o give a general

picture of the relative vertical positions of the fronts of the dune ranges and

therefore of the basement on which they were formed.

The contention by Zeuner (1946) that there has been a world-wide and

steady drop in .sea-lcvcl since the commencement of glanation and that th*
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maximum heights of sea-level reached during: each interglacial were progres-

sively lower as a result, requires further proof and explanation of the causes

underlying this gradual decrease and is opposed to the views widely held,

that at least during the Second or Great Interglacial world sea-level reached

or approached closely that existing at the beginning of glaciation.
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This latter opinion is shared by the writer and has been used in the ten-
tative determination of the dime ranges representing the height oi the Second
Interracial. II the table and associated diagrams (Figs. 3, 9, 10) have any
Validity (the reasons for their construction have been given herein), then it

would appear that the climate of the First Iutcrjrlacial was somewhat milder
than today and that i\ wa* considerably warmer during the height of the
Third Interglacial. It would follow also that during the present Interracial
or as some would have it during: ihe Fourth Glaciation, oscillations of tem-
perature have occurred resulting- in a relatively warm period in Sub-Recent
times followed by more refrigeration, another period a Htlc warmer than
today in Recent and possibly Historic time, and finally sufficient refrigeration
1o reduce sea-level to its present limits. On the other hand some of these
later movements of sea-level may have had other causes than those of in-
creases and decreases of glaciation. The larger and earlier of the above
oscillations is believed to have been responsible for the advance of the sea
to a height sufficient to form wave-cut terraces and marine shell deposits on
the inland side of the Woakwine Range, sea-eaves and blowholes on its
western, slopes and several gaps such gft Narrow Neck. IL is believed also to
have augmented the widespread erosion, much of which probably had been
produced earlier, of the dune ranges north of Kingston. The rise in sea-level
is estimated by the writer to have affected those parts of the region which
arc at present between 50 and 60 feet above sea-level.

The retreat ol the sea from that position was responsible for the forma-
tion til the Canunda Range which was partly eroded during the subsequent
rise to the 12-15 feet level, and although sea-level has retreated since then to its

present level, the former northern and southern extensions of this range remain
submerged and the existing portions are being: actively eroded by the sea.

The features of marine erosion testifying to the most recent retreat of
the sea include wave-rut cliffs and platforms, sea-caves and shell deposits.
and are widespread not only in South Australia but also in other parts of the
continent.

One notable feature not discussed hitherto is the absence of all but
minor occurrences of dune limestone in a broad area from Mount Graham,
the most northerly part of the Mount Burr Range, eastwards of Kalangadoo
and beyond. This absence is understandable if the prevailing wind which
today is from a west-south-westerly direction was similarly orienled in the
past during the Pleistocene Epoch. That this probably \vas the case is

shown by the general trend and morphology of the ranges. Given a pre-
vailing wind from the west-south-west, the protection afforded to the areas
to the east by the Mount Burr Islands and Tombolos would prevent the for-
mation of all except minor accumulations along the northern buiits of the
former shoal now known as the Dismal Swamp. This is being termed the
Mingbool Shoal. This shual is believed also to mark the southern limits of
an estuary into which flowed several streams now forming part of the Clcnelg
River to the east in Victoria. The extensions of this estuary would have
varied from time to time according to advances or retreats of the sea, and
during periods of low sea-kvel are believed to have continued at least as far
as the northern extremity of the present Mount Burr Range. The streams
no doubt provided appreciable quantities of detrital material which assisted
not only in the building up of the shoal and the tombolos of the Mount Bun-
area but supplied the material for the detrital quartz deposits on the slopes
of the Mount Burr Range, The pronounced curvature of the dune ranges as
they approach the position ot this postulated estuary, is in accordance with
the developments expected under such conditions.
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An attempt has been made to reconstruct the shorelines as indicated by
the various dune ranges (Fig. 10). Such a reconstruction is subject to the
limitations discussed earlier and must be regarded as an approximation only.

It is also recognized that there is some uncertainty in the region between
Mount Gambier and the southern limits of the Dismal Swamp, and the re-

construction in that sector is based chiefly on the basement levels and such
allowance as could be made for subsequent planation during periods of marine
transgression.

The shorelines finally produced suggest an estuary or at least a bay with
its head near the Victorian border. The very gentle slopes and numerous
swamps from there to the Glenelg River support the view that the present
river has captured the streams formerly discharging into the estuary in South
Australia. At what period these captures occurred cannot be determined at

present. The writer believes however, that the history of this river as con-
structed by Fenner (1918) must be modified considerably and that there is

a possibility that much of the capture of the headwaters of the present river,

if it took place, was accomplished by the streams which have been named the

River Mundi and Nangwarry Creek, which discharged into the estuary in

South Australia.

DIASTROPHISM
Despite the high probability that all or nearly all of the dune ranges

represent eustatic shorelines due to successive glaciations and deglaciations

during the Pleistocene Epoch, and were not in general produced by a "hesi-

tating advance of the land" (Ward 1941), there is definite evidence that ex-

tensive movements of the land have taken place and adjustments apparently

are still continuing. The earthquake off the coast of the region in 1897, and
a similar disturbance in 1948, indicate that stability has not been reached.

The formation is recorded, by an officer of the South-Eastern Drainage Board,
of the Earthquake Springs in the Hundred of Conmurra, apparently as a re-

sult of the 1897 earthquake. The additional supply of water furnished by
these newly-developed springs required the excavation of a special drain

which was named the Earthquake Springs Drain. The chief evidence sub-

mitted by the writer is the steady and persistent north-westerly drop in ele-

vation of the seaward edges of the dune ranges from the vicinity of a zone
which bears inland from Cape Banks in a direction approximately normal
to the present coastline. The various possibilities of error notwithstanding,

it must be conceded that in following the seaward edge of a dune range mark-
ing approximately a former shoreline, though there may be upward and
downward variations in level of quite appreciable magnitude, there will not

be a steady and persistent decrease in the one direction as exhibited by every
range, reaching in the case of the East Naracoorte a maximum of more than
150 feet within the area examined. It is obvious that depression at the

northern end or elevation in the south with a resultant downward tilt to the

north-wrest, must have been responsible.

The closer spacing of many of the ranges together with the progressive

decrease in difference of elevation of their seawTard edges as they are traced

north-westwards, is further proof of such tilting. An examination of the con-

tours of the zone to the north-east of Cape Banks suggests that this was
relatively stable, and it is assumed therefore that depression of the north-

western end is the probable explanation. Such movements would link up
with the known warping and faulting of the Mount Lofty Ranges and adja-

cent areas during the Pleistocene Epoch. It is the writer's opinion that the
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region adjacent to Mount Burr, possibly because of reinforcement by basaltic

intrusions, probably remained unmoved while the whole, area from there to

the north-west was tilted downwards. This view does not, however deny

the possibility of small vertical uplift of the Mount Burr terrain indepen-

dently of the regional warping. A simitar but steeper downward movement

jn a southerly direction of the area between Mount Burr and Fore Macdon-

nell is suggested by the gradual drop in elevation in that direction of the

fronts of the dune ranges. It has not been possible to investigate this feature

In the southern part of the region in detail because survey .levels aTe too: few

and because the time available for such research was insufficient.

The downward tilting to the wcst-norlh-west obviously affected not only

the differences in elevation of the successive foreshores, but also their hori-

zontal distances front each Other. It must be emphasized here that the pos-

tulated isostatic movements, bnrh positive and negative, were relatively small

and the total west-north-westerly downwarp was effective in producing only

a very low gradient, the resultants being less than one foot per mile to the

north" north-west, and from 2-3 feet per mile to the westwward. The postu-

lated transverse buckling with north-easterly axes is believed to have been

smaller still, and even some of the eustatic variations of sea-level were sinall,

Nevertheless, a comparatively uniformly sloping plain as measurements indi-

cate it is even today, will provide accurate and delicate evidence of any

changes in level of the land relative to the sea, or of distortions experienced

between the times of formation of two successive shorelines.

In sectors where the slope is uniform, downward tilting towards the.

west-north-west would cause the new shoreline to approach the older shore-

line progressively to the north-west and eventually to intersect it as some

of the dune ranges appear to do. In the area adjacent to the axis, where

little or no movement had taken place, the true spacing and differences in

height would be preserved. These converging dunes are a feature of the

region. Beyond their junction the two dune ranges would appear as one and

an the surface could not be separated. Cuttings at selected localities could,

it they were made, enable such a separation. Such cuttings may become

more plentiful, it is to be hoped, in places where the information is needed.

Still further to the north-west, the new shoreline would continue to fringe

the older dune until a point was reached where the sea could break through ihe

barrier or submerge it. As a result the sea would occupy a shallow bay with

a long narrow peninsula, the old dune forming a protecting ridge for the

southern part of the bay. The southernmost part of the new shoreline would
not be likely to develop a dune, or if dune building occurred it would be of

small, irregular accumulations only for some distance to the northward, until

a point was reached where wave and wind action were sufficiently unre-

stricted to enable regular dune-building to begin. An examination of the

region, shows that such irregularities and eventual regularity of dunes on

the eastern side of a compound dune produced by convergence, occur in

several instances They are believed therefore to have been formed as de-

scribed above.
Should tilting movements cease after the formation of a shoreline, then

the following shorelines would preserve, on a uniformly sloping plain, ap-

proximately constant distances, both horizontal and vertical. An examina-

tion of the region, however, shows that nearly all of the ranges record changes

in horizontal or vertical spacing or both. A few ranges diverge as they are

traced, towards the north-west and this could indicate a temporary reversal

of tfie downward tilting movement, The convergence of some and diver-

gence of other ranges as they are traced towards the north-west, suggests
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the intervention of warping movements. These arc believed, as stated earlier,
to have consisted not only r»" the downward tilt of the northern and southern
sectors, but also of transverse warping and variations in local isostalic ad-
justment. The last two could have nullified or reversed locally the elTects
of progressive downward tilting.

In the northern sector, reliable levels arc too few in number for any de-
terminations to be made of such movements or their effects.

While it crmld be argued that the downward tilting movement, which
apparently commenced during Upper Pliocene times and continued through-
cut the Pleistocene Epoch but probably episodically, may have been reversed
at times, there are* as stated above, other factors to be considered. The pro
grcssive tilting of the region towards the west-north-west would result in in-

creasingly large areas being inundated by rises of sca-levcl even if of minor
^mounts. Such increased tendency to drowning of the north-western sector
would increase the load borne by the block during inundations by the sea.

and might result in isostatic adjustment hy depressing the area, and corres-
ponding elevation after the sea retreated. Such isostatic adjustments could
in that event be more intense than in the areas further south in which rises
or falls of sea-level would not affect such wide areas nor inundate them to
the same relative depths. Further, it is by no means certain that the axis
of tilting was located always in the zone to the north-east ol Cape Banks.
Though no doubt predominantly in this zone, there are indications that an
axis or transverse warp may have been located in a 2oae from Rcndeisham
to the north-east and similar features may have existed even further to the
north.

As referred to earlier and summarized here, it is possible that isostatic
iesponse (o release of the load when the Murravian Gulf was drained, oc-
curred during the Upper Pliocene and possibly later. The Naracoorle Fault,
if its existence is confirmed, may have been formed during and as Hie result
of such uplift. Further, the reduction by marine planation of the level of the
area still submerged, such planation extending at the height of the glaciations
far beyond the present coastline, could have resulted in elevation of the re-
gion. It would appear that the East Naracoorte foreshore, which is esti-
mated to have been formed at approximately 240 feet above present sea-tevel.

HjA3 been elevated since its formation hy the amount represented by the dif-
ference between 240 iect and potential .sea-Ieve] at. the time. However, such
elevation, if proved, may have been produced by other causes.

As stated in an earlier section, there is evidence that the Miocene sedi-
ments, of the southern parL of the region have been folded to a small extent.
Whether such iolding movements did produce, over a long distance, eleva-
tions of the order referred to earlier ks beyond the scope of the present inves-
tigation. The age of the folding was not studied hy the writer but it is

hoped that the work being done in the region by the State Geological Survey
will furnish the desired information.

HUMAN OCCUPATION
The legends quoted earlier which refer to Mounts Muirhead, (kunhier, and

Schank may or may not indicate that these eruptions were witnessed by human
beings. Another legend stating that the land formerly extended to the south far
beyond the present southern coastline at Port MacDonnell and referring to an
advance of the sea over this area, an event which is believed to have occurred
during the partial deglactation since ihe height of Wurm Glaciatioti, may be merely
a legend and have no foundation in actual knowledge of this event by die earlier

natives. There is, however, another feature which may point to the existence 0*
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the natives (or a considerable period. At numerous localities, chiefly in the Woak-

wine Ranges, hut also in the Reedy Creek Range, weathering of the cemented

dime limestones has etched in sharp relief the existence of numerous stones and

boulders oi; cemented dune limestone embedded in the aeolian material uf the

dune, which is also a cemented dune lftnestone. Only the sensitive ctfect* of slow

suhaerial weathering could have emphasised the slight difference in cementation

of the boulders and the latter cemented matrix sufficiently to permit of their visual

recognition. The occurrence of boulikis on a dune is itself an anomaly and

suggests transportation bv living beings. Their concentration in limited areas

is further evidence of such planned accumulation. Of special interest, however,

ts the occurrence at intervals amongst these former hoidders of stones which are

blackened by smoke or fire (Campbell 1946). The presence of free carbon was

established in those examined. Similar material i$ recorded from The Blun*

south-east of Gcelong (Coulsou, 1935). These blackened stones occur in diverse

methods of aggregation. In some places they lie close together forming roughly

circular areas, in others they occur as if scattered from a common centre, the latter

occurrence showing a decrease in size and increase in number of stones away from

the apparent centre. These accumulations of blackened stones are in appearance

and in plan indistinguishable from similar aggregates which are known to have

been used as hearths by the natives on recent camp sites. These, too, occur both

as close aggregates and" widely scattered fragment*, the amount of scattering being

apparently a function both of' time and insolation. While not regarded as absolute

proof, these blackened stones, as well as those which have not been charred, are

at least an indication that natives lived on these dune ranges while they were in

process of formation, especially as all the known occurrences are not at the sur-

face, hut some occur beneath the present surface within the dune itself, tf the

native^ were responsible for the collection and use of these stones, and if the date

Of formation of the Reedy Creek Range is upheld by further investigation, then

tlte natives lived itt this region at feast as early as the initial stages of the Riss

Glaciation.

THE PRESENT COASTLINE
As indicated earlier, the coastline presents varied features, being apparently

one of submergence between Capes JalTa and Northumberland, and one of

emergence north of Cape laffa and east of Cape Northumberland. Further, the

iea has broken through into the Canunda- West Woakwine intcrdune flat at

Guichen and Rivoli Bays and to the south of Cape Banks. This interdune flat

winch probably represents an ancient Coorong, now contains Lakes Eliza and

St. Clair which are salt and below sea-level, Lakes George. Canunda and Frome

all salt originally but the two latter drained almost completely by artificial means.

Lake Bonney which is fresh and the above two bays which represent no doubt

the si1.es of former lakes,

Beyond Cape JaiTa and Cape Northumberland the sea has entered the wide

Eats separating the Dairy and Woakwiuc from the Neville and Reedy Creek

Ranges.
It is in the last two sections from Cape Jaffa northwards and from Cape

Northumberland eastwards that the coastline appears to be one of emergence.

The writer's views are that the present coastline in addition to the recent rises

and. falls of the sea-level, owes its configuration to the continued tilting both to

the north-west and south-east along an axis which extended inland from Cape

Banks in a direction approximately normal to the present coastline. It ifi obvious

that this would submerge in a north-westerly direction a succession of intcrdune

flats and in a south-easterly direction the easterly sector of the south coast. The

advance of the sea over the wide interdune flat north of Cape Jaffa and its very

gentle slopes would produce the same effect as would an emerging coastline with
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its gently sloping marine plain and would in fact be indistinguishable. The Sub-
Recent submergence due to world rise in sea-level is therefore the dominant
feature of the section from Cape BufTon to Cape Banks, but loses this dominance
and becomes more and more subordinate to the tilting effects as the coastline is

followed north and southwards away from this section.

It is this tilting which is believed to have been responsible for the depressed
area in which Lakes Aiexandrina, Albert and associated lakes and swamps occur,

and the prime factor which produced the sudden turn to the west of the River
Murray towards Mannum and the Mount Lofty Horst, and its subsequent course
southwards in close proximity to that elevated region.

CHRONOLOGICAL TABLE
Lower Pltocene

Draining of Murravian Gulf as far as the East Naracoorte shoreline.

Lower Pliocene to Early Upper Pliocene

Erosion of Lower Pliocene and upper members of Miocene sediments by-

marine planation. Possible rise of land and adjacent sea floor due lo isostatic

adjustment.

Early Upper Pliocente

Volcanic eruptions in Mount Burr area. Formation of tied islands and
tombolos.

Upper Pliocene

Protection from further marked marine erosion of Dismal Swamp area.

Formation of Mingbool Shoal. Discharge of streams from Victoria aud
formation of estuary north of Miugboul Shoal. Partial protection from
marine erosion of Miocene sediments in the Mount Burr area. Further
erosion of Miocene sediments m remainder of region assisted probably by
further elevation of sea floor. Downward tilting probably commenced.

Pleistocene

Beginning' of Glaciation. Gradual lowering of sea-level and formation of
stranded dunes—Harper's, Woolumbool, Neville and probably Woawine A.
Probably other dunes, since removed completely by erosion.

Gunz Glaciation

Tilting downwards to the west-north-west and to the south-east continued.
Probable uplift of land due to lowering by erosion of basement by retreating
shallowing sea and removal of sea itself, Extension of river estuary to the
west of Mount Graham over the emerging coastal plain.

First Interclactal

Rise of sea-level to West Avenue shoreline, cutting of notch in the basement
at approximately 130 feet below pre-glacial level. Climate milder than today.
Isostatic adjustments probably small.

Mindkl Glaciation

Gradual lowering of sea-level and formation of stranded dunes* West Avenue,
East Dairy and Woakwine B. Probably slight rises of land.

Second ok Great Interglacial

Rise of sea-level to West Naracoorte shoreline. Cutting of notch in the
bascmcut at approximately 40 feet below pre-glacial level, Climate much
warmer than today. Intersection to the north of Naracoorte of the East and
West Naracoorte shorelines and establishment further north of the West
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Naracoorte as a new shoreline to the east of the older, preglaciat, Ea9t Nara-

coorte shoreline. Isostatie depression of land probably appreciable. Forty

feet may represent net gain in elevation of land due to removal of Murravian

sediments and resulting isostatie adjustment,

Riss Glaciation

Gradual lowering of sea-level and formation of stranded dunes, West Nara-

eoorte, Peacock, Bakers, Ardune, Reedy Creek, West Dairy and Woak-
wine C Probably appreciable rise of land. Further tilting down to west-

north-west and south-east. Mount Muirhead may have erupted during the

later stages. Human occupation of the region may have begun.

Third Intkrglacial

Rise of sea-level to Cave shoreline. Cutting of notch in the basement at

approximately 70 feet below pre-glacial level. Climate warmer than today.

Probable depression of land appreciable. Owing to continued tilt down to

the west-north-west, greater inundation of that area, and possibly greater

local depression of land in that sector.

Wurm Glaciation

Gradual lowering of sea-level and formation of stranded dunes, Cave, Lucin-

dale, East Avenue and Woakwine D. Mounts Gambier and Schank probably

erupted after the climate became warmer.

Fourth Inturglacial or Oscillations in Wprm Glaciation

Rise of sea-level to reach features about 50 feet above present sea-level.

Climate milder than today. Sea retreated and left Canunda Range as a

stranded dune. Sea retreated further for an unknown distance. Sea-level

rose again to 12-15 feet above present 5ea-level. Climate a little milder than

today. Sea-level fell to present position. Tilting down to west-north-west

and south-east continued and resulted m encroachment by the sea on the

flats between the Dairy and Neville and Reedy Creek Ranges north of Cape

Jaffa and easl of Cape Northumberland. Formation of Rivoli and Guichen

Bays. Building of offshore bar and formation of present Coorong-. Erosion

of non-submerged parts of Canunda Range along present coastline between

Capes Jaffa and Northumberland. Erosion of Miocene limestones between

Cape Banks and the Victorian border, setting free numbers of Hints and

forming the extensive beach deposits of this mineral today.
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WORORA KINSHIPS

byJ.R.B. Love

Summary

I have taken Professor Elkin's table of the Ungarinyin kinship, and have transferred it to the

Worora, which tribe has the same social organisation as Ungarinyin (or Ngarinjin). I have extended

the table to bring in all the terms, and also to show how the terms reappear in alternate generations.
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WORORA KINSHIPS

By J. R. B. Love

[Communicated by H. K. .Fry]

Read 13th July, 1950.

I have taken Professor ElkuYs table of the Ungariuyin kinship, and have
transferred it to the Worora, which tribe has the same social organisation as

Ungariuyin (or Ngarinjin). I have extended the table to bring in all the
terms, and also to show how the terms reappear in alternate generations.

There are two peculiarities of Worora and Ngarinjin, namely,

(1) All the men of a wife's horde are known by the same term, Waia in

Worora.

(2) A man may, and among the older men often has done so, marry an-
other man's sister and his daughter.

You say "children of irregular marriages take the class determined by
that of the mother, not of the father." Not in Worora, in which the mother
is always of the opposite moiety from the child. No doubt all your references

to the patrilineal area of North-Western Australia refer to the tribes further

South from here., as these Kimberley tribes have no sections but named
moieties, e.g., marriage with sister's son's daughter is prohibited in Worora,
she being kulanja, which is primarily sister's husband's sister, a forbidden
wife; so all Kulanja are forbidden.

I do not know any meaning for the moiety names; they are just the
names of moieties.

The horde names are territorial, At least one horde name is animal; and
that again is territorial, being the name of a district around a hill which is

a mythical rat's nest, so that the district is called "rat" and the men of the
horde "rat-men."

[A kinship terminology, published later in the paper "Worora Kinship
Gestures" cited hc!ow, was included here.]

The forbidden relationship is called rambadba.

The forbidden pairs are (reciprocally),

(1) wolbaia and kurumanja, also wolbaiinja and kurumanja, also wolbaia
and kurum ; but not wolbaiinja and kurum.

i.e. man and his mother-in-law, woman and her brother's mother-in-law,
man and his mother-in-law's brother: but not woman and the brother of her
brother's mother-in-law.

(2) buda and kadjanja, but not buda and kadjaia, nor budinja and cither
kadjanja or kadjaia.

These are, man and his mother's brother's wife, and, not so strictly, all

women who are kadjanja to him; but not including his own mother's mother,
who is also kadjanja.

Of these forbidden pairs the son-in-law and mother-in-law groups are
strictly observed, even between those of the same sex; the other groups are
not so strict.
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Kunmunya Mission.

June 21st, 1939.

Table appended.

The above communication consists of extracts from a letter written to

me by the late Rev. J. R. B. Love. The subject matter presented has not

been published elsewhere by Mr. Love in his writing's on the social organisa-

tions of the Worora, namely,

1917, Notes on the Worora Tribe of North-Western Australia. Trans. Roy.

Soc. S. Aust. 41 .21.

1935. Mythology, Totemism and Religion of the Worora Tribe of North-

West Australia. Report of the 22nd Meeting A.N.Z.A.A.S. 22.222.

1936. Stone Age Bushmen of Today. London.

1941. Worora Kinship Gestures. Trans. Roy. Soc. S. Aust. 65. (1). 108.

This communication has been presented with the consent and co-opera-

tion of Mrs. J. R. B. Love.



ABORIGINAL SOCIAL SYSTEMS

byH. K. Fry

Summary

Marriage and kinships which form the basis of Australian aboriginal societies have been explained

in recent years in such complicated terms that an understanding of them is difficult. This paper is an

attempt to simplify the problem.
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ABORIGINAL SOCIAL SYSTEMS

By H. K Fky

Read 13th July, 1950.

Marriages and kinships which form the basis of Australian aboriginal

societies have been explained in recent years in such complicated terms that
an understanding of them is difficult. This paper is an attempt to simplify
the problem.

The unit of all aboriginal societies is the exogamous local family group
or horde, which owns a definite area of country and the sacred places, cere-
monies and legends belonging to that country. Varying numbers of adja-
cent hordes constitute a tribe.

With the exception of a few atypical societies, the hordes and therefore
every man and woman of a tribe belong to one of two named exogamous
moieties. Frequently these moieties are subdivided into named classes (or
sections) and each individual of such a tribe is identified by one such class
name This class name is used commonly as a term of address or reference.
In all tribes without exception every man and woman is recognised as a rela-

tive by every other person and is addressed or referred to by a kinship term
which naturally is variable and dependent upon the recognised kinship of the
speaker.

The aboriginal knows the moiety, class name if any, and kinship of every
known person as a matter of common knowledge from his or her early child-
hood. He therefore has a practical basis for knowing the efTect of these dis-
tinctions in everyday life which is denied to the student unless the latter has
had a long and intimate association with the. society in question. As there
are only two moieties, at most eight named classes, and a limited number of
kinship terms for each tribe, it follows that a great number of individuals
possess equivalent status in regard to each of these social distinctions. By
adopting an appropriate system of symbols, each of which will represent all
those many individuals of a certain moiety, class and kinship status, the stu-
dent catt study these social distinctions in a considerably simplified form.

I adopted a set of such symbols in 1931 (8), and have found them useful.
The form of the symbols was modified later (9, 10). My interpretation of
data concerning aboriginal societies has been modified progressively. As 1

wish to present new material in coherent relation to my present conclusions,
I trust I shall be pardoned for including some recapitulations in this paper.

The symbols which I have adopted are as follows:

—

1. Moieties. The letters A and B, as is usually done, are used to repre-
sent the two named moieties. Individual members of these moieties arc
symbolised by the same letters A and B as capitals if males, and as small
case letters a and b if females.

Marriages between members of moieties are indicated by a line, thus,

A b

a B
2. Classes

([Sections) , These named subdivisions of moieties are of two
types, which I propose to term the a and subdivisions.

(1) The <* subdivision classifies children in a class different from that of
either of the parents. The symbols adopted to represent such classes arc

'—„
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obtained bv prefixing the numbers 1 and 2 to the moiety symbols A and B,

the numbers distinguishing the named classes in alternate general ions. Male

and female members of the four named classes are represented by the sym-

bols 1A la, IB lb in one generation and 2A 2a, 2B 2b in. the alternate genera-

tion. Marriages between members of classes normally take place according

to the following diagram s

—

1A— 1 b 2A— 2b

la IB 2a 2R

As diagrams become complicated as will be seen later, I have adopted a

convenient convention by which a number prefixed to a line or group of sym-

bols is considered to be a prefix to every- symbol in that line or group. Tfcfi

above diagram represented in this simpler form is

i": A b 2
-
A b

a B a B

A few tribes have differently named classes for four successive genera-

tions in each moiety. These are symbolised by prefixing the numbers 1, 2, 3

and 4 to the moiety symbols A and B to distinguish the named classes in suc-

cessive generations.

(2) The & type of moiety subdivision classifies members of each moiety

of the same generation into two subclasses. The symbols adopted to repre-

sent such named subclasses are obtained by adding the numbers 1 and 2 as

suffixes to the symbols for the named classes used above. Male and female

members of the eight named subclasses are therefore 1A1 lal, 1A2 la2, IB*

lbl 1B2 lb2 in one generation and 2A1 2al, 2A2 2a2, 2B1 2bl.. 2B2 2b2 in the

alternate generation. The normal marriages between members of the eight sub-

class divisions arc as follows:

—

2v

It is to be remembered that in this and subsequent diagrams the initial

numbers 1 and 2 arc to be read as infixing each symbol in ibe group so de-

signated.

3. Kinship terms. When local family groups in a closed society, in which

ail members are recognised as relatives, intermarry- according to rigid cus-

tomary rules, obviously a clearly defmed pattern of kinships must be present.

As the number of terms used to define these kinships is limited, numerous

persons in the tribe will be distinguished as of equivalent kinship status and

addressed by the same kinship term by all persons who are themselves of

equivalent kinship status in the society. Family groups in a tribe with eight

named subclasses intermarry under such conditions in accordance with the

diagram given above, and the persons grouped as of equivalent kinship status

are found to be of the same subclass. The symbols used to represent the sub-

classes in such a tribe therefore also serve to represent the kinship terms and

the persons of equivalent kinship status designated by such terms,

The thesis maintained in this paper is that the customary rule of inter-

marriages between family groups of a tribe with eight subclass divisions it

also the customary rule of intermarriages between the family groups of the
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great majority of Australian tribes, whether named class divisions or even
moieties are existent or non-existent. This may be stated alternatively that
the social organisation of the great majority of Australian tribes is based on
a custom of marriages between family groups which can be represented by
the diagram

—

This normal custom of marriages involves the exchange of women be-
tween two intermarrying family groups. There arc a few tribes in which this
exchange of women is not customary. The simplest diagram of such mar-
riages which is possible in a society with moiety divisions is as follows;

—

I have been unable to find any described kinship system which conforms
accurately to the pattern determined by this system of marriages. I pro-
pose to show in this paper that described kinship systems conform to more
complex marriage systems of this type involving twice the number of dis-
tinguished kinship groups which will be denoted by the symbols Al al, A2
a2, A3 a3, A4 a4, Bl bl, B2 b2, B3 b3, and B4 b4. The marriage diagrams or
these systems are respectively

b2 A?. h3

>^B2 a2 B3

**^a3

al ^A3

\bi
A4
*4.

and one in which the above system alternates with the following system in
alternate generations:

—

These diagrams appear at first sight to be very complex. Tf, however,
they are visualised as the customary marriages between members of eight
local family groups, the complexity is simplified.

Consideration of some of the features of aboriginal societies can now be
undertaken making use of the symbols described above.
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1. Moieties. Totemism undoubtedly provided the original conditions

under which the moiety system took shape. All members of any one totem ic

group are considered to'be of one blood and must not marry within that

group. The practice of treating certain totems as associated no doubt led

eventually to the classification of all the family toLemic groups of the tribe

into two named exogamous moieties.

Children in a patrilineal society are of the moiety of the father, in a

matrilineal society of the moiety of the mother. A woman on marriage

usually joins the horde of her husband. Kach local group or horde in a pat-

rilineal society consists of males and one moiety in all generations, their un-

married sisters of the same moiety, and wives of the opposite moiety. The
horde in a patrilineal society consists of males of opposite moieties in alter-

nate generations, unmarried sisters of the same moiety as their brothers cor-

responding to the moiety of their mothers and of the moiety opposite to that

of their fathers. This can be illustrated by the following diagrams using the

adopted symbols to cover five successive generations.

A b B a

A b B a

A a b B b a
A a b B b a

A a B b

Diagram 1 (a). Moiety constitution

of hordes in a patrilineal society.

A b

B a
A a b

P. b a

A a

Diagram 1 {!>]

of hordes in

B a
A b
I? b a

A a b

B b

. Mo<ety constitution

a mat fi Itnea! society.

Two distinct types of hordes. Identical except fcr difference in

generation level.

The actual co-existence of five generation*? in a horde is naturally un-

usual, and in such circumstances it would be most unlikely for unmarried

sisters of the first two generations to remain with the horde, or for males of

the fifth generation to have wives.

The genealogical relationships of any individual in a tribe can be ex-

pressed clearly by charting symbols for "sons" immediately hrlow symbols

for their respective "fathers,"* and symbols for "daughters'* below those for

their respective "mothers" in successive generations. The diagram of mar-

riages between moieties is as stated previously

A b

a b

Using this as a key. genealogical moiety relationships can be charted to

form the following patterns :

—

A a R h A a B b

A b B a B a A b

AaBb AaBb
AbBa BaAb
AaBb AaBb

Diagram 2 (a) Diagram 2 (b)

Genealogical moiety relation- Genealogical moiety relation-

ships in a patrilineal society. ships in a matnlmeal society.

The great convenience of this diagrammatic form is that direct lines of

male or female descent can be read vertically for as many generations as one

wishes to include in the diagram, while symbols for "brother" and "sister^ in

any one horizontal line lie immediately below those for "father" and "mother"

respectively in the line above, so identifying husband and v/ife in that genera-

tion.
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The moiety divisions have two important consequences, extending tote-
tnic conceptions to cover the tribe as a whole. Firstly

t children of al! tribal
brothers are of the same moiety, and children of all tribal "sisters" arc of the
same moiety. "Parallel cousins" being of the same moiety therefore cannot
marry. The nearest kinship outside this prohibition is that of a "cross
cousin/' that is the marriage of children of a "brother" with those of a "sis-
ter" Secondly, the children of a

u
brother

J?
being of the moiety opposite to

that of the children of a "sister" underlies the normal custom "in aboriginal
society whereby a woman addresses the children and grandchildren of her
"brothers" by the same kinship terms which they use, and a man addresses
the children and grandchildren of his "sisters" by the same kinship terms
which they use. Consequently, with the exception of special terms for "in-
laws/' or for relative seniority in age, it is normal for a man, his "brothers," and
his "sisters'

1

to use the same kinship term for each individual in the tribe.

2. The a Moiety Subdivision into named Classes (Sections). The diagram
of marriages between members of the named subdivisions being

1. A b 2. A b
a B a B

the diagrams of the genealogical relationships of the classes will be as fol-

lows :

—

1. A a B b

2, A b B a

1. A a B b
2. A b B a

1. A a B b

1. A a B b

2. R a A b

1. A a B b

2. B a A b
1. A a B b

Diagram 3 (a)

Genealogical Relationships of Classes
in a Patrilineal Society.

Diagram 3 (b)
Genealogical Relationships of Classes

in a Malrilineat Socictv,

From this diagram it will be seen that family groups will consist of male
members of the Classes 1A 2A or IB 2B in a patrilineal society, and of the
classes 1A 2B or IB 2A in a matnlmeal society.

The significance of this grouping of parents and children into distinc-
tively named classes is an emphasis on the prohibition, which is normal in
aboriginal societies, whereby a man must not marry a woman of his father's
or his sou's generation. If he marries a woman outside his own generation
she must be of his grandchildren's generation. The same emphasis in some
tribes is also expressed by the use of a different name to distinguish all mem-
bers of each alternate generation. The northern Aluridja tribes use such
names even though they have no named moieties or classes (7b, 16"). The
origin of this prohibition is not obvious. The suggestion is made that it rep-
resents the recognition of totemic restrictions inherited from both father and
mother. Let vis postulate that the moiety symbols Aa and Bb now represent
dominant associated totems inherited from the fathers in a patrilineal
society or from mothers in a matrilineal society, and that x and y represent
subsidiary associated totems inherited from the other parent. The following
genealogical patterns could then emerge.

A a B b

X X y y
A b B a

y X X y
A a B b
X X y y

A a B b
X
B

X
a

y
A

y
b

X
A

y
a
y
B
X
b

X X y y
Patrilineal Pattern Matnlmeal Pattern
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Such patterns of inheritance would permit Ax ax and By by people to

intermarry, and in intermediate generations permit Ay ay and Bx bx people

to intermarry, but prohibit intermarriage of Ax ax and Bx bx peoples and of

Ay ay with By by peoples of alternate generations.

The inheritance in matrilineal tribes of a subsidiary totem from the

father is well-known (3), the converse not so. Howitt (Ha) mentions a pos-

sible instance of the latter. I discussed the question with T. G. H. Strehlow,

who referred trie to two passages in his father's book (14) which record that

an Aranda man inherits from his mother a totem which is his Altjira, the

man knows the place where his mother was conceived as his Altjira-tmara,

and when a man is buried his face is turned towards this spot. The Aranda
are a typically patrilineal tribe, so this evidence gives support to the above
proposal.

3. The fi Moiety Subdivisions into Subclasses (Subsectons),

These named subdivisions are found only in patrilineal societies which
inhabit the northern central regions of Australia.

The diagram of marriages between subclasses being

b2

B2

1. Al.

al %s A2

a2

Al

al

bl

Bl

b2

B2

s
A2

'a2

the diagram of genealogical relationships will be

1. Al al Bl bl A2 a2 B2 b2
2. Al bl Bl al A2 b2 B2 a2

1. Al a2 Bl b2 A2 al B2 bl

2. Al b2 Bl a2 A2 bl B2 al

1. Al al Bl bl A2 a2 B2 b2

Diagram 4. Genealogical Relationships
societies onlv.

of Subclasses. Patrilineal

i.

It will be seen that subclasses distinguish Four varieties of family groups
of which the male members arc of the subclasses 1A1 2A1. 1B1 2B1, 1A2 2A2,
and 1B2 2B2 respectively.

The sub-class division provides that a son marries a woman of a family
group whose members are of subclasses distinct from the iramed subclasses

of the family group of his mother.

The subclasses of the Aranda tribe may be. taken as an example to illus-

trate the application of Diagram 4 as follows;—

Al al Bl bl Afi a2 B3 b2

PANANKA pananka PURTJLA purula KMURAIA kimraia NGALA npala

Al bl Bl al A2 b2 B2 a2

BANGATA kamara KAMARA bangata PALTARA mbitjana MBITJANA paltara

Al i£ Bl b3 A2 al B2 bl

PANANKA kouraia 1PUKTTLA Ti^ala KNUKA1A pananfca NGALA pitmla

Al bZ Bl aZ AZ bl B2 al

BANGATA nibiiJHii.fi KAMARA paltaia PALTARA kamara MBITJANA hangata

Al al Bl bl A2 a2 B2 1.2

PANANKA panania PtiRULA purtila KNUR ATA knuraia NGALA ngala

Dingr:im S. G^n^alogi fc?] Relationships of Aranda Subclasses,
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It will be seen that the subclass names "fit" the pattern of Diagram 4

with complete accuracy. The male symbol 1A1 is always associated with

TANANKA, the female symbol lbl with purula, 2A1 with BANGATA. 2bl

with kamara and so on.

The functions of the subclasses ace not only to distinguish alternate

generations among members of each local group, but also to classify local

groups into two categories in each moiety according to marriageable status.

The moiety divisions, as has been mentioned previously, require that the

marrying pair have the kinship status of "cross-cousin/
1 The subclass divi-

sions require that this kinship status of cross-cousin should not be one which

is "too close up." For example, referring to Diagram 5, the children of a

Pananka man (1A1) and his "sister" (lal) are Bangata (2al 2al) and
Kamara (2B1 2b l) respectively. These children are of the kinship status of

first cousins. Marriages between them are permitted under special circum-

stances, but the kinship is "too close" to be considered "proper." The child-

ren of a Bangata man and of 3 Kamara man are Pananka and Purula respec-

tively, and, being "second cousins," marriages between them are ''proper.-'

The 'children of a Bangata wroman are Ngala (1B2 lb2) and are first cousins

of Pananka people. The subclasses Purula (1B1 lbl) and Ngala (1B2 lb2) in

regard to Pananka people distinguish family groups whose members of

equivalent generation level are .second cousins (1B1 lbl) and are marriage-

able, from family groups with members who are first cousins (1B2 lb2) and

whose kinship is too close for a proper marriage. A similar distinction applies

to all Bl bl B2 hi, and all Al al A2 a2 groups.

4. Kinship Terms

The pattern of the genealogical relationships of subclasses portrayed in

Piagiams 4 and 5 is also" the pattern of kinships developed in any patrilineal

society m which (a) intermarriages are between members of hordes, or local

family groups, which belong to opposite moieties (b) the hordes exchange

women in marriage (c) all known persons are kindred (d) the marrying pair

must have the kinship status of "cross-cousins, not too close up." and this

kinship status is distinguished from that of 'first-cousin.*'

If any two of the symbols representing "brother" and "sister" in one

horizontal' line of Diagram 4 be taken as EGO for male-speaking and feurale-

spcakiug kinship terms respectively, and the Aranda kinship terms plotted

on this pattern in accordance with their genealogical significance, it will be

found that the terms will "fit" the pattern accurately. One kinship term will

be found to be associated with one symbol only This is illustrated in Dia-

gram 6. In this and all subsequent kinship diagrams EGO male-speaking

and ego female-speaking are 1A1 and lal respectively in the middle line of

the diagram. A genealogical interpretation of each kinship term is indicated

by letters of which

f =r father d = daughter Genealogical data for terms used by <*

in = mother w = wife woman are enclosed in brackets when
b — brother h = husband they Involve a genealogical relationship

sr= sister e = elder different from that of the term used

s = son y = younger by her brother for the same person.

The close identification of kinship terms and subclass names exhibited

by Diagrams 5 and 6 is of interest A kinship term varies in its application

in accordance with the kinship status of the speaker. Named divisions of

moiety, class, and subclass can now be seen to be ingenious devices for group-

ing persons with increasing accuracy under permanent names indicating

marriageable statxis.
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When it is stated that kinship terms "fit"
1

a genealogical pattern, the

terms must not only satisfy the genealogical interpretation given for example
in Diagram 6 but also every other possible genealogical interpretation of the

term. For example, Strehlow (15) gives 174 genealogical identifications of

22 kinship terms and Diagram 6 satisfies theru all. Again, for example, Ibl

palla of the last generation of Diagram 6 is not only sister's son's daughter

(a sequence through lal. 2B1 to Ibl), hut also sister's daughter's husband's

sister's daughter (lal t 2bl, 2A2. 2a2 to Ibl), and father's mother's brother's

son's son's son's daughter (2A1 Ibl, 1B1, 2B1, 1B1. 2B1 to Ibl)

mother's mother's brother's son's son's daughter's daughter (2b2, la2, 1A2,

2A2, 1A2, 2a2 to Ibl j, and so on for innumerable genealogical sequences end-

ing in Ibl. Needless to say the aboriginal does not think normally in genea-

logical sequences of such magnitude- KGO 1AJ of Diagrams 5 and 6 would
know the woman in question Ibl us Hitfuta-palla, daughter of Kamara-antba and

Paltam-marra, whose parents again are known to him by subclass name and kin-

ship term, and so on. Also the woman is marriageable, and if he mairics her

hhc becomes Punda-voa and her father becomes Komara-anftira. Complex
genealogical sequences relevant to a special problem are worked out by the

aboriginal with laborious argument taking account of the relative kinship

status of each of the factual kinsfolk involved in the problem.

If the kin-ship terms of other patrilineal Australian tribes be charted on

the pattern of Diagratn 4 as has been done for the AramJa in Diagram 6. it

will be found that almost all will "lit" the pattern with some degree of ac-

curacy. All these tribes countenance marriage with "first-cousins" under

certain conditions. When such conditions are relaxed, the terminology be-

comes less precise, separate terms normally associated with Al and A2 dis-

tinctions or with Bl and B2 becoming used less discriminatingly although

differentiated at times in accordance with the normal pattern. The most pre-

cise differentiation is found in the sparsely populated areas of northern cen-

tral Australia, where each individual is relatively most important, and where
the named subclass divisions tend to keep marriages "straight."

If the kinship terms of a matrilineal Australian society be charted on the

genealogical pattern of Diagram 4, the terms do not fit the pattern. Diagram
4 is patrilineal in type and is not symmetrical iu regard to male and female

genealogical sequences. If the pattern be varied by transposing the male and
female symbols, the kinship terms of a patrilineal society will then be found
to conform to this matrilineal pattern. The diagram of marriages is the

same for both matrilineal and patrilineal forms of the pattern. Diagram 7

illustrates the charting of the kinship terms of the Dieri tribe on this matri-
lineal form.

Professor Elkin (4, 7a) has described a number of ways in which the

Dieri kinships differ from those of the Aranda. All these apparent anomalies

are clearly explained by the differences in genealogical sequences in a matri-

lineal and in a patrilineal form of an asymmetrical genealogical pattern. Pro-
fessor Elkin has also attempted to prove by an elaborate argument that the

possibility of a man marrying his mother's mother's brother's son's* son's

daughter's daughter is a point in common between the Dieri and Aranda sys-

tems. The Dieri like other tribes countenance occasionally a marriage with
a first-cousin, a so-called kumi marriage. Reference to Diagram 7 shows
that the woman having the relationship status cited by Elkin is normally lh2
kami, sister's son's daughter. The normal wift? ibl nadadu in that generation
has tlie relationship status of daughter's daughter as recorded by Howirt.
Mother's mothers brother's son's son's daughter's daughter can only be Ibl
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nadada as a consequence of the interpolation of a kami marriage in this genea-

logical sequence. An old Dieri man in 1934 gave me numerous kinship

terms. A later check of these showed that though most of them were correct,

there were several iustances of kami marriage influence, and on two occasions

terms were used for persons of the wrong moiety. This is mentioned to in-

dicate the difficulty of obtaining information from last survivors of lost

societies.

The constitution of the four varieties of family groups of the matniineal

pattern of Diagram 7 as regards males is a£ follows :

—

1A1 1BI 1A2 1B2
2R1 2A1 2B2 2A2
1A2 1B2 1A1 1BI
2B2 2A2 2B1 2A1
1A1 im 1A2 1B2

It will be seen that the firtt and third also the second and fourth include

the same terms but there is a difference of two generations in the sequence

of the terms.

There are comparatively few full descriptions of kinship terms of matri-

hueal societies. Such as arc available fit the. pattern of Diagram 7 with some

degree of inaccuracy, dependent upon the degree to which the kami marriages

are permissible.

The great majority of Australian tribes therefore have kinship system*

which conform to the pattern of Diagram 4 in its patrilineal or matrilineal

variation.

The tribal subdivisions of moiety, class and sub-class have every indica-

tion of representing stages in an evolutionary sequence of classifications.of

individuals according to similarity of marriageable status with increasing

accuracy* Howitt (11) contrasted the kinships systems of the Urabunna
(Arabana) and Dieti tribes. He interpreted the former as expressing a rule

of marriages between first cousins, the latter a rule of marriages between

second cousins. He stated
fiThe Dieri rule is evidently5 a development oi

that of the Urabauna, and is therefore the later one." Elkin (6, 7) has

found the Dieri and Arabana systems to be similar, the Arabana being inter-

mediate between the Wailpi and the Dieri. The Wailpi also has features in

common with the Dieri (personal observation). The Arabana is therefore

not an example of a simpler marriage rule. Radcliffe Brown (1, 2) adopted

the same idea as Howitt but selected the Kariera system as the type of thu

Jess evolved and the Aranda as the type of the more developed system. He
described the Kariera S3'stem by charting the male-speaking and female-

speaking terms separately, thus overlooking the fact that an aboriginal man
and his sister normally use the same kinship term for each person in the

tribe, excepting special terms for "in-laws." If the Kariera kinship terms arc

charted on the normal pattern as in Diagram 8. they will be seen to conform

to that pattern in great part though with divergences. The Kariera is de-

finitely not a type or norm of a simple system in the evolutionary sense. The
hypothesis that there is existing evidence of an evolutionary development of

kinship marriage rule from that of marriage of first-cousins to that of mar-

riage of second-cousins is not proven.

There is every indication that there is one fundamental marriage rule

throughout Australian societies, namely, that marriages take place between

family groups of opposite moieties and between individuals of those groups

who are "cross-cousins, not too close up," this requirement being normally

the recognition of the kinship status of "second-cousin" as the proper one for
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marriage This rule is usually associated with the exchange of women be-

tween family groups when marriages occur. By virtue of the genealogical

pattern of relationships determined by such marriages certain women of a

man's grandchildren's generation incur the kinship status of second-cousin

and are marriageable to him. The genealogical relationship of these women
to the man in question is "sister's son's daughter" in a patrilineal society, and
"daughter's daughter" in a matrilineal society.

The major variations from the patrilineal and matrilineal forms of the
dominant kinship pattern in Australian societies are found in those few tribes

where the customary exchange of women in marriage is lacking. The hus-
band then squares his obligations to his wife's family by gifts and services.

A relatively numerous population would seem to be necessary under these
circumstances.

When women are not exchanged in marriage, marriages then take on a
unilateral trend as "father's sister's daughter" is considered to be a kinship
"more close up" than is "mother's brother's daughter." This idea has been
explained as close identification of father with father's sister. This explana-
tion is, however, inadequate, as it is obvious that wThen a man marries a
"mother's brother's daughter" his kinship from his wife's point of view is-

that of "father's sister's son." A more adequate explanation is that the
aboriginal recognises a closer kinship between a father and a son and between
a mother and a daughter than between a father and daughter and a mother
and son. This conception is manifested clearly by the existence of sex
totems in some tribes, males having one totem in common and women auother.

.

The simplest diagram of possible marriages in a tribe possessing the
moiety division and where women are not exchanged in marriage is

a2 . ii

7
m all generations.

The genealogical relationships of members of family groups intermarry-
ing under the above customary rule in a patrilineal society would be

Al al Bl bl A2 a2 B2 b2
Al bl Bl a2 A2 b2 B2 al

Al a2 Bl b2 A2 al B2 bl
Al b2 Bl al A2 bl B2 a2
Al al Bl bl A2 a2 B2 b2

Diagram 9

Genealogical relations of members of family
groups in the simplest possible system of
marriages with "mother's brother's daughter"
not "father's sister's daughter" in a tribe with

moiety divisions.

It will be seen that all the males in the above diagram marry a woman
who is "mother's brother's daughter" and not "father's sister's daughter."
Apart from the absence of prefix numbers, the appearance of the pattern of
the diagram is extraordinarily close to that of Diagram 4, being identical save
for the transposition of al and a2 terms in generations two and four. These
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apparently small differences, however, change the genealogical sequences

profoundly. I have been unable to find any description of an Australian kin-

ship system which fits the pattern of Diagram 9 simpty and accurately. The
Karadjeri kinships have been cited as typical of systems based on marriages

with mother's brothers daughter, not father's sister's daughter. The Karad-

jeri recorded kinship terms (5, 12) are p lotted in Diagram 10 on the pat-

tern of Diagram 9 and they will be seen to conform only skctchily with

the pattern.*1*

Lloyd Warner has described very fully the kinship system of the Murn-

gin tribe (17) which has the kinship marriage rule under discussion. War-
ner's identifications of kinship terms are formidable, ranging over as many as

eight genealogical sequences, Diagrams therefore have to be extended to

cover eight generations to plot the terms. If this be done wilh the pattern

of Diagram* 9, it will be found that the kinship terms fit the pattern ac-

curately, but that almost every symbol in the pattern becomes loaded with

two dissimilar kinship terms. In two generations the two terms are the same

for Bl bl and B2 b2 placements. It therefore appears that the pattern of

Diagram 9 must be doubled and retain its inherent form to cope with the

Murngin kinships.

A series of marriages between members of eight family groups in ac-

cordance with the following diagram will provide the pattern required:

—

The genealogical pattern of such a system us given in Diagram II. Also

the Murngin kinships described by Lloyd Warner arc charted upon the pat-

tern and will be seen to conform accurately. The normal patterns of aborigi-

nal kinships complete their cycle in four generations. The Murngin pattern

takes eight generations to complete its cycle. Tribes of this group have eight

named classes, one for each moiety in each generation, but with differentiated

class names for four generations. The generation lines of Diagram (11) are

therefore numbered 1, 2, 3 and 4, The pattern of the class names recorded

by Webb (IS) is appended to Diagram llJ->

(*) It is of passing interest to note that marriages conforming to the system

b2 b2

B2^ E2

and similar systems comprising a larger number of family groups would result in a genea-

logical pattern representing marriages of men with their "father's sister's daughters," not

"mother's brother's daughters." No such systems exist in Australian aboriginal societies.

(2) There are no Murngin terms to fill A3 a3 placements in Diagram 11. Simi-

larly Yir-YLront kinship terms published by Sharp (1934, Oceania, 4, (4), 413) fit a
pattern of the Murngin type, based on marriages between six instead of eight hordes,

and there are no terms for B3 l>3 placements.
Hordes at the opposite pole to that of F.GO in the cycle of marriages are un-

represented in the terminology n * Dotn tribes.
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The kinship rule of Murngin marriages is apparently simple hut <le-

finitcly is not associated with a simple type of kinship terminology.

Many years ago I attempted to find a genealogical pattern which would
conform with some kinship terms of the Ungarinyin tribe published by Elkin

(5). In 1939 the late J. R.. B. Love sent me a detailed description of the kin-

ships of the Worora tribe, neighbours tit the Ungarinyin and with the same
type of kinship. The Worora kinships did not fit the pattern which had been
found to satisfy the relatively few Ungarinyin terms available, so this pat-

tern was incorrect. Attempts to build up the Worora terms into a genealogi-

cal pattern were not successful. Finally it was discovered that if Worora
terms were charted on the pattern of Diagram 9> the terms fitted the pattern

but many symbols of the pattern were associated with two kinship

terms. These two terras were representative of kinships which a father and
son would apply respectively to one individual. The kinship terms did not

conform to the pattern which satisfies the Murngin kinships. The Worora
and the Ungarinyin share a very anomalous marriage custom whereby a man
is permitted to marry both sister and daughter of another man. Such a cus-

tom makes its desirable that the family group from which a son takes a wife

should he differentiated from the family group from which his father had
taken a wife. This consideration suggests that not only should the number
of distinguished family groups of Diagram 9 be doubled but also that alter-

nate generations should marry alternate family groups as occurs in the mar-
riage customs of the great majority of Australian tribes and as is illustrated

in the marriage diagram upon which Diagrams 4, 6 and 7 are based. A sys-

tem of marriages between eight family groups complying with such condi-

tions is supplied by the following diagram:

—

1. Al

The genealogical relationships of this system of marriages are given in

Diagram 12. The recorded kinship terms of the Worora are also plotted on
this diagram and will be seen to fit accurately. The diagram also conforms

to the requirement mentioned elsewhere by Love (13) namely. "The actual

relationship for legal marriage is that of second-cousin/' The vacant spaces

in Diagram 12, excepting those for the terms 1A3 la3, can be filled in by
direct inference from the general pattern. The final- proof nf the accuracy

of the pattern presented will lie in a confirmation of kinships and marriages

so predicted*

The value of the methods adopted in this paper for charting marriages

and kinships is illustrated particularly well in Lhe instances of the last two
unusual kinship systems. The complexity of the kinships in an amorphous
form is appalling. Reduced to a coherent pattern based on a set of systema-

tised marriages between local family groups it is possible to visualise the

structure of the society as it were as a miniature model. It can also be under-

stood how problems concerning- these kinships come within the scope of the:

intelligence of ordinary human being's such as the aborigines, who have a

practical matter-of-fact knowledge of the kinships of all the family groups
wilhiri the range of (heir acquaintance. With the same key the study of the
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minor complexities of the normal aboriginal kinship systems can become
simple. Moreover the use of the basic patterns is useful in field work as it

is extraordinarily easy to miss some important items of information concern-
ing- kinships, and such omissions are minimised if one insures that all the
placements of a standard genealogical pattern have been filled. Further, as
the normal pattern is being filled anomalies become apparent immediately
and can be checked and followed up with greater detail,
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ARANDA KINSHIPS ILLUSTRATING

THE DOMINANT AUSTRALIAN KINSHIP PATTERN— PATRILINEAL

1 Al al Bl bl A2 a2 B2 b2
ARANGA aran.ga PALLA palla EBMANNA ebmanna TJIMIA tjimia

F.F. fi.sr. F.M.B.

W.F.F.
f.m. M.M.B. m.m. M.F. m.f.sr.

w.m.m.

2 Al bl Bl al A2 b2 B2 a2
KATA intoa ANTARA wonna MARRA maia KAMUNA marra

F. w.f.sr. W.F.
AMBA
[H.F.]

f.sr. W.M.B. m. M.B. w.m.
nerra
[h.m.]

1 Al a2 Bl b2 A2 al B2 bl

KALJA
ITIA

ebmannna
f.sr.s.W-

MBANA
W.B.

ankalla

f.sr.d.

ILIARRA
F.SRJD.H.

kwaia
itia

ANKALLA
F.SR.S.

noa
w.

B NOA m.b.d. M.B.D.H. sr. M.B.S. intanga

EGO IH.] [ego] [h,s.]

man speaking
[woman speaking]

2 Al b2 Bl a2 A2 bl B2 al

ALTRRA namara AMBA marra MARRA amba KAMUNA alirra

S. s.w. SR.S. sns.w. SR.D.H. sr.d. D.H. d.

[B.S.] [b.s.w.] rs.i nerra
[s.w.]

[D.H.] [d] LB.D.H.] tb.d]

Al al Bl bl A2 a2 B2 b2

1 ARANGA
s.s.

aranga
s d

PALLA
SR.S.S.

palla

sr.s.d.

EBMANNA
SR.D.S.

ebmanna
sr.d.d.

TJIMIA
D.S.

tjimia

d.d.

EB.S.S.J [b.s.d.] [S.SJ [s.d.l
[D.S.I [d.d.] [B.D.S.] [b.d.d.]

DIAGRAM OF m bL

GENERATION
Al \N
al\\

MARRIAGES GENERATION /Bl
/A2 2 N

A2BETWEEN 1 K\// y jtA
FOUR HORDES w

b2^ \^b2
a2

B2X
\B2

DIAGRAM 6



DIERI KINSHIPS
ILLUSTRATING THE DOMINANT AUSTRALIAN KINSHIP PATTERN MATRILINEAL

1 al Al bl Bl a2 A2 b2 B2
kanini KANINI nadada NADADA yenku YENKU kami KAMI
m.m. M.M.B. m.f.sr. M.F. f.f.sr. F.F. f.m. F.M.B.

2 al Bl bi Al .
a2 B2 b2 A2

ngandri NGATAMURA ngatarmira KAKA tidnara NGAPARI papa TIDNARA
m. M.M.B.S. m.m.b.d. M.B. £,m.b.d. F. f.sr. F.M.B.-S.

f
PAIERA paiera taru TARU
W.M.B, w.m. w.f.sr. W.F.

1 al A2 bi B2 a2 Al b2 Bl
kaku YENKU noa KAMI yenku NIYI kami KADI

ngatata M.M.B.S.S. "W. M.B.S, m.m.b.s.d. NGATATA mbd. W.B.

sr. kamari F.SR.S. B. f.sr.d. NOA
[ego] [h.s.] EGO [H]

[woman speaking] man speaking

2 al B2 bl A2 a2 Bl b2 Al
tidnara PAIERA ngatamura TARU taru NGATAMURA kalari TIDNARA
sr.d. SR.D.H. d. D.H. S.W. S. sr.s.w. SR.S.

ngatani [D.H.] [b.d.]
CB.S.] [s.wj NGATANI

[d.]
[S.]

1 al Al bl Bl a2 A2 b2 B2
kanini KANINI nadada NADADA yenku YENKU kami KAMI
sr.d.d. SR.D.S. d.d. D.S. s.d. s.s. sr.s.d. SR.S.S,

[d.d.] [D,S,]

Divergences from true pattern are 2Bl,bl and 2 B2,b2 PAIERA, and 2 A2,a2 and 2al,Al TIDNARA.

DIAGRAM GENERATION ^__-bl GENERATION bl--—___—-A3OF 1. Al---^~~\_B1 2. Al. Bl-^____
MARRIAGES al^~

%2^
B2__^

^^-A2
-^^.a2

al--\^^b2
^T^B2

-^a2

DIAGRAM 7



KARIERA KINSHIPS

CHARTED UPON THE DOMINANT AUSTRALIAN KINSHIP PATTERN— PATRILINEAL

Al al Bl bl A2 a2 B2 b2
MAELI kandari TAMI kabali MAELI kandari TAMI kabali

F.F. f.f.sr. F.M.B. f.m. M.M.B. m.m. M.F. m.f.sr.

w.f.m. W.F.F.
i

W. M. F. w.m.m.
[h.f.m.] [H.F.F.J [H.M.F.] [h.m.m.]

Al bl Bl al A2 b2 B2 a2
MAMA nganga KAGA toa or MAMA nganga KAGA toa or

F. w.f. sr. W.F. yumani W.M.B.
TJ,

M.B. yumani
[h.f.sr.] CH.FJ f.sr.

m.b.w.
yuro
[f.sr.]

[m.b.w.]

[H.M.B.] F.SR.H. w.m.
yuro
[h.m.]

Al a2 Bl b2 A2 al B2 bl
KAJ'A KUMBALI nuba turdu KUMBALI nuba

MARGARA S.H. f.sr.d, mari M.B.S. w.
B. W.B. m.b.d. sr. F.SR-S. b.w./w.s.
EGO NUBA bungali [ego] NUBA yarungu

ale speaking [H.] [f.sr.d.l [female speaking] [M.B.S.] b.w.
[S.H.] [rn.bd,] [F.SR.S.I bungali
[H.B.] [b.w.]

[h.s.]

Al b2 Bl a2 A2 bl B2 al
MAINGA ngaraia RULING ngaraia TOA OR ngaraia RULING kundal

S. or bali or YARAIJA [s.w,] YUMANI or bali or YARAIJA d.

TOA or s.w. SR.S [D.H.3 sr.d. D.H. ngaraia

YUMAN I MAINGA kundal [b.d.]

[B.S.] DM [d]

[H.SR.S.]

Al al Bl bl A2 a2 B2 b2
MAELT maeli KABALI kabali KANDARI kandari TAMI tami

s.s. s.d. CS,S.] [s.d.] [D.S.J [d.d.] D.S. d.d.

kandari tami maeli kabali

[s.s.w.1
5. s.w. d.s.w. [d.s.w.]

Divergences from the normal pattern are: (1) in the grandparent generation the terms MAELI and TAMI are used for males only, kandari

and kabali for females only. The terms are used normally in the grandchild generation: (2) similarly, in EGO's generation the term

KUMBALI is used only for males, bungali only for females; (3) most anomalous of all, in the children's generation the terms MAINGA,
ngaraia, and kundal are' applied to individuals of both moieties; (4) many terms are applied to both Al and A2, or to both Bl, and B2,

kinships, thereby simulating a simpler kinship pattern, but the pattern is of normal type in the grandchild generation, and kumbali, bungali

are suggestive of former normality in EGO's generation; (5) a man and his sister in the Kariera use the same term MAINGA for the son, and

kundal for daughter; (6) the conflicting marriages in grandparent and grandchild generations are quite anomalous.

DIAGRAM 8



KARADJERI KINSHIPS

Charted on Pattern of Unilateral Marriages — with mother's brother's daughter, not father's sister's daughter.

Al
KALUDJ

F. F.

al Bl bl
yagu
w.m.m.

Al bl Bl a2
TABALU djalbi KAGA tabalu

F w.m.b.w. F.SR.H. m.b.w.
dalu
w.m.

Al a2 Bl b2
MAMA kabadju DJAMBAD djambad
BABALA w.b.w. F.SR.S. m.b.d.

B. YAGU kabali
EGO SR.H w.

Al b2 Bl al
NGENI djalbi DJELANGA tabalu

S s.w. SR.S. d.
D.H. sr.s.w.

A2 a2 B2 b2
KAMI
M.M.B.
W.M.F.

karni

m.m.
w.f.m.

DJAMBAD
M.F.

F.M.B.

W.F.F.

djambad
m.f.sr.

f.m., also

kabali

f.m.

A2 b2 B2 al
DALU or
MUGALI
W.M.B.

kurdang
m.

KAGA
M.B.
W.F.

tabalu
f.sr.

A2 al B2 bi
kabadju

sr.

DJAMBAD
M.B.S.

YAGU
W.B.

djambad
f.sr.d.

sr.h.sr.

A2
DALU
SR.D.H.

bl
djalbi

sr.d.

B2 a2

Al al Bl bl a2 B2 b2

Divergences from the pattern are bl, b2 djalbi; al, a2 tabalu; Bl, B2 KAGA; al, a2 kabadju; and most crucial
Bl, bl, B2, b2 DJAMBAD, so not differentiating mother's brother's son and daughter from father's sister's

son and daughter.

DIAGRAM OF MARRIAGES
BETWEEN FOUR HORDES FOR THE ABOVE GENEALOGICAL

PATTERN TO DEVELOP.

DIAGRAM 10

in all generations.



MURNGIN KINSHIPS

1 Al a3 Bl

2 Al
F.F.F.F.F.

b3 Bl

3 Al
F.F.F.F.

a2 Bl

4 Al
F.F.F.

b2 Bl

1 Al
MARIKMO

F.F.

al
marikmo

f.f.sr.

Bl
DUE

F.F.F.SR.S.

2 Al
BAPA

F

bl
waku

f.f.sr.d.

Bl
WAKU
F.F.SR.S.

3 Al
WAWA

YUKIYUKO
B
EGO

a4
kutara

fi.sr.d.d.

Bl
DUE
F.SR.S.

SR.H.

4 Al
GATU

s

b4
waku

fi.sr.d.d.d.

Bl
WAKU
SR.S.

1 Al
MARAITCHA

S.S.

a3 Bl
KAMINYER

D.S.

b3 A2 a4

a2 A2 b4
m,m,ra,m.m,

b2 A2 a3
m.m.nt.m.

al A2 b3
f.f.f.sr. m.mm.

bl A2 a^
due

f.f.f.,sr.d.

MARI
M.M.B.

mari
m.ii.

a4 A2 bi
gurron.g

f.fi.sr.d.d.

MARELKER
M.M.B.S.

arnji

mi

b4 A2 al
dumungur
Ei.f.sr.d.d.d.

MARI
M.M.B. S,S.

yeppa

a3 A2 bi
MARELKER
M.M.B.S.S.S.

walm
sr.fl.

b3 A2 a4
momelker
m.m.b.s.s.s.s.d

MARI
M.M.B. S.S.S.S.

kutara

sr.dj.

B2 b4

B2 a3

B2 b3

B2 a2

B2 b2
NATI
M.F.

momo
f.m.

B2 al
GAWEL

M.B.
mokul bapa

f.sr.

B2 bl
GALLE
M.B.S.

due
f.sr.d.

B2
GAWEL
M.B.S.S.

B2
GALLE
M.B.S.S.S.

a4
gurrong
f.sr.d.d.

b4
dumungur
f.sr.d.d.d.

A3

A3

A3
M.M.M.M.B.

A3

A3

A3

A3

A3

Ao

al

bl

a4

b4

a3

B3

B3

B3

B3
M.M.M.B.

bl

a4

b4

a3

B3 b3
NATCHIWALKER momelker

M.M.M.B.S. m.m.m.b.d.

b3 B3 a2
arndi GAWEL mokul rumeru

m.m.m.b.s.d. M.M.M.B.S.S. m.m.b.d.

a2 B3 b2
mari NATCHIWALKER galle

m.m.b.s.d. M.M.M.B.S.S.S. m ,b.d.

al
gatu

d.

b2 B3
arndi GAWEL
n.b.s.d. M.M.M.B.S.S.S. S.

al B3 bl
maraitcha NATCHIWALKER kaminyer

s.d. M.M.M.B.S,S.S.S.S. d.d.

A4 a2 B4 b2

A4 b2 B4
M.M.M.M.M.B.

al
f.f.f.f.f.sr.

A4 al
f.f.f.f.sr.

B4 bl

A4 bl B4 a4

A4
KUTARA

F.F.F.F.SR.D.S.

a4
kutara

f.f.f.isr.d.d.

B4
DUMUNGUR

F.F.F.F.F.SR.D.D.S.

b4
dumungur

f.f.fi.f.sr.ddd.

A4
GURRONG
F.F.F.SR.D.S.

b4
waku

f.fi.f.sr.d.d.d.

B4
WAKU

F.F.F.F.SR.D.D.S.

a3

A4
KUTARA
F.F.SR.D.S.

a3 B4
DUMUNGUR
F.F,F.SR.D,D.S.

b3
momelker

m.m.m.b.s.s.d.

A4
GURRONG

F.SR.D.S.

b3
arndi

m.m.m.b.s.s.s.d.

B4
WAKU

F.F.SR.D.D.S.

a2
mokul rumeru
m.m.b.s.s.d.

A4
KUTARA

SR.D.S.

a2
mari

m.m.b.s.s.s.d.

B4
DUMUNGUR

F.SR.D.D.S.

b2
galle

m.b.s.s.d.

CLASS (SUBSECTION) RELATIONSHIPS

MARRIAGE

DIAGRAM
ALL

GENERATIONS
Ai

al

2

B2.

bl

Bl

\2,

A4
1

a4

D I A GR

A

11

.b3

P3,

b4

B4

a3

A3

1 Al, 2, 3, 4
NGARIT

al, 2, 3, 4
ngaritjan.

Bl, 2, 3, 4
BALANG

bl, 2, 3, 4
bilindjan

2 Al, 2, 3, 4
BANGARDI

bl, 2, 3, 4
kumandjan

Bl, 2, 3, 4
KARMARUNG

al, 2, 3, 4
bangaritjan

3 Al, 2, 3, 4
BULAIN

al, 2, 3, 4
bulaindjan

Bl, 2, 3, 4
BURALANG

bl, 2, 3, 4
kalian

4 Al, 2, 3, 4
KAIJARK

bl, 2, 3, 4
warmutjan

Bl, 2, 3, 4
WARMUT

al, 2, 3, 4
kaitj an

1 Al, 2, 3, 4
NGARIT

al, 2, 3, 4
ngaritjan

Bl, 2, 3, 4
BALANG

U. 2, 3, 4
bilindjan



WORORA KINSHIPS

Al al
ABIA abiinja

F.F. f.f.sr.

Bl bl A2 a2 B2
KULAIA kulanja KURUM kurumanja WAIA
F.F.SR.H. f.f.sr.h.sr.

F.M.B.W.B. f.m.b.w. F.M.B,

W.F.F.

b2
manganja

f.m.

A3 a3 B3 b3 A4
WOLBAIA

or
KADJAIA

M.M.B.

a4
kadjanja
m.m.

B4
TJAMAIA

M.F.

b4
tjamanja
m.f.sr.

Al
IRAIA

Al
NAUAIA

B

EGO
man-speaking

Al
IRAIA

S

Al
NAWOMALE

s.s.

bl
ibanja

f.f.sr.d.

a2

b2

a3

Bl a4 A2
IBAIA budinja KADJAIA
F.F.SR.S. m.m.b.d.

kurumanja
w.m.

[b.w.m.]

M.B.W.B.

Bl b2 A2
KULAIA manganja

SR.H. w.
[H.l

Bl
IBAIA
SR.S.

[S.]

Bl
KULAIA
SR.S.S.

al
pamaranja

d.

b3
ibanja
d.d.

A2
WOLBAIA

SR.D.H.
ID.H.]

A2
BUDA
SR.D.S.

[D.S.]

b2

a3

b3

a4

B2 al A3
WAIA pamaranja NALINDJAIA
W.F. f.sr. [h.m.b.]

b3 B3
KULAIA
F.SR.H.

a2
kadjanja
m.b.w.

A4
BUDA
M.M.B.S.

KURUM
W.M.tt.

b4
karanja

in.

B4
KAKAIA

M.B.

a3
nalinjanja

[h.m.]

B2
WAIA
W.B.

b3
ibanja

f.sr.d.

A3 a4
kadjanja
m.b.s.w.

B3
IBAIA
F.SR.S.

b4
tjamanja
m.b.d.

A4 al
nauanja

sr.

[ego]

[woman speaking]

B4
TJAMAIA

M.B.S.

bl
kulanja
sr.h.sr.

B2
WAIA
W.B.S.

a2
wolbaiinja
sr.d.h.sr.

kadjanja
m.b.s.s.w.

A3
NALINDJAIA

SR.S.W.B.

tS.W.B.]

b4
karanja

s.w.

B3
KULAIA

D.H.

a3
nalindjanja

sr.s.w.

[s.w.]

A4
BUDA

SR.H.SR.S.

[H.SR.S.]

bl
ibanja
sr.d.

[d.]

B4
KAKAIA
M.B. S.S.

a4
budinja
sr.h.sr.d.

B2
WAIA
W.B.S.S.

b4
tjamanja
m.b.s.s.d.

A3 al
nawomalinja

s.d.

B3
IBAIA

D.S.

bl
kulanja
sr.s.d.

A4 a2
budinja
sr.d.d.

B4
TJAMAIA
M.B.S.S.S.

b2
manganja

s.s.w.

[d.d.]

DIAGR\M

OFMARRJAGES

BETWEEN

EIGHT TOrEMIC

HORDES

Corrigenda—Vide Table in J. R. B. Love's paper, this volume, facing page 280. DIAGRAM 12
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ROYAL SOCIETY OF SOUTH AUSTRALIA (INCORPORATED)

Receipts and Payments for the Year ended 30 September 1949

To

RECEIPTS

Balance, 1st October, 1948
Subscriptions
Life Membership
Exchanges
Government Grant for

Printing-

, etc.

Sale of Publications and
Reprints:

University of Adelaide
Sundries

Use of Room ....

Interest — Transferred
from Endowment
Fund

£ s. d.

45 6
61 16 11

£ s. d,

21 11

158 11

30
6

8

2

400

107 2 11

9 15

213 18 3

£941 5

PAYMENTS

£ s. d. £ s. d.

By Transactions—Vol. 72, Pt. 1,

and portion of Pt. 2

„ Reprints

H Librarian

,, Sundries

—

Lighting
Printing, Postages &

Stationery
Petty Expenses
Insurances .... ....

Cleaning Rooms ....

Life Membership Sub-
scription transferred

to Endowment Fund
Balances, 30th Sep. 19*9—
Savings Bank of S.A.

:

General Account ....

Endowment Fund ....

Bank of Aust £28 18 4
Less Out-

standing
Cheque 1

3 10 7

54 16

3 19
6 12
12 17

248 18 11

5 3

472 12
37 15

37 4

81 16 6

30

27 18 4 281 17 6

£941 5

ENDOWMENT FUND as at 30 September 1949

£ s. d. £ s. d.

1948—1 October

To Balance

—

Aust. Inscribed Stock 6,008 10

Savings Bank of S.A. 32 18 7 6,041 8 7

„ Interest

—

Inscribed Stock .... 207 17 1

Savings Bank of S.A. 6 1 2 213 18 3

n Life Membership Sub-
scription

.. Profit on Stock converted
30
1 10

£6,286 16 10

£ s. d. £ s. d.

1949_30 September

By Revenue Account .... 213 18 3

Balance™-

Aust. Inscribed Stock 6,010

Savings Bank of S.A. 62 18 76,072 18 7

£6.286 16 10

Audited and found correct. The Stock and Bank Balances have been verified by certificates

from the respective institutions.

Hon, Auditors

—

F. M. ANGEL
N. S. ANGEL, A.U.A. (Com.)

Adelaide. October 1948

HERBERT M. HALE,
Hon. Treasurer
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AWARDS OF THE SIR JOSEPH VERCO MEDAL
1929 Pbof. Walter Howchin, F.G.S.

1930 John McC. Black, A.L.S.
1931 Prof. Sir Dolxlas Mawson, Q.B.E., D.Sc., BE,, F.R.S.
1933 Prof J, Burton Cleland, M.D.
1935 Prof. T. Harvey Johnston, M.A., D.Sc.
193S Prof. J. A. Prescott, D.Sc, FA.LC.
1943 Herbert Womkrsley, A.L.S. , F.R.E.S.
1944 Prof. J. G. Wood, D.Sc, Ph.D.
1945 Cecil T. Mawgan, M.A., B.E., D.Sc, F.G.S.

1946 Herbert M. Hale

LIST OF FELLOWS, MEMBERS, ETC-

AS AT 30 MARCH 1950

Those marked with an asterisk (*) have contributed papers published in the Society's

Transactions, Those marked with a dagger (f) are Life Members.

Any change in address or any other changes should be notified to the Secretary.

Note—The publications of the Society are not sent to those members whose subscriptions

are in arrear.

§j£iij£ Honorary Fellows

1945. *Black, J. M., A.L.S., (Hon. causa), 82 Brougham Place, North Adelaide—Vcrco
Medal 1930; Fellow, 1907-45; Council, 1927-31; President, 1933-34; Vice-President,

1931-33.

1945. *Fennek, C A. E., D.Sc, 42 Alexandra Avenue, Rose Park. Adelaide—Fellow, 1917-45;

Council, 1925-28; President, 1930-31; Vice-President, 1928-30; Secretary, 1924-25;

Treasurer, 1932-33; Editor, 1934-37.

1949. *Cleland, Prof. J, B„ M.D„ Dashwood Road, Beaumont, S.A—Fellow, 1895-1949;

Verco Medal, 1933; Council, 1921-26, 1932-37; President, 1927-28; 1940-41; Vice-

President, 1926-27, 1941-42.

Fellows.

1946. Abbie, Prop. A. A., M.D., D.Sc, Ph.D., University of Adelaide.
1935, Adam, D. B., B.Agr.Sc, Waitc Institute (Private Mail Bag), Adelaide—Council,

1939-42; Vice-President 1942; Librarian. 1942-.

1927. *Ar,DEftMAN. A. R., Ph.D., D.Sc, F.G.S. , Div. Indus. Chemistry, C.S.I.R.O., Box 4331,

G.P.O., Melbourne, Victoria—0?f/nri/
t
1937-42.

1931. Andrew, Rev. J. R., c/o Methodist Manse, Maitland.
1935. *Andrewartha, H. G., M.AgrSc, D.Sc, Waitc Institute (Private Mail Bag),

Adelaide—Council, 1950.

1935. *Anorkwartha, Mrs. H. V., BAgr.Sc, M.S„ (nee H. V. Steele), 29 Ctaremont
Avenue, Netherby, S.A.

1929. *Ancel, F. M., 34 Fullarton Road, Park.side, S.A.
1939. *Angel, Mrss L. MM M.Sc, c/o University of Adelaide.
1945. *Bartlett, H. K., L.Th., 15 Claremont Avenue, Netherby. S.A.
1050. Beasley, A. K., Harris Street, Mardcn, S.A.
1950. Beck, R. G., B.Ag.Sc, R.D.A., Linewood Park. Mittel, S.A-
1932. Begg, P. R-, D.D.Sc. L.D.S.. Shell House, 170 North Terrace, Adelaide.
1928. Best, R. J., D.Sc, F.A.C.I., Waite Institute (Private Mafil Bag), Adelaide.
1934. Black, E. C, M.B.. B.S . Magill Road, Tranmcre. Adelaide.
1950. BoronN. N. J.. MB., R.S., F.R.C.S. (Eng.), F.R.A.C.S., 144 Hill Street, North

Adelaide S.A.
1945. *Bo.vythok, C. W., B.Sc, A tA.CL, Romalo House, Romalo Avenue, Magill, S.A.
1940. Bonvthon, Str T. Lavington, B.A. (Camb.), 263 East Terrace, Adelaide.
1945. *Boowsma, C, D.; M.Sc, B.ScFor., 2 Celtic. Avenue, South Road Park, S.A.
1947. Bowes, IX R., Ph.D., B-Sc, 51 Eton Street. Malvern.
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D*t* of
Election.

1939. Brookman, Mrs. R. D. (nee A. Harvey), U.A., Meadows. S A,

i945. Broughton, A. C, Farina, S.A-
'

1948. Browning, T. O., B.Sc (Syd.), Waite Institute (IVivaie Mail Bag), Adelaide.

1944. *Burbidge, Miss N. T., M.Sc, C.S.I.R.O-. Div. Plant industry, PO. Box 109, Can-

berra, A.C.T.
1923. Burdon, R. S., D.Sc, University of Adelaide—Council 1^6.

_

1922 'Campbell, T. D., D.D^Sc* D.Sc., Dental Dt-pt., Adelaide Hospital Adelaide—

Council, iSffiAl 1935, 1942-45; Vke-Prcsidenl t
1932-34 ; President, 19&45.

1944, Casson, P. B.. B.Sc, For. (Adel.), 8 Benjafield Terrace, New Town, Hot/art.

1929. CuRisus, W., M.B-, B.S., Education Department, Social Services, 51 Pirie Street

Adelaide

—

Treasurer, 1933-38.

1050. Coalstad, S F..
t
B.Sc., 6 Hampton Street, Hawthorn, S.A.

1949. Collivee, F. S., Geology Department, University ol Queensland.
n ^ ^

1930. *Colquhoun j T. T., M.Sc., 10 French Street, Nethetby, S>A.—Secretary, 1942-43,

1907 *Cooke W. T., D.Sc., A.A.CL, 4 South Terrace, Kensington Gardens, S.A.—Council,

1938-41; Vice-President, 1941-42. 1943-44; President, 1942-43.

1942. *Cooper, II. M., 51 Hastings Street, Glenelg, S.A.

3944. Cohnxsh, Melville, State Bank, Pirie Street, Adelaide.

1029 *Cotton, £. C, S.A. Museum, Adelaide—Council, 1943-46, 1948-49; Vice-President,

1949.50; President, 1950-.

1924. de CkESH&ny, Sir C T- C, D.S.O., M D.
F
F.R.C.P., 219 North Terrace, Adeliudfc

1950. Delano, C. M„ M.B., B.S., D.i'.H., fyjM* 29 Gilbert Street, Goodwood, S.A.

1941. Dickinson, S. B.. M.Sc, 52 Burnside Road, Kensington.

1930. DiX, E. V.. Hospitals Department, Kundle Street, Adelaide, S.A,

1944. Duns-tone." S M. L., M.B., B.S., 124 Fayneham Road, St. Peter*, Adelaide.

1931. Dwver, J. M.. M.B., B.S., 105 Port Road. Hindmarsh, SA.
1933 *Eardley, Miss C M„ M.Sc, University of Adelaide- Council, 1943-46.

1945. Ehmonos, S. J., U.A., M.Sc, 56 Fisher Terrace, Mile End, S.A,

1902, *F.u(»ut»i. A. G. (
IV Farrell Street, Glenelg, S.A.—Council, 1949-,

1944. Ferkls, Mtss H. M., M.Sc., H Taylor's Road, Mitcham, SA.
1927. "Finlayson, H. H., 305 Ward Street. North Adelaide—Cottwl, 1937-40.

1923 +Fby H, K., D.S.O.. M.D.. B.S., B.Sc., F.R.A.CP, Town Hall, Adelaide—Owned,
1935-37; Vice-President, 1937-38, 1939-40; President. 1938-39.

1932. *GlBSON. E. S. H.
(
M.Sc, 297 Cross Roads, Clarence Gardens, Adelaide.

1927. Godfrey. F. K., Box 951H, G.P.O., Adelaide

1935. fGoLttSACK, H., Coromandel Valley, S.A.

1925. fGossE, Sir James H., Gilbert House, Gilbert Place, Adelaide.

1910. +Grant, Pruk. Sir Kekk, M.Sc, F.I.P.. 56 Fourth Avejiue, St. 1'ClCfS, S-A.

1930. Gray, J. T., Orroroo, SA.
1933. Greaves, H., 12 Edward Street, Glynde, S.A.

1904. Griffith, H. B., Dunrobin Road, Brightou, S.A.

1948. Gross, G. F, B.Sc, South Australian Museum, Adelaide—Secretary. 1950-.

1944. GtttW D. L, B.Sc. Mineral Resources Survey, Canberra, A.C.T.

1922. JIat.k, il. M„ Director S.A Museum, Adelaide i'erco Medal, 1946; Council. 1931-34,

1950- ; Vice -President, 1934-36, 1937-38; President, 1936-37; Treasurer, L938-N5IX

1949. Hall, D, R., Mern Merna, via Quorn, S.A.

1940, *Haboy. Mks. J. K. (nee A. C. Beekwitb). M.Sc., Box 62, SmilhtuM, Tas.

1944. Hawus, ). ll, t B.Sc. 94 Archer Street, North Adelaide, S.A.

1947. Henderson, D, L. W., P.M.K., 20 Bourke, N.S.W.
1944. Herrtot. R. I., BAjrrhc, Soil Conservator, Dept. of Agriiciiliure, S.A.

1949. Homoway. B. W., B.Sc, 33 Kvre Avenue, Khitfawood, S.A.

1924. *HossFET.n, P. S., M.Sc, 132 Fisher Street,, Fullarton, S-A.

1950. Howard. F. F„ B.Sc., c/o Great. Western Consolidated, Bullfinch, \V\A.

1944. Humble, D. S. W.. 238 Payneharn Road, Payneharrt. S.A.

1947. IIutton, T. T., B.Sc, 18 Emily Avenue, Clapham.

1928. Ifouuj, P., Kurralta, Burnside, S.A.

1942. Jenkins, C. F. H„ Department of Agriculture, St. George's Terrace, Perth, W-A.
1918. *Tennison, Rkv. J. C, 7 Frew Street, Fullarton, S.A.

1945. *7Essur\ R. W., M.Sc. 3 Alma Road, Fullarton, SA.
1910. *John*on, E. flu, M.D., M.R.C.S., 1 Baker Street, Glenelg.

1950, Johns, R. K., B.Sc, Department of Mines, Flinders Street, Adelaide, S.A

1921. *Johnston, Prof. T. H.
3
M.Am D.Sc, University of Adelaide—Verco Med-jl 1935;

Council, 1^26-2^, 1940- ; Vice-President, 1928-31; President, 1931-32; Secretary,

1938-40. Ktfjh fauna and Flora Hoard, 1932-39,; Editor, 1943-45,

10i9. jKHAKHAa, ii. M„ Ph.D.
(
M.15,, P.RG.S,, Khafchar Rmldings. C.P. Tank Road, Bom-

bay, India-
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Date of
Election.

1949. *King
1

D... M.Sc, 44 Anjrwin Avenue, Blair Athol, S.A.
1933. *Kleeman, A. W->. M.Sc, University of Adelaide—Secretary, 1945-43: V\w-Presi-

dent, 1948-1940, 1950- ; President, 1949-50.
1922. Lenhon, G. A. f M.D., U.S., RR.CP,, AMP. Building, King William Street, Adelaide,
1948. LothiaxY, T. R. N., N.D.II. (M.Z.), Diiectur, Botanic Gardens, Adelaide.
1949. IvOweu, H. F., 7 Avenue Road, Highgate, S.A.
1931. "Xudbrook, Mrs. W. V. (nee N. H. Woods), M.A., Elimatia Street, Reid, A.C.T.
1948. McCuu-OCH, R. N., M.B.E., B.Sc. (Oxon.), B.Agi.Sci. <Syd>, Rasewoxtlrr Agricul-

tural College, S.A.
193«, Maudern, C. B., B.DS,

y
D.D.Sc, Shell House, North Terrace. Adelaide.

1932. Mann, E. A., C/o Bank of Adelaide, Adelaide.
1939. Manshau., T. j ( , M.Agr.Sc, Ph.D., Waile Institute (Pnivate M&il Bae-), Adelai<k—

Cmvicil, 1948-.

1905. *Mawsox. Prof. Sir Douglas, O.B.E. D.Sc, B.E., F.K.S, University of Adelaide—
FerW M «?</«/, 1931; President, 1924-25, 1944-45; P<fo*-Pmttfotf, 1923-24, 1925-26;
Council, 1941-4,3.

1950. May, L. J I., B.Sc, 691 Esplanade, Grange. S.A.
1920. Mayo, The Hu.v. Mr. justice., LL.B., K.C\, Supreme Court. Adelaide.
1M50 Mavo, G. M. E., B.As.Sc, Waite Institute (Private Mail Bag), A.klaidr S.A.
1943. McCarthy, Mrss D. F., B.A., B.Sc, 70 HaJton Terrace, Kcniuiston Park.
t945. f*MiLEs, K. R., D.Sc, F.G.S., Mines Department Flinders Street, Adelaide.
193?. Mincham, V. H.4 Hammond, S.A.
1925. tMrrcBELL, Prof. Sir W., K.C.M.G., MA., D-Sc, Fiuroy Ter.f Prospect, SA.
\933. Mitchell, Prof. M- L., M.Sc, University, Adelaide.
1938. Mookhouse, F. W-, M.Sc, Chief Inspector of Fisheries, Flinders Street, Adelaide.
1936. 'Moiuntford, C. P., 25 First Avenue, St. Peters, Adelaide.
1944. Ml'Rkjsu., J. W., Engineer ng and Water Supply Dcpt., Port Road, Thebarton, S A.
1944. Neal-Smitw, C. A,, B.Agr.Sci., 16 Gooreen Street, Reid, Canberra, A.CT.
1944. Ninnes, A. R., B.A., 62 Sheffield Street, Malvern, S-A.
1945. *Northcote, K. HM B.Agr.Sc, AJ.A.S., Waite Institute (Private Mail Ba#), Adelaide
1930. Ockendex, G. P., B.A., c/o Flinders Street Practising School, Flinders St., Adelaide
1947. *Ophel, 1. L., 65 Fifth Avenue, St Peters, S.A.
191.1. Osborx, Prof. T. G. B., D.Sc, Department of Botany, Oxford, F.ngland—CtnouM.

1915-20, 1922-24; President, 1925-26; Vtce-Pr evident, 1924-25, 1926-27.
1937. *r.\RxiN, L, W., M.Sc, c/o North Broken Hill Mining- Co., Melbourne, Victoria,
1049. Parkixsox, K. J., B,Sc, 8 Moorcktnd Avenue, Beverlev, S.A.
1941 Pattison, G.> 68 Partridge Street, Glenelg, S.A.
1929. Patjix, A. p:, M.A., B.Sc, 10 Milton Avenue, FuHartori, S.A.
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